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Preface

The workshop on Declarative Agent Languages and Technologies (DALT), in its
sixth edition this year, is a well-established forum for researchers interested in
sharing their experiences in combining declarative and formal approaches with
engineering and technology aspects of agents and multiagent systems. Building
complex agent systems calls for models and technologies that ensure predictabil-
ity, allow for the verification of properties, and guarantee flexibility. Developing
technologies that can satisfy these requirements still poses an important and
di!cult challenge. Here, declarative approaches have the potential of o"ering
solutions that satisfy the needs for both specifying and developing multiagent
systems.

Recent advances in the area of computational logic provide a strong foun-
dation for declarative languages and technologies. Equipped with such strong
foundations, declarative approaches can help us to design agents that can rea-
son about each other and their environment in a principled manner, as well as
multiagent systems where these agents interact in a meaningful and verifiable
way. For this reason, one of the main purposes of DALT has always been the
further advancement of relevant specification and verification techniques, such
as, for instance, modal and epistemic logics, model checking, constraint logic
programming, and distributed constraint satisfaction.

On the other hand, DALT has traditionally fostered the development of
declarative approaches to engineering agent-based systems. This theme is driven
by important application areas, such as the semantic web service-oriented com-
puting, web services, security, and electronic contracting. We are interested in
the methodologies and techniques for building such systems, in reports on ex-
periences gathered in using them, and in experimental studies analysing their
performance.

DALT 2008 is being held as a satellite workshop of AAMAS 2008, the 7th
International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems,
in Estoril, Portugal. Following the success of DALT 2003 in Melbourne (LNAI
2990), DALT 2004 in New York (LNAI 3476), DALT 2005 in Utrecht (LNAI
3904), DALT 2006 in Hakodate (LNAI 4327), and DALT 2007 in Honolulu
(LNAI 4897), DALT will aim at providing a discussion forum to both (i) support
the transfer of declarative paradigms and techniques to the broader community
of agent researchers and practitioners, and (ii) to bring the issue of designing
complex agent systems to the attention of researchers working on declarative
languages and technologies.

This edition of DALT received twenty-four high quality submissions, fourteen
of which have been selected by the Programme Committee and are included in
this volume. Ten papers have been selected for a long presentation at the work-
shop, the others for a short presentation. Each paper received at least three
reviews in order to supply the authors with a rich feedback that could stimu-



VI

late the research as well as foster the discussion. DALT 2008 post-proceedings
will appear soon as a volume in the Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence by
Springer.

We would like to thank all authors for their contributions, the members of the
Steering Committee for the precious suggestions and support, and the members
of the Programme Committee for the excellent work during the reviewing phase.

March 12th, 2008

Matteo Baldoni
Tran Cao Son

M. Birna van Riemsdijk
Michael Winiko"
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Combining Multiple Knowledge Representation
Technologies into Agent Programming

Languages

Mehdi Dastani1 and Koen V. Hindriks2 and Peter Novák3 and Nick A.M.
Tinnemeier1

1 Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands, {mehdi,nick}@cs.uu.nl
2 Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands, k.v.hindriks@tudelft.nl

3 Clausthal University of Technology, Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany,
peter.novak@tu-clausthal.de

Abstract. In most agent programming languages in practice a program-
mer is committed to the use of a single knowledge representation tech-
nology. In this paper we argue this is not necessarily so. It is shown
that rational agent programming languages allow for the combination
of various such technologies. Specific issues that have to be addressed
to realize such integration for rational agents that derive their choice of
action from their beliefs and goals are discussed. Two techniques to deal
with these issues which enable the integration of multiple knowledge
representation techniques are presented: a meaning-preserving transla-
tion approach that maps one representation to another, and an approach
based on so-called bridge rules which add additional inference power to
a system combining multiple knowledge representation technologies.

1 Introduction

Rational agent programming has been motivated on several grounds. One of
its motivations has been to provide for a high-level specification framework for
agent programs based on common sense concepts such as beliefs, goals, actions,
and plans. Such a programming framework comes with several benefits, among
others that, though the programming framework is abstract, it can be realized
computationally, and, that the programming framework is based on common
sense intuitive concepts which nevertheless have a well-defined semantics.

In our view, rational agent programming is abstract in one sense in that
it does not commit to a particular knowledge representation language. Though
it is common in several concrete programming languages for rational agents to
use Prolog like expressions to represent an agent’s mental states (cf. Jason[1],
2APL[4], and GOAL[6]), this is more a de facto standard and is not implied by
the concept of rational agent programming itself. Some agent frameworks such
as Jadex[16] and JACK[18] have taken a much more pragmatic road and use
object oriented technology to implement the beliefs and goals of an agent.

Even though in implemented agent programming systems there are ways to
add a limited support for external KR technologies, such as accessing a database
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engine, this is achieved on the technological level and the solution is bound to
be proprietary w.r.t. the implemented application. Therefore as far as we know,
it can be said that all of the existing programming frameworks for rational
agents in principle commit to a particular kind of knowledge representation (in
the sense of Definition 1; see Section 2). In our view, this is not so much a
limitation implied by rational agent programming per se. Moreover, we believe
that rational agent programming has the integrative potential to facilitate and
support the design and construction of agents that use multiple and various
knowledge representation languages. In this sense, we are inspired by similar
ideas of using various knowledge representation languages that motivated the
knowledge interchange format project (KIF)[15].

As a motivating example to allow multiple knowledge representations for
building rational agents consider Ape (Airport Passenger E-assistant), a mobile
robot with the task of helping passengers by providing them with flight schedules
and getting them at the right gate on time. Ape needs to make decisions about,
for example, who to serve first, and when to call for the assistance of airport
personnel in case she cannot handle all requests in time. In practice, to support
such decision-making, it may be best to use various representation technologies.
For example, Ape could use Prolog to reason about various decision options,
and may have access to a Geographic Information System (GIS) containing the
topology of the airport and an Oracle database with the flight schedules.

The aim of this paper is to explore the use of multiple knowledge represen-
tations, not only between agents, but also within a single agent, both from a
pragmatic, practical perspective as well as a theoretical perspective. One of the
main motivations to do this stems from the fact that various knowledge repre-
sentations come with various strengths and weaknesses which would be inherited
by an agent program if such a program would be restricted to the use of only a
single knowledge representation language. This point has also been particularly
argued for by Marvin Minsky[13]. In this work, he argues that to organize in-
telligence multiple representations are required to do the job. We believe that
rational agent programming may provide part of a solution for integrating such
a multitude of representations in a clean and well-organized manner with appli-
cations in mind.

From a pragmatic point of view, we would also not like rational agent pro-
gramming languages to commit a programmer to learn a new and specific knowl-
edge representation language that comes with the agent programming language.
Learning to program rational agents should not necessarily mean also learning
a new and unfamiliar language for representing knowledge. The programmer
should have (at least some) freedom to choose his or her favorite language for
representing facts about the application domain. The motivation thus is practi-
cal, but at the same time it has been and still is quite hard to combine various
knowledge representations in a useful manner. In practice, moreover, it should
be possible to develop agent applications that incorporate legacy databases, such
as, for example, an Oracle flight schedule database. To facilitate such integra-
tion, the use of a particular agent language should not imply the need to redesign
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the original database but instead an agent language ideally would support and
provide an Oracle interface.

In Section 2, we first define knowledge representation in a formally precise
way. In order to illustrate the use of multiple knowledge representations within a
single agent, we present and discuss in Section 3 the syntax and semantics of the
GOAL[6] agent programming language. In Section 4, we introduce a technique
to integrate di!erent knowledge representations for the case that the beliefs and
goals of a single agent are represented by means of di!erent knowledge represen-
tations. In Section 5, we discuss another technique for the case that the belief
base of a single agent is represented using di!erent knowledge representations.
Finally, in Section 6, we discuss related work and conclude the paper.

2 KR Technology

Our interest in this paper is in basic representation and reasoning tools such as
logic, Bayesian networks, or others more than in upper ontologies or domain-
specific ontologies. In [5] such representation and reasoning tools are referred to
as knowledge technologies, a convention we will adopt here as well. A knowledge
representation is characterized by means of five roles. Here we are particularly
interested in two roles associated with knowledge technologies:

1. Knowledge technologies provide a fragmentary theory of intelligent reason-
ing, i.e. a knowledge technology defines a notion of inference that enables
drawing conclusions from other available information represented by means
of the same technology, and

2. Knowledge technologies provide a medium for pragmatically e!cient compu-
tation, i.e. a knowledge technology provides tools and techniques to compute
with (or to use) the representations supported by the technology.

Other roles of knowledge representations discussed in [5] as being a set of onto-
logical commitments or as providing a medium of human expression are less im-
portant in this context. The choice of ontology presumably is application driven,
whereas the integration of various representation tools into agent programming
languages poses more general challenges.

For our purposes, it is useful to more formally define what a knowledge tech-
nology is. Our aim is to relate the semantics of agent programming languages
with a very generic concept of a knowledge technology. Informally, a knowl-
edge technology is defined here as a language with a well-defined semantics that
comes with an inference relation and procedures to update information stored in
a knowledge base. Though update procedures may not commonly be regarded as
part of a knowledge technology, in our view providing some support and concept
of updating a knowledge base to maintain a correspondence with the entities
being represented is essential. Moreover, in the context of agent programming
update operators are essential, which provides our main motivation to include
them in our definition.
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Definition 1. (Knowledge Representation Technology)
A knowledge representation technology is defined as a tuple:

!L, |=,"#

where L is a representation language which can be used to express declarative
sentences, with a given set Lq $ L of query expressions, |= : 2L%Lq & {',(}
is an inference relation, and " : 2L % L & 2L is an update operator.

Definition 1 is intentionally kept very abstract. Our concern here is with
the roles that a knowledge representation can fulfill in the context of agent
languages. The main roles in this context are that it can be used to represent
an agent’s mental states (e.g., beliefs and goals) and to query the agent’s mental
state, as well as that it allows for performing an update on stored representations
to maintain a correspondence of the agent’s mental state and its environment.
These operations can be conceptualized as providing a TELL and ASK interface
on a database of stored representations as discussed in [10]. We assume (though
it is in our quite general setting not strictly necessary to do so) that provided
consistency of a database ! and a sentence " the update operator " preserves
consistency, i.e. !"" is consistent as well and the database remains unchanged if
the sentence to update with is inconsistent (!"( = !). ( denotes here falsity.
Information is expressed by means of sentences from the language that can be
true or false, but we also allow for semantics that incorporate more truth values
as is typical in multi-valued logic. A knowledge base, or, alternatively, simply a
database, is then defined as a set of sentences from the knowledge representation
language.

The use of the inference relation and update operations in defining an agent
language is clarified below where we show how the semantics of an agent language
can be defined in terms of these operators. In concrete agent languages the
update operator typically is not a single operator " but one or more operations
to add and remove stored representations from a database (though it may be a
single operator, as e.g. postconditions of actions can be interpreted in a STRIPS-
like fashion as add/delete lists). The definition provided suits, however, for the
purposes of this paper.

Some typical examples of knowledge representation technologies that fit the
definition are logical languages such as first-order logic and description logics
such as the Ontology Web Language (OWL), Frame languages [12], Prolog,
Answer Set Programming, Constraint Programming, relational databases, and
others, such as Bayesian Network also fit though the notion of an update in
Bayesian Networks is rather limited and it is not common to view a Bayesian
network as a database consisting of a set of sentences.

To illustrate the scope of our definition, we discuss the example of relational
databases - one of the most common technologies for storing information in
practice - in slightly more detail. In this case, the representational language
L can be identified with languages such as Datalog [3] or SQL. Datalog is a
declarative database query language whereas SQL is a declarative language for
both querying and updating relations stored in a database. SQL query formulas
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provide the query language Lq whereas SQL update formula can be used to
specify the insertion or removal of relations from a database. Finally, the SQL
interpreter (the relational database engine) implements the inference relation |=
and update operator ". The correspondence between Datalog or SQL and the
abstract KR language scheme of Definition 1 thus is rather straightforward.

3 Integrating Multiple KRTs into Rational Agents

The question of how to usefully integrate multiple knowledge representations into
a software application in general poses several complex issues [15]. One particu-
larly interesting question is how to facilitate the derivation of a conclusion from
knowledge stored in di!erent representations in various databases controlled or
accessible by the agent. The combination of multiple knowledge technologies into
a rational agent programming language, however, raises some specific issues of
its own. To illustrate these, we first provide a very brief overview of the essential
ingredients of the agent programming language GOAL [6], which are introduced
here mainly for illustrative purposes. Only those parts of the GOAL language
related to the subject of this paper are introduced. The interested reader is re-
ferred to [6] for a more extensive presentation of the language. GOAL agents -
as agents programmed in related agent programming languages such as 2APL,
Jason, and Jadex - derive their choice of action from their beliefs and goals.
Beliefs and goals are represented by means of some knowledge technology (as
mentioned earlier, typically Prolog is used), and, for the purpose of this paper, it
will be particularly relevant to look into the relation between these two notions.

3.1 GOAL: Syntax and Semantics

The main defining features of a rational agent programming language are con-
structs for defining the agent’s mental state, including its beliefs and goals, its
action selection mechanism used by the agent to derive a choice of action from
its beliefs and goals, and a commitment strategy which determines when an agent
will revise its goals given its beliefs. An example of a commitment strategy is to
only drop a goal when the agent believes it has been achieved, a so-called blind
commitment strategy (cf. [17]). The semantic interdependence of an agent’s goals
and beliefs di!erentiate rational agent programming languages from other high-
level languages such as database languages. At the same time, however, this
interdependency raises some special issues for integrating multiple knowledge
representation languages into such a language. In order to clarify these issues
some of the key semantic rules of GOAL that formalize these interdependencies
are introduced.

In the following we use !!,# # to denote an arbitrary mental state of a rational
agent where ! is the belief base and # is the goal base of the agent. Although
it is usual to assume both the belief base as well as the goal base consist of
sentences from a single knowledge technology (e.g. Prolog), for the purposes of
this paper, we are interested in relaxing this assumption in two ways. First, the
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belief base and goal base do not need to be based on one and the same knowledge
technology. Second, the belief base does not need to be monolithic and might
instead consist of various databases based on various knowledge technologies.
Similarly, a goal base might be based on multiple technologies, but we do not
discuss this possibility explicitly in this paper since it seems less useful to us.
However, the the same techniques we propose for handling belief base multiple
belief bases could be applied also in this situation.

The issues that are introduced by relaxing this assumption can be illustrated
after introducing some basic definitions.

First, we introduce a belief operator bel(") and goal operator goal(") and
associated semantics which express that an agent has a belief or goal " in a
mental state M = !!,# #. These operators enable the expression of conditions
on mental states of an agent. Formally, a mental state condition is a boolean
combination of belief and goal conditions, i.e.

m ::= bel(") | goal(") | ¬m | m )m

The semantics of simple belief and goal conditions is defined next. In the
standard way these can be extended to handle boolean combinations.

Definition 2. (Semantics of Mental State Conditions)
Let M = !!,# # be a mental state. Then the semantic clauses for bel and goal
are provided by:
– M |= bel(") i" ! |= "
– M |= goal(") i" *$ + # s.t. $ |= " and ! ,|= ".

According to this definition, an agent has a belief " if " is entailed by the
agent’s belief base and a goal " if and only if " is entailed “locally” from its goal
base (i.e. from one of the agent’s goals in its goal base) but does not follow from
its belief base. What is important in this context to note is that this semantic
clause requires us to both verify whether " is entailed by the goal base as well
as the belief base.

Second, we introduce a transition rule which defines the operational (“ex-
ecution step”) semantics for GOAL agents. This transition rule defines when
the agent can perform an action. The execution of an action involves updating
the agent’s mental state and to formally define it we need a transition function
T (a, !). Presumably, this transition function can be defined in terms of the up-
date operators associated with the knowledge representation language used to
specify the belief base, e.g. we could define the function by T (a, !) = ! " %
where % is the postcondition of action a.

Definition 3. (Action Execution Rule)
Let !!,# # be a mental state, c be a conditional action of the form if & then a
where & is a mental state condition. Then the execution of the conditional action
c is defined by:

!!,# # |= &

!!,# # -& !!!, # !#
where: !! = T (a, !), and # ! = # \ {$ + # | !! |= $}.
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This rule defining the semantics of action execution also “implements” the
blind commitment strategy discussed above. In the absence of other facilities to
modify goals, an agent will drop a goal $ only if it is believed to be achieved
(i.e. ! |= $). This automatic update of the goal base requires that each goal in
the goal base is checked against the belief base to verify if it has been achieved
(though in practice more e"cient implementations are possible).

The semantics introduced above enables us to introduce the issues raised by
introducing multiple knowledge technologies into a rational agent more precisely.
First, by allowing the belief base and the goal base to be based on di!erent
knowledge technologies (but still assuming each uses a single technology) we
need a means to relate these technologies. The reason is that Definition 3 requires
an agent to verify whether its goals $ have been achieved by verifying whether
they are entailed by its belief base !. Definition 3 thus requires that a query
$ specified using one knowledge technology can be resolved using a database !
based on another knowledge technology.

Second, by allowing a belief base to consist of multiple databases (i.e. ! =
D1 % . . .%Dn) using di!erent knowledge technologies the question arises what
it means to query such a belief base. It may be useful to decompose an agent’s
belief base into several databases in practice, e.g. to integrate legacy databases,
but how does the agent derive a conclusion that requires combining information
from such a distributed set of databases?

Finally, the semantics of both Definition 2 and 3 pose certain requirements
for the knowledge representation technologies used for goal bases. The point is
that both definitions require that a goal base can be viewed as a set, either to
check whether an element of the goal base entails some formula, or to remove
achieved goals from the goal base (Df. 2). Though most logic-based knowledge
technologies do support such a view not all do so naturally. For example, it is
not clear how a Bayesian network could be viewed as a set, and, in practice,
even Prolog systems allow for multiple occurrences of facts. Although the latter
issue is easily circumvented, the use of Bayesian networks to represent goals in
a goal base is practically excluded. In the remainder, we will assume that goal
bases are always implemented with a KRT that allows for set-theoretic view of
its associated databases.

There are several options to deal with the issues discussed above. It is unlikely
that there is one and only one unique best solution for handling these issues. Our
strategy here therefore will be to discuss some of the more promising options.
We do not claim to discuss an exhaustive list of options. Our main interest is in
the specific issues that are raised when dealing with the problem of combining
di!erent knowledge representations in the context of agent programming and
our objective is to provide some generic solutions to be able to usefully combine
knowledge representations into a rational agent.

A natural first suggestion is that if it would be possible to somehow translate
one knowledge representation into another one. In that case, below we show that
some of the issues specific to rational agents can be solved using translation
operators. In the next section some variations on this topic are explored.
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A second suggestion explored in this paper is to use so-called bridge rules to
connect knowledge stored in various databases (or contexts) and derive a new
conclusion from those knowledge sources much in the spirit of multi-context logic
[9]. This technique is discussed in Section 5.

4 A Translation Approach to Combine KRT’s

In this section, we assume that the belief and goal bases of an individual agent are
represented using di!erent knowledge representation technologies. This transla-
tion approach will be applied to define the semantics of the GOAL language to
fit multiple KRT’s. This approach is based on the assumption that the expres-
sions of one knowledge representation language can be translated to expressions
of the second language by means of a translation operator.

Definition 4. (translation operator) Let L1 and L2 be two knowledge represen-
tation languages. A translation operator ' from L1 to L2 is a function from L1

to L2. The translation operator can be defined on sets of formula as follows:
'({"1, . . . ,"n}) = {'("1), . . . , '("n)}.

A translation operator can be used to connect knowledge representation tech-
nologies with each other if their entailment relations and update operators im-
pose the same structures on the set of language expressions.

Definition 5. (KRT translation operator) Let K1 = !L1, |=1,"1# and K2 =
!L2, |=2,"2# be two knowledge representation technologies and 'K1"K2 : L1 &
L2 be a translation operator. We write ' instead of 'K1"K2 if it is clear that
' : L1 & L2.

' is a KRT translation operator from K1 to K2 i"

– .( $ L1,." + L1 : ( |=1 " & '(() |=2 '(")
– .( $ L1,." + L1 : '(("1 ") = '(()"2 '(")

In this paper, we will use a particular knowledge representation technol-
ogy which is based on a propositional language, its corresponding well-known
entailment relation and an update operator. Using this specific knowledge rep-
resentation technology, we can study some logical properties of other knowledge
representation technologies and investigate their behaviors when they are used
in agent programming languages.

Definition 6. (Logically founded KRT) Let Kp = !Lp, |=p,"p# be the proposi-
tional knowledge representation technology, where Lp is the language of propo-
sitional logic, |=p is its corresponding entailment relation, and "p is an update
function that satisfies some reasonable belief update postulates, amongst which
the consistency preservation property.

Let K = !L, |=,"# be an arbitrary knowledge representation technology. K is
called logically founded if and only if there exists a KRT translation operator '
from Kp to K. Moreover, we say ( $ L is ' -consistent only if '(() is consistent.
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The choice of propositional language in the above definition is not strict. In
fact, we may use an expressive but computational subset of predicate logic or
KIF[15]. We use the propositional language to simplify the presentation of the
relevant part of our approach. In the rest of this section, we use the translation
operator and present two ways to adapt the semantics of the GOAL programming
language.

4.1 Intermediate KRT Translation Approach

One approach is to assume that an agent programming language comes with
a propositional knowledge representation technology without assuming how the
belief and goal bases are represented. The proposition knowledge representation
technology is used to express the query and update expressions. For example, in
the GOAL programming language, the propositional formulae are used to im-
plement the pre- and post-conditions of actions without making any assumption
on the belief and goal languages. We call such a programming language generic.

In particular, one and the same language for query expressions (e.g., a propo-
sitional language Lp) is assumed, whereas the representation languages used to
represent the belief and goal bases may di!er from each other and from the
generic language Lp embedded in the agent language. The entailment relation
for the propositional language Lp is well-known. Moreover, various update op-
erators are studied for propositional language and some postulates are proposed
that should be valid for such operators. For example, if we consider only propo-
sitional atoms and their negations, then an update operator can be defined in
terms of addition and deletion of atoms.

Additionally we assume that the knowledge representation technologies used
for beliefs and goals are logically founded. This implies that there exists a KRT
translation operator that maps propositional expressions to the expressions of
the languages used in the knowledge representation technologies. In order to il-
lustrate this approach, we apply it to the GOAL programming language. The
semantic clauses of the GOAL programming language as defined above can be
modified to allow for the integration of multiple knowledge representation tech-
nologies.

Definition 7. (Semantics for Generic GOAL) Let Kb = !Lb, |=b,"b# and Kg =
!Lg, |=g,"g# be logically founded KRT, based on KRT translation operator 'b and
'g, respectively. Let also M = !!,# # be a mental state with ! $ Lb, # $ Lg,
" + Lp be a proposition, and c = if & then a be a conditional action. Let % + Lp

be a proposition representing the postcondition for action a. The semantics of
the generic GOAL language can be defined as follows:

– M |= bel(") i" ! |=b 'b(")
– M |= goal(") i" *$ + # : $ |=g 'b(") and ! ,|=b 'b(")
– Action execution:

!!,# # |= &

!!,# # -& !!!, # !#
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where: !! = ! "b 'b(%)

# ! = # \ {'g(%) + # | !! |=b 'b(%)}

The semantics of the GOAL programming language as defined above has
some interesting properties. In particular, despite using di!erent knowledge rep-
resentation technologies for belief and goal bases, it can be shown that when
executed the agent’s belief base remains consistent if the initial belief base of
the agent is consistent. Moreover, it can be shown that the agent will never have
goals that are already achieved.

Proposition 1. Let Kb = !Lb, |=b,"b# and Kg = !Lg, |=g,"g# be logically
founded KRT based on 'b and 'g, respectively. Let !!0 $ Lb, #0 $ Lg# be an
agent’s initial state, and !!i, #i# (for i > 0) be a state generated by executing
the agent according to the semantics as defined above. Then,

– if !0 is 'b-consistent then !i is 'b-consistent for i > 0
– if !i |=b 'b(") then #i ,|=g 'g(") for " + Lp and i > 0.

An advantage of this approach is that agent programs, which are implemented
in the generic version of the GOAL programming language, are independent from
the employed knowledge representation technologies. Consequently, changing the
employed knowledge representation technologies requires only a modification of
the translation operators such that nothing needs to be changed in the agent
programs. Furthermore, an agent program can be designed before a final choice
for a specific knowledge representation technology is made. A disadvantage is
that we should specify the translation operator in terms of the set of belief
queries which can be a large set.

4.2 Direct KRT Translation Approach

In this subsection, we assume that the adapted agent programming language is
defined in terms of two distinct knowledge representation technologies, one to
implement the belief base and its corresponding query expressions and one to
implement the goal base and its corresponding query expressions. The idea is
thus to represent each mental attitude (goals and beliefs) and its corresponding
queries with one and the same knowledge representation technology. In this ap-
proach, the knowledge representation technologies form integral constituents of
the definition of the agent programming language. We illustrate this approach
by applying it to the GOAL programming language. As the query languages
depend on the knowledge representation technologies, we first redefine the syn-
tax of the GOAL programming language by allowing expressions of di!erent
knowledge representation technologies to be used as query expressions.

Definition 8. (Syntax for Multiple KRTs) Let Lb and Lg be representation
languages for belief and goal expressions, respectively. Let ! $ Lb and # $ Lg.
The GOAL programming language based on Multiple KRT’s can be defined as
follows:
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– ’if & then a’, where
• if bel(") occurs in &, then " + Lb

• if goal(") occurs in &, then " + Lg

• PostCondition(a) + Lb

Here we assume a translation operator that translates Lg into Lb. Given such
translation operator, the semantics for the GOAL programming language can
be redefined as follows.

Definition 9. (Semantics for Multiple KRTs) Let ' : Lg & Lb, Kb = !Lb, |=b

,"b# and Kg = !Lg, |=g,"g#. Let also M = !!,# # be a mental state with ! $ Lb,
# $ Lg, "b + Lb, "g + Lg, and c = if & then a be a conditional action. Let % +
Lb be the postcondition for action a. The semantics of the GOAL programming
language based on Multiple KRT’s can be defined as follows:

– M |= bel("b) i" ! |=b "b

– M |= goal("g) i" *$ + # : $ |=g "g and ! ,|=g '("g)
– Action execution:

!!,# # |= &

!!,# # -& !!!, # !#

where: !! = ! "b %
# ! = # \ {% + # | !! |=b '(%)}

Like the previous approach, it is shown that the consistency of the belief base
can be preserved and its relation with the goal base can be maintained.

Proposition 2. Let Kb = !Lb, |=b,"b# be a KRT, Kg = !Lg, |=g,"g# be logically
founded based on 'p and let ' be a KRT translation operator from Lg to Lb. Let
also !!0 $ Lb, #0 $ Lg# be an agent’s initial state, and !!i, #i# (for i > 0)
be a state generated by executing the agent according to the agent semantics as
defined above. Then,

– if !0 is 'p-consistent then !i is 'p-consistent for i > 0.
– if !i |=b '(") then #i ,|=g " for " + Lg and i > 0.
– Kb = !Lb, |=b,"b# is logically founded.

An advantage of this approach is that only a translation has to be made for
the goals of the agents, which are known at design time. A disadvantage is that if
the employed knowledge representation technologies for the goal or belief bases
are changed, not only a new translation function has to be defined, but also the
code of the agent program should be updated.

5 Integrating Multiple KRTs into a belief base

Although in principle the techniques of translating sentences specified using dif-
ferent KRTs also can be applied to handle inferencing on a composed belief base
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that consist of multiple belief bases (cf. previous section and e.g. [15]), we pro-
pose another technique to deal with such inferencing. One reason is that trans-
lation may work well only for certain application types that use relatively small
knowledge bases. Another reason is that we believe that the technique to handle
multiple KRTs should facilitate drawing conclusions that combine information
from several of the databases a belief base may be composed of. As a simple ex-
ample, consider the airport service robot again which this time needs to give lost
luggage back to a passenger. The robot will need to combine information from
several databases to derive the quickest way to do this. A Prolog-like query to
obtain this information might look like loc(luggage,L,passenger),loc(passenger
,P),route(L,P,R). A translation approach that has to deal with a query like this
would give rise to redundant processing and search for the right source of infor-
mation that can answer (part) of the query. It is a priori not clear from the query
itself to identify the right database to pose (part of) the query to. A technique is
needed that allows an agent programmer to “guide” the reasoning of an agent.

The approach suggested in this section proposes to connect various knowledge
bases by means of so-called bridge rules. Instead of translating languages, the
main idea of bridge rules is to add additional inference power on top of the
two or more knowledge technologies that are to be integrated into the agent
application. The mechanism to do so should also provide a means to connect
pieces of knowledge represented by di!erent knowledge technologies. The relation
suggested by calling these rules bridge rules with multi-context logic is intentional
[9]. Multi-context logic provides a framework that can be used to achieve our
objective to integrate various knowledge technologies in the sense of Definition
1 (cf. also [8] for a similar proposal).

Bridge rules are particular kind of inference rules. They sanction an ad-
ditional inference to a conclusion represented using one knowledge technology
given available inferences and associated conclusions using other knowledge tech-
nologies. More formally, a bridge rule can be defined as a rule of the following
form:

&1, . . . ,&2 / %

where each &i and % are representations from a particular knowledge repre-
sentation language L. The intended semantics is that a bridge rule allows the
inference of % if all &i can be derived somehow given the inference relations |=Ki

associated with each &i. A bridge rule thus sanctions the inference of % given
these other inferences, and allows % to be used in other inferences to draw cer-
tain conclusions again. It does not require such inferences to be made, nor does
it require any updates on knowledge bases or the like; these rules only provide
additional inference power.

Continuing the example of the service robot, suppose information about pas-
sengers is stored “ad hoc” in the robots’ belief bases implemented in Prolog, lost
luggage information is stored in a SQL database, and routing information may
be requested from a GIS system implemented using OO database technology. In
that case, a bridge rule could be used to compute a route by directing queries
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to these various information sources by a rule that such as the following:

loc(passenger, P ),
SELECT L FROM

LostLuggage WHERE Pgnr = passenger,
mapGIS.get route(L, P, R)
/ route(R)

It will be clear that the syntax of the bridge rules provides clues how to resolve
a particular (part of a) query.

The idea thus is to allow a programmer to add specific bridge rules to an
agent program to facilitate inferences using multiple knowledge technologies.
The programmer is supposed to be able to design such rules given his knowledge
about the application and the use that the various knowledge technologies have
been put to. Bridge rules only add additional inference power and give rise to
a new inference relation |=#. The inference relation |=# defines when a query
" + L from some knowledge representation language L is entailed by multiple
knowledge bases using various knowledge technologies which are possibly related
by a set of bridge rules B.

Definition 10. (Induced Inference Relation)
Let a set of knowledge bases KB1, . . . ,KBn with associated knowledge technolo-
gies Ki = !Li, |=i,"i# for i = 1, . . . , n be given. Furthermore, assume a set of
bridge rules B consisting of formulas of the form &1, . . . ,&m / % with &i, % each
taken from one of the knowledge representation languages Li. Then the induced
inference relation |=# is defined by:

KB1, . . . ,KBn,B |=# " i" *i : 1 0 i 0 n )KB#
i |=i "

where the KB#
i are defined by simultaneous induction as the smallest set such

that:

– KBi $ KB#
i , and

– whenever &1, . . . ,&m / % + B with % + Li and for all j = 1, . . . ,m there is
a k such that KB#

k |=k &j, then % + KB#
i .

The semantics indicates that each knowledge base with an additional set of
bridge rules can be computed incrementally, and that bridge rules can be viewed
as a kind of completion operator. An implementation using backward chaining
would make this approach a practical option for integration into agent languages.

It should be clear that a translation approach and an approach using bridge
rules do not exclude each other. In fact, both can be used to address the issue
discussed in the previous section - to facilitate inference when a belief base and
goal base use di!erent KRTs - as well as the issue discussed in this section -
handling inference in a composed belief base. Bridge rules thus can be viewed as
kind of a translation operators but provide a programmer with more flexibility
whereas the approach using translation operators is more generic.
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6 Conclusion and related work

The paradigm of rational agents and multi-agent systems provides an integrative
view on a multitude of topics in AI. Agents can usefully exploit the entities to
strengths of various technologies, especially w.r.t. knowledge representation and
control. To our knowledge, the problem of integrating heterogeneous knowledge
bases in a single agent system arose in the agent-oriented programming commu-
nity only recently. Most state-of-the-art agent oriented programming frameworks
do prescribe employment of a single knowledge base in a fixed KR language. Most
of the time it is either a logical language (Prolog), or a programming language
in which the particular framework is developed (Java). Homogeneous KBs in
such systems do not pose a problem, as formulas of di!erent KBs come from the
same language, hence the same entailment/update operators can be used with
them.

We are aware of only two e!orts in the context of agent oriented program-
ming which aimed at mixing heterogeneous knowledge representations in a single
agent system. Project IMPACT [7] aimed at integration of heterogeneous legacy
knowledge bases accessible to an agent. IMPACT treats each underlying KB
as an opaque body of software code, modeled as a set of predefined functions
providing access to the underlying data objects capturing a part of the current
agent’s (mental) state. The agent logic program consists of a set of if-then-else
rules regarded as a logic program. However, as IMPACT did aim for integra-
tion of heterogeneous information sources in the first place, IMPACT agents, by
default, do not maintain any stronger semantic conditions on their knowledge
bases (such as e.g. blind commitment strategy). That implies no special need for
translation of formulas from di!erent KBs. In terms of approaches introduced
in this paper, IMPACT can be seen as an instance of a system implementing
a mechanism similar to bridge-rules discussed in Section 5. Modular BDI archi-
tecture [14] is another recent attempt to approach combining heterogeneous KR
technologies in an BDI-inspired agent system. Even though the agent system dy-
namics and semantics di!ers from that of IMPACT, the approach to integration
of heterogeneous KBs in a single agent is very similar.

In this paper we explored several approaches to integrate various knowledge
representation technologies so that these can be exploited in a single agent system
in a consistent way. This is as an initial attempt to study the problem. We believe
that an implemented proof of concept for the presented integration approaches
is necessary. Moreover, in our future research we want to compare our approach
with the results regarding translating database schemes, such as [11].

We would like to emphasize that the use of propositional logic as an inter-
mediary knowledge representation technology was for simplicity reasons and in
order to focus on the problem of integration of knowledge representation tech-
nologies. We believe that for developing practical agent systems the propositional
knowledge representation technology can easily be extended with first-order ele-
ments (such as variables) or even with representation technologies as developed
in KIF[15].
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Abstract. We propose a variant of alternating time temporal logic
(ATL) with imperfect information, perfect recall, epistemic modalities
for the past and strategies which are required to be uniform with re-
spect to distributed knowledge. The model-checking problem about ATL
with perfect recall and imperfect information is believed to be unsolv-
able, whereas in our setting it is solvable because of the uniformity of
strategies. We propose a model-checking algorithm for that system, which
exploits the interaction between the cooperation modalities and the epis-
temic modality for the past. This interaction allows every expressible goal
! to be treated as the epistemic goal of (eventually) establishing that !
holds and thus enables the handling of the cooperation modalities in a
streamlined way.

Introduction

Alternating time temporal logic (ATL, [AHK97,AHK02]) was introduced as a
reasoning tool for the analysis of strategic abilities of coalitions in infinite mul-
tiplayer games with temporal winning conditions. Several variants of ATL have
been proposed in the literature. The main di!erences arise from various restric-
tions on the considered games such as the players’ information on the game state,
which may be either complete or incomplete (imperfect), and their ability to keep
complete record of the past, which is known as perfect recall [JvdH04,Sch04].
The awareness of coalitions of the existence of winning strategies is another
source of di!erences, which is specific to the case of incomplete information.
The completeness of a proof system for ATL with complete information and
the decidability of validity in it was demonstrated in [GvD06]. Notably, model
checking is believed to be undecidable for ATL with imperfect information and
perfect recall. The result is attributed to a personal communication of Mihalis
Yannakakis to the authors of [AHK02]; this reference has been borrowed in
[Sch04] too. This undecidability recall has stimulated the introduction of several
systems [Sch04,vOJ05,JvdH06] with restrictions leading to more feasible model-
checking. An extensive study of the complexity of the model checking problem
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for the variants of ATL which arise from allowing imperfect information and/or
perfect recall was done in [DJ08].

The formal analysis of multi-agent systems has generated substantial in-
terest in the study of combinations of ATL with modal logics of knowledge
[vdHW03,JvdH04]. Such combinations can be viewed as related to temporal
logics of knowledge (cf. e.g [HFMV95]) in the way ATL is related to computa-
tional tree logic CTL. Epistemic goals make it essential to study strategic abil-
ity with incomplete information. Variants of the cooperation modalities which
correspond to di!erent forms of coordination within coalitions were proposed
in [JvdH04]. The recent work [JA07] proposes a combination of ATL with the
epistemic modalities for collective knowledge. In that system formulas are inter-
preted at sets of states and the existence of strategies which are winning for all
the epistemically indiscernible states can be expressed by combining epistemic
and cooperation modalities. Such strategies are called uniform with respect to
the corresponding form of collective knowledge.

Along with the alternating transition systems proposed in [AHK02], ATL has
been given semantics on interpreted systems, which are known from the study
of knowledge-based programs [HFMV95], and other structures, some of which
have been shown to be equivalent [GJ04]. Most of the proposed extensions of
ATL and other temporal logics by epistemic modalities include only the future
temporal operators and the indiscernibility relations which are needed for the
semantics of the S5 epistemic modalities are either defined as the equality of
current local states of the corresponding agents or assumed to be given explic-
itly in the respective structures and required to respect equality of local state
[LR06a,LR06b]. The axiomatisation of knowledge in the presence of past tem-
poral operators has been studied in [FvdMR05], where indiscernibility is defined
as equality of local state again. ATL with complete information can be regarded
as an extension of computation tree logic CTL. CTL! with past modalities was
given a complete axiomatisation in [Rey05]. Extensions of CTL by modalities to
reason about indiscernibility with respect to path observations in the past have
been proposed in [ACC07]. The model-checking problem for corresponding more
expressive system of µ-calculus has been found to be undecidable. A system of
CTL with past whose set of temporal modalities is closest to that of the system
which we propose in this paper was introduced and studied in [LS95,LS00].

In this paper we propose a variant of ATL with epistemic modalities which
can be applied to past formulas to allow the formulation of epistemic goals.
We assume incomplete information and perfect recall and choose a variant of
the meaning of the cooperation modalities of ATL in a way which renders the
model-checking problem decidable. We achieve this by requiring strategies to be
uniform with respect to the distributed knowledge of the coalition and assuming
that strategies are functions on the combined local state of all the members
of the coalition. This corresponds to the unrestricted sharing of information
within the coalition while implementing the coalition strategy. Requiring uniform
strategies can spoil the determinacy of games: it is possible that neither side
knows how to win without taking chances. However, the impossibility to prevent
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one’s opponent from achieving something using a uniform strategy still means
that the opponent has a possibly non-uniform strategy. Notably, some games
with imperfect information for just two players are solvable, and our technique for
model-checking uniform strategies bears similarities with that from [CDHR07].
That is why the reason for the undecidability under the standard (non-uniform)
interpretation of ATL with imperfect information and perfect recall appears
to be the fact that, even though the members of a coalition are assumed to
be working towards a common goal, each agent’s strategy is supposed to use
only its own observations on the evolution of the system. With strategies that
are uniform with respect to distributed knowledge and allow the agents to act
using their combined knowledge a coalition can be viewed as a single player
whose abilities and information are a combination of those of all the members.
We allow past formulas which are interpreted on finite histories in the scope
of epistemic modalities. The corresponding indiscernibility relations are defined
as equality of local state throughout the past and not just of current local state,
which is the most marked di!erence from the majority of the systems known from
the literature. Our model-checking algorithm exploits the interaction between
uniform strategies and knowledge, which can be formulated in the logic thanks
to the presence of both epistemic and strategic modalities: in our setting any
strategic goal ! can be formulated as the goal of (eventually) establishing that !
holds, which is an epistemic goal. The respective strategies, of course, incorporate
the e!ort of making the original goal ! hold.
Structure of the paper After brief preliminaries on ATL and its semantics
on interpreted systems we introduce our extension of ATL by a modality for
distributed knowledge of the past and our variant of the cooperation modalities.
Then we propose a transformation of interpreted systems which enables the
elimination of any given finite set of formulas built using the epistemic modality,
and establish some properties of the new variants of the cooperation modalities
which, in turn, allow the formulation of all strategic goals as corresponding
epistemic goals. Finally we combine these technical results into a model checking
algorithm for the proposed system of ATL.

1 Preliminaries

1.1 Interpreted systems

Definition 1 (Interpreted systems). Given a set of agents " = {1, . . . , n}
and a set of atomic propositions AP , an interpreted system is a tuple of the form
!!Li,Act i, Pi, ti" : i # " $ {e}, I, h" where

– Li is the set of the local states of agent i # " $ {e}; e %# " stands for the
environment;

– Act i is the set of actions available to agent i;
– Pi : Li & 2Acti is the protocol of agent i;
– ti : Li 'Le 'Act1 ' . . .'Actn 'Acte & Li is the local transition function

of agent i;
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– I ( L is the set of initial global states, where L = L1 ' . . .' Ln ' Le is the
set of all global states;

– h : AP & 2L is the valuation function.

Informally, Pi(l) is the set of actions which are available to agent i when its
local state is l and ti(l, le, a1, . . . , an, ae) is the local state of i after a transition in
which the actions chosen by the agents and the environment are a1, . . . , an, ae,
respectively.

A run of an interpreted system IS = !!Li,Act i, Pi, ti" : i # "${e}, I, h" is an
infinite sequence r = r0r1 . . . rk . . . # L! such that r0 # I and for every k < #,
if rk = !l1, . . . , ln, le" and rk+1 = !l"1, . . . , l"n, l"e", then there exist some a1 #
P1(l1), . . . , an # Pn(ln), ae # Pe(le) such that l"i = ti(li, le, a1, . . . , an, ae), for i #
"${1, . . . , n, e}. In words, an interpreted system evolves by each agent choosing
an available action at every step and the successor local states of the agents being
determined by their respective current local states and all the actions which were
simultaneously chosen by the agents and the environment. The environment
behaves as an agent, except that, along with its actions, its local state influences
the evolution of the local states of all the agents.

The local state of agent i within global state l # L is denoted by li. Fur-
thermore, l" = t(l, a1, . . . , an, ae) denotes l"i = ti(li, le, a1, . . . , an, ae) for all
i # " $ {e}.

1.2 ATL on interpreted systems

Syntax ATL formulas are built from propositional variables p from some given
vocabulary AP and sets of agents $ within some given set of agents " using the
following syntax:

! ::= ) | p | ! * ! | !!$ "" + ! | !!$ ""(!U!) | [[$ ]](!U!) | !!$ ""!!

Semantics The semantics of the !!$ ""-modalities of ATL involves strategies for
sets of agents. A strategy for agent i is a function f of type L+

i & Act i such
that f(l0 . . . lk) # Pi(lk) for all l # Lk+1

i . Given a set of agents $ , a global state
l # L, and a system of strategies F = !fi : i # $ ", out(l, F ) denotes the set
of infinite sequences r # L! such that r0 = l and rk+1 is reached from rk by a
transition in which the action of each agent i # $ is fi(r0

i . . . rk
i ) for all k < #.

Informally, out(l, F ) consists of the behaviours starting at l in which the agents
from $ stick to their respective strategies in F .

Given an interpreted system IS = !!Li,Act i, Pi, ti" : i # " $ {e}, I, h", the
modeling relation |= is defined between global states l # L and ATL formulas as
follows:
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l %|= )
l |= p i! l # h(p)
l |= ! * % i! l |= % or l %|= !
l |= !!$ "" + ! i! there exists a system of strategies F for $

such that r1 |= ! for all r # out(l, F )
l |= !!$ ""(!U%) i! there exists a system of strategies F for $

such that for every r # out(l, F ) there exists an m < #
such that rk |= ! for all k < m and rm |= %

l |= [[$ ]](!U%) i! for every system of strategies F for $
there exists an r # out(l, F ) and an m < # such that
rk |= ! for all k < m and rm |= %

The other combinations between !!$ "" and [[$ ]] and the LTL modalities +, " and
! are introduced as abbreviations:

!!$ """! &' !!$ ""(,U!), [[$ ]]"! &' [[$ ]](,U!), [[$ ]] + ! &' ¬!!$ "" + ¬!,
!!$ ""!! &' ¬[[$ ]]"¬!, [[$ ]]!! &' ¬!!$ """¬!.

2 ATL with knowledge of the past and communicating
coalitions

According to the definition of |= for formulas built using a cooperation modal-
ity, despite pursuing a common goal, the members of a coalition are supposed
to follow strategies which are based on each individual member’s observation
of the behaviour of the system as represented by its sequence of local states.
This appears to render the model-checking problem for ATL with incomplete
information undecidable. A proof of the undecidability is attributed to a private
communication of Mihalis Yannakakis to the authors of [AHK02]; the reference
to that communication has been borrowed also in [Sch04]. The reason for los-
ing the decidability of model-checking appears to be the impossibility to treat
a coalition as an individual player with its abilities being an appropriate com-
bination of the abilities of the coalition members. In this section we introduce
a semantics for the cooperation modalities which allows this to be done by as-
suming that the agents exchange information on their local state while acting
as a coalition. We believe that both this assumption and the assumption of each
coalition member having to cope using just its own local state are realistic. We
also include knowledge modalities, which can be applied to past LTL formulas.
Making reference to the past requires the satisfaction relation |= to be defined
with respect to global histories r instead of just a current state. Unlike runs,
histories include the actions of the agents because the knowledge of the coali-
tion’s actions contributes restrictions on the global behaviours which correspond
to the coalition’s observation.
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The proposed logic involves two types of formulas denoted by ! and % in the
BNFs for their syntax:

! ::= ) | p | ! * ! | D" % | !!$ ""D + ! | !!$ ""D(!U!) | [[$ ]]D(!U!) | !!$ ""D!!
% ::= ) | ! | % * % | +% | (%S%) | D" %

$ denotes a subset of " in !!$ ""D, [[$ ]]D and D" . We use D to denote the epistemic
modality of distributed knowledge, which is usually introduced in systems with
Ki as the basic modalities about the knowledge of individual agents i. Since
Ki is equivalent to D{i}, and we have little technical need to treat the case of
singleton coalitions separately, we use only D in our syntax. The superscript D

to the cooperation modalities is meant to emphasize the uniformity with respect
to distributed knowledge within coalitions in their semantics. The ”main” type
of formulas are those defined by the BNF for !. The past modalities + and (.S.)
can appear only in the scope of D" , without intermediate occurrences of !!.""D
or [[.]]D.

2.1 Cooperation modalities for communicating coalitions

Let IS = !!Li,Act i, Pi, ti" : i # " $ {e}, I, h" be an interpreted system IS with
set of global states L. Let Act =

!
i##${e}

Act i. Then r = l0a0l1 . . . lm%1am%1lm #

L(Act L)! is a global history of IS, if l0 # I and ak+1
i # Pi(lki ) for all i # " $ {e}

and lk+1 = t(lk, ak
1 , . . . , ak

n, ak
e) for k = 0, . . . , m. The length |r| of r is m.

We denote the set of the global histories of IS of length m by R(IS, m) and

write R(IS) for
&"

m=0
R(IS, m). Given r = l0a0l1 . . . lm%1am%1lm # R(IS,m)

and a coalition $ , the corresponding local history r" of $ is the sequence
l0" a0

" l1" . . . lm%1
" am%1

" lm" # L" (Act" L" )m where l" stands for !li : i # $ ", a"

stands for !ai : i # $ ", and L" and Act" are
!

i#"
Li and

!
i#"

Act i, respectively. In

case $ = -, l" and a" are the empty tuple !". The local histories of the empty
coalition are sequences of !"s. Two histories r, r" are indistinguishable to coali-
tion $ , written r ." r", if r" = r"" . The definition of |= for formulas built using
the cooperation modalities !!.""D and [[.]]Dinvolves a notion of joint strategies for
coalitions which can have internal communication.

Definition 2. Let IS be as above and $ ( ". A (communicating) strategy for
a coalition $ in IS is a mapping s : L" (Act" L" )! & Act" such that if the last
member of r is l, then s(r) #

!
i#"

Pi(li).

The set of outcomes out(r, s) of a given strategy s for $ starting from a given
global history r # R(IS) consists of the infinite extensions of r which can be
obtained if $ sticks to the strategy s from the end of r on. The clauses for |= on
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formulas built using cooperation modalities are as follows:

r |= !!$ ""D + ! i! there exists a strategy s for $ such that for all r" # [r]'!

and all l0a0l1 . . . lkak . . . # out(r", s)
l0a0l1 . . . l|r|a|r|l|r|+1 |= !

r |= !!$ ""D(!U%) i! there exists a strategy s for $ such that for all r" # [r]'!

and all l0a0l1 . . . lkak . . . # out(r", s) there exists an
m / |r| such that l0a0l1 . . . ak%1lk |= !
for all k # {|r|, . . . , m0 1} and l0a0l1 . . . am%1lm |= %

r |= [[$ ]]D(!U%) i! for all strategies s for $ there exists an r" # [r]'! ,
an l0a0l1 . . . lkak . . . # out(r", s) and an m / |r|
such that l0a0l1 . . . ak%1lk |= ! for all k # {|r|, . . . , m0 1}
and l0a0l1 . . . am%1lm |= %

Formulas of the forms !!$ ""D"!, [[$ ]]D"!, [[$ ]]D + !, !!$ ""D!! and [[$ ]]D!! are
introduced as abbreviations just like in ATL with standard semantics.

Since the same strategy is supposed to work for all the histories which the con-
sidered coalition cannot distinguish from the actual one, a coalition can achieve
something in the sense of !!.""D i! it knows that it can achieve it. As it becomes
clear below, it is also true that a coalition can achieve something i! it can even-
tually establish that it has achieved it, or that it keeps achieving it, in the case
of !-goals.

2.2 Knowledge of the past

Past LTL modalities + and (.S.) in the scope of D are used to express properties
of the history of behaviour of the considered interpreted system. We call formulas
built using just these modalities past LTL formulas. The semantics of D is defined
in terms of the indistinguishability of global histories to coalitions. The clause
for |= for knowledge formulas is as follows:

r |= D" % i! r" |= % for all r" # [r]'!

Formulas built using past temporal modalities and propositional connectives
have their usual meaning:

l0a0l1 . . . ak%1lk %|= )
l0a0l1 . . . ak%1lk |= p i! lk # h(p)
l0a0l1 . . . ak%1lk |= ! * % i! either l0a0l1 . . . ak%1lk %|= !

or l0a0l1 . . . ak%1lk |= %
l0a0l1 . . . ak%1lk |= +! i! k / 1 and l0a0l1 . . . ak%2lk%1 |= !
l0a0l1 . . . ak%1lk |= (!S%) i! there exists an m 1 k

such that l0a0l1 . . . am%1lm |= %
and l0a0l1 . . . aj%1lj |= ! for j = m + 1, . . . , k

We denote the dual of D by P and use ", ! and I as abbreviations in the usual
way:

P" % &' ¬D"¬%, "% &' (,S%), !% &' ¬"¬%, I &' ¬+,.
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This completes the definition of our variant of ATL, which we denote by ATLP
D .

The definition of D" a!ects the way local state contributes to the agents’
knowledge. Instead of an explicit encoding of the entire memory of agent i as
originally proposed [HFMV95], li becomes just the projection of the global state
which is visible to i. Now agents’ understanding of the overall structure of the
given interpreted system, including their knowledge of its set of initial states I
and the e!ect of actions as described by the functions ti are involved in calculat-
ing the global histories r" which are indistinguishable from the actual one, and
D" % holds if % holds at all these runs. This means that, e.g., !!$ ""D+(Di%2Di¬%)
is an expression for $ can enforce a transition after which i’s local history is suf-
ficient to determine whether the global history satisfies % or not. Facts about
the past include (possibly missed) opportunities to enforce certain properties of
behaviours; such facts are expressible by writing !!$ ""D-formulas in the scope of
past modalities. Our model-checking algorithm below involves restoring to local
state the role of explicitly storing all the information which is relevant to a fixed
set of epistemic goals about the past.

3 Encoding knowledge of the past in the local state

In this section we show how, given a finite interpreted system

IS = !!Li,Act i, Pi, ti" : i # " $ {e}, I, h"

and a finite set (" of past LTL formulas for each coalition $ , one can construct
a corresponding (bigger) finite interpreted system IS($! :")#* with its states
encoding whatever knowledge $ can extract on the satisfaction of the formulas
from (" by observing the evolution of its local state in IS. The transitions of
IS($! :")#* correspond to the transitions of IS, but connect states of IS($i:i##*
with appropriately related accounts on the satisfaction of the formulas from ("

for each coalition $ in them.
To encode knowledge of the past in the local state we use a guarded normal

form for the past formulas from the sets (" . A finite set of formulas A is said
to be a full system, if the formulas from A are pairwise inconsistent and their
disjunction

#
A is valid.

Lemma 1. Let ) be a past LTL formula. Then there exists a finite set of for-
mulas (% of the form

* 3 I 2
$

i

+i 3 +,i

where * and the +is are purely propositional, and the +is form a full system,
such that

- ) has an equivalent in (%;
- if * 3 I 2

#
i

+i 3 +,i # (%, then all the ,is have equivalents in (%.
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Proof. An induction on the construction of ) shows that it has an equivalent
of the above form with the modal height of the ,is in it being no greater than
that of ) itself. The latter implies that a closure of {)} under taking the ,is
from guarded forms would contain only finitely many pairwise non-equivalent
formulas.

Note that no syntactical restriction is imposed on the ,is in the normal form
above. For example, one normal form for (pSq) is

q 3 I 2 q 3 +, 2 (p 3 ¬q) 3 +(pSq) 2 (¬p 3 ¬q) 3 +)

and ((pSq) can be chosen to consist of the latter formula and the formulas ) 3
I2,3+) and ,3 I2,3+,, which are normal forms for ) and ,, respectively.

A more accurate estimate of the size of (% can be obtained by taking a
deterministic finite state machine !Q, q0, -, F " which recognizes the language
{rk . . . r0 # L+ : r0 . . . rk |= )} and taking (% to consist of the formulas )q

which define in the same way the languages accepted by the finite state machines
!Q, q, -, F " for each q # Q.

In the sequel we assume a fixed (% for every given formula ) and, without
loss of generality, we assume that (" =

"
%#$!

(% for each $ ( ".

Next we show that at each step of the evolution of IS the knowledge of
coalition $ on the satisfaction of the formulas from ( = (" can be represented
as a collection of facts of the form:

The current global state of IS is one of the states in X and, for each
l # X, if the global state of IS is actually l, then the past satisfies the
formulas from ( which are in .l.

That is, the knowledge of $ can be encoded as the tuple !X, .l : l # X", where
X ( L and .l ( ( for every l # X.

Consider a local history v0b0v1 . . . vm%1bm%1vm. The possible corresponding
global histories l0a0l1 . . . lm%1am%1lm satisfy the conditions

lk" = vk for k = 0, . . . , m, and ak
" = bk for k = 0, . . . , m0 1.

The initial state of the global history can be any of the states from X0 = {l # I :
l" = v0}, and if the actual initial state is l, then .0

l consists of those ) # ( which
have a disjunctive member * 3 I such that l |= *. Given v = v0, in the sequel we
denote the corresponding H0 = !X0,.0

l : l # X" defined above by I",$(v). Let
k < m and the knowledge of $ on ( corresponding to v0b0v1 . . . vk%1bk%1vk be
Hk = !Xk,.k

l : l # Xk". Then $ ’s knowledge Hk+1 = !Xk+1, .k+1
l! : l" # Xk+1"

at v0b0v1 . . . vkbkvk+1 can be derived as follows. The set Xk+1 of the possible
global states is

{l" # L : l"" = vk+1, (4l # Xk)(4a #
%

i##${e}

Pi(li))(a" = bk and l" = t(l, a1, . . . , an, ae)}
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To determine .k+1
l! , l" # Xk+1, observe that * 3 I 2

#
s

+s 3 +,s # .k+1
l! for

l" # Xk+1 i! ,s # .l for the only s such that l" |= +s and all l # Xk such that
l" = t(l, a1, . . . , an, ae) for some a #

!
i##${e}

Pi(li) such that a" = bk.

In the sequel, given H = Hk, v = vk and b = bk, we denote Hk+1 by
T",$(H, b, v). Given that the current knowledge of $ on the satisfaction of the
formulas from ( is encoded by H, T",$(H, b, v) encodes $ ’s knowledge on the
satisfaction of the formulas from ( after a transition by action b which leads to
local state v for $ . Since X ( {l # L : l" = v}, the local state v can always be
determined from H = !X, .l : l # X". Given H, we denote the corresponding
local state by v" (H). Now we are ready to define

IS($! :")#* = !L̃" , Ãct" , P̃" , t̃" : $ # 2# $ {e}, Ĩ, h̃",

in which each coalition from $ ( " is represented as an agent. We put:
L̃e = Le, L̃" = {!X,.l : l # X" : X ( {l # L : l" = v} for some v #

L" ,.l ( (" for each l # X};
Ãct{i} = Act i, P̃{i}(H) = Pi(v(H)) for singleton coalitions {i}; ˜Act" = {5},

P̃" (H) = {5} for non-singleton coalitions $ ;
t̃" (H, le, a1, . . . , an, ae) = T$! ," (H, a" , !ti(vi(H), le, a1, . . . , an, ae) : i # $ ");
Ĩ = {!I",$! (l" ) : $ ( ", le" : l # I};

The set of atomic propositions ÃP for IS($i:")#* extends AP by the fresh
propositions pD! %, ) # (" , $ ( ". For p # AP , h̃ is defined by the equality

h̃(p) = {!H" : $ ( ", le" : !v{1}(H{1}), . . . , v{n}(H{n}), le" # h(p)}.

For the new propositions we put

h̃(pD! &) = {!!X" , ."
l : l # X" " : $ ( ", le" : ! # ."

l for all l # X" }.

According to this definition, only agents in IS($! :")#* who correspond to sin-
gleton coalitions in IS have proper choice of actions, which is the same as that
of the respective individual agents in IS; all other coalitions have just singleton
action sets, but have the combined ability of observation of their member agents.

Proposition 1. Let r = l0a0l1 . . . lk%1ak%1lk . . . be a run of IS. Let

l̃0ã0 . . . l̃k%1ãk%1 l̃k . . .

be a run of IS($! :")#* with the actions of the singleton coalitions {i}, i # " in
ãk being those from ak and let

l̃0 = !I",$! (l0" ) : $ # ", l0e".

Then for all k < # we have

lk = !v{i},${i}(l̃k) : i # ", l̃ke "

and
l0a0l1 . . . lk%1ak%1lk |= D" ) i! l̃0ã0 . . . l̃k%1ãk%1 l̃k |= pD! %.
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This can be established by a straightforward argument using induction on j.
The proposition holds with L̃{i} being just Li and t̃i being defined as ti on the
appropriate arguments in case ({i} is empty; agents $ can be omitted altogether
for non-singleton $ with empty (" .
Corollary 1. Let ! be an ATLP

D formula written in the vocabulary ÃP , then IS
satisfies the result [D" )/pD! % : ) # (" ,$ ( "]! of substituting the propositional
variables pD! % by the respective formulas D" ) in ! i! IS($! :")#* satisfies !
itself.

Remark 1. The crucial property of LTL which enables the technique from this
section is Lemma 1. Similar statements apply to quantified propositional LTL,
the (linear time) modal µ-calculus [Koz83], regular expressions, propositional
interval-temporal logic [Mos85], etc. All these systems have the expressive power
of (weak) monadic second order logic on the natural numbers, which is greater
than that of just LTL’s past modalities, and can be used to define the formulas
allowed in the scope of D without any substantial change to the model-checking
algorithm described in this paper.

4 Some properties of the ATLP
D cooperation modalities

The previous section describes a method for the elimination of D-formulas by
replacing them with dedicated propositional variables in appropriately extended
interpreted systems. In this section we describe a similar method for formulas
built using the cooperation modalities. As it becomes clear in the next sec-
tion, this allows our model-checking algorithm to work bottom-up by replacing
modal formulas with dedicated propositional variables and moving to corre-
sponding extensions of the given interpreted system. Only formulas with coop-
eration modality-free and D-free arguments need to be considered at each step.
In this section we establish the properties of the ATLP

D cooperation modalities
which we need for the handling of modal formulas built with them.

Let us fix an interpreted system IS with its components named as previously.
Proposition 2. Let ! and % be boolean combinations of propositional variables.
Let r # R(IS) and X = {l # L : (4r" # R(IS))r" ." r and r"|r| = l}. Then

r |= !!$ ""D(!U%) is equivalent to l |= !!$ ""D"D" "(% 3 ¬+¬!!)

for all the 0-length histories l consisting of an initial state l # X of the interpreted
system ISX = !!Li,Act i, Pi, ti" : i # " $ {e}, X, h". Similarly

r |= [[$ ]]D(!U%) is equivalent to l |= [[$ ]]D"P" "(% 3 ¬+¬!!)

for all l # X in ISX .
Informally, this means that a strategy which enforces (!U%) also enables the
coalition to eventually learn that (!U%) was enforced. Learning this can as well
be postponed by some steps from the time point at which % first happens to be
satisfied, and it is indeed possible that the coalition ”overlook” several events of
satisfying %, before being able to deduce that such an event took place.
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Proof. The backward implication is obvious. For the forward implication, let s
be a strategy for $ which enforces (!U%) starting from all r" # [r]'! in IS.
Let r" be the local history for $ which corresponds to r. Let s" be a strategy
for $ which is defined by the equality s"(v0b0v1 . . . vk) = s(r" · b0v1 . . . vk) for
all local histories v0b0v1 . . . vk in ISX . Note that, by the definition of X, all
the local histories in ISX start at the last local state of r" . Assume that l %|=
!!$ ""D"D" "(% 3 ¬+¬!!) for some l # X for the sake of contradiction. Then
this formula is satisfied for no l # X, since, by the definition of X, the local
states l" are the same for all l # X and, consequently, the 0-length histories
l # R(ISX , 0) are all indistinguishable to $ . This means that there are arbitrarily
big numbers m and r = l0a0 . . . lkak . . . # out(l, s") such that l0a0 . . . am%1lm %|=
D" "(%3¬+¬!!). By the definition of D" , for such m and r there exist histories
r" # IR(ISX , m) such that r" ." l0a0 . . . am%1lm and r" %|= "(% 3 ¬+¬!!).
Since s" is observation-based, the r"s with the above property are in prefixes of
infinite runs in out(l", s") for some l" # X as well. Since the finite prefixes of
the behaviours from out(l", s") form trees of finite width, König’s Lemma entails
that for some l" # X there is an infinite run l&,0a&,0 . . . l&,ka&,k . . . # out(l", s")
such that l&,0a&,0 . . . a&,m%1l&,m %|= "(%3¬+¬!!) for all m. By the definition
of s", r" · a&,0l&,1 . . . l&,ka&,k . . . # out(r", s) for some r" # [r]'! r such that r"

has l" as its last state. Hence s does not enforce (!U%) starting from r", which
is a contradiction. The proof about [[$ ]]D(.U.)-formulas is similar.

Similar statements apply to formulas built using !!$ ""D+ and !!$ ""D!:

Proposition 3. The following equivalences are valid in ATLP
D :

!!$ ""D + ! 6 !!$ ""D + D" ! (1)
!!$ ""D!! 6 !!$ ""D!D" ! (2)

The proofs are similar, though simpler, because ! and + express safety properties
and therefore it is not necessary to use König’s Lemma. Cutting of the proper
past part of the satisfying behaviour, which is done by moving from IS to ISX ,
and is required in the case of (.U.) because of the need to satisfy it from the end
of that behaviour on, is not needed either. This makes it possible to express the
connection between the satisfaction of !!$ ""D+!, !!$ ""D!! and the corresponding
formulas with D" applied to their designated arguments as a straightforward
equivalence.

5 Model-checking ATLP
D

Now we are ready to describe a model-checking algorithm for ATLP
D . The algo-

rithm works by a series of transformations of the given interpreted system. The
transformations have the forms described in Section 3 and Proposition 2. The
number of transformations is equal to the modal depth d(!) of the given formula
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!, which is defined by the clauses

d()) = d(p) = 0;
d(! * %) = d((!S%)) = max{d(!), d(%)};
d(+!) = d(!);
d(D" !) = d(!!$ ""D + !) = d(!!$ ""D!!) = d(!) + 1;
d(!!$ ""D(!U%)) = d([[$ ]]D(!U%)) = max{d(!), d(%)} + 1.

Note that the past modalities + and (.S.) have no e!ect on d; the reasons for this
become clear below.

Unless the given formula ! is modality-free, which renders the model-checking
problem trivial, ! has either

(i) a subformula D" % with no occurrences of the cooperation modalities,
or

(ii) a subformula of one of the forms !!$ ""D +!, !!$ ""D(!U%), [[$ ]]D(!U%) and
!!$ ""D!! in which ! and % are modality-free.
Despite that !!$ ""D!! is just an abbreviation for ¬[[$ ]]D"¬!, we consider it
separately in this case distinction because, as it becomes clear below, it can be
handled more e"ciently. The better e"ciency justifies treating [[$ ]]D"! as its
equivalent ¬!!$ ""D!¬! as well.

Assume that (i) holds. Let

(" = {% : D" % # Subf(!) and % is cooperation modality-free}

for every $ ( ". Then ! can be written as [D" %/pD! ' : % # (" ,$ ( "]!" for
some appropriate !" which has no D-subformulas without a cooperation modality
in their scope. Then by Corollary 1 IS satisfies ! i! IS($! :")#*, which is defined
as in Section 3, satisfies !". Clearly d(!") = d(!)0 1.

Now assume that (ii) holds. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there
is just one subformula of the considered form. If there are more, then the trans-
formations below can be done for all of them simultaneously.

Let the subformula in question be !!$ ""D(!U%). Note that, since ! and %
make no reference to the past, the satisfaction of !!$ ""D(!U%) depends just on
the set of states which are the ends of histories r" that $ cannot distinguish
from the actual reference history r. Consider IS" = IS($":()#* where (( = -
for all / ( ". Moving from IS to IS" with ((s is equivalent to a subset
construction for IS. The states of IS" are the sets of indistinguishable states for
all the possible coalitions as the states of the new system. The satisfiability of
!!$ ""D(!U%) is preserved in IS" according to Corollary 1. Moreover, we can define
l |= !!$ ""D(!U%) for every individual global state l of IS", and, if l = !!X(" :
/ # 2# $ {e}", that would be equivalent to the existence of a strategy for $ to
enforce (!U%) for all the states of IS in X = X" . According to Proposition 2,
this is equivalent to the satisfaction of !!$ ""D"D" "(% 3 ¬+¬!!) at the system
IS"Y which is obtained by replacing the set of the initial states of IS" with the
set Y = {!!X(" : / # 2# $ {e}" : X" = X}, which consists of the states
of IS" which are the ends of 0-length histories in IS" that $ cannot tell apart
from the 0-length history l. To model-check !!$ ""D"D" "(% 3 ¬+¬!!) in IS"Y ,
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we construct IS"" = (IS"Y )()":()#* where .( = - for / %= $ again, and
." = {"(%3¬+¬!!)}. According to Corollary 1, what remains to be done is to
model-check !!$ ""D"p

D! "('+¬,¬!&)
in IS"", which can be done by calculating

the appropriate fixpoint just like for !!$ """p
D! "('+¬,¬!&)

with respect to the
standard semantics of !!$ ""(.U.) in ATL.

The steps for formulas of the forms !!$ ""D + ! and !!$ ""D!! are similar,
with the role of Proposition 2 being played by the equivalences (1) and (2),
respectively. Since there is no need to replace the set of the initial states as done
upon moving from IS" to IS"Y in the case of !!$ ""D(.U.), a single extension of
the form from Proposition 1 with (" being {!} is su"cient.

If the formula in question is [[$ ]]D(!U%), then we use the equivalence between
[[$ ]]D"P" "(%3¬+¬!!) and ¬!!$ ""D!D" !¬(%3¬+¬!!) and solve the case by
model-checking the latter formula at IS"Y , which is defined as in the case of
!!$ ""D(!U%).

This concludes the description of our model-checking procedure for ATLP
D .

Conclusion

We have proposed a system of ATL with imperfect information, perfect recall,
an epistemic modality for past LTL formulas and cooperation modalities which
are interpreted over strategies that are uniform with respect to the distributed
knowledge of the respective coalition on the past. The proposed system has de-
cidable model-checking problem and can be used to specify goals which combine
enforcing conditions on the future behaviour of the given system with the ac-
quisition of knowledge or the prevention of acquisition of knowlegde on its past
behaviour. Our model-checking algorithm exploits the interaction between the
epistemic modality and the cooperation modalities in order to encode all strategy
goals as epistemic goals and works by transforming the model-checked system
in a way which allows the relevant knowledge of the past to be encoded in the
local states of the respective agents and coalitions and thus eliminate the explicit
occurrences of the epistemic modality from the model-checked formula.
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Abstract. Although various ideas for integrating Semantic Web and Agent Pro-
gramming techniques have appeared in the literature, as yet no practical pro-
gramming approach has managed to harness the full potential for declarative
agent-oriented programming of currently widely used Semantic Web technolo-
gies. When agent programmers are familiar with existing ontologies for the do-
main of interest, they can take advantage of the knowledge already represented
there to make their programs much more compact and elegant, besides the ob-
vious interoperability and reuse advantages. This paper describes JASDL: an ex-
tension of the Jason agent platform which makes use of OWL-API to provide
features such as plan trigger generalisation based on ontological knowledge and
the use of such knowledge in querying the belief base. The paper also includes
a running example which clearly illustrates the features and advantages of our
approach.

1 Introduction

The idea of agent-oriented programming with underlying ontological reasoning was
first put forward in [17]. That paper showed the changes in the operational seman-
tics of AgentSpeak that were required for combining agent-oriented programming with
ontological reasoning. The Semantic Web vision depends on the availability of ontolo-
gies [22] so that web resources are semantically annotated, but depends also on the
availability of agents that will be able to make use of such semantically enriched web
resources. For this to be possible in practice, a well devised combination of autonomous
agents and semantic web technologies is essential. This paper aims to contribute to-
wards addressing this problem.

The main advantages for agent programming that were claimed in [17] to result
from the work on that variant of AgentSpeak [20] (called AgentSpeak-DL) based on a
Description Logic (DL) [2] are:

(i) queries to the belief base are more expressive as their results do not depend only on
explicit knowledge but can be inferred from the ontology;

(ii) the notion of belief update is refined so that a property about an individual can only
be added if the resulting ontology-based belief base would preserve consistency
(i.e., if the ABox assertion is consistent with the concept descriptions in the TBox);
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(iii) retrieving a plan (from the agent’s plan library) that is relevant for dealing with a
particular event is more flexible as this is not based solely on unification, but also
on the subsumption relation between concepts; and

(iv) agents may share knowledge by using web ontology languages such as OWL [15].

(NB: The four points above are a direct quotation from [17].)
However, that was a formal paper, which set the grounds for this work, but was

far removed from the actual technologies — such as an AgentSpeak interpreter and
ontological reasoners such as [21, 13]. As anyone with experience in applied work in
multi-agent systems will agree, there are major research questions to solve and techni-
cal obstacles to overcome before a theoretical contribution becomes useful for practical
work. That is probably the reason why, so far, only one attempt has been made to imple-
ment the ideas in [17], at least to our knowledge. The first initial contribution towards
implementing those ideas appeared in [8]; there are, however, limitations to that ap-
proach which our approach circumvents (as discussed in Section 3).

This paper describes JASDL (Jason AgentSpeak–DescriptionLogic), which uses
Jason [5] customisation techniques (as well as some language constructs such as an-
notations) and the OWL-API [12] in order to provide all the features of agent pro-
gramming combined with ontological reasoning mentioned above. To our knowledge,
JASDL is the first full implementation of an agent-oriented programming language with
transparent use of ontologies and underlying ontological reasoning within a declarative
setting.

However, while [17] suggested changes in the operational semantics to achieve
this, we did not need to change any of the core classes of Jason in order to
implement AgentSpeak-DL (note that JASDL is a Jason-based implementation of
AgentSpeak-DL). This is due to the various customisation and extension techniques
which have been built into Jason [5]. This paper shows how such mechanisms were
used, the various choices that had to be addressed in order to make concrete the formal
proposal for combining agent-oriented programming and ontologies, and exemplifies
how each of the four features of such combination (as discussed above) can be obtained
in software development using JASDL.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe JASDL
in detail, including a running example which helps illustrate the main features of agent
programming in JASDL. In Section 3, we discuss related work and then conclude the
paper and mention future work in Section 4.

2 JASDL

2.1 Some Essentials

Before we delve into the workings of JASDL, it is necessary to introduce a number of
supporting concepts.

We distinguish between ontology schema and ontology instance. The former cor-
responds exactly to the contents of an OWL file and is read-only, while the latter is
an in-memory instantiation of an OWL file that is read/write. Each agent has its own
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instance of each ontology schema it is aware of, and modifications to an instance are
local to the agent (unless explicitly shared using inter-agent communication).

We often refer to a “semantically-enriched” literal or SE-literal for short. This
is a Jason literal that corresponds exactly to an axiom within an OWL ontology. A
literal is marked as semantically-enriched by annotating it with the ontology annotation
(see below), in which case this assertion belongs to the ABox of the ontology instance
indicated by the label within the ontology annotation, rather than the agent’s own belief
base. For emphasis, a normal Jason literal that does not have an ontology annotation is
referred to as “semantically-naive”.

A unary SE-literal asserts that its term is an individual that is a member of the class
given by its functor. For example, hotel(hilton)[o(travel)] asserts that the
individual hilton is a member of the class hotel in (the local instance of) the ABox given
by the label “travel”.

A binary SE-literal asserts one of two things dependent on whether its func-
tor refers to an object or a datatype property. It asserts that (the individual referred
to by) its first term is related to (the individual/datatype literal referred to by) its
second term by (the object/data property referred to by) its functor. For example,
hasRating(hilton, threeStarRating)[o(travel)] asserts that the in-
dividual hilton is related to the individual threeStarRating by the object prop-
erty hasRating, while hasPricePerNight(hilton,22.0)[o(travel)]
asserts that the individual hilton is related to the datatype literal 22.0 by the
datatype property hasPricePerNight.

In order for us to refer to an ontological resource in the functor of an SE-literal,
its identifier must be compatible with AgentSpeak syntax. For example, it cannot be
a reserved keyword (e.g., not) and must begin with a lowercase alphabetical charac-
ter. However, there are no such restrictions placed upon the naming of objects (classes,
properties, individuals, etc.) within an OWL ontology. To solve this problem, we make
use of alias to ontology object mapping. For example, we might map the object iden-
tified by http://www.owl.com/travel.owl\#Hotel to the alias “hotel”. For
the sake of succinctness we assume this transformation is implicit from herein (as we
did in the examples seen above). As an aside, in addition to allowing manual definition
of mappings, JASDL provides an extensible and configurable “automapping” mecha-
nism to perform common operations (mapping strategies), such as decapitalising the
first letter of an object’s local name, across an entire ontology. Moreover, ambiguity in
this mapping is precluded in a JASDL agent by ensuring that no two identical aliases
can refer to different objects in the ontology.

Each ontology instance an agent is aware of is associated with an “ontology la-
bel”. This is used in the AgentSpeak ontology annotation (a term o/1 used within
a Jason belief annotation as in the examples above) to uniquely identify this ontol-
ogy. An atomic label was chosen rather than full physical/logical namespaces purely
for succinctness; JASDL code would soon become unwieldy with 50-character URIs
following every SE-literal.
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2.2 The General Architecture

We now explain the main components of JASDL, how they fit together, and how each
corresponds to the enhancements claimed in this paper. A simplified view of the gen-
eral architecture can be seen in Figure 1. Note that, throughout this paper we will be
referring to points (i)–(iv) of the advantages of combining agent programming with
ontologies as quoted in Section 1.

The extensibility mechanisms of Jason allow the functioning of certain steps in the
agent reasoning cycle to be modified by extending core Jason classes and overriding
methods as required. This technique is adopted to integrate the various mechanisms
of JASDL with Jason; this is to ensure that JASDL will work with future releases of
Jason. We now describe the three main Jason components that JASDL overrides and
to what end it does so.

Belief Base Plan Library Agent Arch

Jason

JASDL

Bridge

Reasoner OWL-API

SE-Literals

Axioms

Fig. 1. The Architecture of JASDL.

Belief Base. A Jason agent stores in-
formation about the world within a data
structure known as the belief base. Ini-
tially, the Jason belief base was simply
a list of ground literals, although this has
recently been extended to allow the use
of Prolog-like rules [5]. JASDL extends
this in such a way that the belief base
now partly resides within the ABox of an
ontology instance. This, in combination
with a DL reasoner, facilitates the use of
publicly available knowledge (in web on-
tologies) to increase the extent of infer-
ences an agent can make based on its be-
liefs (point i), and an enhanced assurance
of knowledge consistency (point ii).

Plan Library. The plan library of a Ja-
son agent combines a data structure for storing AgentSpeak plans with various modifi-
cation and retrieval operations. JASDL overrides these operations to facilitate enhanced
plan searching (point iii) to include additional, more general (according to ontological
knowledge) plans for dealing with an event.

Agent Architecture. The “overall agent architecture” provides an interface between the
reasoning module of a Jason agent and the multi-agent infrastructure it uses for com-
munication, perception, and action. Jason’s extensibility mechanisms allow us to over-
ride certain aspects of this interfacing independently of implementation specifics [5].
In the case of JASDL, we augment the default architecture with message processing to
facilitate semantically-enriched inter-agent communication (point iv).

Our use of the OWL-API [12] provides us with a high-level means of interacting
with OWL ontologies. It allows us to abstract away from the intricacies involved, for
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example, in the parsing of concrete ontology syntax and the provision of reasoning
services. Regarding the latter, the OWL-API provides a general reasoner interface of
which there are well established implementations for the widely known DL reasoners
Pellet [21] and FaCT++ [13]. The OWL-API takes an axiomatic approach to repre-
senting an OWL ontology, which, as the authors point out can lead to more elegant
implementations than those possible using other approaches (such as the RDF-triple
data model adopted by the Jena API [14]). Our experience provides further evidence
to that, as a previous JASDL implementation used Jena and it seems to us that the
new implementation is significantly clearer. Additionally, the OWL-API exposes vari-
ous black-box debugging features (presently not supported by Jena to the best of our
knowledge) which are necessary for two of JASDL’s features (currently under develop-
ment), which will be discussed later in this paper.

Finally, the bridge sub-component of JASDL encapsulates the interfacing between
JASDL and the OWL-API. Its primary purpose is to provide various factory classes
to conveniently allow the creation of Jason constructs (such as SE-literals) from the
constructs of the OWL-API (axioms), and vice-versa.

2.3 Updating Beliefs

Point (ii) implies that a JASDL agent must be capable of adding and deleting assertions
to the ABox of its ontology instance using standard AgentSpeak syntax. Furthermore,
consistency of these modifications according to the constraints imposed by the associ-
ated TBox must be automatically ensured.

In JASDL, an agent belief base should be seen as being the result of the combination
of two reasoning engines and knowledge representation languages. The first is identical
to the default Jason belief base and is used to store semantically-naive beliefs as well
as Prolog-like rules that can be used for inferring beliefs from the semantically naive
ones. The second wraps around an ontology instance and is used for storing SE-literals
as assertions in the ABox.

A belief addition/deletion comes in the form of a literal, l to be added to or deleted
from the agent belief base. Processing of l can follow one of two flows of execution
dependent on whether or not it is a SE-literal. If l is semantically-naive, it is simply
passed to the default Jason belief base and dealt with in the usual way. Otherwise, l is
passed to JASDL’s extended belief base and dealt with as follows. Note that this process
may only be applied to ground SE-literals.

1 We encode the precise meaning of l as an axiom asserting information about indi-
viduals. Table 1 gives some examples of this SE-literal to axiom translation and the
intended meaning of the resulting assertion.

2 The statement is asserted either by adding it to or removing it from in the ABox
(using the standard OWL-API mechanisms).

3 The validity of this assertion is ensured by checking the consistency of the resulting
ABox. If a contradiction is inferred by the DL reasoner, the assertion is “rolled
back” by using the converse of the applied operation.
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Literal Axiom Meaning
ClassAssertion hilton is a type of hotel

Hotel
hilton

ObjectPropertyAssertion wembley is part of london
isPartOf

wembley
london

DataPropertyAssertion

hilton costs 22.0 per nighthasPricePerNight
hilton
”22”̂ d̂ouble

Table 1. Ground SE-literal to axiom translation and associated meaning.

JASDL’s notion of belief base consistency is currently based only on temporal
precedence: earlier assertions precede over later ones. Future work will explore how this
process can be made more elaborate. One promising approach is inspired by, and simi-
lar in operation to, the work on theoretically well motivated belief revision undertaken
by Alechina et al. in [1]. Briefly, given an inconsistent ABox, we will make use of the
functionality exposed by the OWL-API that allows us to generate assertion sets, each
representing one possible justification for the inconsistency. We can then employ some
trust rating to identify which of these explanations sets are least preferred (possibly
derived using Jason’s source annotation), which we then contract. The contraction
operation can be implemented in JASDL as shown in [1]: we simply replace the mech-
anisms used to identify “support lists” with the functionality exposed by the OWL-API
allowing us to pinpoint all possible alternative justifications for an entailment. Recur-
sively contracting the least preferred member of each of these sets has the result of
undermining our conflicting explanation set and restoring ABox consistency. Note that
the property of reason-maintenance is inherent in this approach since inferences require
explicit, asserted support to persist.

Fig. 2. Class hierarchy and property relations of travel.owl.
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We will use an agent called travel agent as a running example throughout the re-
mainder this paper. travel agent is a fully configured JASDL agent that is aware of
a single OWL-DL ontology assigned the label “travel”, the TBox state of which is
given in Figure 2. The travel ontology is adapted from an established ontology by Hol-
ger Knublauch1. Our (cut-down) version describes various types of destinations
and things that can be located at these destinations such as activities and
accommodation. Properties are used to assign certain attributes to these things and
to express relationships between them. Also asserted by the TBox, but not shown in
Figure 2, is the following information:

– hasRating is functional.
– isPartOf is transitive.
– the class luxuryHotel is equivalent to the intersection of two classes: the

(named) class hotel and the (anonymous) class formed by those individuals that
are related to the individual threeStarRating (see below) by hasRating.

Fig. 3. AgentSpeak Example: initial belief additions (comments denote meaning).

The initial ABox state of travel agent’s ontology instance is given by the (initial)
belief additions shown in Figure 3. Also present, but unseen here, are the individuals
oneStarRating, twoStarRating and threeStarRating that are predefined
(in the ontology schema) members of accommodationRating.

All of the belief additions seen in Figure 3 complete successfully, since no contra-
dictory information is supplied. The plan +!example1 seen in Figure 4 shows two
belief additions which will fail, since they attempt to make assertions that are contra-
dictory with already known information. Line 1 fails since hasRating is specified to
be a functional property and therefore cannot simultaneously relate hilton to both
threeStarRating and twoStarRating. Line 2 fails because london is (by in-
ference) an urbanArea and the classes urbanArea and ruralArea are disjoint.

2.4 Querying the Belief Base

JASDL augments belief base querying in Jason with the combined expressive power
and tractability of description logic. As mentioned earlier, the results of a query are

1 Available at http://protege.cim3.net/file/pub/ontologies/travel/
travel.owl.
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Fig. 4. AgentSpeak Example: contradictory belief additions.

no longer formed only of the knowledge available in the belief base maintained by
Jason, but also of that inferred by a DL reasoner operating over an OWL ontology
external to the agent. The following section details how this is achieved and the practical
implications it has for the agent designer.

Like the ABox modification operations seen in Section 2.3, processing of a literal
l is passed either to JASDL’s extended belief base if it is semantically-enriched, or Ja-
son’s default belief base otherwise. In the former case, however, l can be thought of as a
kind of “query” indicating what is to be matched against. As before, l is translated into
its OWL-API axiomatic equivalent. This process is identical to that seen in Table 1, al-
though in this case we permit l to be either grounded or ungrounded. If l is grounded, it
is simply returned as-is if its axiomatic translation can be inferred from the ontology. If,
on the other hand, l is ungrounded, we return a set of grounded SE-literals correspond-
ing to all possible groundings of l ’s axiomatic translation that can be inferred from the
ontology.

We have not yet discussed how non-JASDL annotations (e.g., the Jason source
annotations that denote from whom the belief originated) are dealt with. Jason’s default
belief base, which stores hash-table references to (semantically naive) literals them-
selves, handles this implicitly since annotations form part of the literal description. For
JASDL it is not so straightforward since our literals are deconstructed for ontological
storage and reconstructed upon retrieval. Additionally, annotations of assertions also
apply to the axioms that they entail.

A possible solution to this issue, which will be considered further in future work,
is to first associate SE-literals corresponding to assertions with the set of annotations
applied to them (for example, in a hash-table). Then, through use of the black-box
debugging features exposed by the OWL-API, we can pinpoint the set of assertions
that entail an inference. The union of all annotations applied to this set then form the
set of annotations that should be associated with the SE-literal representation of this
inference.

By extending Jason’s belief base, we ensure that ABox reasoning is applied ubiqui-
tously across all relevant AgentSpeak syntactic operators. Hence, there are many situa-
tions under which such operations result directly from the execution of an agent’s inten-
tions. Here, we illustrate the key benefits as AgentSpeak code for our running example
agent travel agent. We now discuss how JASDL applies description logic inferencing
in each line of the plan +!example2 given in Figure 5.

1 This test goal will succeed since accommodation subsumes hotel and it has
been asserted that hilton is a member of hotel.
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Fig. 5. AgentSpeak Example: DL belief base queries.

2 This test goal will result in the variable LuxuryHotel being unified with
hilton, since a luxuryHotel is defined as any hotel that has been given
a threeStarRating, as has hilton.

3 This strongly-negated test goal will succeed since hilton is (by inference) a
luxuryHotel and the classes luxuryHotel and budgetAccommodation
are disjoint. In other words, hilton cannot possibly be a member of
budgetAccommodation.

4 The .findall internal action unifies its third argument with a list of ground-
ings of its first argument that renders its second argument a logical consequence of
the belief base [5]. Consequently, since thing is a super-class of all others, this
line results in the unification of the variable E with a list of all individuals known
to travel agent (i.e., [london,threeStarRating,hilton,england,
...]). Note also the ungrounded variable argument to its ontology annotation,
which results in the relevancy being checked across all ontology instances known
to this agent.

5 Since this binary literal is not a logical consequence of the travel agent’s belief
base (note that it is not a SE-literal), the complex test-goal plan (+?countryOf)
is executed. The context of this plan checks that its second argument is a country
and its first argument is a part of this country. In this case, the test-goal succeeds
and results in the unification of the ungrounded variable Countrywith england.
This is because of the assertions that wembley is a part of london and london
is a part of england. Consequently, by the transitivity of isPartOf, we can
infer that wembley is a part of england.

6 This test goal will result in the variable Price being unified with the datatype
literal 22.0 (of type double), since hilton is related to this value by this datatype
property.

2.5 Retrieving Relevant Plans

The Jason reasoning cycle involves, in part, summating an agent’s perceived environ-
mental or circumstantial change as a set of events. In a given reasoning cycle, a single
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event must be selected from this set. Subsequently, the agent must perform a plan search
to (possibly) identify a set of plans that are relevant for this event. Both events and plans
are associated with triggers, which are themselves in part composed of a literal. A plan
is considered relevant to an event if these triggers match, which involves first-order
unification of the associated literals [5]. JASDL extends Jason’s definition of plan rel-
evancy by, in effect, allowing this unification to be achieved using description logic
inferencing. Finally, before a plan can be used, it must also be deemed applicable by
Jason, which is dependant upon the additional checking of the plan’s context.

Consider that SE-literals now correspond to classes or properties from a TBox.
These themselves form part of a taxonomy constructed from the subsumption relation-
ship. An implication of this is that plans whose triggers contain SE-literals also belong
to a hierarchy of identical structure. Accordingly, for an event associated with an SE-
literal, we can extend Jason’s definition of plan relevancy. In particular, for such an
event, it may now include not only specifically designated plans, but also those that
can deal with it in a more general sense as indicated by this hierarchy. This grants us
a much more elaborate notion of plan generality than the use of higher-order variables
in plan triggers allows (the only currently available means for this in Jason [17]). The
resulting process and mechanism, corresponding to point (iii), is referred to as trigger
generalisation.

In order to override Jason’s default definition of plan relevancy, first we must over-
ride the unification algorithm used to unify the trigger of a plan with the trigger of an
incoming event. This is achieved by intercepting plans as they are added to the plan
library and, if their triggers are associated with a SE-literal, substituting them with
modified versions of their representation as a Java object. We then use Algorithm 1 to
allow the matching of a trigger with all relevant plans, including those that are relevant
because their triggers generalise (according to the ontology) the event’s trigger.

We define the following functions and example executions within the context of our
running example:

– unify(t1, t2) performs standard Jason unification on the triggers t1 and t2 (and their
associated literals). If they are unifiable the resultant unifier is returned, otherwise
it returns failure.
• unify(+hotel(hilton)[o(travel)],+hotel(X )[o(travel)]) = [hilton/X ]
• unify(+thing(wembley)[o(travel)],+thing(england)[o(travel)]) = failure
• unify(+!hotel(hilton)[o(travel)],+!thing(hilton)[o(travel)]) = failure.

– generalise(t) returns a set of triggers containing all triggers that are more general
than t . A more general trigger is identical to t except the functor of the associated
SE-literal is replaced with (the alias of) a subsuming ontological term.
• generalise(+!hotel(hilton)[o(travel)]) =

{+!accommodation(hilton)[o(travel)],+!thing(hilton)[o(travel)]}

Since this mechanism for DL-based generalisation of plan triggers is in place, one
might expect implementation to be complete. In practice, however, this is not the case
since to improve plan search efficiency, Jason does not perform relevancy checks across
the entire plan library, but only a “candidate” subset obtained through an (efficient)
hash-table look up. To work around this issue we apply an extension, shown by Al-
gorithm 2, to the code responsible for generating these candidates within Jason’s plan
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Algorithm 1 Extended Plan-Trigger Unification
1: tplan ! trigger of the plan we are testing
2: tinc ! the incoming trigger
3: ! ! unify(tplan , tinc)
4: if ! "= failure then
5: return !
6: end if
7: Tgeneral ! generalise(tinc)
8: for all tgeneral # Tgeneral do
9: ! ! unify(tplan , tgeneral)

10: if ! "= failure then
11: return !
12: end if
13: end for
14: return failure

Algorithm 2 Extended Plan Candidate Generation
1: tinc ! the incoming trigger
2: r ! relevant(tinc)
3: Tgeneral ! generalise(tinc)
4: for all tgeneral # Tgeneral do
5: r ! r $ relevant(tgeneral)
6: end for
7: return r

library. We define the following function and example executions given a plan library
containing the plans: {+a(X )! . . . ,+!b(X , j )! . . . }

– relevant(t) returns a set of candidate relevant plans according to a hash-table
lookup by literal functor and arity only. The condition that the two triggers unify is
not enforced and no unification is performed at this stage.
• relevant(+a(i)) = {+a(X )! . . . }
• relevant(+!b(i)) = {}
• relevant(+!b(i , k)) = {+!b(X , j )! . . . }

The only mandatory condition for the invocation of the trigger generalisation mech-
anism on an incoming event is that this event be associated with a SE-literal, since
otherwise we would have no taxonomic information to use for generalisation2. This
may present a problem in larger applications using JASDL since we must incur a com-
putational cost on all incoming events, many of which (particularly those from belief
update) may be of no interest to the agent. Future work will explore possible optional
conditions we can impose to restrict trigger generalisation invocation. For example, we
may prevent it when more specific options are available (perhaps discovered using Ja-
son’s standard mechanisms alone). Additionally, we may introduce some means for the

2 Note that for test goals an event to be generalised will only be generated if a simple unification
against the belief base fails (i.e., only for complex test goals) [5].
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agent designer to preclude certain events or kinds of event from invoking trigger gen-
eralisation. Additionally, because of complications due to Jason’s plan failure handling
mechanism, how trigger generalisation fits in with goal-deletion events is left to further
research.

Fig. 6. AgentSpeak Example: trigger generalisation.

We now illustrate the operation of the trigger generalisation mechanism by way of
a simple example appropriate to our agent travel agent. Figure 6 shows the instanti-
ation of the declarative achievement goal whose effect should be to achieve the state
of affairs such that travel agent is aware of a luxuryHotel called fourSeasons.
In this case, we have no plan specifically designed to accomplish this. We do however
have some plans that are relevant and (potentially) applicable in a more general sense.
The first to be considered is that in line 1. JASDL may consider this relevant (since
hotel subsumes luxuryHotel). However, the plan trigger literal is grounded (with
term hilton) and so cannot be unified with fourSeasons; this plan is only relevant
for the hilton hotel specifically. The plan in line 2 is considered relevant, however
it is not applicable (which we forced to be the case with the context false). Conse-
quently, we attempt to generalise to the plan found in line 3. This is both relevant (since
accommodation subsumes hotel and thus luxuryHotel) and applicable (since
an empty context is always true) and is therefore selected for execution by JASDL.
The overall effect of this is that although we were unable to achieve the original goal
in its most specific sense, we have at least achieved a generalisation of it (or possibly
achieved it because a more general plan was meant to be applicable in this case).

2.6 Knowledge Sharing Among Agents

As indicated by point (iv), the use of ontological reasoning facilitates the sharing of
knowledge among agents through the use of standard ontologies for many domains that
are increasingly available on the Web. An ontology provides a shared vocabulary be-
tween two communicating agents. Moreover, a recipient agent can easily be introduced
to novel ontologies, thus extending its knowledge of the world as required at run-time.
The implications of this for multi-agent systems are huge, since the meaning of inter-
agent communication can potentially be understood even with no prior agreement on
terminology. As contributions from the community doing research on ontological align-
ment (such as [6]) fully mature, the benefits will be further increased, since two agents
will be able to communicate even when using disparate ontologies.

In JASDL, the propositional content of incoming and outgoing messages can be
composed of SE-literals. If this is the case, they must be intercepted (in JASDL’s
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customised agent architecture, see Section 2.2) and processed. In brief, for outgoing
messages this is composed of two steps. First, the atomic ontology annotation label is
replaced by a full physical namespace URI, thus allowing an ontology to be unambigu-
ously referred to and possibly instantiated if novel to the recipient. Notice that simply
being informed of the (accessible) physical namespace URI of an ontology immediately
extends the vocabulary an agent can use to reason and communicate. Second, the expr
(read “expression”) annotation is added. This unambiguously describes the resource re-
ferred to by the SE-literal (recall that SE-literal functors may be aliased arbitrarily). If
this class has been defined locally at run time, the defining class expression is placed
here (see Section 2.7 for more details on the jasdl.ia.define class internal
action). For incoming messages, this process is reversed: uninstantiated ontologies are
instantiated and run-time defined class expressions are compiled.

Fig. 7. AgentSpeak Example: knowledge sharing among agents (travel agent).

In order to exemplify the semantic inter-operability of JASDL agents we must in-
troduce a new agent for travel agent to communicate with, namely customer. customer
is also aware of the “travel” ontology, but it has assigned to it the label “holiday”. This
discrepancy does not pose a problem given the message processing described previ-
ously. The execution of the plan !example3 seen in Figure 7 results in a SE-literal
being sent to customer and added to the ABox of its belief base; it also results in the
instantiation of the +luxuryHotel plan as seen in Figure 8. We now describe, line
by line, how this plan is processed.

Fig. 8. AgentSpeak Example: knowledge sharing among agents (customer).

1 The message “The hilton luxury hotel is available” is displayed to the customer
on-screen. This is because the variable L has been unified with hilton.

2 The class described by the concatenated string “city and hasAccommodation value
hilton” is added to the TBox of customer’s “holidays” ontology instance and as-
signed the local alias query.
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3 The use of the askOne KQML performative results in the generation of a com-
plex test-goal event by the sender of the original message (travel agent in this
case). This event is associated with a SE-literal corresponding to customer’s
definition of query. Although this definition is local to customer, its mean-
ing is shared with travel agent through JASDL’s use of the (predefined) expr
annotation as discussed previously. Consequently, the variable City is uni-
fied with london. As an aside, our query is subtly different to simply asking
hasAccommodation(City, hilton); we are requesting something more
specific since we are imposing the additional restriction that not only must the re-
sult have this object property relationship, but it must also belong to the city
class.

4 The message “hilton is located in the city london” is displayed to the customer
on-screen.

2.7 Some Final Remarks on JASDL

No feature of JASDL seen thus far allows modification of the TBox component of an
ontology instance. Hence, our ABox individual retrieval capabilities are restricted to
querying the ABox in terms of existing classes and properties. The only exception to
this is when using strongly-negated unary SE-literals, which essentially provide a short-
cut to defining the complement of a class at run-time (if not already explicitly defined
in the ontology schema). Beyond this, however, it would be useful if an agent could, at
run-time, arbitrarily combine classes and properties using logical operators to produce
new classes for interaction with the ABox.

We have implemented an internal action jasdl.ia.define class which al-
lows an agent to do just that (for classes only). It is supplied n parameters p1 . . . pn such
that n " 3 where each represents the following: p1 is an atomic term that gives the alias
to be used for referring to the defined class; p2 . . . pn!1 are strings that are concatenated
to form a class-expression defined in terms of predefined classes and properties, other
run-time defined classes and the DL operators, such as and, or, some, value, etc.; pn

is an ontology label used to identify the TBox instance within which the new class
definition will reside. At the heart of this internal action is the Clexer (or Class Ex-
pression Parser) library. Put simply, this library can be used to construct an OWL-API
axiomatic representation of a class expression string. Clexer forms a general, re-usable
contribution of this work and will be released open-source in the near future.

During the implementation of JASDL, an issue became apparent with the exten-
sibility mechanisms provided by Jason that allow an agent designer to override the
methods that implement the various selection functions3 of an agent [5]. Conceivably,
selection function implementations may be provided as libraries for general use. How-
ever, it becomes difficult for an agent designer who wishes to simultaneously make use
of multiple such libraries whose implementations overlap, since they are forced to com-
bine code in an ad-hoc fashion (presuming the library source code is available in the
first place).

3 Due to shortness of space, we cannot introduce the AgentSpeak language in this paper. Readers
unfamiliar with the language are referred to the cited AgentSpeak literature.
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As a solution to this problem, a separate extension to Jason was devised, namely
JMCA4 (Jason Module Composition Architecture). JMCA permits multiple selection
function implementations to interact in a well-defined manner. This is achieved by pro-
viding a framework under which an agent designer can encapsulate the implementation
of a selection function within a selection strategy. Subsequently, an agent making use
of JMCA is capable of composing a chain of such selection strategies and specifying a
mediation strategy to mediate between the choices they make, thus defining the overall
behaviour produced by the composition chain and ultimately the choices made by the
agent.

By default, OWL does not make the unique naming assumption [16]. This im-
plies that, unless explicitly stated otherwise, individuals with different names can be
treated as identical by a reasoner. It is clear that, when developing an agent using
JASDL, it will often be the case that we wish to explicitly state at run-time that
a set of individuals are mutually distinct. To this end, we have implemented the
jasdl.ia.all different internal action. This accepts an ontology label and a
list of atoms representing individuals. It has the effect of declaring, in the referenced
ontology, each listed individual as distinct from all others in this list.

3 Related Work

Theoretical foundations for the use of ontologies in agent-oriented programming lan-
guages first appeared in [17]. The paper used the formal semantics of AgentSpeak to
show a number of features that would result from the use of ontological reasoning, and
forms the basis of our work. Similar ideas, restricted to an agent’s belief base, and using
the Go! language, appeared independently in [7]. However, differently from the main
idea in JASDL which is to refer to existing ontologies on the Web at run-time (in par-
ticular, using run time instances of such ontologies as extra information available to
the agent on top of its current beliefs), and making use of existing (efficient) ontolog-
ical reasoners, the work in [7] concentrates in showing how to translate an OWL-Lite
ontology into Go! so as to use that knowledge as part of an agent’s belief. Note, how-
ever, that without an explicit link to the ontology as a web resource, and agents being
able to change their beliefs, the interoperability aspect that is an important advantage of
standard Semantic Web technologies is (possibly) lost.

There are a variety of agent-oriented programming languages [4], some of which
have working interpreters with a growing base of users in the multi-agent systems com-
munity, such as 3APL [9] (and its recent 2APL variant), Jadex [19], SPARK [18], and
JIAC [11]; there are also commercial products such as JACK [23]. Some of these plat-
forms allow a reference to an ontology used for agent communication to be given (such
as JIAC and Jade [3], and the platforms that use Jade as middleware, such as Jadex,
2APL, and also Jason itself). However, this is a long way from the functionalities that
a full integration (at the declarative level) of agent-oriented programming and ontolog-
ical reasoning, as first suggested in [17], would provide. For example, relevant plans to
handle an event can be inferred using ontological relations when an agent is not aware
of a specific plan for an event.

4 An initial release of JMCA is available at http://jason.sf.net.
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An approach combining BDI-like agents and Semantic Web technologies was in-
troduced in [10]. The paper presented an agent architecture called Nuin and a scripting
language, whose interpreter is based on AgentSpeak, where XML namespace prefixes
can be used as part of identifiers, thus allowing particular names to be linked to given
ontologies. One disadvantage of the approach is that the BDI agent programming no-
tions are only informally described; by using Jason, in contrast, we are able to take
advantage of the significant body of work formalising the core AgentSpeak constructs
used as part of the language interpreted by Jason. Besides, to our knowledge, no imple-
mentation of Nuin is publicly available.

As this paper is concerned with a practical implementation of a combination of an
agent programming language and ontology techniques, the closest work to ours is that
on Argonaut [8]. Argonaut demonstrates how ontological reasoning can be practically
integrated with Jason to grant some degree of contextual awareness to an agent pro-
viding location-based services. The approach taken by Argonaut isolates all ontological
interaction within highly specialised, predefined internal actions. JASDL, on the other
hand, integrates ontological reasoning more tightly and transparently with the Jason
AgentSpeak interpreter. This has several advantages, as discussed below.

To implement new kinds of ontological interaction, Argonaut requires new Java
code to be written. JASDL however allows the implementation of new ontological pro-
cesses at the AgentSpeak level.

Since JASDL augments the Jason belief base with the capacity for ontological rea-
soning, additional inferencing immediately becomes ubiquitous amongst the syntactic
operators of AgentSpeak. For example, test goals, plan contexts, predefined internal ac-
tions that query the belief base (such as .findall), belief additions and deletions,
etc., all leverage the combined expressive power and tractability of description logic.
Contrast this to the Argonaut approach, under which queries can be made only by means
of internal actions made available as part of Argonaut. Plan contexts, for example, can-
not be so naturally expressed since they must contain such internal actions.

JASDL’s description logic extension to Jason’s plan retrieval mechanism overloads
Jason’s definition of plan relevancy. This means that more general plans can be found
automatically by the agent, with no additional effort required on the part of the agent
designer. Although not explored by Argonaut, it might be possible to implement an
analog of the trigger generalisation mechanism using internal actions alone. However,
this would likely prove cumbersome and inefficient when compared to JASDL’s more
elegant mechanism.

Furthermore, JASDL automatically checks ABox consistency after any modifica-
tion and rolls back any contradictory changes. It is difficult to see how this could be
elegantly implemented and enforced using internal actions alone.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have described the implementation of an existing theoretical proposal
for combining agent-oriented programming and ontological reasoning. The paper high-
lights various issues that need to be addressed in practice which are not apparent from
the abstract point of view of formal work. The running example used in the paper made
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reference to an existing ontology on the Web; an important aspect of our approach is
precisely to allow programmers to make use of existing knowledge representation to
facilitate programming as well as allowing agents to share ontological information.

An aside benefit of the use of our approach is that it allows us to, in some cases ex-
plicitly, distinguish between declarative and procedural achievement goals (AgentSpeak
does not have different syntactic constructs for this). Any achievement goal whose trig-
ger corresponds to a semantically enriched literal — hence a belief — is inherently a
declarative goal. Note that this technique cannot explicitly identify procedural achieve-
ment goals since there can still exist declarative goals corresponding to semantically-
naive beliefs. This presents an interesting opportunity, which remains future work, for
checking the current set of intentions for consistency (using description-logic infer-
ences) and perhaps even automatic conflict resolution.

We plan a number of other directions for future work, including incorporating means
for ontological alignment when an agent detects any ontological mismatch, and facili-
tating the use of Web services in the context of JASDL by means of OWL-S 5. Future
work will also include mechanisms that permit persistency of the (at present volatile)
ontology instances of JASDL agents.

Although everything described in this paper has been implemented and the exam-
ples have been executed, it is still very early days for the development of JASDL.
Whether its engineering principles will prove natural and useful in programming real-
world applications remains to be seen, as does the analysis of performance issues. In the
near future, JASDL will be made available open source, which should help in our aim
to assess its usability and efficiency in practical applications. Nevertheless, our initial
experiments show that there is great potential benefit to be obtained from the use of
JASDL and performance does not seem to be an issue.
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Abstract. In order to facilitate the development of agent-based software, sev-
eral agent programming languages and architectures, have been created. Plans in
these architectures are often self-contained procedures with an associated trigger-
ing event and a context condition, while any further information about the con-
sequences of executing a plan is absent. However, agents designed using such an
approach have limited flexibility at runtime, and rely on the designer’s ability to
foresee all relevant situations an agent might have to handle. In order to overcome
this limitation, we have created AgentSpeak(PL), an interpreter capable of per-
forming state-space planning to generate new high-level plans. As the planning
module creates new plans, the plan library is expanded, improving performance
over time. However, for new plans to be useful in the long run, it is critical that
the context condition associated with new plans is carefully generated. In this pa-
per we describe a plan reuse technique aimed at improving an agent’s runtime
performance by deriving optimal context conditions for new plans, allowing an
agent to reuse generated plans as much as possible.

1 Introduction

Software based on autonomous agents is often advocated as a solution to addressing
highly dynamic environments in which human intervention is impractical or impossi-
ble. In order to facilitate the development of such agent-based software, several agent
programming languages, as well as associated agent architectures, have been created.
So far, however, for reasons of efficiency, the set of practical agent architectures devel-
oped has mainly focused on providing a plan execution framework for a plan library
defined at design time [1, 2]. Plans in these architectures are often self-contained pro-
cedures with an associated triggering event, while any additional information about the
consequences of executing a plan is absent. For example, PRS [3] and its successors [4,
5] provide concrete agents which, while efficient, are noticeably inflexible in handling
anything not foreseen at design-time.

Traditional BDI agents [2] are designed using a procedural approach, which requires
a designer to create detailed procedural plans for every relevant situation in which an
agent may find itself prior to deployment. Situations in which plans must be executed
are encoded in a plan header in two parts: a triggering event, identifying the moment
when a plan may be necessary; and a context condition describing the pre-requisites
for the plan to be applicable, as shown in Figure 1. Both the triggering event and the
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Fig. 1: AgentSpeak(L) plan and dynamics.

context condition are defined statically at design time, and ensure that a plan can execute
successfully when it is required. However, agents designed using such an approach have
limited flexibility at runtime, and rely on the designer’s ability to foresee all relevant
situations an agent might have to handle.

In order to overcome this limitation, we have created AgentSpeak(PL) [6], an in-
terpreter capable of generating new high-level plans when no suitable plans exist in the
plan library. These high-level plans are created by sequencing existing lower-level plans
from the plan library, from which key information about their declarative preconditions
and consequences is extracted. AgentSpeak(PL) uses state-space planning to create new
plans, and since state-space planners are inherently declarative, AgentSpeak(PL) is able
to reason about declarative goals and create plans which, when executed, ensure that a
certain world-state is true. The approach taken in AgentSpeak(PL) consists of evaluat-
ing the consequences of procedural plans in terms of belief additions and deletions and
converting these plans into a STRIPS-like representation, which can then be supplied
to a classical planner [7] along with the current belief base and the desired goal state.
In this setting, STRIPS operators are essentially an analogue for lower-level Agent-
Speak(L) plans and, therefore, plans generated by the planning module represent high-
level AgentSpeak(L) plans, which consist entirely of lower-level plan invocations. As
the planning module creates new plans, the plan library is expanded, improving perfor-
mance over time.

However, for new plans to be useful for an agent in the long run, it is critical that
the context condition associated with new plans is simple enough so that plans can be
executed whenever they accomplish their goals, and restrictive enough, so that plans
do not execute in situations in which they would fail. As an example, suppose that a
certain agent has a car and a motorcycle available to move it from home to work, and
an action to drive each one of these vehicles having a precondition that the vehicle
being used must have enough fuel for the journey. Furthermore, suppose that at one
point in time this agent generated a plan to drive its car to work, while believing that
both the motorcycle and the car had enough fuel. The precondition of the high-level
plan involving the car surely must contain the belief regarding the car’s fuel level, but
not the motorcycle’s, as it is irrelevant to that plan.

While previous work [6] focused on the integration of the interpreter with the plan-
ner through a translation process, in this paper we focus on specific aspects of adding
new plans to the plan library. The key contribution is an improvement in an agent’s
runtime performance by deriving optimal context conditions for new plans, allowing
an agent to reuse generated plans as much as possible. We evaluate the resulting sys-
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tem against a naive strategy of plan reuse, as well as a similar agent designed using
AgentSpeak(L), in order to demonstrate the efficiency of our approach. Although we
use AgentSpeak(L) as a demonstration platform, our approach can also be applied to
other planning-capable agent architectures.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews previous work on Agent-
Speak(PL), providing the necessary background for this paper; Section 3 describes our
plan reuse strategy, including an algorithm for context generation; Section 4 reports on
the experiments performed using an implementation of our strategy and its results for a
production cell scenario; Section 5 provides a brief overview of recent related work in
comparison to ours; finally, Section 6 draws conclusions from our results and proposes
future research based on them.

2 AgentSpeak(PL)

AgentSpeak(PL) [6] is an extended AgentSpeak(L) interpreter that uses a planning
component to reason about declarative goals. In this section we briefly describe both
the original AgentSpeak(L) interpreter and language, and the extensions provided in
AgentSpeak(PL).

2.1 AgentSpeak(L)

AgentSpeak(L) [2] is an agent language, as well as an abstract interpreter for the lan-
guage, that follows the beliefs, desires and intentions (BDI) model of practical reason-
ing [8]. In simple terms, a BDI agent tries to realise the desires it believes are possible by
committing to carrying out certain courses of action through intentions. The language
of AgentSpeak(L) allows the definition of reactive procedural plans, so that plans are
defined in terms of an event to which an agent should react to by executing a sequence
of steps (i.e. a procedure). Plan execution is further constrained by the context in which
these plans are relevant. Here, a plan is executed under the assumption that some im-
plicit goal is being accomplished by that plan at that particular moment.

The control cycle of an AgentSpeak(L) interpreter is driven by events relating to
either new beliefs (including perceptions) and new goals. These events are used as trig-
gering conditions for the adoption of plans, so that adding an achievement goal means
that an agent desires to fulfil the goal, and plans whose triggering condition includes that
goal (i.e. are relevant to the goal) should lead to that goal being achieved. Moreover, a
plan includes a logical context condition that specifies when the plan is applicable (i.e.
possible to be executed) in any given situation. Whenever a goal addition event is gener-
ated (as a result of the currently selected plan having subgoals), the interpreter searches
the set of relevant plans for applicable plans; if one (or more) such plan is found, it is
pushed onto an intention structure for execution. Elements in the intention structure are
popped and handled by the interpreter. If the element is an action it is executed, while
if the element is a goal, a new plan for that goal is added into the intention structure
and processed. During this process, failures may take place either in the execution of
actions, or during the processing of subplans. When such a failure takes place, the plan
that is currently being processed also fails. Thus, if a plan selected for the achievement
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Fig. 2: AgentSpeak(L) reasoning cycle.

of a given goal fails, the default behaviour of an AgentSpeak(L) agent is to conclude
that the goal that caused the plan to be adopted is not achievable. This control cycle
is illustrated in the diagram of Figure 2,1 and strongly couples plan execution to goal
achievement.

In order to better understand the relationship between the control cycle and the plan
library, it is necessary to introduce the notation of AgentSpeak(L) plans. The events on
an agent’s data structures that can trigger the adoption of plans consist of additions and
deletions of goals and beliefs, and are represented by the plus (+) and minus (!) sign
respectively. Goals are distinguished into test goals and achievement goals, denoted by
a preceding question mark (?), or an exclamation mark (!), respectively. For example,
the addition of a goal to achieve g is represented by +!g, whereas the addition of a goal
to test the truth value of a belief b is represented by +?b. Belief additions and deletions
arising as the agent perceives the environment are outside its control, while goal ad-
ditions and deletions and some belief modifications only arise as part of the execution
of an agent’s plans. Plans in AgentSpeak(L) are represented by a header comprising
a triggering condition and a context, as well as a body describing the steps the agent
takes when a plan is selected for execution, as illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, if e is a
triggering event, b1, . . . , bm are belief literals, and h1, . . . , hn are goals or actions, then
e : b1& . . .&bm " h1; . . . ;hn. is a plan. As an example, consider a plan associated
with the triggering event !move(O,A,B) corresponding to an achievement goal to move
an object O from A to B, where:

– e is !move(O,A,B);
– at(O,A) and not at(O,B) are belief literals; and
– -at(O,A) and +at(O,B) are two steps in the plan body, consisting of information

about belief additions and deletions.
The plan is then as follows:

1 For a full description of AgentSpeak(L), refer to d’Inverno et al.[9]
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Fig. 3: AgentSpeak(PL) reasoning cycle.

+!move(O,A,B) : at(O,A) & not at(O,B)
<- -at(O,A);

+at(O,B).

When this plan is executed, it should result in the agent believing O is no longer
in position A, and then believing it is in position B. For an agent to rationally want to
move O from A to B, it must believe O is at position A and not already at position B.

2.2 Planning in AgentSpeak(PL)

In order to overcome the limitations of traditional AgentSpeak(L) programming in
terms of dynamic plan generation and declarative goal representation, previous work
has introduced AgentSpeak(PL) [6], which is an extended AgentSpeak(L) interpreter
coupled with a planning module able to perform STRIPS-like planning. The agent in-
terpreter communicates with the planning module through a translation process that
relies on the similarities between AgentSpeak(L) plans and STRIPS operators. This is
possible because both formalisms describe world modification functions that can be
applied if certain preconditions hold, resulting in changes to the world-state.

The planning action In addition to the traditional way of encoding goals for an Agent-
Speak(L) agent implicitly as triggering events consisting of achievement goals (!goal),
AgentSpeak(PL) allows desires including multiple beliefs (b1, . . . , bn) describing a de-
sired world-state in the form goal conj([b1, . . . , bn]). An agent desire description thus
consists of a conjunction of beliefs the agent wishes to be true simultaneously at a
given point in time. The execution of the planning component is triggered by an event
+goal conj([b1, . . . , bn]) as shown in Table 1.

In this approach, planning in AgentSpeak is introduced through a special planning
action, denoted plan(G), where G is a conjunction of desired goals. This action is
bound to an implementation of a planning module, and allows all of the process regard-
ing the conversion between formalisms to be encapsulated in the action implementation,
making it completely transparent to the remainder of the interpreter. Note that there are
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+goal conj(Goals) : true ! plan(Goals).

Listing 1: Planner invocation plan.

two different steps in invoking the planning action: the declarative goal, represented
by the +goal conj(Goals) event; and the planner invocation action plan, which may
occur as a consequence of adopting a declarative goal.

Whenever an agent needs to achieve a goal that involves planning, it uses a spe-
cial planning action that converts the low-level procedural plans of AgentSpeak(L) into
STRIPS operators and invokes the planning module. If the planner succeeds in finding
a plan, it is converted back into a high-level AgentSpeak(L) plan and is added to the
intention structure for execution, as illustrated in Figure 3. This conversion process is
detailed in Section 2.2. If the newly created plan fails, the planner may again be invoked
to try to find another plan to achieve the desired state of affairs, taking into consideration
any changes in the beliefs.

Note that the planning action is included in a standard AgentSpeak plan with the
same triggering condition as the plans generated by it. Moreover, new plans are always
added to the plan library before the plan that executes the planning action. With this
arrangement, previously-created plans are consulted first when the interpreter searches
for relevant plans, hence having higher priority for execution. If no such plan is found
to be applicable, the plan containing the special planning action is invoked as the last
remaining option. An important limitation imposed by our current implementation is
that, since goal conjunctions are represented as lists, different goal orderings correspond
to different declarative goals and, therefore, a goal to achieve [a, b] is not seen as the
same goal to achieve [b, a].

Translating AgentSpeak into STRIPS Once the need for planning is detected, the
plan in Table 1 is invoked so that the agent can tap into a planning component. The pro-
cess of linking an agent to a propositional planning algorithm includes converting an
AgentSpeak plan library into propositional planning operators, declarative goals into
goal-state specifications, and the agent beliefs into the initial-state specification for
a planning problem. After the planner yields a solution, the ensuing STRIPS plan is
translated into an AgentSpeak plan in which the operators resulting from the planning
become subgoals. That is, the execution of each operator listed in the STRIPS plan is
analogous to the insertion of the AgentSpeak plan that corresponded to that operator
when the STRIPS problem was created.

In classical STRIPS notation, operators have four components: an identifier, a set
of preconditions, a set of predicates to be added (add), and a set of predicates to be
deleted (del). For example, the same move operator can be represented in STRIPS fol-
lowing the correspondence illustrated in Figure 4, in which AgentSpeak(PL) converts
the invocation condition into a STRIPS operator header, a context condition into an
operator precondition, and the plan body is used to derive add and delete lists.

A relationship between these two definitions is not hard to establish, and Agent-
Speak(PL) defines the following algorithm for converting AgentSpeak (low-level) plans
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  <− −at(A);

  : at(O, A) & not at(O, B)

+!move(O, A, B)

at(B)

at(A)

at(A) & not at(B)

move(O, A, B)

add:

del:

pre:

operator:

      +at(B).

Fig. 4: AgentSpeak plan versus STRIPS operator.

+goal conj(Goals) : true

!!op1; . . . ; !opn.

Listing 2: AgentSpeak plan generated from a STRIPS plan.

into STRIPS operators. Let e be a triggering event, b1& . . .&bm a conjunction of be-
lief literals representing a plan’s context, a1, . . . , an be belief addition actions, and
d1, . . . , do be belief deletion actions within a plan’s body. All of these elements can be
represented in a single AgentSpeak plan. Moreover let opname be the operator name
and parameters, pre be the preconditions of the operator, add the predicate addition list,
and del the predicate deletion list. Mapping an AgentSpeak plan into STRIPS operators
is then accomplished as follows:

1. opname = e
2. pre = b1& . . . &bm

3. add = a1, . . . , an

4. del = d1, . . . , do

Above, we have introduced the representation of a conjunction of desired goals as
the predicate goal conj([b1, . . . , bn]). The list [b1, . . . , bn] of desires is directly trans-
lated into the goal state of a STRIPS problem. Moreover, the initial state specification
for a STRIPS problem is generated directly from the agent’s belief database.

Executing generated plans The STRIPS problem generated from the set of operators,
initial state and goal state is then processed by a propositional planner. If the planner
fails to generate a propositional plan for that conjunction of literals, the plan in Table 1
fails immediately and the goal is deemed unachievable, otherwise the resulting propo-
sitional plan is converted into an AgentSpeak plan and added to the intention structure.
A propositional plan from a STRIPS planner is in the form of a sequence op1, . . . , opn

of operator names and instantiated parameters. AgentSpeak(PL) creates a new plan as
in Table 2, where goal conj(Goals) is the event that caused the planner to be invoked.

Immediately after adding the new plan to the plan library, the event
goal conj(Goals) is reposted to the agent’s intention structure, causing the gener-
ated plan to be executed. The abstract language of AgentSpeak(L) does not include
constructs for plan library modification, but this type of functionality is generally ac-
complished through internal actions by many interpreters, including Jason [10]. As a
consequence, there is no commonly agreed semantics for the addition of new plans into
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an agent’s plan library. The method we use is that of the Jason interpreter, which con-
sists of inserting the new plan either at the beginning of the plan library or at its end.
Plans generated in this fashion are admittedly simple, and in order for an agent to take
full advantage of the planning module, we need to consider how plans should be added
to the plan library for future reference.

2.3 Limited plan reusability

However, the addition of the new plan to the intention structure raises the problem
of how newly formed plans can be integrated into the agent’s existing plan library, or
indeed if they should be integrated into the plan library at all. Modifying the plan library
at runtime through the addition of new plans effectively changes agent behaviour in at
least two ways: first, new plans may cause undesired interactions with the plans that are
already part of the plan library, possibly jeopardising the agent’s viability in the long
term; and second, adding a large number of plans with the same invocation condition
may impair the agent’s ability to respond in adequate time.

In order for a plan to be usefully added to the plan library, therefore, the context in
which this plan is relevant must be carefully described. If the context is too restrictive,
for example by using the entire belief base at the time of planning, the inclusion of a
number of irrelevant beliefs will severely limit the future applicability of the new plan.
On the other hand if the context is minimised to only the preconditions of the first
operator, the plan may fail later on due to the requirements of subsequent operators. In
consequence, an algorithm that generates the minimum context condition necessary for
a newly generated plan to be reused usefully is required.

3 Leveraging new plans

In order to address the need for a minimum context condition for newly created plans,
we have developed an algorithm to extract the minimum necessary context condition
from a planner-generated plan that ensures that if the context is true when the plan is
adopted, it will succeed if no external interference takes place.

3.1 Data structure

We base our context-generation algorithm on a modified version of the planning graph
data structure from Graphplan [11], which is a graph-based planning algorithm. The
properties of this method of plan representation are key to our algorithm and, therefore,
before describing the algorithm, we introduce the planning graph. Since a plan is com-
posed of temporally ordered actions, and these actions alter propositions in the interme-
diate world states, graph levels are divided into alternating proposition and action levels,
making it a directed and levelled graph. A graphical representation of one such graph is
shown in Figure 5, in which oval shapes denote propositions and boxes denote actions.
Proposition levels are composed of proposition nodes labelled with propositions, and
are connected to the actions in the subsequent action level through precondition arcs.
Here, action nodes are labelled with operators and are connected to the nodes in the
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Fig. 5: A planning graph example.

subsequent proposition nodes by effect arcs, and both added and deleted propositions
are possible effects of an operator.

Every proposition level denotes literals that are possibly true at a given moment,
so that the first proposition level represents the literals that are possibly true at time t1
(the initial time), the next proposition level represents the literals that are possibly true
at time t2 and so on. Similarly, action levels denote operators that can be executed at a
given moment in time in such a way that the first action level represents the operators
that may be executed at time t1, the second action level represents the operators that
may be executed at time t2 and so on.

The process of building a graph in Graphplan consists of initialising it with a propo-
sition level containing the initial state of the planning problem, and adding all actions
that have their entire set of preconditions present in that proposition level. New propo-
sition levels are then created, including all the effects of the preceding action level. In
order to guarantee a static frame for all actions in the graph (that is, to ensure propo-
sitions not affected by plan operators remain unchanged between points in time), no
operation (or noop) edges are inserted between propositions to represent the possibility
that these propositions are not changed between two proposition levels (i.e. points in
time). The planning graph used in Graphplan has a number of other characteristics that
we do not explain in this paper because they are not relevant to our algorithm, but are
discussed in [11].

3.2 Generating context information

Intuitively, the preconditions of any given plan step must have either been made true
during the execution of previous plan steps or must have been true from the start of the
plan. Therefore, the minimum context condition for any generated plan must specify the
preconditions of the first operator, plus the preconditions of any subsequent operators
that are not included in the effects of previous operators. We consider this process in
more detail in Algorithm 1, which describes the generation of such a context condition.

The algorithm initially builds a planning graph populated with the actions of the
plan we wish to create a context for, as well as the preconditions and effects of these
actions, with edges connecting actions to their preconditions in the previous level, and
their effects in the subsequent level. Once the initial graph is generated, proposition
levels are iterated backwards and, for each proposition that is connected with a precon-
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Algorithm 1 Propagation of preconditions.
Require: Plan ! = {a1, . . . , an}, with n steps
Require: Action descriptions O = {"a1, P re1, Post1#, "an, P ren, Postn#}
1: create a proposition level P0 with no propositions;
2: for all ai $ ! do
3: create an action level Ai containing a node ai;
4: add the preconditions of ai to proposition level Pi!1;
5: connect all p $ Pi to ai!1 with precondition edges;
6: create a proposition level Pi containing the effects of ai;
7: connect all p $ Pi to ai with effect edges;
8: end for
9: for i = n to 1 do

10: for all p $ Pi!1 do
11: if p is not connected to any node in level Ai then
12: create an action noop(p) in level Ai;
13: connect noop(p) to p through an effect edge;
14: if p %$ Pi then
15: create a node p in Pi;
16: end if
17: connect p to noop(p) with a precondition edge;
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: return P0

dition edge to a subsequent action level and not connected with an effect edge to the
previous action level, a new noop action is created, allowing a proposition to be propa-
gated to the previous proposition level. As the graph is traversed, propositions that are
required at one action level are created at the preceding proposition levels until they are
either connected to an original action of the plan, or they are propagated through noop
actions, ensuring that the first proposition level contains all of the preconditions that did
not result from the actions in the plan.

In terms of computational effort, this algorithm has similar complexity to the graph
expansion phase of Graphplan, which has polynomial complexity [7] in the size of the
planning problem for both the size of the graph and the time required to build it. If a plan
has m distinct steps, and n distinct propositions, the graph our algorithm creates will
have at most ((2 #n)+1) #m nodes, one node for each action and all possible noops at
each graph level, plus all possible propositions at each proposition level, indicating that
the size and time complexity of our algorithm is in the low polynomial scale. Regarding
the correctness of the algorithm and its termination guarantee, since the graph building
part of the algorithm is a subset of Graphplan, for which a proof of completeness and
termination exists, and the rest of the algorithm is an iteration in a directed acyclic
graph, it is trivial to show that the algorithm does terminate for any input.
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Fig. 6: Diagram of the production cell.

3.3 A production cell example

To illustrate how our algorithm derives a context condition, we introduce a production
cell scenario, shown in Figure 6, and consisting of a production cell composed of four
processing units (u1, u2, u3 and u4) and two conveyor belts controlled by our agent.
Parts enter the production cell through a feed belt, and are moved by the agent to dif-
ferent processing units, depending on the type of part being processed. Once a part has
been processed at the appropriate processing units, it is moved to the deposit belt to be
shipped. Even though there is no particular order specified for the processing of parts,
the order in which they are specified is generally followed. We consider three differ-
ent types of part for processing, in the following processing units: i) type one must be
processed by processing units 1, 2 and 3; ii) type two must be processed by processing
units 2 and 4; and iii) type three must be processed by processing units 1 and 3.

In addition, we assume two operations are available in this scenario, summarised
in Table 1.2 The first operator, move(P,A,B), moves a part from one device to another,
requiring the part to be over the initial device and the target device to be empty, and
causing the initial device to become empty, the part to be over the target device and the
deletion of the preconditions (note that while we represent explicitly negated proposi-
tions in the graph, we do not require the world to be described with explicitly negated
conditions). The second operator, process(P,A), causes a processing unit to process a
part located over it, requiring over(P,A) and causing processed(P).

Operator Preconditions Effects
move(P,A,B) empty(B) ˜empty(B)

over(P,A) ˜over(P,A)
over(P,B)
empty(A)

process(P,A) over(P,A) processed(P)

Table 1: Operations in the production cell scenario.

2 We use a Prolog-like notation, with variable names starting in uppercase and constants in
lowercase.
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Fig. 7: A planning graph used in context extraction.

Now let us consider in more detail the process of generating the context for this
example. Nodes in an action level are connected to nodes in a proposition level either
through precondition edges, denoting that a proposition is a precondition of a given
action, or through effect edges, denoting that a proposition is an effect of a given action.
In the example of Figure 7, the operator process(p1,u2) in Level 4 is connected by
a precondition edge to the proposition over(p1,u2) in Level 3, and by precondition
edges to the proposition processed(p1,u2) in Level 5. Besides the actions included
in the planning problem, the planning graph includes noop (or maintenance) actions,
which connect identical propositions between adjacent proposition levels representing
that their truth values remain unchanged between plan steps, an example of which can
be seen connecting the proposition empty(u3) from Levels 1 to 5.

Figure 7 shows the graph generated in the process of deriving the context for a plan
composed of three actions: move(p1,u1,u2), process(p1,u2) and move(p1,u2,u3).
The initial graph created by our algorithm contains no maintenance actions and no in-
stances of empty(u3) in Levels 1 and 3. Then, while iterating the graph backwards,
the algorithm detects that none of the preconditions of move(p1,u2,u3) were caused
by the immediately preceding action, and adds a noop connecting the instances of
over(p1,u3) in Levels 3 and 5. Furthermore, it creates instances of empty(u3) in
Levels 1 and 3, connecting them with maintenance operators in Levels 2 and 4, thus
propagating empty(u3) to the initial plan level. Since no action in the plan resulted in
empty(u3) being true, this must have been true before the plan was adopted to make
the last action possible. These additions to the planning graph can be seen in Figure 7
as the dashed oval shapes and lines.
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4 Experiments and Results

Traditional AgentSpeak(L) agents require a plan library containing plans for every con-
ceivable situation an agent might find itself in, since no plans can be created at runtime
to deal with unexpected events. Therefore, the ability to generate new plans at runtime
both increases an agent’s flexibility and eases agent development. On the other hand,
state space planners are complex, and a decrease in runtime performance is expected
over standard AgentSpeak(L). With the addition of an effective plan reuse strategy,
however, the time spent in the planning process can be mitigated over time, since new
plans will have the same runtime efficiency as traditional AgentSpeak(L).

Our prototypes were implemented using modified versions of Jason [10], a Java-
based AgentSpeak(L) interpreter with a few additional constructs such as plan anno-
tations and plan failure handling. Experiments with traditional AgentSpeak(L) agents
were conducted in an unmodified Jason interpreter, whereas planning agents were cre-
ated using the open-source implementation of AgentSpeak(PL) [6], unmodified for ex-
periments without plan reuse; and extended with our algorithm for context generation.

The experiment consists of simulating the arrival of parts of three types in three
production cells, one controlled by a traditional AgentSpeak(L) agent (AS), another
controlled by a naive version of AgentSpeak(PL) (NaiveAS) that does not reuse plans
and one controlled by the complete AgentSpeak(PL) (ASPL) capable of reusing plans.
Here, whenever a new part arrives for processing at the cell controlled by NaiveAS, the
full planning process is invoked to generate a new plan, regardless of previous instances
of the same problem having been considered in the past. The time spent planning and
achieving the final processing of every part is measured for each agent for an increasing
number of parts, ranging from 10 to 100 in 10 part increments.
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Fig. 8: Running times for the Production Cell scenario.

The results of this experiment can be seen in the graph of Figure 8, which shows
that, though NaiveAS takes significantly more time to perform its reasoning cycle, this
overhead is constant. Now, when the plan reuse strategy is used by ASPL, runtime
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AS ASPL
# plans 12 7

Table 2: Plan library size comparison.

performance improves considerably, approaching that of AS. With three different part
types, the number of possible world configurations at the time of planning is limited, and
most of the planning effort occurs at the beginning of the agent execution. As more parts
of the same type are introduced in the production cell, the plans generated previously
are invoked rather than the planning module, amortising the cost of the initial planning.
Evidence of this effect is provided by the ASPL curve approaching that of AS as the
number of total parts increases. Moreover, since the plans generated through planning
are a linear sequence of actions, which do not rely on the tests distributed throughout a
branching structure of plans in the plan library, they are inherently faster to be executed
than the equivalent AS representation, surpassing it in the long term.

It is important to note that, although ASPL can create plans for situations in which
AS would fail, we have avoided using these problems in our benchmark, focusing only
on runtime, by considering an AS agent with plans for all situations possible during
testing. By relying on a planning approach, we also diminish the size of the agent spec-
ification, since we no longer need to create a procedural plan to cope with every world
configuration relevant to the accomplishment of an individual plan. The numbers of
plans necessary in the (initial) plan libraries are shown in Table 2.

5 Related Work

Work on using planning modules to augment existing architectures has been conducted
by several researchers, such as in Propice-Plan [12] and JADEX [13, 14]. These efforts
provide some insight into many practical issues that may arise from the integration of
BDI with AI planners, such as how to modify a planning algorithm to cope with changes
in the initial state during planning [12], and how to cope with conflicts in concurrently
executing plans [13].

Propice-Plan [12] is a PRS-based system that includes planning capabilities through
a modified version of the IPP planner [15]. It includes refinements to allow an agent to
anticipate alternative execution paths for its plans, as well as the ability to update the
state of the planning process in order to cope with a highly dynamic world. Propice-
Plan is similar in principle to the architecture described here, but it differs in two key
aspects: its reliance on a modified PRS description formalism for agents, and its reliance
on a tailor-made planner implementation, limiting the choice of planners to be used in
tandem with the agent interpreter.

The work of Walczak et al.[13] is a recent approach to merging BDI reasoning with
planning capabilities, and is based on a continuous planning and execution framework
implemented in the JADEX agent framework [16]. The system uses a modified HTN
state-based planner with domain-specific information to select the actions to achieve
goals or refine goals in an agent’s agenda. The emphasis in this system is on perfor-
mance and reaction time rather than generality, since JADEX uses a Java-like represen-
tation for the agent’s data structures, such as goals and actions. Admittedly, an HTN
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planner could be used to generate new plans following a task-oriented approach (and
hence not for declarative goals), but this is not what is accomplished in JADEX.

Considering the many similarities between BDI programming languages and HTN
planning, Sardina et al.[14] formally define how HTN planners can be integrated into
a BDI architecture. Sardina shows that the HTN process of systematically substituting
higher-level goal tasks until concrete actions are derived is analogous to the way in
which a PRS-based interpreter pushes new plans onto an intention structure, replacing
an achievement goal with an instantiated plan. Taking advantage of this almost direct
correspondence, an HTN planner is used to add lookahead capabilities to an agent,
allowing it to optimise plan selection and maximise an agent’s chance of successfully
achieving goals. By verifying beforehand the selection of plans for achieving subgoals,
the agent minimises the chance of failure as a result of poor plan selection.

The idea of analysing one formalism to derive planning-like pre and post condi-
tions has been attempted previously in the context of web service composition through
planning. Initial efforts by McIlraith and Fadel [17] at a theoretical level, involved con-
verting web services described by hand using Golog into PDDL and ADL. However,
this lacked generality due to its heavy reliance on human intervention in the process,
preventing it from being used in a completely automated fashion, as is needed by our
work. Later, this idea was refined by Pistore et al.[18], converting web services defined
in BPEL4WS into PDDL, allowing for automation. However, BPEL is much more com-
plex than AgentSpeak, and understandably the conversion algorithm has polynomial
complexity, though on the exponential scale. In this respect, our approach compares
favourably by having non-exponential polynomial complexity.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have described a plan reuse strategy for AgentSpeak(PL), a planning-
capable extension of AgentSpeak(L), able to reason about declarative goals. This stra-
tegy is based on the generation of the simplest context information necessary for newly
created plans to be successful when responding to the same event that triggered the
agent to plan. Since planning is a computationally intensive task, being able to effec-
tively reuse previously generated plans offsets time spent on the planning process, as
new plans are as efficient as AgentSpeak(L) procedural plans. This bridges the perfor-
mance gap between traditional AgentSpeak(L) agents and declarative goal-based agents
developed in AgentSpeak(PL), which is the primary contribution of this paper.

The strategy used in the generation of context information is based on the generation
of a greatly simplified planning graph analogous to the graph used in Graphplan [11].
Building this graph has low polynomial complexity in both time and space, and there-
fore the performance overhead imposed on the planning process is negligible. More-
over, we believe that the process used to generate initial context information can be
expanded to allow reasoning about interference from concurrent plans, and we intend
to explore this possibility as future work.
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Abstract. We present a novel knowledge-based approach for automated elec-
tronic barter trade systems. An e-barter is basically a closed e-marketplace, where
agents may exchange (buy/sell) goods –or equivalent trade dollars– only with
other participants to the e-barter. Obviously, in such systems one of the major is-
sues is keeping exchanges as balanced as possible. If the description of goods
or services to be exchanged is simple and limited to a well defined set, e.g.,
oil, wheat, transport, etc., then an exchange based only on price and quantity
is enough. But, what if goods or services to be exchanged are described in a
complex way? Is it a suitable exchange the one involving mobile phones support-
ing video streaming with a QWERTY keyboard if the agent is looking for smart
phones? Those two descriptions, although very different form a syntactic point of
view, are very similar with respect to their meaning (semantics). How could an
agent manage and exploit the knowledge on a given domain to deal with such a
semantic information and optimize exchanges?
We focus on how to find most promising matches, in a many-to-many match-
making process, between bids (supplies/demands), taking into account not only
the price and quantities as in classical barter trade systems, but also a semantic
similarity among bid descriptions while keeping exchanges balanced.
To this aim we use a logical language to express agent preferences, thereby en-
hancing bid expressiveness. We also define a logic-based utility function that al-
lows to evaluate the semantic similarity between bids. Finally we illustrate the
optimization problem we solve in order to clear the market.

1 Introduction

An electronic marketplace can be basically described as a system that facilitates busi-
ness activities by providing users with one, or more, added value services, usually
including: discovery/matchmaking (finding partners to engage in a commercial inter-
action), negotiation and deal (establishing trust, negotiating and agreeing on terms of
business transaction ), exchange (payment and actual execution of the business trans-
action) [29]. The main interest of the service provider is obviously to maximize suc-
cessful transactions (i.e., what is usually termed as clearing the market). The service
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provider revenues depend in fact either on charges placed on each successful trans-
action or on fixed fees paid for membership required to benefit of offered services.
Successful and renowned existing e-marketplaces are either person-to-person auction
sites such as EBay (www.ebay.com) or business-to-business (B2B) marketplaces such
as Covisint (www.covisint.com) or Alibaba.com (www.alibaba.com), or procurement
services such as CombineNet (www.combinenet.com).

In this paper we focus on a particular –and definitely ancient– form of commercial
interaction, namely barter trade exchange. Historically barter trade was a bilateral form
of exchange of goods and services without currency. Obviously, we refer here to a
modern multilateral barter trade [14], where traders do not exchange goods directly,
but use a form of private label currency, named trade dollar. Therefore if they sell a
good they receive credits in trade dollars, that can be used to purchase other goods.
An electronic barter trade system is then basically a closed B2B e-marketplace, where
the trade of goods/services among companies is managed by an intermediary (broker).
In automated e-barter exchange agents play the role of managers (acting on behalf of
companies) or brokers (acting on behalf of the trade exchange system).

Usually, commercial e-barter systems make money by charging a commission on
each transaction done, so the revenue of the system is higher the more the e-marketplace
is lively. Therefore the role of the broker agent is to stimulate trade exchanges, recom-
mending possible promising exchanges given a set of demands and supplies from the
barter pool (the set of companies involved in the e-marketplace).

One of the aims of the barter trade broker is maintaining exchanges as far as pos-
sible balanced, so that the total income of trade dollars by a company equals to the
amount bought by the company itself. In fact maintaining the balance of trade helps
the traders to make purchases in the future increasing the trade volume over the long
run [14]. Furthermore, given a demand (supply), there are typically several possible
supplies (demands) to choose from, so the pivotal question in an e-barter system is:
how can the broker choose and consequently suggest an exchange to the other agents?
The obvious answer is: by finding the most promising matches such that agents can be
equally satisfied by the exchange. Obviously, price cannot be the only parameter when
goods to be exchanged are not simply undifferentiated ones, and moreover traders do
not make their decision based only on price [14]. Usually price is negotiated later be-
tween buyer and seller, so price other than not being the only criterion, might not be the
most important one. Other parameters to take into account are, e.g., similarity between
demand and supply descriptions, quantity and trade balance.

We introduce logical languages, in particular Description Logics [4], to model bids.
In this way we enhance bid expressiveness, and are able to catch relations among fea-
tures, exploiting basic inference services such as satisfiability and subsumption. Yet our
aims are manifold and go well beyond simple matchmaking:

– Maximize utilities of each agent finding the best overall semantic match among
several demands and supplies;

– Maintain the balance of trade;
– Maximize the trade volume.

While achieving these goals separately can be straightforward, it is quite challenging
trying to fulfill all of them at the same time; contributions of this paper therefore in-
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clude a many-to-many matchmaking process between bid descriptions modeling both
mandatory requirements and preferences, taking into account not only price and quan-
tities as in classical barter trade systems; a logic-based utility function that allows to
evaluate the semantic similarity between bids; the optimization problem we solve in or-
der to clear the market keeping exchanges balanced. The rest of the paper is structured
as follows: in the next section we illustrate features and motivations for e-barter trading
outlining the scenario we refer to; then we illustrate the logical language we adopt to
model agents bids. In Section 4 we define the logic-based utility function we introduce
to catch the semantic similarity between bids. Section 5 outlines the optimization prob-
lem we solve to clear the market, taking into account both quantity constraints (balance
of trade) and utility function. Related work and conclusion close the paper.

2 The Barter Trade Scenario

The World Trade Organization estimated in 2004 that 15% of international trade was
conducted on non-cash basis, and approximately $8.25 billion was traded through recip-
rocal trade companies [16]. It should be noted that the interest for bartering does not
depend on the possibility to avoid/reduce value added taxes (VAT), as practically all
countries have long ago introduced specific legislation that make barter income equal
to cash-based income; the reciprocal trade among firms is considered appealing as it al-
lows the exchange of unproductive assets and surplus inventory for valuable products or
services, opening at the same time new outlets for excess inventory and unused capacity
[16]. Noteworthy examples of working e-barter marketplaces, among many others, are
www.tradia.net, www.U-Exchange.com, www.trashbank.com, www.tradefirst.com,
www.barterbart.com, and BizXchange4. The range of products/services that it is
possible to buy/sell is very wide; among many others: administrative services, business
consultation, legal and accounting services, automotive services, computer and technol-
ogy services, telephone and telecommunication systems, commercial furniture.

Let us consider the following scenario5: A chain of hotels needs to buy mobile
phones for a large number of its employees. The company has two choices: the first
one is simply buy the mobile phones in the open market, the second one is pursuing an
exchange of accommodations for mobile phones. Their occupancy rate is about 60%.
The chain of hotels therefore may trade hotel stays for a complete mobile phone supply
and increase its occupancy. This is accomplished without the use of cash, and with
mutually benefical results. Hence, the idea is that barter exchange enables a company
to use its excess capacity to finance its purchases.

An e-barter system shares several characteristics with generic B2B e-marketplace,
where agents enter their demands/supplies (bids) to search for potential commercial
partners. Differently from a peer-to-peer (P2P) e-marketplace, and similarly to an auction-
based market, there is a central entity, the broker, which finds, on behalf of the company
agents, most promising transactions based on some constraints, as will be discussed
later on. In this paper we model the trade balance problem extending the approach by
Haddawy et al. [14], who modeled the setting as a minimum circulation problem [2]
4 www.bizx.bz
5 This scenario is inspired by an example found on the web site http://www.tradia.net/
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on a network, considering expressive demand/supply descriptions referred to a com-
mon ontology, similarity among goods, preferences and utilities of buyers/sellers. As in
[14] we consider the trade occurring in business cycles: agent’s bids are entered in the
system, a matching is determined and then the market is cleared, and the cycle repeats.

In our proposed framework a transaction in the e-barter trade system is therefore
initiated by the following phases:

– Agents enter the e-marketplace and submit a bid description, modeled using a log-
ical language(supplies/demand).

– Supply and demand descriptions are effectively matched trying to maximize agent
utilities, taking into account (semantic) similarity between bid descriptions, the
market price of each good and the barter trade constraints.

– Given the quantities and the type of good supplied/requested as well as the market
price of each product, the broker tries to maintain the balance of trade, as requested
in an e-barter system, solving an optimization problem, see Section 5.

– The broker finds the most promising matches among bids and proposes them to the
agents in the e-marketplace. While finding the most promising matches, the broker
has to take into account the utility of each agent. Such a utility is related to prefer-
ences that each agent expresses using our logical language (see Section 3).

In such a way it is possible both to balance the trade (as required by a barter trade sys-
tem) and also find for each agent the most promising counterpart, based on the semantic
similarity between bids.

3 The Logical Setting

In the rest of the paper we refer, for the sake of clarity and without loss of generality,
to a mobile phone domain. Clearly, in an e-barter marketplace several categories of
goods/services will be traded, and an agent looking for mobile phones will probably
sell at the same time another good in the trade system. We assume the background
knowledge T (i.e., an ontology) be modeled using Description Logics (DL) [4].

3.1 Basic of Description Logics

Here, we provide a little survey on DLs, referring to [4] for a more comprehensive de-
scription. Description Logics (DLs) are a family of logic formalisms for Knowledge
Representation, whose basic syntax elements are concept names, properties and indi-
viduals. Concepts names stands for set of objects in the domain (WindowsMobile,
Bluetooth, WebBrowser) while properties link (sets of) objects in the domain
(hasOS, supportedNetwork, hasComponent). Individuals are used for special
named elements belonging to concepts (NokiaN80, MotorolaRazor).
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Description Logics are usually endowed with a model theoretic formal semantics. A
semantic interpretation is a pair I = (!I , ·I), where!I represents the domain and ·I
is the interpretation function. This function maps every concept to a subset of !I , and
every property to a subset of !I !!I . Then, given a concept name A and a property
name R we have:

AI " !I

RI " !I !!I

The two symbols # and $ are used to represent the most generic concept and the most
specific one respectively. Hence their formal semantics correspond to #I = !I and
$I = %.

Properties and concept names can be combined using existential role quantifica-
tion, e.g., MobilePhone & 'supportedNetwork.3G describing the set of mobile
phones supporting at least 3G (third generation) networks, and universal role quantifi-
cation e.g., MobilePhone& (hasOS.Symbian describing the set of mobile phones
having only Symbian operating system installed. The formal semantics of universal and
existential quantification is as follows:

'R.C = {x ) !I | 'y, (x, y) ) RI * y ) CI}
(R.C = {x ) !I | (y, (x, y) ) RI + y ) CI}

Well formed formulas in DLs (in DLs jargon knows as concept expressions) can be
written using constructors to write concept and property expressions. Based on the set of
allowed constructors we can distinguish different Description Logics. Basically, every
DL allows one to form a conjunction of concepts, usually denoted as &; some DL in-
clude also disjunction , and complement ¬ to close concept expressions under boolean
operations.

(C &D)I = CI -DI

(C ,D)I = CI .DI

(¬C)I = !I\CI

The Description Logic closed under Boolean operators is referred as ALC. Depending
on the adopted Description Logic one is also allowed to use construct involving concrete
domains as Camera& /2 megaPixel describing a camera with at least 2 megapixel
of resolution. Notice that while properties, as hasOS, are mapped to a subset of of
!I !!I , concrete properties, as megaPixel are mapped to a subset!I !D where
D is a concrete domain.

(0k R)I = {x ) !I |RI(x) 0 k}
(/k R)I = {x ) !I |RI(x) / k}
(=k R)I = {x ) !I |RI(x) = k}

Actually, more espressive operators can be added to this logic as number restrictions,
transitive roles and inverse roles just to cite a few [4]. The expressiveness of a DL de-
pends on the type of constructors allowed; we point out that our approach is completely
independent of the particular DL chosen to describe the domain knowledge.
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In order to formally represent the domain knowledge and constraints intercurring
among elements of the domain, we can model an Ontology T (for Terminology) con-
taining axioms D 1 C where D and C are well formed formulas in the adopted DL
and R 1 S where both R and S are properties. The formal semantics of such axioms
is:

(C 1 D)I = CI " DI

(R 1 S)I = RI " SI

We can also write C 2 D to represent both C 1 D and D 1 C.
In the rest of the paper we refer to the Ontology T depicted in Figure 1.

W-CDMA ! 3G (1)
WindowsMobile ! ¬Symbian (2)

MobileOS " WindowsMobile # Symbian (3)
Camera ! Component

Display ! Component

Keyboard ! Component

Display ! ¬Camera
Display ! ¬Keyboard
Camera ! ¬Keyboard
$type ! Component (4)

% ! &hasComponent.Component (5)
SmartPhone " MobilePhone ' $hasSoftware.WebBrowser ' (6)

$hasComponent.(Display ' $type '
&type.Graphical) ' $supportedNetwork.3G '
$hasComponent.(Keyboard ' $type.QWERTY)

$hasOS.Symbian ! $supports.MPEG4 (7)

Fig. 1. Reference Ontology

In axiom (1) a simple subclass relation is represented (W-CDMA is a 3G technol-
ogy). Axiom (4) forces the domain of type to be a Componentwhile axiom 5 forces
the range of hasComponent to be a Component. Noteworthy are also axiom (2) and
axiom (3). The first one represents a disjointness relation (a Symbian OS is not a Mi-
crosoft Windows Mobile OS and vice versa). Together with axiom (3) (Mobile operating
systems are Microsoft Windows Mobile or Symbian ones) they represent the complete
partition of MobileOS 6. Using axioms in the ontology we can also relate properties.
6 This is a simplified model of the mobile phones domain where many other operating systems
exist.
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This is the case of axiom (7) where it is stated that a mobile phone equipped with Sym-
bian Operating System supports the MPEG-4 mutimedimedia format. Finally, axioms
can be used to define terms to be used as synonyms of complex descriptions as in ax-
iom (6) where a smart phone is defined as a mobile phone supporting web browsing,
provided with a graphical display, 3G connectivity and a QWERTY keyboard.

Using concepts and roles defined within the ontology T , it is possible to describe
items to be sold as well as items to be bought with corresponding preferences. As an
example, consider three agents in the e-marketplace selling mobile phones7 (for the
sake of conciseness we translate in DL only the first description):

[S1 – LG enV VX9900:] Mobile phone with a digital camera, 2 mega pixels and 4X
digital zoom, W-CDMA network technology, supported media format: MPEG-4,
3gp, MP3.

LG enV VX9900 =

MobilePhone ' $hasComponent.(Camera'
=2 megaPixel' =4 zoom)'

$supportedNetwork.W-CDMA ' $supports.MPEG4'
$supports.3GP ' $supports.MP3

[S2 – Nokia N95:] Mobile phone with Digital Camera, 5.0 mega pixels and 10X
zoom, WCDMA and GSM network technology, supported media format: WMA,
AAC, MP3. Infrared, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth wireless technology, phone endowed
with Symbian OS.

[S3 – Samsung BlackJack SGH i607:] Smart phone with digital camera, 1.3 mega
pixels and 2X digital zoom, supporting the MP3 format. Bluetooth wireless tech-
nology, phone endowed with Microsoft Windows Mobile Operating System.

On the other hand, let us suppose an agent i enters the e-marketplace looking for a “mo-
bile phone with a digital camera with at least 2 mega pixel resolution and digital zoom
at least 4X, supporting MP3 format and optionally the MPEG-4, Bluetooth connec-
tion and infrared port, endowed preferably with a Symbian operating system, and a 3G
mobile telephony communications protocol”. Clearly, in such a bid it is possible to dis-
tinguish strict requirements, features the agent wants to be specified in the description
of the item to be bought, i.e., they have to be provided by the seller, and preferences,
features that, although not strictly necessary, make the agent more satisfied and happier.

Strict requirements: “mobile phone with a digital camera, supporting MP3 format,
Bluetooth, endowed with a 3G mobile telephony communications protocol”

Preferences: “ at least 2 mega pixel resolution and digital zoom at least 4X, supporting
MPEG-4 format, infrared port, endowed with a Symbian operating system”

We can represent both strict requirements and preferences as DLs formulas.
7 The mobile phone descriptions we refer to have been taken from the web site:
http://shopping.yahoo.com Category: Electronics( Cell-Phones.
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Bi = MobilePhone & 'hasComponent.Camera&
'supports.MP3 & 'connections.Bluetooth&
'supportedNetwork.3G
(“mobile phone with a digital camera, supporting MP3 format, Bluetooth connec-
tion, endowed with a 3G mobile telephony communications protocol”)

P i
1 = /2 megaPixel& /4 zoom
(“at least 2 mega pixel resolution and digital zoom at least 4X”)

P i
2 = 'supports.MPEG4
(“supporting the MPEG-4 format”)

P i
3 = 'connections.Infrared
(“infrared port”)

P i
4 = (hasOS.Symbian
(“endowed with a Symbian operating system”)

Which will be the supply most suitable for the buyer’s agent? How can we determine
the items more appealing for the agent i? Looking at formulas, we can say that offer
S1 does not satisfy the strict requirement for Bluetooth, while S2 and S3 fulfill all the
strict requirements Bi. Hence offer S1 has not to be considered as a promising part-
ner for agent i. Notice that because of the axiom in the ontology 'hasOS.Symbian 1
'supports.MPEG4we know that the mobile phone described by S2 supports MPEG-
4 format, even if this is not explicitely stated. Similarly, we know the same phone sup-
ports a 3G protocol because T |= W-CDMA 1 3G. For what concerns S3 description,
thanks to the axiom in the ontology relative to smartphone we know that the phone
described by S3 supports a 3G communication protocol. Given the ontology T , in for-
mulas we have the following relations: T 3|= S1 1 Bi, T |= S2 1 Bi, T |= S3 1 Bi

Similarly to the one for strict requirements, we can establish a criterion to decide, be-
tween offers S2 and S3, which is the one better fulfilling the buyer preferences. In
other words we are going to define a logic-based utility function that allow to measure
the satisfaction degree of an agent (see Section 4.1).

4 Bid expressiveness

Let L be a Description Logic and T an ontology expressed as a set of formulas over L.
We name the n agents of the e-barter as { 1,. . . ,n } , and use i as a variable over {

1,. . . ,n } . Hereafter, whenever we use indexes is with the following meaning: in •ik, i
represents an agent, while k, the k-th element of a set. Each agent i looks for (“buys”)
some good Bi, and offers (“sells”) some other good Si. Both Bi and Si are formulas
in L. We also let minQBi, maxQBi, minQSi, and maxQSi be the minimum and
maximum quantities that agent i is willing to buy and to sell, respectively. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that each agent “buys” only items of one type of good and
“sells” items of only one other type of good.

4.1 Preferences and Utility functions

If the agent i is willing to buy a certain quantity of a good, then it can formulate its re-
quest setting some characteristics as strict and others as preferred. Strict characteristics
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represent what has to be specified in a good description Sj in order to be considered by
i. Preferred characteristics make i happier if Sj exposes them. Hence, if i is looking for
some good to be traded, it expresses its request as a set of formulas:

Bi : a Description Logic formula representing strict requirements;
{P i

k} : a set of Description Logic formulas representing preferred requirements.

The preferences of each agent i are formalized by a utility function Ui : L 4+ 5+,
assigning a worth to Bi and to each formula in {P i

k}.
Of course, we assume thatUi is very sparse, and only a few number of formulas inL

have a non-zero utility, corresponding to those characteristics—single concept names,
or generic Description Logics formula—an agent considers important. P i

k are formulas
to which agent i assigns some worth (i.e., a non-zero utility). In formulas:

uij = Ui(Bi) +
!

{Ui(P i) | T |= Sj 1 P i} (8)

where uij is the utility gained by agent i when buying good Sj from agent j, computed
as the sum of utilities set by i of characteristics which are fulfilled by good sold by j.

We now explain why we require agents to put a utility over their strict requirements.
In Classical Negotiation Theory [20], the existence of a disagreement payoff is always
hypothesized. Such a payoff is the minimum utility each agent requires to pursue the
negotiation, and usually represents both the attitude of an agent towards negotiation—a
high disagreement payoff models the fact that the agent is rather unwilling to negotiate
at all—and some fixed costs which be repaid by the agreement. Since the behavior of
our agents is that if at least the strict requirements are fulfilled, they may accept the
barter, it follows that such strict requirements should have a utility which is equal to, or
greater than, the disagreement payoff hypothesized by the theory.

4.2 Prices

Prices could be set in two ways: we call them exogenous prices and endogenous prices.
In exogenous prices, we suppose that every offered good—whoever offers it—has

a market price, given by the value of a global function p(Si) ) 5+, in barter dollars.
This price is set by the barter autonomously with reference to the market price, and we
require that whenever two agents i and j sell the same good—that is, when T |= Si 2
Sj—then p(Si) = p(Sj)8.

On the other hand, endogenous prices are fixed by the well-known result by Arrow
and Debreu [3] that states that there exists a unique price vector p such that if every
agent maximizes her own utility, the market clears, subject to the constraints that every
agent cannot spend more than the worth she initially owes. Deng et al. [8] proved that
the result can be extended to indivisible goods—as in our case—and that one can find a
price that minimizes the deficiency of the market, although that price is hard to approx-
imate.
8 Observe that since in L there could be more than one way of describing the same good—
e.g., in the simplest case, two synonyms, made equivalent by a formula in T—we use logical
equivalence Si " Sj to express the fact that agent i and agent j sell in fact the same good.
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We now discuss the two options. Endogenous prices are advisable for a closed mar-
ket; one in which no other agent can enter in the future, and that must find an equilib-
rium in itself. In fact, Arrow& Debreu’s result does not take into account any intrinsic
value of the bartered objects—e.g., their production cost. So it may happen that an agent
selling a good which is not required by other agents at a given moment of the e-barter
marketplace gets a very low price for it, because the utility that the other agents assign
to the good is very low. However, the situation might change when another agent, re-
quiring exactly that good, enters the marketplace. These considerations suggest us to
opt for exogenous prices. Hence, from now on, we assume that every good has a price
which is fixed by the barter independently of the market status.

5 The barter trade optimization

Our optimization problem is finding non-negative integral values for n26n variables qij

i, j ) {1, . . . ,n}, i 3= j, representing the quantity of good sold by agent j to agent i, at
the price of p(Sj) barter dollars. Each variable qij is subject to the following constraints:

minQBi 0
"

j qij 0 maxQBi (9)

minQSj 0
"

i qij 0 maxQSj (10)

These constraints express the fact that globally, the quantities traded by agents should
be within the range they specified. Intuitively, an agent might not want to exchange
a good below a given minimal quantity in order to, say, reduce its marginal costs, or
reduce packaging and shipping costs. Analogously, an upper bound on the quantity
could model production/consumption physical limits.

Moreover, we force qij = 0 if the strict characteristics of the good required by agent
i are not implied by the ones offered by agent j, i.e., if T 3|= Sj 1 Bi.

To ease summations, we also let qii = 0 for n “fake” variables. Then, we let n new
variables bi, . . . , bn (“balances”) be defined by

bi =
!

j

qji · p(Si)6
!

j

qij · p(Sj) · (1/uij) (11)

We now explain Formula (11). The balance of an agent is usually made by the
barter dollars gained by giving (several items of) good Si minus the barter dollars it
owes the barter exchange to get (several items of) good Bi. Hence, one would expect
the balance for the agent i to be defined simply by bi =

"
j qji · p(Si)6

"
j qij · p(Sj)

However, we have to remember that the items that Agent i gets might not be exactly the
ones it looked for: some preferred characteristics might not be satisifed by the items it
buys. We have to weigh the barter dollars spent with “how bad” are the bought items
w.r.t. i preferences. This is the reason why, in Formula (11), barter dollars spent by i,
i.e.,

"
j qij · p(Sj), are scaled by its corresponding utility. This allows us to compare

different matches and hence discover the most promising ones, as the higher is the value
of the logic-based utility function the higher will be the semantic similarity between the
two bids.
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Let us clarify the idea behind the flow of barter dollars with the aid of a graph
representation. Starting from Bi and Sj, with i, j ) {1, . . . ,n}, i 3= j, we can build a
weighted directed graph (see Figure 2) following these simple rules:
— for each agent, draw a node and label it with its name;
— given two nodes i and j, if T |= Sj 1 Bi then draw an edge from node i to node j;
— assign to each edge from node i to node j, a label qij · p(Sj) representing the barter
dollars i will pay to j.

1 2

3
4

q21 · p(S1)

q32 · p(S2)q23 · p(S3)

q21 · p(S1)

q31 · p(S1)

q14 · p(S4)

Fig. 2. The flow of barter dollars: Nodes correspond to agents, edges (i,j) to barter dollars agent
i will pay to agent j in exchange of qij items of Supply Sj.

Given an agent i, the corresponding balance bi is computed as the summation of
weights asociated to the edges (i, j) and (j, i). Weights labelling (i, j) edges represent
barter dollars i pays to j—their value is considered negative in the summation in equa-
tion (11)— while the ones labelling (j, i) edges represent barter dollars that i receives
from j—their value is considered positive in the summation in equation (11).

We impose that the balances are “close enough” to zero with the following con-
straints:

6" 0 bi 0 " for i = 1, . . . ,n (12)

for a suitable value for ". When the exchange of goods lasts several rounds (possibly,
forever) we record in each round the value of each agent’s balance pbi, and modify
(12) as 6" 0 bi + pbi 0 ", in order to make compensations for unbalanced agents in
subsequent rounds.

Finally, our objective function is: max
"

ij qij , in order to maximize the barter ca-
pabilities of the barter exchange.

Taking the overall system of disequations (9)–(12), we get a Mixed-Integer Pro-
gramming, solvable with standard techniques [15].
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We remark the fact that our framework is a true extension of the proposals for barter
exchange regarding fixed goods, as the one of Haddawy et al. [14]: in fact, it is sufficient
to set the utility of each Bi to 1, and to let every agent have no preferences. In this case,
Formula (11) becomes the usual balance for trade dollars.

6 Related Work

Literature on e-marketplaces is huge and ever increasing, we refer the interested reader
to [29, 19] and focus this section on works having some relationship with our approach.

With reference to logic-based matchmaking, there has been a growing interest, moti-
vated by the Semantic Web initiative. Matchmaking as satisfiability of concept conjunc-
tion in DLs was first proposed in the same venue by Gonzales-Castillo et al. [12] and by
Di Sciascio et al. [11], and precisely defined by Bartolini et al. [28]. A specific language
for agent advertisement in the framework of the Retsina Multiagent infrastructure was
proposed in [26]. A matchmaking engine was developed [27, 22], which carries out the
process on five possible levels. Such levels exploit both classical text-retrieval tech-
niques and semantic match using #-subsumption. Nevertheless, standard features of a
semantic-based system, as satisfiability check were unavailable. It is noteworthy that in
this approach, the notion of plug-in match was borrowed from research on matching
software components [30], to overcome in some way the limitations of a matching ap-
proach based on exact matches. Two new levels for matching classification, along with
properties that a matchmaker should have in a DL-based framework, and algorithms
to classify and semantically rank matches within classes were introduced by Di Noia
et al. [10]. The Difference Operator in DLs for semantic matchmaking was proposed
by Benatallah et al. [5]. The approach uses Concept Difference, followed by a covering
operation optimized using hypergraph techniques, in the framework of web services dis-
covery. An initial DL-based approach adopting penalty functions ranking was proposed
by Calı́ et al. [6], in the framework of dating systems. An extended matchmaking ap-
proach, with negotiable and strict constraints in a DL framework has been proposed by
Colucci et al. [7], using both Concept Contraction and Concept Abduction [9]. Match-
making in DLs with locally-closed world assumption applying autoepistemic DLs has
been proposed by Grimm et al. [13]. The need to work in someway with approximation
and ranking in DL-based approaches to matchmaking has also recently led to adopting
fuzzy-DLs, as proposed by Ragone et al. [24] and in Smart [1] or hybrid approaches,
as in the OWLS-MX matchmaker [17]. Lukasiewicz and Schellhase propose [18] a
language able to express conditional preferences to matchmake in Description Logics
based on strength values (i.e., weights) assigned to preferences. A ranking procedure
was also proposed. The main aim of the approach was to retrieve a set of appealing
available resources with respect to a request.

Nevertheless in all such approaches the matchmaking process is defined according
to one player’s perspective, according to a different purpose. Namely, the purpose is
to rank a set of promising offers according to buyer’s preferences or viceversa. In our
framework we model the matchmaking process as a many-to-many one, taking into
account both buyers’ and sellers’ preferences.
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As first pointed out by Segev and Beam [25] the role of an electronic mediator
in marketplaces is becoming increasingly important, as the broker can help agents to
search for potential partners as well as to negotiate. Moreover, being a trusted third
party, it can collect information from the agents and then suggest to the parties win-
win solutions otherwise difficult to discover by agents themselves. Segev and Beam
assumed in their model that for each product the quantity requested/supplied is equal
to one. The negotiation process is based on price, basically the seller’s bid with a price
lower than the buyer’s one is chosen. So they do not consider in their analysis either the
problem of different quantities that can be requested/supplied or the semantic similarity
between bids. Haddawy et. al. [14] modeled the trade balance problem as a minimum
cost circulation problem (MCC) on a network. They addressed the typical problem in a
barter exchange: matching buyers and sellers such that the trade volume is maximized
while the balance of trade is maintained as much as possible. Furthermore the matching
algorithm presented by Haddaway et al. is a quantitative one; they suppose that goods
requested/supplied in the e-marketplace are exactly the same. Therefore no semantic
relation among goods is taken into account, neither are agents’ preferences, while it
is intuitive that, as long as the market does not deal only with undifferentiated goods,
structured and complex descriptions should be taken into account, and preferences han-
dling allows one to find many more possible matches and business opportunities.

Núñez et al.[21] modeled an e-barter system using a hierarchical structure. Agents
are grouped in local markets and when, in turn, each market gets completed, an agent,
representing the whole market, is created and it is grouped in a new market. A utility
function models agents preferences on basket of goods, hence only quantitative prefer-
ences are taken into account and no semantic relations among attributes are modeled.
In our framework we define a logic-based utility function, thus taking into account
both qualitative and quantitative preferences. The use of a logical language enhances
the bid expressiveness and it allows one to catch semantic relations between attributes,
through basic inference services such as subsumptions and satisfiability. Ragone et al.
[23] modeled a negotiation process among agents in an open e-marketplace and se-
mantic relations among attributes are taken into account, using a propositional logic to
model preferences. Here we use much more expressive DLs and introduce an approach
to deal with quantities and to balance the (closed) barter market.

7 Conclusion

We presented a knowledge-based approach to e-barter trading, exploiting a broker. In
particular we focused here on an approach to find most promising matches, in a many-
to-many matchmaking process, between supplies and demands, taking into account not
only the price and quantities as in current barter trade systems, but also a semantic
similarity among bid descriptions, while keeping exchanges balanced.

We proposed the use of a logical language to express agent preferences, thereby en-
hancing bid expressiveness and defined a logic-based utility function that allows to eval-
uate the semantic similarity between bids. Finally we outlined the optimization problem
to be solved in order to clear the market.
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A future development of this research is the adoption of a fuzzy DL for modeling the
partial fulfillment of a preference [24] as fuzzy subsumption. An evaluation, to numeri-
cally support our approach is currently under way with selected SMEs in the framework
of Apulia Region DIPIS project, while future research work will be devoted to extend
our framework to a call market, and generally speaking to auction-based markets.
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Abstract. This paper provides a logical framework of negotiating agents
who have capabilities of evaluating and building proposals. Given a pro-
posal, an agent decides whether it is acceptable or not. If the proposal
is unacceptable as it is, the agent seeks conditions to accept it. This at-
titude is captured as a process of making hypotheses by induction. If an
agent fails to find a hypothesis, it would concede by giving up some of its
current belief. This attitude is characterized using default reasoning. We
provide a logical framework of such think-act cycle of an agent, and de-
velop a method for computing proposals using answer set programming.

1 Introduction

Negotiation is a process of reaching agreement between di!erent agents. In a
typical one-to-one negotiation, an agent makes a proposal on his/her request and
the opponent agent decides whether it is acceptable or not. If it is unacceptable,
the opponent tries to make a counter-proposal. Negotiation proceeds in a series
of rounds and each agent makes a proposal at every round until it reaches a
(dis)agreement. Our primary interest of this paper is a process of evaluation and
construction of proposals. A proposal is acceptable if it does not conflict with the
interest of an agent. When a proposal is unacceptable for an agent, he/she seeks
conditions to accept it. Those conditions would be found by updating his/her
current beliefs: in one way, by introducing new beliefs, and in another way, by
giving up some of his/her current belief.

Consider the following dialogue between a buyer B and a seller S (subscripts
represent rounds in negotiation).

B1: “I want an external HDD with 200GB”.
S1: “It costs 120USD”.
B2: “I want to get it at 100USD.”
S2: “We can provide it at the discount price if you pay by cash.”
B3: “I don’t want to pay by cash”.
S3: “We can provide an external HDD with 180GB at 100USD”.
B4: “OK, I accept it”.
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In this dialogue, the buyer does not accept the initial o!er S1 made by the seller.
Then, the buyer made a new proposal B2 for a discount price. In response to
this, the seller provides a condition to meet the request (S2). The buyer does
not accept it (B3), and the seller proposes downgrade of the product (S3). The
buyer accepts it, and negotiation ends.

In the second round, the seller seeks conditions to accept B2. The process
of finding a condition to accept a proposal is logically characterized as follows.
Suppose a knowledge base K represented by a first-order theory, and a proposal
G represented by a formula. Then, K could accept G under the condition H if
the next relation holds:

K !H |= G .

Here, H is a set of formulas and bridges the gap between the current belief K
of an agent and the request G made by another agent. At this point, there are
structural similarities between the problem presented above and the problem
of induction, a method of machine learning in artificial intelligence. In fact,
viewing G as an observed evidence, the problem of finding H is considered a
process of building a hypothesis to explain G under K. Induction is an ampliative
reasoning and extends the original theory to explain observed new phenomena.
In negotiation, an agent also extends his/her original belief to accommodate
another agent’s request. Back to the negotiation dialogue, in response to the
proposal S3, the buyer concedes to accept it. This is done by withdrawing her
original request. The process of concession is also formulated as follows. Given
a knowledge base K of an agent and a proposal G by another agent, K could
conditionally accept G by concession if the next relation holds:

(K \ J) !H |= G .

Here, J is a part of belief included in K, which could be given up to accept G.
In this paper, we provide a logical framework of negotiating agents who have

capabilities of evaluating and building proposals. We first consider an agent who
has a knowledge base represented by first-order logic and characterize a process of
making proposals using induction. We show that di!erent types of proposals are
built in terms of induction. Next, we formulate a process of making a concession
in negotiation. We show that concession is done by inference from a default
theory. Finally, the proposed method is realized using answer set programming
[8], a logic programming framework for nonmonotonic reasoning. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 characterizes processes of building
proposals and making a concession in terms of induction and default inference.
Section 3 provides methods for computing proposals in answer set programming.
Section 4 discusses related work, and Section 5 concludes the paper. This is an
extended version of the paper [17]. Section 3 and a part of Section 4 are entirely
new, and all proofs of technical results, which are not in [17], are attached.
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2 Negotiation by Induction

2.1 Induction

A first-order theory is a set of formulas defined over the first-order language.
The definition of the first-order language is the standard one in the literature. A
first-order theory T entails a formula F (written as T |= F ) if F is true in every
model of T . A first-order theory T is consistent if it has a model; otherwise, T
is inconsistent .

Induction in first-order logic is defined as follows. Given a background knowl-
edge base K as a consistent first-order theory and a formula G as an observation,
induction produces a set H of formulas as a hypothesis satisfying the condition:

K !H |= G (1)

where K !H is consistent. When H satisfies the above condition, we say that a
hypothesis H covers (or explains) G with respect to K. This type of induction
is used in the context of inductive logic programming [11].

Example 2.1. Suppose the knowledge base K and the observation G:1

K : swan(a) " swan(b),
G : white(a) " white(b).

Then,
H : #x (swan(x) $ white(x))

covers G with respect to K.

2.2 Building Proposal

We consider an agent who has a knowledge base K represented by a consistent
first-order theory.

Definition 2.1. (proposal) A proposal G is a formula. In particular, G is called
a critique if G = accept or G = reject where accept and reject are the reserved
propositions.

A critique is a response as to whether or not a given proposal is accepted. It
is decided by evaluating a proposal in a knowledge base of an agent.

Definition 2.2. (acceptability) Given a knowledge base K and a proposal G,

– G is accepted in K if K |= G.
– G is acceptable in K if K ! {G} is consistent.
– G is unacceptable (or rejected) in K if K ! {G} is inconsistent.

1 Throughout the paper, we shall omit braces { } in examples to represent the sets K
and H of formulas, but the meaning is clear from the context.
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If a proposal G made by an agent Ag1 is accepted/rejected by another agent
Ag2, Ag2 returns the critique accept/reject to Ag1. On the other hand, if a
proposal is acceptable, an agent seeks conditions to accept it.

Definition 2.3. (conditional acceptance) Given a knowledge base K and a pro-
posal G, G is conditionally accepted (with H) in K if

K !H |= G (2)

holds for a set H of formulas such that K !H is consistent. A set H of formulas
is called an accepting set of conditions (with respect to K and G). In particular,
H is called a minimal accepting set of conditions if H is a minimal set (under
set inclusion) satisfying (2).

By the definition, it is easily seen that G is conditionally accepted in K if
and only if it is acceptable in K. The notion of acceptance in Definition 2.2 is a
special case of conditional acceptance with H = %. By Definition 2.3, we can see
that the problem of finding a condition H for accepting a proposal G is identical
to the problem of finding inductive hypothesis in (1). That is, by viewing a
proposal G as an observation, an accepting set H of conditions is considered a
hypothesis which covers G with respect to a background knowledge base K. This
correspondence is not only in the definition of formulas, but also in the ground
of their usage. In induction, when an agent observes a new evidence that cannot
be explained in its current knowledge base, the agent induces a hypothesis which
well accounts for the evidence and updates the knowledge base if necessary. In
negotiation, on the other hand, an agent also observes a new proposal that is not
entailed by its current knowledge base. Then, the agent constructs a hypothesis
which well accounts for the proposal. Among accepting sets of conditions, we
are interested in minimal accepting sets of conditions which represent minimal
requirements for accepting a proposal. For this reason, we hereafter consider
minimal accepting sets of conditions unless stated otherwise.

There are di!erent types of accepting sets of conditions satisfying the rela-
tion (2). We provide some typical types of proposals in negotiation based on this
definition. Suppose that an agent Ag1 makes a proposal G and another agent
Ag2 who has a knowledge base K builds a counter-proposal in response to G.

Consent : When H = {G}, it holds that K !H |= G. In this case, Ag2 accepts
a proposal G if it is acceptable. Then, Ag2 returns the critique G! = accept
to Ag1.

Constraint : When H = {G"C }, it holds that K !H |= G. In this case, Ag2

accepts a proposal G with a constraint C. Then, Ag2 returns the counter-
proposal G " C to Ag1. For example, given G = go(restaurant), C =
on(Saturday) represents a constraint for accepting G.

Generalization : When H = {G! } such that G!! = G for some substitution !,
it holds that K !H |= G. In this case, Ag2 returns the counter-proposal G!

which is more general than G. For example, given G = show product(TV, b)
with some specific brand-name b, G! = show product(TV, x) with a variable
x represents TV of any brand.
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Subsumption : When H is a concept which subsumes G and K contains
subsumption knowledge between H and G, it holds that K ! H |= G.
In this case, Ag2 returns a counter-proposal H to Ag1. For example, let
G = go(bookstore) and K contains go(shopping-mall) $ go(bookstore),
then go(shopping-mall) becomes a counter-proposal.

Implication : When H = {F $ G } and K ! H |= G, F represents a condi-
tion to accept G. In this case, Ag2 returns the counter-proposal F to Ag1.
For example, let G = want(chocolate) and K contains want(biscuit), then
H = {want(biscuit) $ want(chocolate) } represents exchange of sweets and
want(biscuit) becomes a counter-proposal.

In the above, Consent characterizes very generous attitude of an agent. Con-
straint and Generalization are considered special cases of Implication as both
G"C $ G and G! $ G!! hold. Subsumption is also a special case of Implication
such that K contains a dependence relation between F and G. In case of sub-
sumption, abduction [7] is used for the purpose instead of induction. Abduction
is also hypothetical reasoning satisfying the relation (1). In contrast to induction
which constructs a rule F $ G from K and G, abduction extracts a fact F from
G and a rule F $ G which is derived from K.

2.3 Concession

An agent rejects a proposal if it is unacceptable. On the other hand, an agent can
take an action of concession if he/she wants to reach an agreement in negotiation.
To characterize agents who may concede in negotiation, we suppose agents who
have two di!erent types of knowledge: the one is strong belief and the other
is weak belief. Strong belief is persistent belief or strong desire that cannot be
abandoned. By contrast, weak belief can be given up depending on situation.
Formally, a first-order theory K is divided into two disjoint sets:

K = " ! #

where " represents strong belief and # represents weak belief . We assume that
an agent gives up weak belief but not strong one when he/she makes a concession.

Definition 2.4. (acceptable by concession) Let K be a knowledge base such
that K = " ! # as above. Then, a proposal G is acceptable by concession in K
if there is a set J of formulas such that J & # and (K \ J) ! {G} is consistent.

Definition 2.5. (conditional acceptance by concession) Let K be a knowledge
base such that K = " ! # . Then, a proposal G is conditionally accepted by
concession (with H) in K if

(K \ J) !H |= G (3)

holds for some sets H and J of formulas such that J & # and (K \J)!H is con-
sistent. A set J of formulas is called an accepting set of concessions (with respect
to K and G). In particular, J is called a minimal accepting set of concessions if
J is a minimal set (under set inclusion) satisfying (3).
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Proposition 2.1 A proposal G is conditionally accepted by concession in K i!
G is acceptable by concession in K.

Proof. If G is acceptable by concession in K, (K \J)!{G} is consistent for some
J & # . As (K \ J) ! {G} |= G, G is conditionally accepted by concession in K.
Conversely, if G is conditionally accepted by concession in K, (K \ J) !H |= G
holds for some J & # and H such that (K \ J) ! H is consistent. Then, any
model M of (K \ J) ! H satisfies G, so M becomes a model of (K \ J) ! G.
Hence, (K \ J) !G is consistent and G is acceptable by concession. '(

Comparing Definition 2.5 with Definition 2.3, concession may give up (a part
of) the current belief of an agent for accepting proposals. In particular, the
relation (3) reduces to (2) when J = %. We assume that an agent wants to give
up his/her current belief as little as possible, so we hereafter consider minimal
accepting sets of concessions as well as minimal accepting sets of conditions.

Example 2.2. ([12]) Suppose that an agent Ag1 has the knowledge base K:

f1 : have(mirror) " have(nail) $ hang(mirror),
f2 : have(mirror) " have(screw) $ hang(mirror),
f3 : give(nail) $ ¬have(nail),
f4 : have(screw) $ give(nail),
f5 : #x get(x) $ have(x),
f6 : have(mirror),
f7 : have(nail),

where the strong belief " consists of f1–f6 and the weak belief # consists of f7.
The meaning of each formula is: f1 and f2 represent conditions to hang a mirror.
If Ag1 gives a nail, he/she does no longer have the nail (f3). If Ag1 has a screw,
he/she can give a nail (f4). If one gets an object, one has the object (f5). Ag1

has both a mirror (f6) and a nail (f7). Suppose that Ag1 has the intention of
hanging a mirror. Consider that another agent Ag2 makes the request

G : give(nail).

This proposal is unacceptable in K because K ! {G} is inconsistent. The agent
Ag1 may reject G with this reason, but he/she could look for conditions for
concession. Ag1 finds the solution

J : have(nail)

and
H : get(screw)

where (K \J)!H is consistent and satisfies the relation (K \J)!H |= G. Then,
Ag1 o!ers a counter-proposal H to Ag2.
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Our next question is how to distinguish di!erent types of belief in both
syntactic and semantic ways. For this purpose, we use default logic [13] for rep-
resenting a knowledge base. Default logic distinguishes two types of knowledge
as first-order formulas and default rules. Formally, a default theory is defined as
a pair $ = (D,W ) where D is a set of default rules and W is a set of first-order
formulas. A default rule (or simply default) is of the form:

% : &1, . . . ,&n

'

where %,&1, . . . ,&n and ' are quantifier-free formulas and respectively called
the prerequisite, the justifications and the consequent. A default is ground if it
contains no variable. Any default with variables represents the set of its ground
instances over the language of $. As defaults and first-order formulas are syntac-
tically distinguishable, we often put a default theory $ = W !D for convenience.
A set S of formulas is deductively closed if S = Th(S) where Th is the deductive
closure operator as usual. A set E of formulas is an extension of (D,W ) if it
coincides with a minimal deductively closed set E ! of formulas satisfying the
conditions: (i) W & E!, and (ii) for any ground default % : &1, . . . ,&n/' from D,
% ) E! and ¬&i *) E (i = 1, . . . , n) imply ' ) E!. An extension E is consistent
if E is a consistent set of formulas. A default theory may have none, one or
multiple extensions in general.

To represent weak belief of an agent, we use default rules of the form:

: '

'
. (4)

This type of rule is called super-normal and a super-normal default theory is a
default theory in which every default has the form (4). The rule (4) is read as
“if it is consistent to assume ', then believe '”. We represent weak belief of an
agent by super-normal defaults in D, and distinguish them from strong belief
represented by first-order formulas in W .

Definition 2.6. (default representation) Let K be a first-order theory such that
K = " ! # . Then, a default representation of K is defined as a super-normal
default theory $K = (D,W ) such that D = { :!

! | ' ) # } and W = ".

Concession is characterized in a default theory as follows.

Theorem 2.2. Let K be a first-order theory such that K = " ! # .

(i) A proposal G is acceptable by concession in K i! $K !{G} has a consistent
extension.

(ii) A proposal G is conditionally accepted by concession with H in K i! $K!H
has a consistent extension E such that G ) E.

Proof. (i) Let $K = (D,W ) be a default representation of K. When G is ac-
ceptable by concession in K, (K \J)!{G} is consistent for a minimal set J & # .
As (K \ J) ! {G} = W ! (# \ J) ! {G}, put E = Th(W ! (# \ J) ! {G}). If E
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is not a consistent extension of $K ! {G}, there is a minimal deductively closed
consistent set E! = Th(W ! # ! ! {G}) such that # ! & # . In case of E! + E,
# ! + (# \ J). Put ( = (# \ J) \ # !. Then, E = Th(W ! # ! !( ! {G}) becomes
inconsistent. This contradicts the assumption that E is consistent. In case of
E + E!, (# \ J) + # !. Put # ! = # \ J ! for some J ! + J . Then, (K \ J !) ! {G}
becomes consistent. This contradicts the assumption that J is a minimal set
which makes (K \J)! {G} consistent. Hence, E becomes a consistent extension
of $K!{G}. Conversely, if E is an extension of $K!{G}, E is a minimal deduc-
tively closed set E = Th(W !# !!!{G}) where # !! = { ' | :!

! ) D and ¬ ' *) E }.
Then, there is a (minimal) set J & # such that # !! = # \ J . For this J , it holds
that (K \ J) ! {G} is consistent. Hence, G is acceptable by concession.

(ii) If $K!{G} has a consistent extension, by putting H = {G}, $K!H has
a consistent extension E such that G ) E. Conversely, if for a set H of formulas
$K ! H has a consistent extension E such that G ) E, E is also a consistent
extension of $K !H ! {G} ([13, Theorem 2.6]). In this case, $K ! {G} has a
consistent extension. (If $K ! {G} is inconsistent, $K !H ! {G} is inconsistent
[13].) Thus, $K ! {G} has a consistent extension i! for a set H of formulas,
$K !H has a consistent extension E such that G ) E. Then, the result holds
by Proposition 2.1. '(

Theorem 2.2 represents that conditional acceptance by concession is charac-
terized in terms of default inference of G from $K !H.

Example 2.3. (cont. Example 2.2) The knowledge base is represented by the
default theory $K = (D,W ) where

W : have(mirror) " have(nail) $ hang(mirror),
have(mirror) " have(screw) $ hang(mirror),
give(nail) $ ¬have(nail),
have(screw) $ give(nail),
#x get(x) $ have(x),
have(mirror),

D :
: have(nail)
have(nail)

.

Given the request G = give(nail), G is included in a default extension of $K !
{ get(screw) }.

3 Computing Proposals in Answer Set Programming

3.1 Answer Set Programming

Answer set programming (ASP) [8] represents incomplete knowledge in a logic
program and realizes nonmonotonic default reasoning. In ASP a logic program is
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given by an extended disjunctive program (EDP). An EDP (or simply a program)
is a set of rules of the form:

L1 ; · · · ; Ll , Ll+1 , . . . , Lm, not Lm+1 , . . . , not Ln (5)

(n - m - l - 0) where each Li is a positive/negative literal, i.e., A or ¬A
for an atom A, and not is negation as failure (NAF). notL is called an NAF-
literal. The above rule is read “some of L1, . . . , Ll is believed if all Ll+1, . . . , Lm

are believed and all Lm+1, . . . , Ln are disbelieved”. The left-hand side of the
arrow is the head , and the right-hand side is the body. For each rule r of the
form (5), head(r), body+(r) and body"(r) denote the sets of literals {L1, . . . , Ll},
{Ll+1, . . . , Lm}, and {Lm+1, . . . , Ln}, respectively. Also, not body"(r) denotes
the set of NAF-literals {notLm+1, . . . , not Ln}. A rule r is often written as
head(r) , body+(r), not body"(r) or head(r) , body(r) where body(r) =
body+(r) ! not body"(r). A rule r is disjunctive if head(r) contains more than
one literal. A rule r is a constraint if head(r) = %; and r is a fact if body(r) = %. A
program is NAF-free if no rule contains NAF-literals. A program, rule, or literal
is ground if it contains no variable. A program P with variables is a shorthand
of its ground instantiation Ground(P ), the set of ground rules obtained from
P by substituting variables in P by elements of its Herbrand universe in every
possible way.

The semantics of an EDP is defined by the answer set semantics [5]. Let
Lit be the set of all ground literals in the language of a program. Suppose a
program P and a set S of ground literals. Then, the reduct P S is the program
which contains the ground rule head(r) , body+(r) i! there is a rule r in
Ground(P ) such that body"(r) . S = %. Given an NAF-free EDP P , let S be a
set of ground literals which is (i) closed under P , i.e., for every ground rule r in
Ground(P ), body(r) & S implies head(r) . S *= %; and (ii) logically closed, i.e.,
it is either consistent or equal to Lit. An answer set of an NAF-free program P
is a minimal set S satisfying both (i) and (ii). Given an EDP P and a set S of
ground literals, S is an answer set of P if S is an answer set of P S . A program
has none, one, or multiple answer sets in general. The set of all answer sets of P
is written as AS(P ). An answer set is consistent if it is not Lit. A program P is
consistent if it has a consistent answer set; otherwise, P is inconsistent.

A literal L is a consequence of cautious inference in a program P if L is
included in every answer set of P . On the other hand, a literal L is a consequence
of brave inference in a program P if L is included in some answer set of P .2 We
write P |=b L if a literal L is a consequence of brave inference in P .

Example 3.1. The program:

tea ; co!ee ,,

milk , tea, not lemon,

lemon , tea, not milk,

milk , co!ee,
2 Cautious/brave inference is also called skeptical/credulous inference.
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has the three answer sets: { tea, milk }, { tea, lemon }, and { co!ee, milk }, which
represent possible options for drink.

3.2 Computing Proposals

As presented in Definition 2.6, weak beliefs are represented by super-normal
default rules. In an EDP, a super-normal default rule

: L

L

with a literal L is represented as a rule

L , not ¬L .

An EDP can represent other forms of default knowledge in terms of rules with
NAF. By contrast, persistent belief is represented by rules without NAF. Thus,
both weak and strong beliefs are uniformly represented in an EDP.

Based on Theorem 2.2, we rephrase the notion of conditional acceptance by
concession in the context of ASP as follows.

Definition 3.1. (conditional acceptance by concession) Let P be a program
representing a knowledge base, and G a ground literal representing a proposal.
Then, G is acceptable by concession in P i! P ! {G} is consistent. And G is
conditionally accepted by concession in P i! P !H |=b G holds for some set H
of rules such that P !H is consistent.

Suppose a program P and a proposal G. When P *|=b G, consider the set R
of rules such that

r ) R i! head(r) = {G} , body(r) *= %,
% & body+(r) & S , and
body"(r) & Lit \ S

where S ) AS(P ) and there is no S ! ) AS(P ) such that (S! \ T ) ! (T \ S!) +
(S \ T ) ! (T \ S) for an answer set T of P ! {G}.

By Definition 3.1, P ! {G} has a consistent answer set if G is acceptable by
concession. The condition (S !\T )!(T \S!) + (S \T )!(T \S) for no S! ) AS(P )
presents that an answer set S of P which is closest to an answer set of P ! {G}
is selected. The set R provides a hypothesis space for solutions.

Theorem 3.1. Let P be a program and G a proposal such that P *|=b G. For
any non-empty subset H & R such that P !H is consistent, P ! H |=b G holds.

Proof. First, (P ! H)S = PS ! HS holds for any answer set S of P . For any
non-empty subset H & R, body"(r).S = % for any r ) H. Then, there is a rule
G , body+(r) in HS such that % & body+(r) & S. Since P !H is consistent, a
consistent set S ! {G} becomes a minimal closed set of P S !HS . Then, S ! {G}
becomes a consistent answer set of P !H. Hence, the result holds. '(
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Theorem 3.1 shows a method for computing a hypothesis H which is used
for conditional acceptance by concession. Generally speaking, however, there are
many candidates of hypotheses satisfying the condition. We remark some meth-
ods of eliminating hypotheses which are useless in the process of negotiation.
First, we eliminate hypotheses by syntactic restriction. Suppose that two rules
r1 and r2 satisfy the relation P ! {r1} |=b G and P ! {r2} |=b G. In this case,
if body(r1) + body(r2) holds, r2 is eliminated. This is because r1 provides a con-
dition simpler than r2 for accepting G. A rule r in R is said minimal if there
is no rule r! in R such that % + body(r!) + body(r). We can eliminate every
non-minimal rule from R. Moreover, for any H1 & R and H2 & R, if both H1

and H2 satisfy the condition of Theorem 3.1 and the relation H1 & H2 holds,
the minimal set H1 of hypotheses is preferred to non-minimal H2. Note that we
are interested in any rule r ) R such that body(r) *= %. If body(r) = %, r be-
comes a fact G , and P !{G ,} |=b G immediately holds. This corresponds to
“Consent” in Section 2.2 and is a trivial solution. So in what follows we consider
rules in R having non-empty bodies.

Second, we eliminate hypotheses by semantic restriction. Agents in negoti-
ation are involved in matters of mutual interests. For example, in negotiation
between a buyer and a seller, they are interested in buying or selling some des-
ignated product. In this case, hypotheses are related to conditions for buying-
selling the objective product. They include price, service, quality of products,
and so on. Some belief with respect to one’s taste for foods is irrelevant to the
buying-selling activities (except for the case of buying-selling foods). Let C be a
set of literals and NAF-literals specifying specific context of negotiation. Then,
any rule r in R is eliminated if body(r) *& C. In other words, we are interested in
getting any rule having conditions in the specific context. We assume that nego-
tiating agents have their contexts in advance. This assumption appears natural
because no agent negotiates without any interest. Di!erent agents could have
di!erent contexts depending on their interests. These syntactic and semantic
restrictions help to reduce candidate hypotheses in R. Such restrictions on a
hypothesis space are called induction bias [11]. After applying these restrictions
to R, there could still exist multiple choices of proposals. In this case, we assume
that an agent nondeterministically selects a proposal from R.

Example 3.2. Suppose a buying-selling situation in Section 1. A seller agent has
the knowledge base Ps which consists of the following rules:

product(hdd, 200G, 120$) , not ¬ product(hdd, 200G, 120$), (6)
product(hdd, 180G, 100$) , not ¬ product(hdd, 180G, 100$), (7)
, product(x, y, z), product(x, y, w), z *= w, (8)
¬ product(hdd, 200G, 120$) , product(hdd, 200G,x), x < 120$, pay cash, (9)
pay cash ; pay card , . (10)

Here, the rules (6) and (7) represent products and their normal prices. They
are represented by super-normal defaults because prices are subject to change.
The rule (8) represents a constraint that the same product cannot have di!erent
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prices at the same time. The rule (9) represents if discount is made by payment
with cash, the normal price is withdrawn. The rule (10) represents two options
for payment. Ps has two answer sets:

S1 : { product(hdd, 200G, 120$), product(hdd, 180G, 100$), pay cash },
S2 : { product(hdd, 200G, 120$), product(hdd, 180G, 100$), pay card },

which represent the seller’s initial belief.
A buyer agent has the knowledge base Pb which consists of rules:

product(hdd, 200G, 100$) , not ¬ product(hdd, 200G, 100$), (11)
, product(hdd, x, y), y > 100$, (12)
, pay cash, (13)
product(hdd, 180G, 100$) , not product(hdd, 200G, 100$), (14)
¬ product(hdd, 200G, 100$) , product(hdd, 180G, 100$). (15)

The rule (11) represents the intention of getting a HDD of 200GB with 100USD.
It is represented by a super-normal default because the intention could be
changed. The rule (12) represents a constraint that the budget is less than
100USD. The rule (13) represents a constraint that she does not pay by cash. The
rule (14) represents that if a HDD with 200G is unavailable under the budget,
the buyer would have an option of downgrading the specification. The rule (15)
represents that the original request is withdrawn if the specification changes. Pb

has two answer sets:

{ product(hdd, 200G, 100$) },
{¬ product(hdd, 200G, 100$), product(hdd, 180G, 100$) },

which represent the buyer’s initial belief. With this setting, negotiation starts.
(1st round) First, the buyer asks the price of a HDD with 200GB. As Ps |=b

product(hdd, 200G, 120$), the seller replies the price:

G1
s : product(hdd, 200G, 120$).

(2nd round) The buyer does not accept G1
s because it violates the con-

straint (12) and Pb ! {G1
s} is inconsistent. As Pb |=b product(hdd, 200G, 100$),

the buyer returns the proposal

G2
b : product(hdd, 200G, 100$)

to the seller. The seller evaluates G2
b in its knowledge base Ps and knows that Ps!

{ product(hdd, 200G, 100$) } is consistent. Hence, G2
b is acceptable by concession

in Ps. The seller then seeks a hypothesis H to accept G2
b and constructs the set

R satisfying the condition:

r ) R i! head(r) = {G2
b} , body(r) *= %,

% & body+(r) & S1 , and
body"(r) & Lit \ S1
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where S1 is selected because S1 is closer to the answer set { product(hdd, 200G, 100$),
¬ product(hdd, 200G, 120$), product(hdd, 180G, 100$), pay cash } of Ps ! {G2

b }
than S2 is. The set R includes rules such that

r1 : product(hdd, 200G, 100$) , product(hdd, 200G, 120$),
r2 : product(hdd, 200G, 100$) , product(hdd, 180G, 100$),
r3 : product(hdd, 200G, 100$) , pay cash,

r4 : product(hdd, 200G, 100$) , not pay card,

r5 : product(hdd, 200G, 100$) , product(hdd, 200G, 120$),
product(hdd, 180G, 100$),

r6 : product(hdd, 200G, 100$) , product(hdd, 200G, 120$), pay cash,

· · · · · · · · ·

Among them, non-minimal rules, for instance, r5 and r6, are eliminated. The
seller also considers the context C as

C : { product(hdd, 200G, 120$), pay cash, pay card },

because the present deal between the buyer and the seller is on the product
product(hdd, 200G, 120$) and its payment. Then, rules containing any literal L *)
C, for instance r2, are eliminated. After the elimination, the seller selects rules
such that Ps ! {ri} is consistent. Since r1 violates the constraint (8), two rules
r3 and r4 remain as candidates. Then, the seller constructs possible hypotheses
as H1 = {r3} and H2 = {r4}. Both Ps !H1 and Ps !H2 have two answer sets:

{ product(hdd, 200G, 100$), ¬ product(hdd, 200G, 120$),
product(hdd, 180G, 100$), pay cash },

{ product(hdd, 200G, 120$), product(hdd, 180G, 100$), pay card },

so that Ps !Hi |=b product(hdd, 200G, 100$) for i = 1, 2. For the seller H1 and
H2 have the same meaning, so he takes H1 as a hypothesis and returns the
condition

G2
s : pay cash

as a counter-proposal.
(3rd round) The buyer does not accept G2

s because it violates the con-
straint (13). The buyer then returns the critique

G3
b : reject

to the seller. As there is no way to meet the request of the buyer, the seller
makes a new proposal

G3
s : product(hdd, 180G, 100$)

which satisfies Ps |=b G3
s.

(4th round) As Pb |=b G3
s, the buyer accepts the proposal and an agreement

is reached.
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4 Related Work

Several studies use logic-based abduction or abductive logic programming [7] as
a representation language of negotiating agents [9, 14, 16]. Kakas and Moraitis
[9] propose a negotiation protocol which integrates abduction within an argu-
mentation framework. In their negotiation protocol, an agent considers another
agent’s goal and searches for conditions under which the goal is acceptable.
They use abduction to seek conditions to support arguments. In their protocol,
counter-proposals are chosen among candidates based on preference knowledge
of an agent. In [14] an abductive logic program is used for specifying dialogue
primitives and negotiation protocol. Once a dialogue is uttered by an agent,
another agent that observed the utterance thinks and acts according to a given
observe-think-act cycle. There are two important di!erences between [9, 14] and
our present work. First, those studies have no mechanism of constructing new
counter-proposals in response to a proposal made by an agent. The behavior of
an agent is completely pre-specified in either a knowledge base of an agent or
a negotiation protocol, and possible responses are prepared in advance. In our
framework, proposals are newly constructed using induction. It enables us to
build proposals that are independent of particular negotiation protocols. Most
theories of automated negotiation specify possible responses in advance, while
[16] is an exception. Sakama and Inoue [16] propose methods for building new
proposals by extended abduction and relaxation. Extended abduction is an exten-
sion of abduction proposed by Inoue and Sakama [6], which can not only intro-
duce hypotheses to a knowledge base but remove hypotheses from it to explain
an observation. Relaxation is a technique of weakening constraints in database
queries. They use extended abduction to compute conditional proposals and use
relaxation to compute neighborhood proposals. An essential di!erence from our
present work is that they use (extended) abduction for computing conditions of
accepting a proposal, while we use induction for that purpose.

Formally, extended abduction is defined as follows. An abductive framework
is a pair /K,# 0 in which both K and # are first-order theories.3 Given an ob-
servation G as a formula, a pair (E,F ) is an explanation of G (with respect to
/K,# 0) if (1) (K \ F ) ! E |= G, (2) (K \ F ) ! E is consistent, and (3) both E
and F consist of instances of elements from # . They also introduce the notion
of anti-explanations to unexplain negative observations. The above definition
appears similar to the notion of “conditional acceptance by concession” which is
defined as the relation (K \J)!H |= G in Definition 2.5 of this paper. However,
there is an important di!erence between two definitions. In extended abduction,
a hypothesis space # is given in advance. An explanation (E,F ) is selected from
the direct product # 1 # . In our Definition 2.5, a set J is selected as a subset
of weak belief # in a knowledge base K, while a hypothesis H is newly built
by a knowledge base K and an observation G. This di!erence comes from the
inherent characteristics of abduction and induction [3]. In (extended) abduc-
3 The paper [6] introduces the framework in the context of autoepistemic logic, and

another paper [15] uses it in the context of abductive logic programming.
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tion, the goal is to compute causes of some observed events using a background
knowledge base. In this case, possible causes are extracted from information in
the knowledge base. In induction, on the other hand, the goal is to discover
unknown general rules that would lie between observed events and the current
belief in a knowledge base. We make use of this style of inference in the context
of negotiation. A proposal given by another agent is not always explained us-
ing information included in a knowledge base only. In this case, an agent tries
to bridge the gap between the proposal and its current belief. The method in
[16] extracts conditions to satisfy a given proposal, which is useful for making
the “Subsumption” style of proposals in Section 2.2. By contrast, our method
proposed in this paper is useful for making the “Implication” style of proposals,
which is more general than the subsumption style. To the best of our knowledge,
no study characterizes the process of making proposals in terms of induction.
On the other hand, [16] proposes another method for building proposals based
on relaxation, which is di!erent from both abduction and induction.

Meyer et al. [10] introduce a logical framework for negotiating agents. They
introduce two di!erent modes of negotiation: concession and adaptation. Con-
cession weakens an initial demand of an agent, while adaptation expands an ini-
tial demand to accommodate a demand of another agent. They provide rational
postulates to characterize negotiated outcomes between two agents, and describe
methods for constructing outcomes. Compared with our present work, they con-
sider classical propositional theories and provide logical conditions for negotiated
outcomes to satisfy, but they do not provide a method of constructing proposals
in negotiation. Amgoud et al. [1] develop a formal theory of argumentation-based
negotiation. It provides a protocol that allows agents to exchange o!ers and ar-
guments, and to make concessions when necessary. In their framework, o!ers
that can be exchanged during a negotiation dialogue are given in advance, and
concessions are made by proposing/accepting less preferred o!ers. Preference be-
tween o!ers is defined by the existence of arguments supporting them. So it does
not construct new o!ers nor modify the current belief in a knowledge base. In
the context of answer set programming, Foo et al. [2, 4] formalize one-to-one ne-
gotiation between two extended logic programs. In their framework, two agents
exchange answer sets to produce a common belief set. Their goal is coordinating
belief sets of two agents, and it has no mechanism of constructing new proposals.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduced a logical framework of negotiating agents. An agent eval-
uates a proposal and constructs a counter-proposal by building hypotheses using
induction, and concedes by abandoning a part of weak belief of its knowledge
base. Such behavior of an agent is formalized using default logic and realized in
answer set programming. The result of this paper shows that default reasoning
and induction as well as abduction, which are all developed as commonsense rea-
soning for a single agent in AI, are also useful for social reasoning in multi-agent
systems. They provide formal methodologies for reasoning about agents, and
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are used as general inference mechanisms which are independent of particular
negotiation protocols.

Several issues remain for further work. We used default logic to distinguish
strong and weak beliefs. In realistic negotiation, however, there would be dif-
ferent degrees of preferences over beliefs, and simple distinction between strong
and weak beliefs might be insu"cient. For further refinement, a logic for priori-
tized reasoning is needed, together with the capability of revising the preferences
attached to beliefs. We developed a method for computing proposals in answer
set programming, which enables us to realize automated negotiation on top of
the existing answer set solvers. Prototyping an implementation and evaluating
the proposed framework on practical negotiating tasks are in the next step.
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Abstract. In this paper we present mental state abduction, a technique
for inferring the mental states (beliefs, goals) of BDI-based agents from
observations of their actions. Abduced mental states are considered to
be explanations of observed behavior, which is assumed to be part of a
(goal-directed) plan. The observer, who attempts to explain an agent’s
behavior, is assumed to know all of the agent’s behavioral rules that
can account for observed actions. Three explanatory strategies are intro-
duced, based on di!erent presumptions regarding perceptory conditions.

1 Introduction

Intelligent computational agents implemented in BDI-inspired programming lan-
guages are suited for developing virtual (non-player) characters for computer
games and simulations [1]. In this work we tackle the problem of providing ex-
planations for the observed behavior of such BDI-implemented virtual characters
in terms of their mental states.

Agents in BDI-based programming languages such as 2/3APL, Jack, Jadex
and Jason [2], are programmed in terms of mentalistic notions like beliefs, goals
(desires), and plans (intentions). In order for agents to cooperate with or obstruct
the plans of other agents, it is a prerequisite that they can draw (defeasible) con-
clusions about those other agents’ mental states, a capacity we refer to as mental
state inference. Because agent languages with declarative mental states are often
logic-based, and because a logical relation mentalstate ! behavior can (approx-
imately) be identified, logical abduction is a promising approach to providing
explanations of agents’ observed behavior in terms of mental state descriptions.

We envision the use of techniques for mental state inference as a means of
designing characters that show a higher degree of believability [3]. Agents that
incorporate beliefs about others into their plans can be expected to show more
socially aware behavior, either correctly inferring the goals or beliefs of others
and acting accordingly, or arriving at incorrect conclusions based on explanations
that are nonetheless plausible, giving rise to a form of erroneous behavior which
the user understands and tolerates. Based on their hypotheses, agents can also
form expectations with respect to other agents’ future actions.
! This research has been supported by the GATE project, funded by the Netherlands

Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) and the Netherlands ICT Research and
Innovation Authority (ICT Regie).
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The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we sketch the outline of
our approach, and relate it to existing similar work. Basic notions are introduced
in Section 3, and put to use in the next Section 4 to define the technique of
mental state abduction. In Section 5 this technique is illustrated through a simple
example, and we conclude by discussing our results and pointing out possible
future work in the last Section 6.

2 Our approach and related work

In this paper, we investigate an approach to inferring the mental state of BDI
agents based on their observed behavior, and take the agent programming lan-
guage 2APL [4] as a departure point for our investigations. We have tried to
make the framework as general as possible, though, in the hope that it will
apply to any agent programming language in which declarative mental states
drive the operation of the agent. Also, we explicitly mention that our intention
is not to capture the full dynamics of current agent programming languages, but
instead to present a simplified general language for agent specification.

One assumption we make is that the actions of agents are observable as
atomic, unambiguous facts. Most of the accepted definitions of the concept
‘agent’ presume operation in some dynamic, uncertain environment. If this en-
vironment is the real world, then the assumption that actions can be unambigu-
ously observed as discrete facts is disputable, to say the least. However, since we
consider virtual characters that operate in a game or simulation setting, the en-
vironment as well as the virtual characters (agents) are under our direct control.
Therefore we have the choice of how we represent actions, and also the percep-
tion of actions. In the present case, we think of agents as performing atomic
external actions, the execution of which is presented to observers in the form of
discrete perceptional events.

Not all actions are necessarily perceived. The environment might determine
that the observer will not receive a perceptory event because the action occurs
outside its perception radius, or perception might simply fail with some prede-
termined or context-dependent probability. For our case, we assume that if an
action is perceived, this occurs as an event that is an unambiguous representation
of this action.

BDI agents operate by means of goal-directed behavioral rules, which are se-
lected and executed by way of some deliberation process. One strong assumption
we make is that the observing entity, which attempts to infer an agent’s mental
state, has knowledge of the entire set of operational rules of this agent. At first
inspection this assumption might seem unrealistic, but for the sake of clarity
and simplicity we have adopted it. In future work, we hope to relax this require-
ment, which would mean that some observations might not be explainable at all
because no known rule can account for them, or that erroneous conclusions are
reached because some known rule was used to abduce an explanation in a case
where an unknown rule actually produced the action.
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The classical logical approach to explaining observations is abduction [5],
which is perhaps best described as reasoning from observation to explanation.
We have drawn inspiration from work on (classical) abduction in propositional
logic in our approach to the problem of explaining the actions of agents in terms
of their mental states. For this approach to work, the assumption has been
made that it is possible to represent the procedural rules of agents as logical
implications. It is a debatable assumption, but one we think we can successfully
defend, as we will attempt to do in Section 3.2. Inferring the mental states of
agents based on their observed behavior is what we call mental state abduction.
Before going into the details of this technique, we will explain how the concept
of abduction is generally understood.

2.1 Abduction

Logicians agree about the existence of several distinct modes of reasoning, of
which deduction, induction, and abduction [6] are complementary. Deduction is
the classical syllogism of modus ponens {!,! " "} |= ", where " can be validly
inferred if both ! and ! " " are true. Induction can be generalized to the infer-
ence of ! " " as a rule from the observation of ! followed by ", and abduction to
the inference of ! from knowledge of the rule ! " " and the observation ". De-
duction is the only analytic form of inference, whereas induction and abduction
both are defeasible, meaning that new observations can invalidate prior conclu-
sions. With indefeasible inference we cannot use the classical entailment relation
between premise and conclusion, instead we use some non-monotonic relation,
for instance !. The inductive and abductive syllogisms are {!,"} ! (! " ")
and {! " ", "} ! !, respectively.

The process of abduction is best described as reasoning from observation to
explanation. The fact that an observed phenomenon " (called the explanandum)
requires explanation, is taken to mean that this phenomenon does not follow
directly from a body of knowledge, the background theory #. In logical terms,
# #|= ". Moreover, for some fact ! to count as an explanation, a restriction is often
enforced that the so-called explanans ! does not account for the explanandum
on its own, so ! #|= ". There are also issues of consistency; the explanans !
should not be contradicted by the theory, so #$! #|= % (or some other criterion
for consistency, allowing for revision of the background theory). The schema for
abductive reasoning, where ! explains " with respect to the background theory
#, is then defined by the following conditions [7]:

Definition 1 (abductive explanation). The conditions which define when a
fact ! (the explanans) qualifies as a valid abductive explanation for an observed
fact " (the explanandum).

# $ ! |= "

# $ ! #|= %
# #|= " and ! #|= "
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Abductive inference, where observing " leads to inference of ! as an explanation
w.r.t. background theory #, is defined by these conditions.

#," ! ! i! the conditions in Definition 1 apply.

In logic programming, the restriction that explanations should belong to a
special set of so-called abducibles is often enforced, to prevent explaining observa-
tions in terms of other e!ects instead of causes, and for reasons of computational
e"ciency [8,9]. We will use this restriction in our approach as well, to limit the
space of candidate explanations.

It should be noted that the notion of abduction is a murky one, and there
is no general agreement on its definition [9,10,11]. Some logicians only discern
between deduction and induction, and see what we have called abduction as
belonging to the latter. What is important for this account, though, is not so
much complete knowledge of these inferential concepts, but a precise definition
of these concepts as we understand and use them. In Section 4 we define mental
state abduction, and link it to classical abduction as presented here.

2.2 Related work

This work is largely related to work in the area of plan and intention recognition;
see [12] for an overview of this field. In plan recognition, a common dichotomy
is that of opposing keyhole recognition to intended recognition. The former deals
with the recognition of an agent’s plan through unobtrusive observation, imply-
ing that the agent is unaware of the fact that it’s being observed. The latter
allows for the agent to actively thwart the inference of its intentions by perform-
ing misleading actions. Keyhole recognition best describes our approach, as we
don’t deal with deception on part of the agent in the form of misleading actions.
However, we are able to deal with an agent that tries to hide its actions from
sight. The robustness of a plan recognition technique is described in [12] as its
ability to deal with incomplete observations. Incomplete perception would occur
if an agent were actively trying to prevent the perception of its actions, and this
is something we deal with explicitly by proposing several explanatory strategies
in Section 4.2.

Albrecht et al. [13] use a Bayesian approach to identify users’ plans and goals
in an adventure game setting. For this to work, extensive data of users’ actions
and target quests is processed, and probability distributions are extracted in the
form of dynamic belief networks. Such an approach might work for applications
where such data is available, but most often this is not the case, simply because
logs of users’ actions and motivations are not recorded. Also, for inter-agent plan
recognition, it is easier to use the agent implementation as a starting point.

In [14], Appelt and Pollack present an approach to abductive reasoning called
weighted abduction, which they use to ascribe mental states to an agent based
on observed actions. Their approach makes use of inference weights to compare
competing explanations. The set of assumptions that lead to the lowest cost
proof is selected as explanation. Apart from the obvious similarity in the use
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of abduction to infer mental states, their approach and ours di!er significantly.
Our starting point is the inference of mental states of characters in games or
simulations, which are implemented in some variety of BDI agent programming
language. Such assumptions are not present in Appelt and Pollack’s approach.
Moreover, the use of inference weights to compare explanations does not readily
apply in our case, as such weights would depend on the procedural mechanism
underpinning agents’ reasoning, and the context in which observed actions took
place. The idea of using (dynamic) weights to compare and select explanations
is, however, something we consider for future work.

One other approach that is grounded in an agent programming methodol-
ogy is that of Goultiaeva and Lespérance [15], which is based on the situation
calculus, and ConGolog specifically. It details a technique for recognizing the
plan an agent is performing, and corresponds to our approach insofar that infer-
ence is based on observed actions and a library of known plans. It also supports
incremental recognition: each new perception narrows the space of possible ex-
planations. However, it is limited in the respect that it requires all actions to be
observed, and is not robust in the terms of [12] presented above. Moreover, it
stops with recognizing plans, whereas we provide explanations (in terms of men-
tal states) that represent the reasons why an agent performed its actions. This
allows for the observing party to intervene, either cooperatively or obtrusively.

3 Basic notions and terminology

In this section, we present the syntax of a simplified logic-based agent pro-
gramming language, with programming constructs for implementation of ratio-
nal BDI-agents. Also, we present the syntax of a language for programming
an abstract observer entity, which serves as a proof of concept for the inferen-
tial mechanism we introduce. This separation of observer and agent serves to
clarify the interaction between the roles of agent and observer, for ourselves as
well as the reader. Ultimately, though, we envision the possibility of integrating
the abductive faculties of the observer with the general reasoning mechanism of
agents.

3.1 Plans and behavioral rules

Let L, with typical element !, be a propositional language with negation ¬ and
the standard conjunctional connective &. Belief formulas $ and goal formulas %
are elements from L. Also, assume a set A of basic actions, with typical element
&. Agents’ plans are then represented as a sequence of basic actions &, tests on
propositional formulas, and an operator for non-deterministic choice.

Definition 2 (plans). Plan expressions L! with typical element ' are made up
of elementary actions & ' A, tests on propositional formulas !, non-deterministic
choice between plans, or a sequential composition of plan elements.

' ::= & | !? | '1 + '2 | '1;'2
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In this work we are mainly concerned with the syntactical form of those plans,
and do not define the semantics of the agent’s operation. We do, however, make
some assumptions about how an agent executes plans. Only external actions can
be observed, and for the present discussion we have defined all actions & ' A to
be external, and therefore observable. Internal test actions !? on propositional
formulas of type ! ' L are not observable. The choice operator + is a non-
deterministic choice operator, which has scope over two elements ' ' L! . It
can also be used to represent deterministic instructions of the form if ! then
'1 else '2 as (!?; '1) + (¬!?; '2). For completeness we introduce an empty or
null action (, such that ('; () ( ((;') ( '.

Agents’ behavioral (planning) rules, of the form % ) $ | ', govern the
selection and adoption of a plan ', which is appropriate for achieving a specific
goal % given that some condition $ holds.

Definition 3 (rules). Rules LR with typical element r are defined as follows,
where $,% ' L, and ' ' L! .

r ::= % ) $ | '

The selection of these rules is done by the agent’s deliberation process. Again,
we do not define the semantics of this process, but instead make some explicit
assumptions about how this process operates. We refer to [4] for a more precise
treatment of those assumptions. We assume that an agent selects a plan only
if it is not actively dealing with some other plan. This means that at no point
an agent is executing more than one plan. Moreover, we assume that an agent
only executes a plan to achieve some goal it explicitly has. Also, plans may be
discarded, either because the goal for which they were selected has been achieved,
or has been dropped.

The reasons for postulating these assumptions is to ensure some properties
we require for the technique of mental state abduction to work. They make sure
that an agent always performs its actions to achieve the single goal it is pursuing
at that moment; in other words, an agent does not execute plans concurrently.
The requirement of the agent only performing actions to achieve some goal —
therefore not responding to external events — is to ensure that there is always
some explanation for an action, since every action is produced by a rule with a
mental state as precondition. We do allow for an agent discarding its plan for
whatever reason, as we see the ability to deal with such a circumstance as a
requirement for a plan recognition approach to be considered robust.

3.2 Observables, abducibles, and rule descriptions

The observer is defined as an abstract entity — insofar that it does not act upon
the environment — which perceives the actions of the agent, and attempts to
come up with a plausible explanation. The observer’s perception is a sequence
of actions as performed by the agent. Perception might be complete in the sense
that all the actions which the agent has performed are perceived, or some actions
might not be perceived and thus perception might be incomplete.
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Definition 4 (percepts). With & as the typical element of a set of basic ac-
tions A, the perception language L" with typical element ) defines the perception
of the observer.

) ::= & | )1; )2

As mentioned in Section 2.1, in computational abduction candidate expla-
nations are constrained to a set of explicitly defined abducibles. In the present
context, because we want to abduce the mental states that underlie an agent’s
actions, these abducibles are the agent’s beliefs and goals. Abducible belief and
goal formulas are predicated by belief and goal, respectively. Because conjunction
between propositions is allowed in belief as well as goal formulas, this distinction
is needed to discern between beliefs and goals in the process of abduction.

Definition 5 (abducibles). If $,% ' L, let * be the typical element of the
formulae of abducibles L#, and be defined as follows.

* ::= belief($) | goal(%) | belief($) & goal(%)

To reason about an agent’s mental state based on its observed behavior, the
observer needs a description of the agent’s rules of operation. Since the rules
as such have meaning only in their original agent programming context, and we
wish to use them in logic, a translation is needed. We present the translated rules
as implications which state that a plan is implied by its (mental) preconditions.

Definition 6 (rule descriptions). If * ' L# and ' ' L! , then rd ' LRD is a
rule description, and is defined as follows.

rd ::= * " plan(')

One might argue that such a description is imperfect with respect to the
actual execution of those rules by the agent, as it does not take the deliberation
process into account. This is absolutely true, because if some precondition would
be satisfied for multiple plans, then logically all these plans would have to be
applied simultaneously. It goes without saying that in actual agent execution
this would be quite disastrous! Moreover, a belief precondition $ might cease to
hold after the plan has been selected and execution started.

However, in the context of explaining observed behavior, such a description
is su"ciently accurate. Better still, the generality which would be undesirable
with respect to execution, actually serves to benefit in the case of explanation.
This is because in the latter case the reasoning goes from observation to pre-
condition, and if multiple explanations (mental preconditions) can account for
some (partially) observed plan then this is all the more desirable, considering
that these preconditions could indeed apply from the viewpoint of the observer.

This is not to say that taking into account procedural specifics would not aid
mental state inference. If such specifics — which might for example entail that
some rule is more likely to have been applied because of the way the agent’s
underlying reasoning mechanism works — are available, then they can, and
probably should, be used. However, since our goal is to provide a general account,
we omit such specifics here.
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4 Mental state abduction

In this section, we provide the details of our framework for mental state abduc-
tion. Before moving on to more high-level concepts, we introduce some prereq-
uisite functions and relations which will be used later on to define the primary
notions of our approach.

4.1 Functions and relations

First, we introduce a trace generator function + , which takes a single plan expres-
sion ', as defined in Definition 2, as its input, and maps to a set of perception
expressions ). These perception expressions can be thought of as the possible
observable traces of the execution of the plan '. Internal test actions on proposi-
tional formulas are discarded (mapped to the empty action () and do not appear
in the trace. Where choice between plans occurs, two traces are generated; one
for each plan in the scope of the choice operator. The operator $ used here is
set union, and * : ,(L")+ ,(L") " ,(L") is a non-commutative composition
operator, which is defined as -*. = {!;" | ! ' - and " ' .}, and -,. , L" .

Definition 7 (trace generator function). The function + : L! " ,(L")
is a trace generator function that translates plan expressions ' ' L! to sets of
perception expressions ) ' L" , and is defined as follows.

+(&) = {&} +('1 + '2) = +('1) $ +('2)
+(!?) = {(} +('1;'2) = +('1) * +('2)

Not only are we interested in the observable traces of a plan, we are also
interested in partial traces that are structurally related to the original trace. For
this we specify the prefix, su"x, subsequence and dilution relations !, ", -, and
", respectively, which are all partial orders (reflexive, antisymmetric, transitive
relations) on L" . Note that - subsumes ! and ", and " subsumes -.

Definition 8 (prefix, su!x, subsequence relations). The prefix relation !,
su!x relation ", and subsequence relation - are partial orders on the domain
L" , and are defined as follows.

! = { ()1 , )1; )2) | )1, )2 ' L" }
" = { ()1 , )2; )1) | )1, )2 ' L" }
- = { ()2 , )1; )2; )3) | )1, )2, )3 ' L"} $ ! $ "

Definition 9 (dilution relation). The dilution relation " is a partial order
on the domain L" , defined as the closure of - under the operator dc : (L" +
L")+ (L" + L") " L" + L" , such that " =

!
n!IN

cln(-).

dc(()1, )2), ()3, )4)) = ()1; )3, )2; )4)
cl0(-) = -
cln(-) = cln"1(-) $ { dc(()1, )2), ()3, )4)) | ()1, )2), ()3, )4) ' cln"1(-) }
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The dilution relation might be somewhat di"cult to understand. What it
states is that a dilution of some formula can be obtained by randomly removing
any number of elements from the original perception expression, whilst preserv-
ing the order. In Definition 10 we use the structural relations to define so-called
relational functions, which map an expression that is given as input to the set of
perception expressions related to it under one of the three structural relations.
The output is the set of all prefixes / subsequences / dilutions of the expres-
sion that was given as input. Note that the su"x relation " is not used here
explicitly, but only servers as part of the definition of the subsequence relation.

Definition 10 (relational functions). The relational functions prefix : L" "
,(L"), subseq : L" " ,(L"), and dilute : L" " ,(L") map perception expres-
sions ) ' L" to sets of perception expressions, and are defined as follows.

prefix()) = {)# | )# ! )}
subseq()) = {)# | )# - )}
dilute()) = {)# | )# " )}

4.2 Partial traces for explanatory strategies

Now that the basic notions have been defined, it is time to put them to use
in our quest for explanations of observed behavior. First of all, though, three
perceptory presumptions are considered, which reflect the observer’s assumptions
about either the environment or its own status with respect to perception of the
agent’s actions.

Definition 11 (perceptory presumptions). The following presumptions with
respect to perceptory conditions are distinguished.

– Complete observation: If complete observation is presumed, then the ob-
server expects to see every action the agent performs.

– Late observation: Late observation reflects the observer’s presumption that
it has possibly failed in seeing one or more of the initial actions the agent
performed. From the moment it starts observing the observer expects to see
every future action of the agent.

– Partial observation: In the case of partial observation, the observer pre-
sumes that it might fail to see some of the actions the agent performs. Such
failure might occur due to some environmental circumstance, or due to the
agent deliberately obscuring its actions.

The perceptory presumptions can be used to model the observer’s expecta-
tions with respect to what it can and will perceive. Late observation, for instance,
reflects that fact that the observer believes it has arrived ‘late’, and has missed
some actions the agent has performed.1 Partial observation can reflect the fact
1 Note that ‘late’ refers to the observer possibly observing the plan after execution

has started, and not to some temporal delay in perception.
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that the observer has to divide its attention among several tasks, on which it
bases its presumption that it will miss out on some perceptions. But percep-
tory presumptions can also reflect beliefs about properties outside the agent’s
control. Partial observation, again, might reflect the observer’s belief that the
agent is hiding its actions, or it might reflect incompleteness of perception due
to the nature of the environment. Note that complete and late observation have
in common that the observer expects to see every action of the agent.

The descriptions of the agent’s operational rules capture a logical connec-
tion between the agent’s mental state and some plan. To abduce the mental
state based on those descriptions, the observer somehow has to compare the
sequence of actions it has perceived to some plan it believes the agent might be
executing. This is where the trace generator function and the relational func-
tions come together. Combined, they allow for generating partial traces which
are structurally related, under one of the three relations !, -, and ", to the set
of complete traces of a plan as produced by the plan translation function + .

Those partial traces fit in nicely with the perceptory presumptions. In the
case of complete observation, the observer expects to see every action the agent
performs. This means the first action the observer has perceived should be the
first action of one or more of the traces of the plan the agent is executing, and
of which the observer should have information in its description of the agent’s
rules. Likewise, any sequence of actions the observer perceives should be the
prefix of one of those traces. Late observation presumes the observer might have
missed the initial actions of some plan, but has seen any actions performed since
it started observing. Therefore, any observed sequence must be a subsequence of
some plan trace. Partial observation presumes the agent has seen some actions
of a plan — in the same order as they occurred in the plan — but might have
missed others. It will be no surprise that in this case the observed sequence is a
dilution of some plan trace.

Putting all this together, we define the functions in Definition 12, which take
as input a plan expression, and generate the set of partial traces which capture
the previously mentioned perceptory presumptions. For this reason, the functions
are indexed with c in the case of complete observation, l for late observation,
and p for partial observation.

Definition 12 (partial trace generator functions). The partial trace gener-
ator functions tracesc : L! " ,(L"), tracesl : L! " ,(L"), and tracesp : L! "
,(L") translate plan expressions ' ' L! to sets of perception expressions, and
are defined as follows.

tracesc(') =
"

{ prefix()) | ) ' +(') }

tracesl(') =
"

{ subseq()) | ) ' +(') }

tracesp(') =
"

{ dilute()) | ) ' +(') }

The output of tracesc(') is the set containing every prefix of each trace of
the plan '. The output of tracesl(') is the set of subsequences of each trace of ',
and tracesp(') maps all traces of the plan expression ' to the set of its dilutions.
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4.3 Agent and observer

Here we define the configurations of the agent and the observer. We intentionally
don’t specify the semantics of the agent program formally, but present the agent
configuration using similar terminology as [4], where possible semantics of agent
operation are defined.

Definition 13 (agent configuration). ./ , 0 ,1 ,R/ is an agent configuration,
defined as a tuple of a belief base / , L, a goal base 0 , L, the agent’s plan
base 1 , L + L! , and a set of operational rules R , LR.

The configuration of an agent consists of three dynamic structures: the belief
base / , consisting of propositional facts expressing the agents beliefs, the goal
base 0 which consists of propositional facts that express the state of a!airs the
agent wishes to realise, and a plan base 1 consisting of a tuple of goals and plans,
which links a plan to the goal for which it has been generated. The only static
structure (meaning it does not change during agent execution), and the one we
are most interested in, is the agent’s set of operational rules R, as described in
Section 3.1. From this set R of the agent’s rules it is that the configuration of
the observer is generated.

Definition 14 (observer configuration). The configuration of the observer,
is a tuple .2,RD,3,4c,4l,4p/ of a perceptory base 2 ' L" + L" , rule de-
scriptions RD , LRD, pre-specified abducibles 3 , L#, and sets of partial plan
traces 4c,4l,4p , L" + L! .

RD = { goal(%) & belief($) " plan(') | (% ) $ | ') ' R }
3 = { * | (* " plan(')) ' RD }
4c = { (), ') | (* " plan(')) ' RD & ) ' tracesc(') }

The sets 4l and 4p are defined similarly to 4c, but are dependent on tracesl
and tracesp, respectively. We present them here as static precomputed entities
for the sake of simplicity, although in practice an online algorithm would be
preferred for the sake of resources. The only dynamic structure in the observer
configuration is the base of incoming perceptory events 2, of which we will
speak more in the next section. The static structures can all be generated from
the agent’s set of rules R, because these rules contain the necessary information
for explaining the agent’s behavior.

4.4 Explanation of observed actions

In Definition 14, we mentioned the observer’s perceptory base 2, without defin-
ing its actual content. Assume 2 = (), &), by which we mean that 2 is tuple
of some sequence of actions ) the observer has remembered2, and the last per-
ceived action &, which the observer receives as an event. The occurrence of a
2 We assume that memory can hold a sequence of arbitrary length.
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perception event, signifying that action & has been observed, is what triggers
explanation. We now compare mental state abduction to logical abduction as
presented in Section 2.1, and consider the following schema in analogy to the
one in Definition 1.

# $ ! |= " RD $ * |= )

# $ ! #|= % RD $ * #|= %
# #|= " and ! #|= " RD #|= ) and * #|= )

Most of the conditions that apply to classical abduction do not apply to the
specific case of mental state abduction. There’s no danger of having (logically)
contradictory explanations, nor can the perceived action sequence ) directly
follow from the rule descriptions or a lone abducible. But — and this is more
worrying — the perceived action sequence can’t even be explained from the set
of rule descriptions RD and some abducible * put together! Fortunately, it is
possible to explain something of the form plan(').

# $ ! |= " RD $ * |= plan(')

To explain an observation, the only thing left to do now is to relate observed
actions of the form ) to a plan descriptor of the form plan('). The mechanism
for this is already in place; we can use the tuples (), ') of partial plan traces
and plans in 4, as defined in Definition 14. The careful reader will have noticed
that the sets of partial plan traces are indexed with c, l, and p, and indeed these
correspond to the partial traces suited for relating observed sequences to plans,
under the presumptions of complete, late, and partial observation, respectively.

To actually generate explanations based on some observation, we define three
explanatory functions explc, expll, and explp, which generate the set of explana-
tions that account for the observed sequence of actions, under the perceptory
presumptions of complete, late, and partial observation. Thus, if some observed
sequence of actions ) is a subsequence but not a prefix of one of the traces of
plan ', then the explanation * ' 3 for which RD $ * |= plan(') will be in the
set of explanations given by expll and explp, but not in the set given by explc (or
only as explanation based on another plan '# of which ) is a prefix).

Definition 15 (explanatory functions). Explanatory functions explc : L" +
,(LRD)+,(L#)+,(L"+L!) " ,(L#), expll : L"+,(LRD)+,(L#)+,(L"+
L!) " ,(L#), and explp : L" + ,(LRD)+ ,(L#)+ ,(L" +L!) " ,(L#), map
to a finite set of abducibles * ' 3, given a finite perception ) ' L" , a finite set
of rule descriptions RD , LRD, and a finite set of abducibles 3 , L#.

explc(),RD,3,4c) = { * ' 3 | (RD $ *) |= plan(') & (), ') ' 4c }
expll(),RD,3,4l) = { * ' 3 | (RD $ *) |= plan(') & (), ') ' 4l }
explp(),RD,3,4p) = { * ' 3 | (RD $ *) |= plan(') & (), ') ' 4p }
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These explanatory functions can be used as part of di!erent explanatory
strategies, which reflect the presumptions defined in Def. 11. For example, if
an observer believes it will perceive all actions of an agent which is known to
have started execution of some plan, it might consider only those explanations
provided by expll, and not those provided by explc.

An observer might also try di!erent strategies, to see what works best. For
example, it might be the case that the presumption of complete observation
yields no observation. The observer then might try explanation using some other
function, the success or failure of which can shape its ideas about the behavior
of the agent and/or the nature of the environment.

4.5 Propositions and proofs

In this section we state some important properties of our technique, and provide
formal proof of their veracity. In Proposition 1 we claim that some explanatory
functions are guaranteed to yield more explanations than others, and in Propo-
sition 2 we claim that the number of explanations decreases monotonically, as
more actions are perceived.

Proposition 1. The number of explanations generated by the function explc is
less or equal to that of the function expll, which is in turn less or equal to that
of the function explp.

Proof. The explanatory functions explc, expll, and explp, as defined in Def. 15,
yield a finite set of elements * ' L#, given some finite input. They di"er only
in the fact that they are based on three di"erent sets of tuples of perception
expressions and plan expressions; 4c for explc, 4l for expll, and 4p for explp.
As follows from Def. 10, 12, and 14, the defining characteristic of these tuples
are the relations presented in Def. 8 & 9. From these definitions it follows that
(!) , (-) , ("), and because these relations define the sets of partial plan traces
4c, 4l, and 4p, respectively, it follows that 4c , 4l , 4p and |4c| 0 |4l| 0 |4p|.
Given any finite perception expression ), finite set of rule descriptions RD, and
finite set of abducibles 3, let explc(),RD,3,4c) = C, expll(),RD,3,4l) = L,
and explp(),RD,3,4p) = P . It then follows that |C| 0 |L| 0 |P |. 12

Lemma 1. For any relation R ' {!,-,"}, if ()#; )##, )) ' R, then ()#, )) ' R.

Proof. It follows from the definition of the relations that ()#, )#; )##) ' R, because
every relation subsumes !. If this is the case, then it follows by transitivity that
if ()#, )#; )##) ' R and ()#; )##, )) ' R, then ()#, )) ' R. 12

Proposition 2. The number of explanations under any single explanatory re-
lation either decreases or stays the same (decreases monotonically) when & is
explained as the next action of an already explained sequence of actions ).

Proof. Take some explanatory function expl. Assume some perception ) has been
observed and explained, yielding a finite set of explanations X. The number of
explanations in X is |X|, the cardinality of X. An incoming observation & is
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added to ), yielding the new perception );&. The only way the cardinality of
the explanation set could increase with an incoming perception &, would be if
(), ') #' 4 and ();&,') ' 4, for some plan ' and some set of partial traces and
plan tuples 4. We now consider 4c, 4l, and 4p, specifically. By Lemma 1, for
any defining relation R, if ();&,)#) ' R, then (), )#) ' R. If ();&,') ' 4c, then
);& ! )# for some )# ' tracesc('). If ();&,') ' 4l, then );& - )#, for some
)# ' tracesl('). If ();&,') ' 4p, then );& " )# for some )# ' tracesp('). In
all cases, if ();&,') ' 4 then (), ') ' 4. Therefore |X| cannot increase with
incoming perceptions, and |X| must decrease monotonically. 12

One desirable property which we state but do not prove formally is the fact
that a new perception can always be explained. This follows from the assump-
tions in Section 3.1; any action an agent executes is part of some plan belonging
to a known rule. If 2 = (), &) and );& cannot be explained (the explanatory
function gives an empty set), perhaps because the agent started working on an-
other plan, then it is always possible to explain 2 = ((,&) using explp, since &
must be part of a known rule, and is in any case the dilution of some plan trace.

5 An example

In this section, we present a brief example of the technique of mental state
abduction, situated in a role-playing game (RPG) setting. In RPGs, a player
is often accompanied by one or more non-player characters (NPCs), which act
autonomously and (most of the time) are not under the player’s direct control. In
a utopic future where all characters are implemented as BDI agents, the player
and his or her NPC companions, on a quest to deliver an important letter, are
under attack by a band of brigands.3 One of the brigands somehow knows the
whereabouts of this letter, and has a plan for having it in his possession.

!
z }| {
have(letter) $

"
z }| {
in(chest, letter) % ¬guarded(chest) |

#1goto(chest); #2 inspect(chest);

($1 locked(chest)?;

($2 sturdy(lock)?; #3 sheath(sword); #4pick(lock))+

(¬$2¬sturdy(lock)?; #5 smash(lock)))+

(¬$1¬locked(chest)?));
#6open(chest); #7 take(letter)

9
>>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>>;

!

This specific plan for having the letter has as a condition that the letter is
believed to be in the chest, and the chest to be unguarded. The plan consists
of inspecting the chest, picking or smashing the lock (depending on its quality)
in case the chest is locked, then opening it and taking the letter. Notice that
actions and tests have been annotated with & and !, respectively.
3 The setting of a fight might seem rather violent, but it serves nicely to illustrate

various points which deserve attention.
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The rule can also be represented as follows, using the annotations instead of
the actual formulas.

% ) $ | &1;&2; (!1?; (!2?; &3;&4) + (¬!2?; &5)) + (¬!1?); &6;&7

In the chaos of the fight, nobody is guarding the chest in which the letter
has been stored. The brigand with the plan for stealing the letter takes notice
of this. Fortunately, one of the NPCs sees the brigand inspecting the chest, and
also has knowledge of the brigand’s plan.

Assume the NPC is abducing the brigand’s mental state using our technique
of mental state abduction. The set of possible plan traces +(') then looks as
follows, with overbraced conditions indicating a trace.

+(') = {
"1%"2# $% &

&1;&2;&3;&4;&6;&7,

"1%¬"2# $% &
&1;&2;&5;&6;&7,

¬"1# $% &
&1;&2;&6;&7}

The NPC observing the brigand perceived that the brigand was inspecting
the chest. Assuming it didn’t perceive anything prior to that, 2 = ((,&2). Be-
cause of the tumultuous nature of the fight, the NPC assumes it might miss
perceptions and therefore uses explp. In this case, if explp(&2,RD,3,4p) = X,
then {goal(have(letter)) & belief($)} , X. Note that if explc had been used, this
mental state could not have been abduced, as &2 is not a prefix of a trace of '.
Of course, other plans might involve opening the chest, and their mental state
preconditions will also be part of the set of explanations.

The NPC then diverts its attention because of a brigand charge, and the
next time it looks it sees the agent picking the lock, and since pick(lock) = &4,
the new perception is 2 = (&2,&4). Since (&2;&4,') #' 4c and (&2;&4,') #' 4l,
but (&2;&4,') ' 4p, only explp can explain &2;&4 based on '.

Depending on its rules, the NPC can respond to the brigand trying to take
the letter. It might inform others, or actively intervene itself. Note that the plan
as represented here is only for illustrative purposes, an actual plan would be
somewhat less specific. Also, in the observation there is no indicator of which
agent performed an action. This is due to our presentation of an observer as
separated from the agent; in an actual implementation this indicator would be
required.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we presented a technique called mental state abduction, which
allows for inferring the mental states of BDI-agents based on their observed
behavior, using an approach inspired by logical abduction. Three explanatory
strategies were presented, based on perceptory conditions reflecting either prop-
erties under the observer’s influence, or properties of the environment beyond
the observer’s control. Our technique was demonstrated to work for agents pro-
grammed in a simplified BDI-based programming language.
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In future research we hope to extend mental state abduction to deal with the
dynamics of a current agent programming language such as 2APL. Specifically,
we intend to make use of the internal actions inside plans, such as conditional
(belief) tests, as a guideline for better abduction. Furthermore, making use of
specifics of the underlying deliberation process of agents can provide information
that can be useful for narrowing the space of plausible explanations. Another
possibility we see is to incorporate institutional notions such as roles to provide
restrictions on specific clusters of rules an agent might be believed to have. In line
with this, we intend to relax the requirement of the observing party having to
know all of the agent’s rules. Last but not least, we will explore the possibilities
of inter-agent cognitive modelling using our technique.
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Abstract. This paper offers a formalization of iterated belief revision for multia-
gent communication using the logic of communication graphs introduced in [15].
In this study we consider an agent (i.e., information source) capable of sending
two types of message. In the first type, he tells that he knows a proposition, but in
the second type, he tells that he believes a proposition. Consequently, iterated be-
lief revision is brought about through a sequence of communication events (i.e.,
a history), and we propose a variation of the AGM rational postulates for history
based belief revision. As we will show, a representation theorem is verified only
for a class of restricted communication graphs. We consider this result to be a
weak point in the application of the AGM postulates to multiagent communica-
tion, and propose a viable alternative.

1 Introduction

Information processing in uncertain communication environments is one of the impor-
tant problems for the study of multiagent systems. When agents communicate, often
less than certain information passes between them. In such a case, we technically can-
not say that they acquire knowledge, even if the information in question eventually
turns out to be true. Here, we distinguish between two types of uncertain information
in multiagent communication. On the one hand, an agent may consider a given piece
of information correct even though in fact he obtains it from an unreliable information
source (via some insecure communication channel), and therefore his information may
in fact be incorrect. On the other hand, the agent may not be convinced that this infor-
mation is correct, but nonetheless consider it plausible. While he does not recognize it
in the first case, he is aware of his own uncertainty in the second case. Thus, making
an inquiry to some other agent, one agent finds two fallible answers. That is to say, the
other agent is firmly convinced of the information or not3. These two types of epistemic
attitudes, related to knowledge and belief, require a classification of rational processing
for uncertain information. Traditional study of belief revision ([1, 7]) proposes ratio-
nal postulates for the change of an agent’s knowledge base called minimal change, and
3 For the purpose of this paper, we take ‘conviction’ to be a technical notion that is epistemically
stronger than belief, excluding the possibility of error in the agent’s own mind. Thus, whereas
introspectively an agent does not distinguish between his convictions and knowledge, he would
consider his beliefs to be likely though not certain.
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prove a representation theorem that tells us that these postulates correspond to certain
revision operators. However, Gärdenfors ([7]) stated that the relation between knowl-
edge base and external environment is not essential for the study of belief revision, and
he did not distinguish knowledge from belief. Therefore, when a message comes from
the other agent, whether the other agent knows something or not is not important for
the general study of belief revision.

As an exception to the above characterization, Friedman and Halpern ([5, 6]) defined
a belief operator in terms of both a knowledge operator and a conditional operator. Their
study proposed an expansion of the logic of knowledge for multiagent systems [4],
and therefore it can be applied to multiagent systems, although they were interested in
iterated belief revision for single agents. However, they assumed that an agent acquires
an infallible information by the observation upon the external environment. As a result,
any given sequence of external inputs must be consistent, and possible worlds that are
inconsistent with the inputs already accepted are systematically eliminated. However,
as indicated by Rott’s study about conservatism in iterated belief revision [16], such
an idea is radical for fallible information. Moreover, since they were not interested in
communication, their model must not be related with the study of multiagent system.
Because multiple agents’ communication may give rise to uncertain information, such
a formalization is suitable for single agents, but not multiple agents. In fact, they did not
describe the application of the framework to multiagent systems. Thus, the traditional
study of belief revision usually assumed that epistemic input came from an external
environment, and was generally not interested in multiagent communication.

Studying belief revision in multiagent communication, we utilize the logic of com-
munication graphs from [15]. This logic expresses that information travels via commu-
nication channels that ensure its reliability. Only if an agent i can directly receive some
piece of information from another agent j and j has acquired this knowledge in a sim-
ilar fashion, i acquires this piece of knowledge from j. Nevertheless, this logic cannot
represent the situation where an agent believes some proposition but does not know it.
In order to solve the problem, we will not directly use the modal operatorKi for knowl-
edge. Instead, we introduce the operator Ci for conviction and!i for conditional, and
define knowledge Ki and belief Bi in terms of these two operators. Furthermore, we
will define some postulates for belief revision operations that accepts another agent’s
respective knowledge and beliefs as external inputs, and show that some revision oper-
ators are equivalent with these postulates when the communication graph satisfies some
condition.

In section 2, we introduce formal preliminaries and semantics for our logic of com-
munication graphs that pays attention to the other agent’s knowledge and belief. In sec-
tion 3, consulting moderate and radical belief revision in Rott [16], we define iterated
revision operators for knowledge and belief. In section 4, rational postulates are pro-
posed, and we show the representation theorem between the operators and the postulates
for those cases where the communication graph satisfies some particular constraints. In
section 5, we discuss some remaining problems of our study and its perceived advan-
tages over related works, as well as indicate subsequent work to be done.
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2 Preliminaries

In this section, we describe the semantics for our logic of communication graphs with
conditionals CC(G). This is based on the logic of communication graphs from [15],
expanded with a conditional operator like the study of belief revision by the logic of
knowledge for multiagents by [5, 6]. Thus our logic not only allows reasoning about
the underlying communication channel, but also represents the plausibility of a given
proposition as far as the agents are concerned.

Let A be the set of agents. Then, a communication graph is described by GA =
"A, E#, where E $ (A % A) \ {(i, i) | i & A}. The edges in E represent whether an
agent can directly receive information from another agent or not, i.e., (i, j) & E means
that agent i learns information from agent j directly.

We define that E is fully connected iff for all i, j & A, if i '= j, then (i, j) & E, and
E is existentially connected iff for all i & A, for some j & A, (i, j) & E. In the former
case, any agent can communicate with any agent. In the latter case, for any agent, there
is an information source.

Suppose that all agents share the (finite) set of atomic propositions At and a spe-
cial propositional variable L. Intuitively, L means that any information exchange have
emerged via reliable communication channel. As already discussed, we introduce the
following modal operators; intuitively, Ci! means that i is convinced that !; ! !i "
means that, given !, " is plausible for i; (! means that, after some communications, !
becomes true. Precise semantics of these symbols are given later. The set of well-formed
formulae consists of

! := p | ¬! | ! ) " | Ci! | ! !i " | (!.

We use the standard abbreviations for connectives *,+,,, and propositional con-
stants true and false. Besides these we introduce the modal operators Ki and Bi as
abbreviations, where as usualKi!means that i knows !, andBi!means that i believes
!.

Ki!
def= L ) Ci!

Bi!
def= Ci(true !i !)

Thus, agent i knows ! iff any information exchange have emerged via reliable com-
munication channel and agent i is convinced that !. Agent i believes ! iff agent i is
convinced that ! is plausible.

The definition of Bi is almost the same as Friedman and Halpern’s in [5, 6], but in
their work belief is defined instead as

Bi!
def= Ki(true !i !).

That is to say, agent i believes ! iff agent i knows that ! is plausible. Their definition
of knowledge is not based on communication channel, but our definition depends on
the reliability of the communication channel, which is decided by an agent’s external
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environment (See the definition of the semantics of L below)4. Thus, whether he knows
something or not is not decided by his internal state without external environment.
However, belief does not seem to depend on the external environment. Therefore, we
introduced modal operator Ci that does not depend on the real external environment,
but on the environments that cannot be distinguished from the real environment for the
agent i. For details, see the definition fo the semantics of Ci.

Let Ati $ At be the set of atomic propositions of which agent i initially knows
the truth value (we do not assume all Ati (i & A) to be disjoint). Furthermore, this
fact about i’s knowledge is common knowledge among all members of A. So another
agent knows that i knows the truth value of elements of Ati, though not what these
values actually are. Thus we introduce an information vector At = "At1, . . . , Atn#
representing the initial knowledge of the agents. Given a set W , we say that v & W is
a world, where v is a function v : At ! {0, 1}.

When agent i learns some information ! from agent j’s knowledge or beliefs,
we represent this situation by (i, j,!, e) and call it a communication event, where
e & {B, K} is a label representing the epistemic modality in question. Technically
! is restricted to formulae in disjunctive normal form (DNF), i.e., ! is of the form!

i=1,...,k

"
Ci, where eachCi is a consistent finite set of literals inAt. That is, (i, j, !,K)

is an event that agent i learns from agent j that j knows !. Given the set of all com-
munication events #G , H & #!

G is a finite sequence of events called a history, where
the empty history is denoted $. We define the temporal ordering over all histories as
follows:H - H " iffH " = H ·H "" for someH "", where · is a concatenation of commu-
nication events.

A history can be considered as a God’s eye record of past agent communications,
but an agent may only witness part of it. When the second agent j and the third agent
k communicate with each other, the first agent i has no access to their communication.
Therefore, we introduce i’s local history %i(H), in which i can only recognize those
events that concern himself, i.e., in which i receives some information from the other
agent. It is defined as follows.

%i(H · (m, j,!, e)) =
#

%i(H) · (m, j, !, e) ifm = i
%i(H) otherwise

A pair (v, H) consisting of a system state v and a historyH is called a point. Given
two points (w,H) and (v,H "), we can imagine an agent i unable to distinguish between
the two.We can describe this situation in terms of an accessibility relation.i as follows,
where w|Ati is a restriction of w whose domain is Ati.

(w,H) .i (v, H ") iff w|Ati = v|Ati and %i(H) = %i(H ")

4 In the following discussion, predicate L is defined by communication channel. Whether an
agent knows something or not is justified by L. In other words, the source of the knowledge
lies outside of himself. Thus, in our formalization, an agent has no access to the ground of the
justification directly. Philosophically, such a view is called externalism about knowledge [2].
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We use a total preorder / 5 over W for the definition of conditional operator and we
call it a preference relation. We denote v / w when v is at least as plausible as w.
v < w is the strict case of /, i.e., v / w and w '/ v. We assume that sets of states
are also comparable with /. Thus, A / B iff for all v & B, for some w & A, w / v.
The maximal worlds w.r.t. the preference relation are called implausible worlds. The
set of implausible worlds Im $ W satisfies the following condition: for any w & Im,
v & W , v / w, and if v /& Im, then w '/ v. Let a preference assignment func-
tion Pi for agent i be a mapping from (v, H) to (/, Im), i.e., P(v, H) = (/, Im),
where Im = {w & W | for anyH ", (w, H ") '.i (v,H) or w,H " '|=M L} (|=M is
precisely defined in the following discussion). That is to say, implausible worlds can
be distinguished from the actual world in which agent i finds himself. In the following
discussion, we define Pi(v, H) = (/i,v,H , Imi,v,H). That is, w /i,v,H w" means that
w is at least as plausible as w" for agent i at world v and historyH . Thus, we will define
a communication graph model as a tupleM = "G,At,P ,W #.

We will introduce the satisfiability relation of legality and truth as follows.

(Legality)

– w, $ |=M L
– w, H · (i, j,!, K) |=M L iff w,H |=M L, (i, j) & E, and w, H |=M Kj!
– w, H · (i, j,!, B) |=M L iff w, H |=M L and (i, j) & E

(Truth)

– w, H |=M p iff w(p) = 1, where p & At.
– w, H |=M ¬! iff w, H '|=M !
– w, H |=M ! ) " iff w, H |=M ! and w,H |=M "
– w, H |=M (! iff 0H " such that H - H ", w, H " |=M L and w, H " |=M !
– w, H |=M Ci! iff 0(v, H "), (w, H) .i (v, H ") and v, H " |=M L, and 1(v, H "), if

(w,H) .i (v, H ") and v, H " |=M L, then v, H " |=M !
– w, H |=M ! !i " iff |=M ! , false or [[! ) "]]Mi,w,H <i,w,H [[! ) ¬"]]Mi,w,H ,
where [[!]]Mi,w,H = {v & W |0H ", (w, H) .i (v, H "), and v, H " |=M
L, and v, H " |=M !}.

We will explain the meaning of the above definition. Legality is defined as follows.
At first, when a history is empty, the point is legal. Next, If there is some legal point,
there is some communication graph from agent j to agent i, and j knows !, the pair of
the world and the concatenation of the history and the event (i, j,!, K) is also legal.
Finally, if there is some legal point, and there is some communication channel from
agent j to agent i, then the pair of the world and the new history with (i, j,!, B) is also
legal. Thus, legality means that there have been reliable communication channels.

Note that agent j’s knowledge is related with the definition of legality, but not j’s
belief, since legality is a condition that ensures the truth of knowledge (see the definition
of Ki!). While knowledge must be justified by a reliable information source, whether
5 A total preorder ! is a total and transitive relation. ! is total iff w ! w! or w! ! w for any
w, w! "W . ! is transitive iff for any w, w! "W , if w ! w! and w! ! w!!, then w ! w!!.
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belief needs such a source or not is a difficult epistemological problem for our current
study. Therefore, our current stance is that we do not require belief to be justified by
legality.

The truth condition of ¬ and ) is as usual. The formula (! is satisfied when there
will be some future point that satisfies !. The formula Ci! is true when there is some
legal point that is indistinguishable with the real point for agent i, and for any indistin-
guishable legal point, ! is true. The formula ! !i " means that !)" is more plausible
for agent i than ! ) ¬" at the point.

The difference in definition between our Ci and Pacuit and Parikh’s Ki in [15] is
important. Their definition is as follows.

w, H |=M Ki! iff 1(v, H "), if (w,H) .i (v, H ") and v, H " |=M L, then v, H " |=M !

That is, their definition of knowledge does not assume that there is some legal point
that is not distinguished from the real points for agent i. This definition does not satisfy
the modal axiom D, which characterizes an essential property of belief the property
of belief (i.e., nobody believes a contradiction.), while the axiom T is known from the
logic of knowledge (i.e., veridicality of knowledge). Perhaps the real point may not be
legal, and we may not find any legal point that is not distinguished from the real points
for agent i. In such a case, Ki does not satisfy D. Therefore, we define Ci as already
mentioned.

Thus, the derived modal operatorsKi and Bi, defined by L, Ci, and!i, satisfy the
following traditional axioms.

K: (Ki! )Ki(! + ")) + Ki"
T: Ki! + !.
4: Ki! + KiKi!.
5: ¬Ki! + Ki¬Ki!.

Gen: From ! inferKi!.

K: (Bi! )Bi(! + ")) + Bi".
D: ¬Bifalse.
4: Bi! + BiBi!.
5: ¬Bi! + Bi¬Bi!.

Gen: From ! infer Bi!.

Note that Ci also satisfies KD45 like Bi.

K: (Ci! ) Ci(! + ")) + Ci".
D: ¬Cifalse.
4: Ci! + CiCi!.
5: ¬Ci! + Ci¬Ci!.

Gen: From ! infer Ci!.

Furthermore, the conditional operator !i satisfies the following axioms of non-
monotonic reasoning in [12, 13].
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Fig. 1. Rewriting sphere by knowledge and belief

LLE: From ! , !" and ! !i " infer !" !i ".
RW: From " + "" and ! !i " infer ! !i "".
REF: ! !i !.
AND: From ! !i "1 and ! !i "2 infer ! !i "1 ) "2.
OR: From !1 !i " and !2 !i " infer !1 * !2 !i ".
CM: From ! !i "1 and ! !i "2 infer ! ) "1 !i "2.
RM: From ! !i "1 and not ! !i ¬"2 infer ! ) "2 !i "1.

Finally, our formalization satisfies the following interaction between knowledge and
beliefs characterized by [11].

KB1: Bi! + KiBi!.
KB2: Ki! + Bi!.

In the following discussion, we will suppose that ifw|Ati = v|Ati , then/i,w,!=/i,v,!,
although the above axioms are satisfied without the supposition.

3 Rewriting Rules for the Preference Relation

In this section we introduce our iterated belief revision operation by incorporating the
other agent’s knowledge (or correctly the information that the agent regards as knowl-
edge) and belief. Although this is basically identical to traditional sphere semantics by
[8, 10], much of our idea depends on the radical/moderate approach to iterated belief
revision by [16]6, and therefore, we can not only revise one agent’s belief by one input,
but also by a sequence of inputs from the other agent’s knowledge and belief. Namely,
we revise an agent’s belief not only by an input but rather by a sequence of inputs.
The change of belief corresponds to that of preference relation. Thus, we will define
rewriting rules for the preference relation.
6 Rott studied the conservative approach to iterated belief revision in [16]. In this approach,
when ¬! " K+̇", (K+̇")+̇! = K+̇!, where +̇ is a revision function for a set K of
formulae and a formula ". The radical/moderate approach does not satisfy such a property.
For details, see [16].
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When we incorporate the information that states that j knows ! into i’s belief,
we consider that the worlds which satisfy ¬! become implausible for agent i, because
knowledge must be true. Perhaps, this information may be false due to j’s misjudgment,
when his information was acquired from an unreliable information source. However, we
will consider that i relies on j’s information if i can assume that he finds himself at some
legal point and j has acquired the information in question from a reliable source. Thus,
we use the radical approach for the definition of revision by another agent’s knowledge.
This approach is also presupposed by the study of belief revision in modal logic [5,
6], where worlds that contradict the input are systematically deleted. Such a method
is suitable for information that is known (i.e. guaranteed to be correct), because any
situation that contradicts it should be eliminated from the set of worlds still considered
possible.

The basic idea can be intuitively described by systems of spheres like the left side
of figure 1. Spheres represent the various equivalence classes imposed on W by the
preference relation /i,v,H . Therefore, implausible worlds are at the outside of all the
spheres. Thus, change of preference relation by knowledge is explained as follows: the
most plausible worlds that satisfy ! (worlds of part 1 in the figure) become the most
plausible worlds after accepting the knowledge that !, the second plausible worlds that
satisfy ! (worlds of part 2 in the figure) become the second-most plausible worlds in
the next step, but implausible worlds that satisfy ! and any worlds that do not satisfy !
(worlds with black marks) become implausible worlds in the next step.

More formally, w /i,v,H·(m,j,",K) w" iff

I. v, H '|=M L or (m, j) /& E or v, H |=M ¬Kj! or
II. m '= i and w /i,v,H w" or
III. m = i and

a. w" & Imi,v,H·(i,j,",K) or
b. w /& Imi,v,H·(i,j,",K) and w /i,v,H w".

The meaning of the definition is as follows: w is at least as plausible as w" for i at
(v, H) when the event (m, j, !, K) occurs iff (I.) (v, H · (m, j, !,K)) is already illegal
(and therefore, all worlds are implausible from the point of view at (v, H ·(m, j, !, K)))
or (II.) i cannot distinguish (v,H ·(m, j,!, K))with (v, H) because ofm '= i or (III.a.)
w" is implausible at (v, H · (m, j, !, K)) or (III.b.) w is at least as plausible as w" for
i at the previous point (v,H). Thus, in the case of (I.) and (III.a.), any worlds become
implausible, and in the case of (II.), the preference relation is not changed, and therefore
only the case of (III.b.) requires belief revision by the knowledge.

We defined a revision operation for the preference relation by another agent’s knowl-
edge. We regard worlds that contradict the knowledge as implausible, when we incorpo-
rate the information that j believes ! into i’s belief. However, nothing prevents worlds
that satisfy ¬! from becoming more plausible again upon learning new information
as a result of future communications. Thus, we employ the moderate approach for the
definition of revision by another agent’s belief, because belief may be false and can not
eliminate the information that is not known to be impossible.
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The basic idea can also be characterized by systems of spheres like the right side
of figure 1. Change of preference relation by belief is explained as follows: the most
plausible worlds that satisfy ! (worlds of part 1 in the figure) become the most plausible
world in the next step of accepting the information that tells that ! is known, the second-
most plausible worlds that satisfy ! (worlds of part 2 in the figure) become the second-
most plausible worlds in the next step, the most plausible worlds that do not satisfy !
(worlds of part 3 in the figure) become the third-most plausible worlds in the next step,
the second-most plausible worlds that do not satisfy ! (worlds of part 4) become the
fourth-most plausible worlds, and the third-most plausible worlds that do not satisfy
! (worlds of part 5) become the fifth-most plausible worlds, but implausible worlds
(marked black) remain implausible.

Again, w /i,v,H·(m,j,",B) w" iff

I. v, H '|=M L or (m, j) /& E or
II. m '= i and w /i,v,H w" or
III. m = i and

a. w" & Imi,v,H or
b. w /& Imi,v,H and

1. w,H |=M !, w",H |=M !, and w /i,v,H w", or
2. w,H |=M !, w",H '|=M !, or
3. w,H '|=M !, w",H '|=M !, and w /i,v,H w".

The meaning of the definition is as follows: w is at least as plausible as w" for i at
(v, H)when the event (m, j, !, B) occurs iff (I.) (v, H ·(m, j, !, B)) is already not legal
(and therefore, all worlds are implausible from the point of view at (v, H ·(m, j, !, B)))
or (II.) i cannot distinguish (v, H · (m, j,!, B)) from (v, H) because of m '= i or
(III.a.) w" is implausible at (v,H · (m, j, !, B)) (i.e., at (v, H)) or (III.b.1.) both w and
w" satisfy ! and w is at least as plausible as w" for i at the previous point (v, H) or
(III.b.2.) w satisfies ! but w" does not satisfy ! or (III.b.3.) neither w nor w" satisfy !
and w is at least as plausible as w" for i at the previous point (v, H). Like the revision
for knowledge, in the case of (I.) and (III.a.), any worlds become implausible, and in the
case of (II.), the preference relation is not changed, and therefore, the case of (III.b.1.)
- (III.b.3) is a standard condition for belief revision by knowledge.

While we assumed that /i,w,!=/i,v,! when w|Ati = v|Ati , this assumption now
can be generalized by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Ifw, H |=M L and v, H " |=M L and (w, H) .i (v,H "), then/i,w,H=/i,v,H! .

Proof. The proof is separated into two cases: (i) w, H · (m, j, !, e) |=M L and m '= i
and v, H " |=M L and (w, H · (m, j,!, e)) . (v,H "), and (ii) w, H · (i, j,!, e) |=M L
and v, H " · (i, j,!, e) |=M L and (w, H · (i, j, !, e)) . (v,H " · (i, j, !, e)). Then,
w, H |=M L and v, H " |=M L and (w, H) . (v, H "). In the case of (i), we can de-
rive w, H |=M L and (w,H) . (v,H "), and the conclusion that we want to show is
proved from /i,w,H=/i,v,H! by induction. In the case of (ii), after deriving w, H |=M
L and v, H " |=M L and (w,H) . (v,H "), we will conclude the theorem from
/i,w,H=/i,v,H! and the definition of the rewriting rules for the preference relation.
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4 Postulates

In this section, we will construct rational postulates for our revision operation that fol-
low AGM’s paradigm [1] and show the representation theorem in the restricted com-
munication graph, which states that the above operation is essentially equivalent with
the postulates. Although some of them are changed from AGM’s original definition,
we will discuss the reason why our result is restricted, and we conclude that the result
is due to the fact that AGM’s definition neglects the case that an external input comes
from the other’s knowledge.

First, we revisit AGM rational postulates for a belief revision operator+ that accepts
a belief set and a formula, and returns a belief set. Given some consequence relation 2,
belief set K is a set of sentences such that K = {!|K 2 !}, i.e., logically closed set.
Moreover, suppose thatK + ! = {"|K 3 {!} 2 "}.

AGM1. For any sentence ! and any belief setK,K+! is a belief set.
AGM2. ! & K+!.
AGM3. K+! $ K + !.
AGM4. If ¬! /& K, thenK + ! $ K+!.
AGM5. K+! = K# iff 2 ¬!.
AGM6. If 2 ! , ", thenK+! = K+".
AGM7. K+(! ) ") $ (K+!) + ".
AGM8. If ¬" /& K+!, then (K+!) + " $ K+(! ) ").

As the details of AGM postulates are well explained in [1], we will not recapitu-
late them here. Instead, we will indicate a problem that arises when applying the AGM
postulates to our formalism. That is, the beliefs in K are treated uniformly, with no
distinction between truths and mere beliefs. Thus, an agent can not compare the knowl-
edge that ! is implausible with the belief that ! is implausible. He cannot accept the
information that ! is correct in the former case, while he can do so in the latter case.
However, when we utilize the framework of belief setK, such a difference is neglected.
In other words, an agent can not reject an input !, even though he knows ¬!. For this
reason we introduce a variation of the AGM postulates that addresses this problem.

1. If (w, H) .i (v, H "), then w, H |=M Bi! iff v, H " |=M Bi!.
2. If w,H |=M ¬Ci¬!, then w, H · (i, j, !, e) |=M Bi!.
3. If w,H |=M Ci¬!, then w, H · (i, j, !, e) |=M Bi" iff w, H |=M Bi".
4. If w,H · (i, j, !, e) |=M Bi", then v, H " |=M Bi(! + ").
5. If w, H |=M ¬Bi¬! and w, H |=M Bi(! + "), then v,H " ·(i, j, !, e) |=M Bi".
6. w, H |=M ¬BiL iff w, H |=M ¬Bi! for any !.
7. If |=M ! , ", then w, H · (i, j, !, e) |=M Bi& iff w, H · (i, j,", e) |=M Bi&.
8. If w,H · (i, j, ! ) ", e) |=M Bi&, then w, H · (i, j,!, e) |=M Bi(" + &).
9. If w, H |=M ¬Ci¬!, w, H · (i, j,!, e) |=M ¬Bi¬" and w, H · (i, j, !, e) |=M

Bi(" + &), then w, H · (i, j,! ) ", e) |=M Bi&.
10.
10.a. If w, H |=M ¬Ci¬!, w, H · (i, j, !, e) |=M ¬Ci¬" and |=M ¬(! ) "), then

w, H · (i, j, !, e) · (i, k,", e") |=M Bi& iff w,H · (i, k, ", B) |=M Bi&.
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10.b. Else if w, H |=M ¬Ci¬!, w, H · (i, j,!, e) |=M ¬Ci¬" and '|=M ¬(! ) "),
thenw, H ·(i, j,!, e)·(i, k, ", e") |=M Bi& iffw,H ·(i, k,!)", B) |=M Bi&.

10.c. Else if w, H |=M Ci¬! and w,H · (i, j, !, e) |=M ¬Ci¬", then w, H ·
(i, j, !, e) · (i, k, ", e") |=M Bi& iff w, H · (i, k, ", B) |=M Bi&.

10.d. Else if w, H |=M ¬Ci¬! and w,H · (i, j, !, e) |=M Ci¬", then w, H ·
(i, j, !, e) · (i, k, ", e") |=M Bi& iff w, H · (i, k, !, B) |=M Bi&.

10.e. Else if w, H |=M Ci¬! and w,H · (i, j, !, e) |=M Ci¬", w,H · (i, j, !, e) ·
(i, k, ", e) |=M Bi& iff w, H |=M Bi&.

The following mapping acts as the translation between our postulates and the AGM
ones.

! & K iff w,H |=M Bi!.

" & K+! iff w,H · (i, j, !, e) |=M Bi".

Some of them (4., 5., 7. and 8.) are equivalent with AGM postulates (AGM3., 4., 6. and
7.)7. Postulates 2. and 9. are almost the same as AGM2. and AGM8., but they presup-
pose that i is not convinced that input ! is false, i.e., he considers that ! is possible.
Otherwise, he neglects input ! by 3. Generally, belief revision that can reject external
input is called nonprioritized belief change [9]. In our study, the reason for eliminating
external input is the conviction that it is impossible. When histories cannot be distin-
guished by agent i, i’s belief is also not distinguished in postulate 1.

Since our approach is the combination of radical and moderate approach, we have
introduced Postulate 10 for iterated belief revision. At first, suppose that information
! arrives at the agent i. When ! is inconsistent with i’s knowledge, we should neglect
the information ! from the result of the iterated belief revision (10.c and 10.e). Next,
suppose that " has arrived at the agent i consecutively after !. When " is inconsistent
with i’s current knowledge, we should neglect this information " from the result of the
iterated belief revision (10.d). Otherwise, " is consistent with i’s current knowledge. If
the new information " is inconsistent with the old information !, the new information
eliminates the old information, and the result of iterated belief revision becomes equal to
the belief revision by the new information (10.a). Otherwise, the iterated belief revision
becomes equal to the belief revision by the conjunction of the new information and the
old information (10.b).

Now we show that the following theorem holds when communication graph is re-
stricted.

Theorem 2. Suppose that E is fully connected. If a communication graph model M
satisfies the rewriting rules for the preference relation, then it also satisfies all the pos-
tulates.

Proof. 1., 2., 3., 4., 6., 7., and 8. are rather easy to show. The problematic cases are 5.,
9., and 10. Here, we only show the case of 5.

Let a communication graph modelM = "G, At, P ,W # satisfy the rewriting rules
for the preference relation. Suppose that v, H " |=M ¬Bi¬! and v,H " |=M Bi(! +
7 For 4., 5. and 8., note that ! " K + " iff "# ! " K by the deduction theorem.
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World w World w!

Fig. 2. Example that does not satisfy postulate 5.

"). Then, there is some (w, H) such that (w,H) .i (v, H ") and w, H |=M L, and for
some w" & [[! + "]]Mi,w,H , for all w"" & [[¬(! + ")]]Mi,w,H , w" <i,w,H w"". Besides,
for all w" & [[¬!]]Mi,w,H , for some w"" & [[!]]Mi,w,H , w"" /i,w,H w". Thus, for some
w" & [[! ) "]]Mi,w,H , for all w"" & [[! ) ¬"]]Mi,w,H , w" <i,w,H w"". Therefore, for some
w" & [["]]Mi,w,H·(i,j,",e), for all w"" & [[¬"]]Mi,w,H·(i,j,",e), w" <i,w,H·(i,j,",e) w"". (In
the case of e = K, note that [[! ) "]]Mi,w,H = [[Kj! ) "]]Mi,w,H and [[! ) ¬"]]Mi,w,H =
[[Kj! ) ¬"]]Mi,w,H .) Thus, we showed v, H " · (i, j, !, e) |=M Bi".

9 and 10 can be shown in a similar way.

Inconveniently, this theorem cannot be generalized to the unrestricted communica-
tion graph. Suppose thatM = "{{i, j, k, l}, {(i, j), (i, k)}}, "4, {p}, {q}{r}#, P ,W #,
where P is arbitrary except for some point (v, $) for agent i. We define the prefer-
ence relation in (v, $) for agent i as follows: let w,w" & W such that w(p) = 0,
w(q) = 1, and w(r) = 1 (see the left side of figure 2), and w"(p) = 1, w"(q) = 0,
and w(r) = 0 (see the right side of figure 2), and suppose that w is more plausible than
w" (i.e., w <i,v,! w") and for any w"" & W , if w"" is equal to neither w or w", then
w" is more plausible than w"" (i.e., w" <i,v,! w""). Then, v, $ |=M ¬Bi¬(p * q) and
v, $ |=M Bi((p* q) + r), but v, (i, j, p* q, K) |=M ¬Bir. The communication graph
in this example is not fully connected, and therefore, postulate 5 is violated.

We can show the converse of the above theorem when the communication graph is
restricted.

Theorem 3. Suppose thatE is existentially connected. If a communication graph model
M satisfies all the postulates, then there is some model M" that satisfies the rewrit-
ing rules for the preference relation, such that for any w, H and !, w,H |=M ! iff
w, H |=M! !.

Proof. Suppose form(w) =
"
{p & At|w(p) = 1} )

"
{¬p & At|w(p) = 0}. Given

M = "G,At, P , W #, supposeM" = "G,At, P !,W #, where P "
i(v, H) =/i,v,H such
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that
w /i,v,H w" iff v, H '|=M L or w" & Imi,v,H

or v, H |=M Ci¬(form(w) * form(w"))

or for some j,

v, H · (i, j, form(w) * form(w"), B) |=M ¬Bi¬form(w).

We will show that for any w, H , and !, w, H |=M ! iff w,H |=M! !. It suffices to
show that for any w, H , !, and ", w,H |=M ! !i " iff w, H |=M! ! !i ", when
w, H |=M L. It is obvious as follows.

v, H |=M! ! !i "
5

for some w & [[! ) "]]M
!

i,v,H , for all w & [[! ) ¬"]]M
!

i,v,H , w <i,v,H w".
5 (Note that E is existentially connected.)

for some w & [[! ) "]]Mi,v,H , for all w & [[! ) ¬"]]Mi,v,H , for some j,
v, H · (i, j, form(w) * form(w"), B) |=M Biform(w).

5 (Note that E is existentially connected.)
for some w & [[! ) "]]Mi,v,H , for all w & [[! ) ¬"]]Mi,v,H , w <i,v,H w".

5
v, H |=M ! !i "

Moreover, connectedness, transitivity, satisfiability of the rewriting rules for the prefer-
ence relations can be shown in the same way of the proof of the semantic version for
belief revision [10].

That is, we showed the following representation theorem in the restricted commu-
nication graph.

Theorem 4. Suppose that A has at least two agents and E is fully connected. There
is some communication graph model M satisfies all the postulates iff there is some
communication graph modelM", which satisfies the rewriting rules for the preference
relation, such that for any w, H and !, w,H |=M ! iff w,H |=M! !.

5 Conclusion

The traditional AGMparadigm of belief revision does not distinguish belief from knowl-
edge in the way epistemic logic does. Even though AGM postulates are directly trans-
lated into the possible world semantics, each agent still cannot identify the world in
which he lives actually [8, 10], i.e., there is no difference between belief and knowl-
edge. The modal logic approach to belief revision had the same problem, because the
modal operator for knowledge was not introduced, which is distinguished from the
modal operator for belief [3].

As already discussed, Friedman and Halpern [5, 6] defined a belief operator with
the epistemic logic of multiagent systems in Fagin et al. [4]. They considered that an
agent i believed ! iff i knew that ! was plausible. Thus, their approach to iterated belief
revision can distinguish belief from knowledge.
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Our study obviously depends on their result, because Pacuit and Parikh’s history
is equivalent with systems of runs in Fagin et al. [4] (See [14]). However, there is an
important difference w.r.t. the acquisition of knowledge. They assumed that an agent
acquires knowledge by observations from the external environment, and the information
cannot be false. Our approach considers that an agent acquires knowledge from another
agent by communication, and the information may be false. Therefore, our approach
requires legality of history.

In this paper, we proposed a belief revision model for two types of uncertain com-
munication. At first, when an agent as information source considers that he knows the
information, and we can consider that there is reliable communication, we tend to ac-
cept this information. Secondly, when the agent that is the source of the information is
himself less than certain, we are inclined to believe him, but at the same time we are less
than fully convinced. Thus, postulates for the model was introduced, and the restricted
representation theorem was shown.

However, there are four problems remaining with our study. Firstly, when we do not
assume a fully connected communication graph, it may not satisfy the postulates. In the
above example, we showed that an agent i may not believe ", when he believes that
! + ", and j informs that he knows !, although i believes that ! is not known to j, but
can be true in fact. In the AGM postulates, such a case is forbidden. AGM postulates do
not refer to the information source of external inputs. So when the first agent accepts
a piece of information ! that comes from the second agent’s knowledge, he will not
distinguish it from other information ! received from a third agent’s knowledge. How-
ever, these two situations can be regarded as different in our logic. Therefore, we do not
agree with this idea, and consider that their postulates should be rethought for the case
of multiagent communication, e.g., instead of our postulate 5., we use the following
postulate.

– If w, H |=M ¬Bi¬Kj! and w, H |=M Bi(! + "), then v, H " · (i, j, !,K) |=M
Bi".

– Ifw,H |=M ¬Bi¬! andw,H |=M Bi(! + "), then v,H "·(i, j, !, B) |=M Bi".

Our model satisfies this postulate generally. Construction of rational postulates for be-
lief revision in multiagent communication will be our future subject.

Secondly, we do not consider legality of belief. Therefore, a communication event
(i, j, !, B) is not related with whether j believes ! actually or not. Since we consider
that i can believe it even if it is j’s lie, while i cannot know ! when j informs that j
knows ! but it is false in fact, we did not define the legality of belief. In future work,
we will study the problem of the representation of legality.

Thirdly, our definition of various concepts (e.g., the rewriting rules for the prefer-
ence relation) is complicated. We suspect that this problem is due to the introduction of
a legality predicate in the object language. Perhaps we may need to change the object
language and lift the concept of history legality to the meta-language.

Finally, we have presupposed that the agent have common knowledge as to which
atomic propositions are known to whom. Also, we assumed that the belief should be
revised by the moderate approach while knowledge by the radical one. Because we did
not wish to make the formal machinery in this paper even more complex than it already
is, we accepted these assumptions for now. In future work though ,we may well rethink
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some of those first principles and move to a different point in the tradeoff between
expressive realism and the complexity of the model.
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Abstract. We are interested in finding algorithms which will allow an
agent roaming between di!erent electronic auction institutions to au-
tomatically verify the game-theoretic properties of a previously unseen
auction protocol. A property may be that the protocol is robust to col-
lusion or deception or that a given strategy is optimal. Model checking
provides an automatic way of carrying out such proofs. However it may
su!er from state space explosion for large models. To improve the per-
formance of model checking, abstractions were used along with the Spin
model checker. We considered two case studies: the Vickrey auction and
a tractable combinatorial auction. Numerical results showed the limits of
relying solely on Spin. To reduce the state space required by Spin, two
property-preserving abstraction methods were applied: the first is the
classical program slicing technique, which removes irrelevant variables
with respect to the property; the second replaces large data, possibly
infinite values of variables with smaller abstract values. This enabled us
to model check the strategy-proofness property of the Vickrey auction
for unbounded bid range and number of agents.

1 Introduction

Trust is a major concern in agent-mediated eCommerce systems. To tackle this,
much research has been carried out to develop game theory mechanisms which
guarantee desirable properties for the system, even in the face of agents who are
willing to lie or cheat; for example, there are mechanisms which can guarantee
that a system is robust to agents bidding falsely or colluding. These mechanisms
work perfectly well in a closed Multi-Agent System (MAS) when designers can
program agents in full knowledge of the favourable properties of the mechanism.
However, it is not clear how such mechanisms could be used in open systems
where agents might have to interoperate between di!erent institutions. A roam-
ing agent arriving at an institution where a new, previously unseen, protocol is
in use, will need to understand the rules of engagement in much the same way
human agents can.

In this paper we assume that there is some standard language in which the
rules of the auction can be written and published. A roaming agent who arrives
at a foreign institution can download a protocol and analyse it in order to make
a decision about whether or not to participate, and what strategy to use. The
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challenge now is for the roaming agent, with bounded computing resources, to
be able to automatically check some of the game-theoretic properties of the
protocol. We focus on dominant strategy equilibrium, which means the game
has the property of strategy-proofness; this gives agents an incentive to bid their
true valuations. Game theoretic properties such as strategy-proofness rely on
very strong assumptions; it is required that the property be common knowledge
among the players. If the common knowledge of the equilibrium is not achieved,
then agents cannot expect it to be played [1].

Model checking provides an automatic way of carrying out the verification of
game-theoretic properties of a given auction mechanism. However it may su!er
from state space explosion for large models [2, 3]. This work extends that of [3]
from model-checking single item auctions to combinatorial ones. In here, we have
considered two case studies: the Vickrey auction and a tractable combinatorial
auction termed Quantity-Restrained Multi-Object Auctions (QRMOA) in [4]
and then checked their strategy-proofness using the Spin model checker [5].
Numerical results showed the limits of relying solely on Spin. To reduce the
state space required by Spin, two property-preserving abstraction methods were
applied: the first is the classical program slicing technique [6], which removes
irrelevant variables with respect to the property; the second replaces large data,
possibly infinite values of variables with smaller abstract values. This enabled
us to model check the strategy-proofness property of the Vickrey auction for an
unbounded bid range and number of agents.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
some preliminaries with respect to mechanism design and combinatorial auc-
tions. In Section 3, we use the Vickrey auction and the QRMOA to demonstrate
the limits of relying solely on a model checker to verify for example the strategy-
proofness property. In Section 4, we present two sound abstractions for improv-
ing the performance of model checking and illustrate their benefits in checking
strategy-proofness for the Vickrey auction. In Section 5, we discuss the related
work. Finally, Section 6 concludes and opens up with future work.

2 Preliminaries

Mechanism Design: Game theory mechanism design [7, Chap. 1 & 2], consists
in finding decision procedures that determine the outcome for the game mech-
anism according to some desired objective. In open multi-agent systems where
auctions take place, an objective that is of interest is achieving incentive compat-
ibility (no bidder can benefit from lying provided all other agents are truthful)
or strategy-proofness (truth-telling is a dominant strategy). A Nash equilibrium
can be used to implement an incentive compatible mechanism. A dominant strat-
egy equilibrium can implement strategy-proofness, this is a stronger notion than
Nash equilibrium; i.e. every dominant strategy equilibrium is a Nash equilib-
rium, but the converse is not true. A well known class of auction mechanisms
that is e"cient and strategy-proof is the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG), see for
example [8, 7, 9]. The VCG mechanism is performed by finding (i) the allocation
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that maximises the social welfare and (ii) a pricing rule allowing each winner
to benefit from a discount according to his contribution to the overall value for
the auction. To formalise the VCG mechanism, let us introduce the following
notations:

– X is the set of possible valid allocations
– vi(x) is the true valuation of x ! X for bidder i
– bi(x) is the bidding value of x ! X for bidder i
– x! ! argmaxx"X

!n
i=1 bi(x) is the optimal allocation for the submitted bids.

– x!#i ! argmaxx"X
!n

j $=i bj(x) is the optimal allocation if agent i were not to
bid.

– ui is the utility function for bidder i.

The VCG payment pi for bidder i is defined as

pi(bi, b#i) = bi(x!)"
"!n

j=1 bj(x!)"
!n

j=1, j $=i bj(x!#i)
#

=
!n

j=1, j $=i bj(x!#i)"
!n

j=1, j $=i bj(x!).
(1)

In this equation, the quantity
!n

j=1, j $=i bj(x!#i) is called the Clarke tax. The
utility ui for agent i is simply its valuation on the received bundle minus the
price it has paid. The price paid is a function of its own bid, and the bids of
opponents. Therefore we can define the utility ui as a quasi-linear function of
three variables: agent i’s valuation vi for the received bundle and its own bid bi,
and the bids of the opponents b#i.

ui(vi, bi, b#i) = vi " pi(bi, b#i). (2)

The mechanism is strategy-proof if and only if the following property holds:

#i, #vi, #bi, #b#i, ui(vi, vi, b#i) $ ui(vi, bi, b#i). (3)

This is a stronger property than Nash equilibrium. Nash equilibrium states
that for some given strategy profile b!

#i, #vi, #bi, ui(vi, b
!
i , b

!
#i) $ ui(vi, bi, b

!
#i) (4)

Any strategy-proof mechanism has a Nash equilibrium with b!i = vi for all i.

Combinatorial Auctions: In a combinatorial auction, there is a set M of
m items to be sold to a set N of n potential buyers. A bid is formulated as
a pair (B(x), b(x)) in which B(x) % M is a bundle of items and b(x) ! R+

is the price o!er for the items in B. We are interested in the XOR formula-
tion of the combinatorial auction problem (CAP). This means that each bid-
der submits a set of bids, and a maximum of one bid can be accepted from
each bidder. Formally each bidder k ! N submits a set Bk of lk bids, Bk =
{(B(x1), b(x1)), (B(x2), b(x2)), . . . , (B(xlk), b(xlk))}. The auctioneer’s problem is
to find a set X0 &

$
k"N Bk of bids such that

!
x"X0

b(x) is maximal, subject
to the constraints that
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1. For all xi, xj ! X0 : B(xi) 'B(xj) = ( meaning that an item can be found
in at most one accepted bid.

2. For all xi, xj ! X0, k ! N : {xi, xj} ! Bk meaning that there are never two
bids accepted from the same bidder (i.e. one is the maximum).

We assume that items may remain unallocated at the end of the auction. The
CAP is NP-complete [10]. In here, we focus on a very simple type of combina-
torial auction: the Quantity-Restricted Multi-Object Auction (QRMOA), which
we describe in Section 3.2. The QRMOA is tractable [4] and therefore can be
solved e"ciently using graph matching algorithms [11]. This means the incentive
compatibility or strategy-proofness of the QRMOA should be ensured since we
have an exact winner determination algorithm instead of using approximations
for the general CAP.

3 Verifying Properties by Model Checking

In previous work [12], we have detailed the use of the Alloy [13] model checker
based on first-order relational logic to verify strategy-proofness for auctions. The
game mechanism and the property are expressed as first-order logic formula and
the property is checked for a finite scope. This approach is elegant but does not
scale up very well. In this work, we used Spin [5] on the premiss that it can be
combined with powerful abstractions in order to check large-scale models. We
have considered a simple Vickrey auction, and a tractable instance of the CAP
(the QRMOA) to which we applied the VCG mechanism. We formally specified
the auctions using the Promela process modeling language [5]; this required us to
code both the optimal WDA (winner determination algorithm) and the pricing
rule according to a VCG implementation. We then verified some game-theoretic
properties of both auctions using the Spin model checker. These properties are
expressed as Promela assertions in a model parameterized by the range of the
bids, the number of agents and the number of items. In other words, we consider
a finite set A of actions (bidding values) that can be used by each agent, two
numbers n of agents and m of items for sale; all these parameters can be varied
in order to check small as well as large models.

We have carried out the checking from the viewpoint of the participants. For
a given agent i, we evaluate its utility u!i when bidding its true valuation and
its utility ui otherwise; and check the assertion u!i $ ui in all the possible game
configurations specified by the property. For the strategy-proofness property
in equation (3), the number of possible configurations represents all possible
strategy profiles of the participants. This is exponential in the number of agents
and items. Consequently, the checking for the strategy-proofness property is
computationally expensive. If the assertion u!i $ ui is not violated, then the
property holds for the specified model. Notice that this does not imply the
property holds independently from the bid range or the numbers of agents and
items. Moreover, if the property does not hold, then Spin will display a counter-
example.
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Tables 1 and 2 show runtime statistics for the checking of the strategy-
proofness property. These results were obtained by compiling and running the
models produced by Spin on a PC Pentium Dual Processor 2.99 GHz with 2GB
RAM, running Windows XP. We used the options -DBITSTATE -DVETORSZ=m
where m is the size of the state vector chosen according to the size of the model
at hand. As explained in [5, p. 206], the option -DBITSTATE triggers the use of
an algorithm allowing the checker to visit every reachable state of the transition
system at most once. For e"ciency reasons, the states are stored in a hashtable.
This turns a rather exponential search into a linear one, thus enhancing the
performance of the checking procedure.

3.1 The Vickrey Auction Example

In a Vickrey auction, n agents bid for a single item. Each agent has a private
valuation v of the item. The highest bidder wins the item but pays the second
highest bid p, getting the utility u = v " p. A losing bidder pays nothing and
has a zero utility. Table 1 shows the results obtained by fixing the bid range
and varying the number of agents. We observe that beyond a certain number of
agents, the amount of the memory required by Spin explodes provoking a ‘ran
out of memory’ error. However, this mechanism is simple enough to carry out a
full space checking for up to 600 agents.

Table 1. Statistics for the strategy-proofness property in a Vickrey Auction (bids from
0 to 1000).

Number of players
100 300 500 600 700

Memory(Mb) 146.72 795.92 904.20 1083.30 –
CPU Time(s) 1.20 6.44 7.20 8.29 –

3.2 The QRMOA Example

The combinatorial auction termed as QRMOA in [4] can be described as follows.
Bidders place individual price o!ers for a number m of items, but will only accept
a restricted quantity q < m. A buyer will pay nothing for any item assigned to
him beyond the quantity q. This restricted type of combinatorial auction allows
a concise representation for bids. In this setting, a bid is a tuple of the form
(i1, p1, i2, p2, . . . , im, pm, q) where each pj is a price o!er for object ij and q is
the maximum number of objects to be assigned to this bid.

This CAP is tractable in the following sense. An instance of the QRMOA
can be transformed to an instance of the assignment problem, and solved using
the Hungarian algorithm [14]. This is a 1-matching algorithm, which works for a
square matrix. To solve the QRMOA problem using the assignment algorithm,
we duplicate q times a given bid with a constraint q. Given n bids and m items
for sale, we construct a cost matrix C with m columns and n rows. The entry
Cij is the value which the ith bid places for the jth item. Fictitious bids or
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items may be added to render the matrix C square. If all q values are 1 then we
can immediately solve for the optimal allocation via the assignment algorithm.
If any row corresponds to a bid with a q-value greater than one then we simply
duplicate that row so that it occurs q times. Now it can be assigned up to q items.
After applying this procedure for all such bids, we have a matrix with k $ n
rows; k is the sum of all constraints q in the submitted bids. The assignment
algorithm computes an optimal allocation in O(k3) time complexity. Di!erent
matching algorithms can be used to solve this problem, see [11] for an exam-
ple with ‘better’ time complexity. In here, we rather focus on model-checking
combinatorial auctions that have exact solutions and the QRMOA solved by the
tractable assignment algorithm is a good case study.

For the pricing rule, we used the VCG mechanism. This implies using the
above exact WDA to determine the prices and resulting utilities for the agents.
The Promela implementation of the entire mechanism consists of over six hun-
dred lines of code. The timing results obtained by Spin are presented in Table 2.
The results show the checking can be completed for very limited models of the
QRMOA. For example, model-checking strategy-proofness of a QRMOA com-
posed of four agents and two items failed to complete because of explosion of
memory requirement.
Table 2. Statistics for the strategy-proofness property in a QRMOA with two items
and two items: Influence of the bid range (left) and number of players (right).

Bid range
0..5 0..10 0..15 0..16

Memory (Mb) 48.10 158.90 1164.60 –
CPU Time (s) 40.60 42.70 67.40 –

Number of players
2 3 4

Memory (Mb) 39.10 1157.10 –
CPU Time (s) 36.27 40.75 –

Moreover, we observe that increasing the number of items has the same e!ect
as increasing the number of players since the strategy space in the QRMOA is
Anm wherein n,m are the numbers of players and items respectively and A, the
set of actions (bid range) for each player. These results show that the size of the
model must be controlled in order to avoid an explosion of memory requirement.
To this end, we use abstraction techniques to build a less complex model in which
the property to be proved is preserved. We assume that in the combinatorial
auction, the number of items is fixed but the number of players is unbounded.
Then, we focus on building up an abstraction of the exponential data domain An

since this will allow us to completely model check at least single item auctions
such as the Vickrey auction.

4 Abstract Model Checking

In this section, we present a way of combining model checking with abstract
interpretation, enabling us to reduce the complexity of model checking by using
an appropriate choice of abstraction for our auctions.

The Spin model checker allows us to show that for a given model a game-
theoretic property holds. Unfortunately, the computational costs of this exercise
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grow exponentially, thus prohibiting us from giving a definite answer for large
models as it is not possible to explore the entire search space. In such scenar-
ios, model checking will never produce false negatives but it may produce false
positives.

In order to reduce the costs involved in our checks, we propose to use abstract
interpretation to simplify the problem. Abstract interpretation [15, 16] provides
a general theory for approximating the semantics of computer programs allow-
ing the analysis of possible/potential computations without actually executing
programs. We shall use abstract interpretation to find a property-preserving
approximation of the concrete domain, our e!ort consisting of the following:

1. Defining a suitable abstraction that maps the concrete domain (data objects
and associated operations) and properties onto their abstract counterparts,

2. Performing the checking using the abstract model, and
3. Deciding if the property holds in the concrete model.

It is worth noting that abstract interpretation never produces false positives but
may raise false negatives due to the use of approximations.

4.1 Definitions

An abstraction provides a mapping of the original (concrete) domain (and as-
sociated search space) onto a less complex (abstract) domain, enabling us to
eliminate irrelevant details. Since we represent games as computer programs,
our search space is the state domain, that is, the execution state of the program
containing the values of all its variables and the current point of the execution
flow.

Definition 1. A finite game is a transition system ! = )N,A, S, ", #, u* where

– N,A, S are non-empty sets of agents, strategies, and states respectively;
– " : S + Boolean is true for at least one element of S (called initial state);
– # : S , S + Boolean is a transition relation, and
– $ : S + Boolean is true for at least one element of S (called final state)

For each final state we associate a utility to each agent. A reachable state of !
is a state that can be reached following a finite sequence of transitions from an
initial state. A reachable transition is a transition from a reachable state.

We introduce the abstract version of the previous concept:

Definition 2. An abstract finite game %! = ) %N, %A, %S, %", %#, %$* is an abstraction
of !=)N,A, S, ", #, $* if there exists a mapping % : S + %S such that

– #s ! S, "(s) + %"(%(s))
– #s, s%, #(s, s%) + %#(%(s),%(s%))
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The mapping % is called an abstraction map. Its inverse &, associating an abstract
state %s ! %S and transition %# to its corresponding concrete state s ! S and
transition # is called a concretization map.

Abstraction maps usually rely on over-approximations to produce, for every
point of the program, an abstract state %s such that &(%s) contains all the concrete
reachable states at that location. Traditionally, these approximations are defined
over lattices.

Definition 3. A lattice (L,-,.,/,0) is a complete partial order on set L by
0 in which any two elements x, y ! L have a greatest lower bound (x . y) ! L
and a least upper bound (x - y) ! L.

A lattice is complete if any two elements x, y ! L have a greatest element (x-y)
and a least element (x . y). An example of complete lattice is the power set
domain with the usual set operators.

The game-theoretic properties we are interested in are first-order logic for-
mulae (denoted as ') that can be expressed in ! and their abstract counterparts
%' in %!. It is important to ensure that whenever a property ' is violated in the
concrete domain !, its abstraction %' is also violated in the abstract domain %!.

Definition 4. An abstraction % : (!,') + ( %!, %') is sound if whenever %' holds
in %!, then ' holds in !. An abstraction % : (!,') + ( %!, %') is complete if
whenever ' holds in !, then %' holds in %!.

4.2 Building Abstractions for Auctions

Finding an abstraction map is not an easy task and depends on the property to
be checked. In our work, abstraction is a way of minimising the explosion on the
number of states of the concrete model as illustrated in Section 3. Bearing in
mind that an abstraction map must be at least sound, we propose the following
two abstractions.

Removal of Irrelevant Constructs This abstraction amounts to the program
slicing technique used to remove portions of code in program analysis which are
not relevant to a given criterion [6]. A typical criterion is a line of the program
– the slice contains those commands which a!ect the variables in that line. An-
other criterion is a set of variables – the slice contains those commands a!ecting
these variables. Our slicing criterion is the property ' to be checked – the slice
contains those portions which influence the variables that are being checked in
the property.

The analysis of which programming constructs to include in (or exclude from)
a slice is based on the semantics of the programming language. This is used to
capture dependency relationships among variables: v1 1 v2, for variables v1, v2,
holds if the computation of v1 depends on the value of v2. For instance, the
command x := y + (z/2) of a C-like language assigning to x the result of
an expression which uses y and z, forges the relationships x 1 y and x 1 z. This
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relationship between variables is transitive and its transitive closure is denoted
by 1!.

To perform program slicing, we first perform a dependency analysis on the
mechanism description to determine the set of variables that influence the for-
mula ' of the property to be checked. We then remove those constructs of the
mechanism which do not make use of any of these variables. This is carried out
as a backward analysis (from the program outputs to the program inputs) as
follows:

1. Let V be the set of variables in ';
2. For each variable vi ! V , compute the set of variables Vi on which vi depends

and merge it with V , that is, V 2 V 3 Vi – this step should compute the
transitive closure of variable dependency, that is, it must include all variables
in the dependency paths from the inputs to the calculation of vi.

3. Remove all constructs using only those variables that do not belong to V .

We regard a slice as an abstraction of the original program: a slice partially
computes what the original program does. All those constructs making use of
variables unrelated to the property are removed. Such slices do not alter the
property ' to be checked but can reduce the size of the state space to be model
checked, see for example [2]. Program slicing naturally provides a sound and
complete abstraction map.

To illustrate this abstraction, let us consider the Vickrey auction example for
two agents shown on the left-hand side of Figure 1. Let us suppose we want to

if
:: (x1 >= x2) ->

u1 = v1 - x2;
u2 = 0;

:: else ->
u2 = v2 - x1;
u1 = 0;

fi;

if
:: (x1 >= x2) ->

u1 = v1 - x2;

:: else ->

u1 = 0;
fi;

Fig. 1. Vickrey Auction (left) and its Slice (right)

check the assertion u1t $ u1 where u1t and u1 are, respectively, the utilities of
agent 1 when it bids its valuation and any other number. The variable depen-
dencies of the auction are x1 1 x2, x2 1 x1, u1 1 v1, u1 1 x2, u2 1 v2, u2 1 x1;
they describe the flow of data among the variables and (in the case of the if
test) how variables depend on one another to define the flow of execution. We
can obtain a slice of the original auction in which commands not referring to any
of the variables y, u1 1! y. We show on the right-hand side of Figure 1 a slice of
the Vickrey auction, in which all commands referring to u2 have been removed.

Redefining Strategy Space via Abstract Values The principal cause of
the explosion in the number of states observed in Section 3 is the exponential in-
put data required by the strategy-proofness property. This input data describes
all the strategy profiles for n players and m items in the combinatorial auction.
This detailed search space can be replaced by a less complex one by transforming
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the concrete program into an abstract one. The variables in the abstract ver-
sion of the program store abstract values, thus we need to redefine all concrete
operations so as to manipulate the newly created values.

Th & Te & Tl

Tl & Te

!!!!!!!!!!
Te & Th Th & Tl

""""""""""

Tl

#######################
Te

"""""""""""
Th

"""""""""""

'

"""""""""""""

!!!!!!!!!!!!

Fig. 2. Lattice of Abstract Values

Given the valuation vi of an agent i for a given single item, we can distinguish
the following three strategies its opponents may adopt: (i) bid higher than vi,
(ii) bid exactly vi, and (iii) bid lower than vi. We define the following types for
agents competing with agent i, corresponding to the strategies above:

Th = {x ! R | x > vi $ 0}
Te = {x ! R | x = vi}
Tl = {x ! R | 0 4 x < vi}

All the configurations of the game involving agent i with respect to its opponents
can be described by agent i’s bid against the bids of the typed agents in the set
T = {Th, Te, Tl}. Consider the following three mappings with signature An#1 +
T and projecting each component of a vector x#i ! An#1 to a type t ! T :

projh(x#i) = {xj ! Th | j 5= i}
proje(x#i) = {xj ! Te | j 5= i}
projl(x#i) = {xj ! Tl | j 5= i}

The mapping projh projects all components of the vector x#i that are greater
than vi to the data type Th. Similarly proje and projl are projections on Te and
Tl respectively. Let us consider f : An#1 + 2T mapping an element x#i ! An#1

to an element &x#i = f(x#i) of the powerset 2T as follows:

&x#i =

'
(((((((()

((((((((*

Th if proje(x#i) = projl(x#i) = (
Te if projh(x#i) = projl(x#i) = (
Tl if proje(x#i) = projh(x#i) = (
Th 6 Te if projl(x#i) = (
Th 6 Tl if proje(x#i) = (
Tl 6 Te if projh(x#i) = (
Th 6 Te 6 Tl otherwise
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By construction, f maps every vector of An#1 to its equivalent type in the
complete lattice L = (2T ,6,7, (,0). The mapping f induces an equivalence
relation whose equivalence classes represent state variables; these state variables
correspond to elements of the powerset 2T . In Figure 2 we show the lattice of
abstract values. It is isomorphic to the complete lattice L = (2T ,6,7, (,0).

Let xh, xe, xl be the equivalent classes associated to the types Th, Te, Tl re-
spectively. xh, xe, xl are abstract variables that will be used in the transformed
(abstract) program. Concrete arithmetic operations, e.g., +, -, *, <, and >, must
also be transformed so as to manipulate the abstract variables xh, xe, xl. More-
over, the variables xh, xe, xl cover real values that are greater than or equal to
zero. However, the arithmetic operation “-” forces us to consider negative values
as well, which we denote by xn. We can therefore partition the set R into the sub-
sets represented by the equivalence classes xn, xl, xe, and xh. The abstract vari-
ables xn, xl, xe, and xh represent the real-valued intervals ("8, 0), [0, vi), [vi, vi],
and (vi,8) respectively.

Table 3. Signature of Abstract Subtraction !abs

!abs xn xl xe xh

xn {xn, xl, xe, xh} xn xn xn

xl {xl, xe, xh} {xn, xl} xn xn

xe xh xl xl xn

xh xh {xl, xe, xh} {xl, xe, xh} {xn, xl, xe, xh}

Table 3 shows the signature of the abstract operation "abs – it is the abstract
counterpart of the subtraction operation. The first column of the table shows
the values of the first parameter of the operation "abs; the top row contains the
values of the second parameter; the various outcomes of the operation are the
table cells. If the result of the abstract operation belongs to a set of equivalence
classes (as opposed to a single equivalence class) then this indicates a lack of
knowledge about the abstract variables since they over-approximate concrete
values in the original program. This inaccuracy is modelled by the model checker
Spin as a non-deterministic choice over the set of values in the set.

It follows that the mapping f : ! + %! enables us to transform concrete
data and operations from the original program into corresponding abstract data
and operations in the transformed program. The states and transitions in the
abstract program are defined to be those induced by the states and transitions
in the abstract program. An important issue is whether the abstraction f is
sound for the game-theoretic property to be checked. For that purpose, we need
to express the property in the resulting abstract domain.

4.3 Abstracting Properties

For a given valuation vi of an agent i, the strategy-proofness property ' is defined
in equation (3). In the resulting abstract model, the valuations vi, bids bi ! Ai,
b#i ! A#i, payments pi and utilities ui of the agents become abstract variables
%vi, %bi ! +Ai, +b#i ! &A#i, %pi and %ui respectively. All original operations are also
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transformed into abstract operations manipulating the defined abstract types.
The strategy-proofness property ' in equation (3) becomes %' as follows:

#i, #%vi, #%bi, #+b#i, %ui(%vi, %vi, +b#i) $abs %ui(%vi, %bi, +b#i). (5)

Using our abstraction f , we have +Ai = {xh, xe, xl}, which is a partition of Ai

and &A#i is isomorphic to 2T (which we denote by &A#i 9 2T ). We now need to
prove that our abstraction f is sound. This is established by the following:

Lemma 1. The abstraction map f : (!,') + ( %!, %') is sound.

Proof: We need to prove that if the strategy-proofness property %' holds in %!,
then its equivalent version ' holds in !. Following Definition 2, an abstraction
f produces for every point of the program, an abstract state %s such that f#1(%s)
contains all the concrete reachable states at that location. We need to show
that for every configuration c of the abstract domain wherein %! holds, f#1(c)
contains all possible corresponding configurations in the concrete domain and
that we have ! % 3c" b!f#1(c). From the viewpoint of agent i, strategy-proofness
in the abstract domain means:

– If i has opponents of one type Th, Te, or Tl, then the inequality (5) must be
true for all %bi ! +Ai and +b#i taking the values representing the equivalence
classes xh, xe, or xl of the abstraction f respectively.

– If i has opponents of two types {Th, Te}, {Th, Tl}, or {Te, Tl}, then the in-
equality (5) must be true for all %bi ! +Ai and +b#i taking the values xh and
xe, xh and xl, or xe and xl of the abstraction f respectively.

– If i has opponents of three types {Th, Te, Tl}, then the inequality (5) must
be true for all %bi ! %Ai and +b#i taking the values xh, xe, xl.

By construction, the inverse f#1 of the mapping f associates each element of
&A#i 9 2T to a subset of A#i and clearly

3c" dA!i
f#1(c) = A#i.

Furthermore, %Ai is a partition of Ai. It follows that f is sound. !

4.4 An Abstract Model-Checking Algorithm

To check the strategy-proofness property for a given player amounts to checking
bidding xe gives the maximum utility in all the following settings:

1. Its opponents of single type can bid a single value xh, xe, or xl.
2. Its opponents of two types can bid the tuples (xh, xe), (xh, xl), or (xe, xl).
3. Its opponents of three types can bid the tuple (xh, xe, xl).

This reduces the strategy space from the size |A|nm initially to (3, 7)m, three
for agent i and seven for its opponents. If the number of items m = 1 as, for
example, in the Vickrey auction, this is easy to check. Notice that our abstraction
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is only sound – this means that if the property is true in the abstract domain,
then, it is true is the concrete domain. If, however, the property does not hold in
the abstract model, then Spin will generate a counter-example. The generated
counter-example may be due to spurious behaviour caused by approximations
in the abstract model or it may be genuine. Techniques have been developed to
cope with such scenarios, see for example [17, 18].

We have implemented this algorithm for checking strategy-proofness in the
Vickrey auction. For this simple single item auction, we have designed and im-
plemented the abstract variables and related operations, thus building up an ab-
stract program modelling the auction. Then, we checked the abstracted strategy-
proofness property using our algorithm. In the results shown in Table 4, AMCA
stands for the abstract model checking algorithm hereby outlined and Slicing
stands for the application of the program slicing optimisation. These results
show that for the Vickrey auction, the number of players and the bid range
cease to be a factor of state space explosion and that strategy-proofness can be
checked using a small amount of computer resources. Moreover, the program
slicing technique improved slightly the checking as expected in this case.

Table 4. Statistics for the strategy-proofness property in a Vickrey Auction with an
unbounded number of players using the proposed two abstractions

AMCA AMCA & Slicing
Memory (Mb) 3.65 3.02
CPU Time (s) 0.31 0.25

For the QRMOA, which is a tractable combinatorial auction, the winner de-
termination algorithm represents around 400 lines of Promela code containing
data structures for matrices. Furthermore, the integration of the VCG mecha-
nism and the testing procedure represent an extra 200 lines of code. This is too
complex to hand-code an abstract program from. As a first attempt to model-
check this rather challenging system, we kept the Promela code for the QRMOA
unchanged and applied our abstraction only to the VCG procedure. Since QR-
MOA’s code works with concrete values, we have used a mapping from abstract
to concrete values and vice versa. In the forward mapping we converted abstract
data from the abstracted VCG procedure using a non determistic selection over
the corresponding concrete values. This enables us to run the WDA. In the
reverse mapping we fed the results (concrete values) of the WDA back to the
abstracted VCG procedure. Running our abstract verification algorithm for this
case led to a ”run out of memory” on the PC we have used. However, one can
assume the optimallity of WDA is a priori established and therefore the code
that implements it can be trusted. In this case, we are left to checking the pric-
ing rule gives rise to a strategy-proof mechanism. This should reduce the state
space required by the model-checker. We set out our ideas on how to model-
check this combinatorial auction using this assumption and our abstraction in
the concluding section.
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5 Related Work

The idea of agents automatically checking game-theoretic properties of a protocol
is relatively new, so there are not many results in this area as yet. However
earlier work explored similar ideas. Related work includes verification of MASs
and model checking using abstraction techniques.

5.1 Verification of MASs

Verification of MASs has been explored in [19]. The approach consists on au-
tomatically translating MAS programmed in AgentSpeak, a BDI language pro-
posed in [20] into Promela or Java. After this translation the approach uses
the Spin or JPF (Java PathFinder) [21] model checkers, respectively, to verify
whether a property (in linear temporal logic) holds. In the context of verifying
game equilibria, the work reported in [22] dealt with the verification of mech-
anisms that are specified in a WHILE programming language. Game-theoretic
properties for 2-player games with complete and ‘almost perfect’ information
using correctness assertions, via an extension of Hoare’s calculus were proved.
The main advantage of this approach is that it o!ers the possibility of verifying
large games without needing to explore every state that the system can reach;
the advantage of our model checking approach is that it o!ers the possibility of
agents checking mechanisms automatically.

In [23] a model checking approach was adopted in verifying mechanisms, and
the authors set forth their vision for how this approach can contribute to the
mechanism design problem of game theorists. The paper shows, as an example,
how a voting mechanism can be formalised and checked to see if a coalition of
agents can force a deadlock indefinitely. The main motivation was to provide
computing tools which can make mechanism specifications unambiguous, reveal
hidden assumptions and automate the verification of desirable properties. Our
work aims not to design new mechanisms, but to make existing ones useful
to agents in open systems, by giving agents an e"cient way of checking the
properties of a previously unseen game specification.

In [24] the same issues as ours were explored, but from the perspective of
building trust in an agent system. To this end, the paper looks at verifying the
reputation of an agent as well as verifying that a protocol enforces truth-telling.
However it does not go as far as analyzing the potential utilities which partici-
pants could gain, as we have; our approach is more computationally expensive,
but this seems necessary to provide guarantees about truth-telling.

5.2 Model Checking and Abstraction

The use of abstraction in model checking derives from the seminal work on
abstract interpretation published in [16] three decades ago. Abstract interpreta-
tion concerns static determination of dynamic properties of a system. In model
checking, abstract interpretation is a tool to cope with the state space explosions
su!ered by model checkers.
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In [2] the authors applied the program slicing abstraction to agent protocols
specified via a restricted form of AgentSpeak(L) [20] in which only propositions
are considered. They proposed an algorithm which takes as input a set of agent
programs, a property in a restricted (propositional) BDI logic, and the envi-
ronment abstracted as rules updating the state of a!airs. The algorithm builds
a representation of the dependencies among the agents’ programs and environ-
ment rules, then uses this representation to find out plans which were not used.
Although the example presented in that paper illustrates well the benefits of
program slicing, the authors fail to warn that, in the worst case, their slicing
algorithm may return the very same input MAS – this happens if the property
to be checked requires that all original parts be preserved.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have considered auction mechanisms expressed in a formal lan-
guage and automatically checked desirable properties such as strategy-proofness.
We have presented numerical results showing the computational limits of using
a plain (exhaustive) model checking approach. These limits are due to the state
space explosion problem. To enhance this approach, we have combined model
checking and abstract interpretation. We have proposed two property-preserving
abstractions. The first is the classical program slicing technique; the second is
novel and tailored to the problem of verifying game equilibria. This allowed
us to verify the Vickrey auction regardless of the number of bidders and their
bids range with a small amount of computer resources. This was not feasible
by exhaustive model checking, see Table 1. Note that although the abstraction
requires some creativity from the human designer, once the appropriate abstrac-
tion is found, it can be published as a trusted procedure to facilitate automatic
checking of the auction mechanism by agents.

For future work, we plan to apply our abstraction framework to the com-
binatorial auction QRMOA as follows. We will use the winner determination
algorithm as a trusted black box using Spin’s c code. This means implementing
the winner determination algorithm in the C programming language and em-
bedding it within Spin so that it is not checked by Spin but it behaves like a
simple state transformer [25]. This will further demonstrate the benefits of our
abstraction techniques and will enable us to assess the impact of increasing the
number of items for our checking algorithm. We will also investigate the use of
this abstraction in verifying Bayesian Nash equilibria.

Acknowledgement: We thank the UK EPSRC for funding this project under
grant EP/D02949X/1.
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Abstract. In intelligent agent systems, goals are an important concept
and take a variety of forms. One such case are maintenance goals, where
in contrast to achievement goals, define a state that an agent should
continue to keep true, rather than a final state to bring about. However,
existing agent systems have used maintenance goals as triggers, and are
thus reactive.
Proactive maintenance goals, where the maintenance goals are incorpo-
rated into the deliberation cycle, have received less attention. The agent,
by anticipating the e!ects of its actions, can avoid violating its mainte-
nance conditions.
This work extends earlier work in proactive maintenance goals with the
development of formal semantics of maintenance goals.

1 Introduction

Goals are a central concept to many types of intelligent agent systems. Many
types of goals have been identified, each with di!ering properties. The most
popular are achievement goals, which direct the agent towards an end state to
bring about, after which the goal is dropped, such as a vacuuming robot cleaning
a room. Once the room has been cleaned, there is no longer any point in keeping
the goal to clean the room.

A contrasting notion of goal is that of a maintenance goal, which must be kept
true indefinitely, such as the vacuuming robot maintaining a certain minimum
level of battery power. If this level is breached, or the agent believes a breach
will occur in the near future, specific action needs to be taken to restore this
condition or prevent it becoming false (such as recharging the battery).

While there has been considerable research concerning achievement goals,
research into maintenance goals has received less attention. Although mainte-
nance goals have existed in agent systems for some time, their behaviour often
closely mimicked achievement goals. Both goal types often wait for some con-
dition to be met before directing towards executing a plan. The di!erence was
that maintenance goals continued to exist after restoring their condition, whilst
achievement goals were dropped once completed.

In [1], mechanisms for proactive maintenance goals were identified. Rather
than waiting for a triggering condition to be met, if an agent was able to deter-
mine that due to its own actions, some maintenance condition would be violated,
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the agent should halt its current actions and proactively prevent the failure from
occurring. This proactive behaviour causes rational behaviour by constraining
the agents actions when appropriate.

Previous work on proactive maintenance goals [1] has used resource sum-
maries [2], as a means of predicting maintenance goal violation. This is particu-
larly useful for maintenance goals involving resources, as there is a simple way
to define the preventative goal that should be achieved. A lookahead semantics
for proactive maintenance goals was introduced in [3], which removed from con-
sideration all future paths in which the maintenance goal was violated. Whilst
this is an attractive idea, it e!ectively only deals with constraints, in that there
are no specific goals declared for preventing failure. It therefore requires some
other mechanism to prevent ‘over-preventative behaviour’, such as performing
preventative actions repeatedly. In our case, we do not perform such lookahead
at every step, but only when scheduling additional goals, and if a violation is
anticipated, an appropriate response is scheduled.

This paper builds upon [1] by incorporating reactive and proactive mainte-
nance goals into the Can agent framework [4]. We develop techniques for inte-
grating maintenance goals into an existing framework for achievement goals. We
also give an operational semantics for proactive and reactive maintenance goals,
and we use these semantics to show that by utilising proactive maintenance
goals, waste1 can be completely eliminated in some circumstances.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we provide background ma-
terial regarding our framework’s support for reactive and proactive maintenance
goals. Section 3 details the required representation, and Section 4 details the op-
erational semantics. We close with a discussion and comparison of similar work
in Section 5, and identify some areas of possible future work in Section 6.

2 Background

In this section we discuss the di!erences between reactive and proactive main-
tenance goals, and constraints. We also discuss how we can anticipate violation
of maintenance goals, and give some background on Can , which will be used
for our operational semantics.

2.1 Reactive maintenance goals

Some of the earliest examples of maintenance goals in agent systems, such as
[5], are purely reactive; these maintenance goals act as triggers to adopt a new
achievement goal when some condition no longer holds. In agent systems such as
JACK[6] and Jadex[7], similar functionality can be had by assigning the negation
of the maintenance condition as the context condition of an achievement goal.
Here, the main di!erence between maintenance and achievement goal is that the
achievement goal is dropped on completion, while the maintenance goal continues
to exist.
1 Superfluous actions that are of no use, refer to [1] for further details.
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For example, consider an agent that controls a Mars Rover. The achievement
goals of such an agent would be to visit a number of di!erent locations on the
planet. The rover consumes fuel as it moves, and there exists a refueling depot
on the planet. Given that this agent has elements of autonomy, it must ensure
that it never runs out of fuel. This can be modelled as a maintenance goal.

A reactive maintenance goal to ensure that the rover always had at least 20
units of fuel in its tank, refuelling when this level was reached, would take the
form of maintain fuel level > 20. In the case that this condition is no longer
true, the rover should refuel, by pursuing an achievement goal of refuel, which
fills the rover’s fuel tank to 100 units.

This approach is intuitively appealing, but is often too simplistic, and may
result in behaviour which is significantly less than optimal. Consider the case
when a rover is located at the depot with 30 units of fuel. It has a goal of moving
15 units away. It begins to move, but upon moving 10 units, the maintenance
condition is violated. The rover must return to the depot, refuel, and then move
to the goal. This small scenario has caused the agent to consume 35 units of fuel
(10 units initially, 10 units to return to base, and then 15 units to the goal).

2.2 Proactive maintenance goals

While it is important to respond quickly to sudden changes in the environment,
a more active approach to maintenance goals would be to avoid performing
actions that would lead to the maintenance goal becoming violated. If the agent
is able to anticipate that its current actions will lead to causing a maintenance
condition to be violated, it should no longer pursue the goal causing the violation.
Before continuing this goal, the agent should instead take actions that prevent
the maintenance condition from being violated, if possible to do so.

Returning to the Mars Rover example, a proactive maintenance goal has the
same form as in the reactive case, i.e. maintain fuel level > 20. The di!erence
here is that if the agent anticipates that the fuel level will be less than 20 as a
result of its actions, it should first take preventative action, which in this case is
refuel.

Given that the rover is located at the fuel depot, has 30 units of fuel and is
aiming to visit a location 15 units away, the agent must determine how much
fuel will remain after achieving this goal – in this case, 15 units. As this is less
than the required 20 units of fuel, the agent must first refuel. As it is already
located at the depot, it can refuel to 100 units of fuel, and then move to the goal
location. This time, the agent has consumed only 15 units of fuel to achieve its
goal. In contrast, the reactive case above used 35 units, i.e. 20 more units (or
more than double) the amount of fuel than the proactive case.

2.3 Constraints

Earlier work[1] has illustrated the benefits of proactive maintenance goals when
compared to reactive maintenance goals, and also mentioned passive mainte-
nance goals or constraints, which was later discussed further in [3]. A constraint
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is similar to a proactive maintenance goal, in that the agent will act to ensure
that it is never violated. However, there is no appropriate action an agent may
take to prevent such a failure from occurring.

Consider if the Mars Rover also had to carry soil samples or rocks it collected
at various locations, but for safety reasons, was restricted from carrying over a
given amount2. There is no action an agent can take to increase the number of
samples it may carry, hence this is a constraint.

2.4 Methods of Anticipation

In order to support proactive behaviour, an agent requires some mechanism by
which it can anticipate the state of certain attributes in the environment in the
future. This anticipation mechanism is crucial to how well the agent will be at
preventing maintenance goals from becoming violated.

Reactive maintenance goals are crucial in environments that are hard to
anticipate, for example, highly dynamic environments. While proactive mainte-
nance goals extend the deliberation capabilities of an agent and possibly improve
e"ciency, they are only e!ective when the anticipation technique is reliable.
Therefore, both types of maintenance goals must be used together.

We provide the operational semantics that can include any anticipation
method, including lookahead/planning, resource summaries, heuristic based, his-
toric based, or another user defined strategy. These formal semantics are estab-
lished in the well known Can [4] framework, incorporating recent developments
such as CanPlan [8] and CanPlan2 [9].

2.5 Can

Can [4] is a high-level agent language, in the same spirit to that of AgentSpeak(L) [10]
and Kinny’s ! [11], both of which attempt to extract the essence of a class of
implemented BDI agent systems.

Can is based around a series of rules about transitions between states of the
system. Each state is of the form !B,G,P" where B is the agent’s current beliefs,
G the current set of goals, and P the current program (i.e. concurrent set of
plans) being executed. Can contains a number of rules of the form

preconditions

S #$ S!

which define the transitions between states of the system. This says that the
agent’s state will change from S to S! if preconditions are satisfied.

2.6 CanPlan and CanPlan2

CanPlan and CanPlan2 extend the existing Can rules by incorporating a
‘lookahead’ mechanism, allowing an agent to utilise a planning mechanism to
2 This example is similar to the Carrier Agent example from [3]
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augment existing BDI approaches (i.e. a plan library) with planning techniques,
such as Hierarchical Task Networks. CanPlan2 introduces the Plan construct
that allows an agent to plan for a given task, at a specific point in a program.

Section 4 will outline the additional Can rules that are required to support
maintenance goals.

3 Representation

As in [1], we assume that the agents are standard Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI)[12]
agents. In particular, we require that agents have the notions of beliefs, goals
and plans.

3.1 Maintenance Goal

We consider that a maintenance goal is a quadruple tuple consisting of a main-
tenance condition, failure condition, recovery goal and a preventative goal. The
maintenance condition is a logical expression over the agent’s beliefs, and repre-
sent the condition that the agent is aiming to keep satisfied. The failure condition
is also a logical expression, that represents when it is impossible for this main-
tenance condition to be maintained. For example, if the fuel tank ruptured, the
rover should no longer reason about maintaining a desired fuel level. There are
two achievement goals associated with a maintenance goal, and these are the
recovery and preventative goals. The recovery goal is adopted when the mainte-
nance condition is no longer satisfied. The purpose is to reattain the maintenance
condition. In contrast to this, the preventative goal’s purpose is to keep the main-
tenance condition satisfied. We reiterate that the recovery and preventative goals
are standard achievement goals, and thus utilise existing notions such as plan
selection and priority mechanisms.

3.2 Phases of Operation

In many agent systems, an agent will deliberate over its options before acting.
In this work, we make a distinction between these two phases, the goal adoption
phase, and the goal achievement phase. The reason for this is that we view
maintenance goals as a means of constraining the agent’s behaviour. This means
that we not only have to test whether a given set of achievement goals will
violate the maintenance goals, but also to determine, if this test fails, a set
of achievement goals which will not violate the maintenance goals. Naturally
there could be many such methods of determining such an optimal set. In this
paper we consider a very simple method, which is to add achievement goals
to an “adopted” set of goals one by one, and stopping when a violation of the
maintenance goals is predicted. It is possible that more sophisticated mechanism
for goal selection can be incorporated here. We then attempt to achieve the set of
adopted goals which has just been determined. Upon the achievement of this set
of goals, we then return to the adoption phase, i.e. to incrementally expanding
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our set of adopted goals. In principle, the adoption and achievement phases will
be interleaved in a more fine-grained manner; here we will keep to this scheme
for simplicity.

Adoption phase In the adoption phase, the agent begins with an empty goal.
Each of the existing maintenance goals are checked to ensure they are currently
satisfied. The agent may then proceed to adopt a single goal each time, ensuring
that the goal set does not violate any maintenance goals it currently has adopted,
nor will any maintenance goal be violated in the pursuit of this goal. It is at this
point that the agent performs a proactive check on its maintenance goals. The
outcome of this phase is expected to be a maximal set of compatible goals which
will not cause a conflict with the agent’s existing maintenance goals.

Achievement phase Utilising the goal set established in the adoption phase,
the agent pursues any of the goals that are available. Only the reactive behaviour
of maintenance goals is utilised in this phase, as standard in many existing agent
systems.

In normal situations, when reactive maintenance goals are not triggered, stan-
dard BDI execution occurs to achieve the goals. However, in situations when a
reactive maintenance goal is triggered, the agent suspends attempting to pursue
the goals in the current goal set. Instead, the agent begins to pursue the recov-
ery goal for all violated maintenance goals. Only once these recovery goals are
complete does the agent resume with the goals in the goal set. This is the only
time the reactive maintenance goals are considered.

Once all goals have been completed (with either success or failure), the agent
returns to the adoption phase to build a new set of goals that are compatible
with the agent’s maintenance goals.

3.3 Detailed example

To illustrate the separation of goal adoption and goal achievement phases, we re-
turn to the example of the Mars Rover, this time required to visit some locations,
collect samples of soil and return them to the base for analysis3. Limitations im-
posed upon the rover are that it must carry less than 3 samples at any one time,
and that it always has at least 20 units of fuel in its tank.

Figure 1 illustrates a possible scenario, identifying three locations that the
agent must visit. There is a single path of length 10 units between depot D and
location A, which is located directly between locations B and C, both of which
are located 5 units from A.

Initially, the rover begins with 70 units of fuel in its tank, located at the
depot, and has no achievement goals. It begins with two maintenance goals; the
first is fuel > 20, and the second is load < 3.
3 This example is similar to that in [3], treating the carrier agent as the rover and the

packages as soil samples.
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Fig. 1. Scenario overview

The rover is given three goals to achieve; collect soil samples from each loca-
tion (A,B and C) and return them to the depot for analysis.

The agent begins with the goal adoption phase, constructing a set of goals
that are compatible with each other and the agent’s maintenance goals. In this
case, the agent chooses to obtain a soil sample from location A. Achieving this
task requires the agent to consume 20 units of fuel, and be carrying one sample.
All maintenance conditions are satisfied relative to the current goal set.

The agent then selects a second goal and attempts to place this in the agents
goal set, in this case, selecting goal B. Using the algorithms and techniques from
[13] to detect positive goal interactions, the agent determines that the cost of
achieving all goals in the goal set will be 40 units of fuel, and during this time,
it will be laden with 2 samples. All the maintenance goals of the agent remain
satisfied. After achieving these goals, the rover is left with 30 units of fuel.

Again, the agent attempts to add a goal to the adopted goal set, this time
selecting goal C. The agent determines that the total amount of fuel required
for this trip is 40 units of fuel, which continues to satisfy the maintenance goal
of fuel > 20. However, in achieving this, the rover will be carrying 3 samples,
which violates the maintenance condition of load < 3. There is no preventative
action the agent can take to avoid the failure of this maintenance condition, as
it is a constraint. The only option is to avoid adopting this goal at this time.

It is perhaps important to note that in many cases, a reactive maintenance
goal would make the agent move to location C and attempt to collect the sample,
only then determining that the maintenance condition was violated.

The agent moves to the goal achievement phase, and selects and performs
relevant plans to achieve the adopted goals. The final state after successfully
completing the goals in its goal set is that the rover is located at the depot with
30 units of fuel and has deposited the samples from A and B.

The goal adoption phases begins again, and the agent attempts to add goal
C to the goal set. However, the agent determines that the cost of performing C
requires 30 units of fuel, and while it has enough to achieve this goal, doing so will
violate the maintenance goal of fuel > 20. This maintenance goal is proactive,
however, and so the agent can first pursue the recovery goal, in this case refuel,
prior to achieving goal C. The goal set then appears as refuel ; goal C.
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There are no other goals to pursue, so the agent moves with the goal adoption
phase. As it is already at the depot, it can refuel, bringing its fuel level to 100
units. It can then safely proceed with the goal of collecting a sample from location
C.

4 Operational Semantics

In this section we give a formal definition of reactive and proactive maintenance
goals in terms of Can . We assume that for each maintenance goal we have a
maintenance condition MC (which is the condition to be tested), as well as a
recovery goal RG, which is to be pursued when a reactive violation is detected,
and a preventative goal PG, which is to be pursued when a proactive violation is
detected. Note that in principle all three of these may be di!erent (although the
recovery goal and preventative goal may often be the same). In particular, MC
may di!er markedly from the recovery goal, such as in the Mars Rover case (so
that when the rover is low on fuel, it fills up the tank, rather than just restore
the fuel supply to just over 20 units).

4.1 A Single Maintenance Goal

Let us consider the case of an agent with a single maintenance goal. The agent
is given the maintenance task of ensuring MC remains true (for simplicity, we
assume that MC is valid in the initial state). In the event of ¬MC, the agent posts
an event RGe to pursue the reactive goal RG. When the agent can anticipate
¬MC, the agent posts an event PGe to pursue the proactive goal PG.

Intuitively, the recovery goal should be activated whenever the agent believes
the maintenance condition has been violated. This leads us to the rule below.

B |= ¬MC

!B,G,P" #$ !B,G,RGe;P"
RM

Note that the event RGe is used here, in order to use the existing plan in-
frastructure of Can to trigger the appropriate behaviour (i.e. the execution of
the appropriate plans to achieve the recovery goal RG). Note also that the state
of the current execution goes from P to RGe;P, thus ensuring that the recovery
goal has priority over whatever else is being done currently. In principle, it is
possible to merely add the recovery goal to the existing set of achievement goals,
and allow whatever prioritisation mechanism is used to determine an appropri-
ate schedule (i.e. by using RGe % P instead). Here we use this simpler method,
which has the straightforward behaviour that the recovery goal has priority over
all else.

When a maintenance goal detects that a violation will occur due to the
adoption a new achievement goal, the rational course of action would be to
not allow progress to be made towards the achievement of that goal – doing so
renders the agent liable to encountering a circumstance where it is potentially
lacking in resources. Therefore, that achievement goal should be postponed until
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the relevant preventative goal is executed, and then allowing the achievement
goal to progress.

In the case of a constraint, there is no applicable preventative goal. In this
case, the rational approach is to not adopt the achievement goal. The goal should
be allowed to persist, as a pending goal, so that if the environment changes such
that the violation would not occur, the goal could then be adopted.

The main issue is how to specify the predictive behaviour. We will address
this question in more detail in Section 4.3 when discussing the proactive check;
for now, we note that the desired behaviour is of the following form.

B, proactive test(G & Ga) |= ¬MC

!B,G,P" #$ !B,G,PGe;P"
PM

where proactive test(G&Ga) specifies the updates to the beliefs B correspond-
ing to the achievement of the goals (G & Ga). Hence this rule states that if the
agent believes that achieving Ga in addition to the current (as yet unachieved)
goals G will violate the maintenance condition, then the preventative goal PG
should be scheduled. Accordingly, the adoption phase should be ended, and an
achievement phase commenced. For the second option (i.e. when neither the
preventative goal nor the violating goal should be adopted), we simply end the
adoption phase with the current set of goals.

As above, note that the preventative goal takes preference over all other
goals. Again, one could use more general mechanisms if desired, but we use this
for simplicity.

4.2 Multiple Maintenance Goals

Note that the above analysis assumes the existence of a single maintenance
goal only. In principle, it is simple enough to extend the above rules to multiple
maintenance goals, as we show here. We will assume that that these are mutually
consistent and do not conflict.

In this case, the maintenance condition MC is a set of formulae such that
MC = M1, . . . ,Mn. We denote by MT the set of all formulae Mi in MC such that
B |= Mi. We denote by MF the set of all formulae Mi in MC such that B |= ¬Mi.
Without loss of generality, let MT = {M1, . . . Mj} and MF = {Mj+1, . . . Mn}.

We can then write the above two rules as below.

B |= ¬M1 ' . . . ' ¬Mj

!B,G,P" #$ !B,G, (RGei % . . . % RGej);P"
RMM

B, proactive test(G & Ga) |= ¬M1 ' . . . ' ¬Mj

!B,G,P" #$ !B,G, (PGei % . . . % PGej);P"
PMM

It is unlikely that many maintenance goals are violated at a single instance,
but in cases where this does occur, the rational approach is to execute all rele-
vant preventative (or recovery) goals. Therefore, the recovery goals are added in
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parallel – this allows the goals to be executed in any order, and interleaved as
per normal Can rules.

Whilst this is not a di"cult extension, in the rest of the paper we will consider
only a single maintenance goal, in order to simplify the presentation. Note that
in this case we do not impose an order on the multiple recovery or preventative
goals, but we do insist that all such goals (i.e. all recovery goals or all preventative
goals) are achieved before any others.

4.3 The proactive test construct

The proactive test construct is crucial for an agent’s proactive behaviour to main-
tenance goals. This construct must determine how the future may evolve, based
on the current achievement goals and beliefs of an agent. The e!ectiveness of
agent with regards to its maintenance goals is largely based on how accurate the
prediction of future states is.

The objective is to construct a maximal subset of goals, which are compatible
with each other and all maintenance goals, from the set of all goals the agent
currently is considering. We refer to the goals that fall into this set as adopted
goals. The agent can then pursue these goals freely.

In this section, we present several methods of writing the proactive test con-
struct, and provide some short discussion on the attributes of each. These ap-
proaches di!er in their e"cieny and practicallity.

proactive test with CanPlan2 The proactive test construct may be con-
structed by utilising the planning mechanisms from CanPlan2 . The idea is
to use the planning functionality of CanPlan2 to specify the predictive be-
haviour of the system. In particular, we use the PLAN#$ relation to determine
whether the plans which will be used to achieve the specified goals will always
satisfy the maintenance condition or not. For example, if the Mars Rover wants
to adopt goals A and B, we check all the plans to achieve these goals to en-
sure that every step of the plan does not violate the maintenance condition. In
other words, we want to check that for every transition !B,P" #$ !B!,P!" in the
achievement of these goals, we have that if B |= MC, then B! |= MC. Hence given
a set of goals G1, . . . Gn, with a corresponding set of events e1 . . . en we can write
this condition as

(B! such that !B, !e1 % . . . %!en"
PLAN#$ !B!, P !",

we have B! |= MC

To construct a safe goal set, the agent begins with an empty set, and adds a
single goal each step, ensuring that the new goal set remains safe.

!B, !e1 % . . . %!en"
PLAN#$ !B!!, P !!"B!! |= MC

given that
!B, !e1 % . . . %!en"1"

PLAN#$ !B!, P !"B! |= MC
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The event for each new goal is added to the goal set, and the agent may then
plan for this new set, ensuring that the maintenance condition still holds.

As an optimisation, it may be possible for the agent to not require checking
the entire goal set, only the additional actions that the new goal contributes.

Let " be !B,P" )PLAN#$ !B, !e1 % . . . %!en"1"

Let "! be !B,P" )PLAN#$ !B, !e1 % . . . %!en"

Check "! #"

Utilising the planning construct, the agent can determine the outcome of a
set of goals. In an ideal environment, if utilising PLAN#$ has provided a set of
goals that does not conflict with its maintenance goals, when the agent actually
performs the actions (by using CAN#$ transitions) associated with this set, it can
be certain that if the maintenance condition is currently held, it will continue to
hold in the next transition.

!B,P" CAN#$ !B!,P!" ,B |= MC then B! |= MC

This mechanism is most similar to the method presented in [3], and shares the
same flaws – to get accurate prediction, the agent must check all possible future
states. This could be time consuming or even impossible in some circumstances.

proactive test with resource summaries A second, more pragmatic approach
to constructing the proactive test construct is via resource summaries. From these
summaries, which are generated once, the agent can determine the necessary and
possible resources required for any given goal to succeed.

The necessary resources are based on the resources that are common to all
possible means of achieving a goal – an agent unable to satisfy the necessary
resource condition cannot achieve the goal by any means.

The possible resources are determined based on the resource requirements of
all possible plans an agent has to achieve a goal – an agent that can satisfy the
possible resources, can achieve that goal.

If the agent can satisfy the necessary resources, but cannot satisfy the pos-
sible, then the outcome is uncertain. The success of achieving the goal depends
on which goals and plans are selected. In such a case, the agent may choose to
proceed if it is a bold agent, but it may choose to pursue a preventative goal
first if it is a cautious agent4.

User defined strategies for proactive test It is also possible to allow the
agent developer to design their own proactive test mechanism. In this way, the
developer can incorporate appropriate technologies that can better estimate and
predict future states based on the agent’s beliefs and goals.
4 The use of the terms ‘bold’ and ‘cautious’ for describing agent behaviour follows

from [14] .
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4.4 Phase rules

The rules providing the two distinct phases related to maintenance goals in
Can are given in Figure 2. It should be noted that in these rules, reactive
maintenance goals are not considered – they are not part of the deliberation
cycle, and are only employed during the actual Can execution cycle. We expect
that small changes to some existing Can rules will be necessary, to ensure that
these may only execute when the maintenance goals have not been violated. This
is as simple as adding B |= M as the precondition of the existing Can steps.

proactive test(B, GA

!
{G}, P ) G ! GP

adopt(B, GA, GP , P ) "# adopt(B, GA

!
{G}, GP \{G}, P )

Proactive Check Succeeds

¬proactive test(B, GA

!
{G}, P ) G ! GP

adopt(B, GA, GP , P ) "# achieve(B, GA, GP , P ; PGe)
Preventative Goal

G $= nil

adopt(B, G, !, P ) "# achieve(B, G, !, P )
Begin Achieve Phase

(B, P )
CAN"# (B!, P !), P ! $= nil

achieve(B, GA, GP , P ) "# achieve(B!, GA, GP , P !)
Intermediate Can step

(B, P )
CAN"# (B!, nil)

achieve(B, GA, GP , P ) "# adopt(B!, !, GP , nil)
Final Can step

Fig. 2. Adoption and Achievement rules in Can

The initial state of the agent is adopt(B,#, GP , nil). The agent develops its
adopted goal set (GA) by selecting a single goal (G) from the pending goal set
(GP ), and determining if the goal is compatible with other goals in its adopted
goal set relative to its maintenance goals. The agent utilises the previously de-
fined proactive test construct, which determines if the goal set provided will con-
tinue to satisfy the agent’s maintenance goals.

There are two possible outcomes of the proactive test. If this construct indi-
cates that the goal set is valid (Proactive Check Succeeds), that goal is added to
the agent’s adopted goal set (GA

!
{G}), and the process repeats for the next

goal.
The second outcome of the proactive test is that the addition of the new

goal would cause a maintenance goal to be violated. For proactive maintenance
goals, the Preventative Goal is used. Rather than adopting the new (conflicting)
achievement goal, the preventative goal (PG) for the violated maintenance goal
is adopted instead. The plan set evolves to P ;PGe. This represents the agent
pursuing the goals in the current goal set, then performing the preventative goal.
Once this is complete, the agent enters the goal adoption phase again and may
select to pursue this achievement goal if desired.
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When the Begin Achieve Phase rule is applied, the agent moves from the
goal adoption phase into the goal achievement phase, where it begins the actual
execution of the goals that have been placed in the agent’s adopted goal set, GA.
There is no point in proceeding to the achievement phase if there are no goals to
pursue. While this could occur at any time, it is expected that this rule would
occur in the event that the agent has adopted all the goals from its pending goal
set.

Once the agent has entered the achievement phase, the agent follows Can be-
haviour, with the additional rules for reactive maintenance goals. No proactive
checks are made during the achievement phase. The agent continues to perform
Can steps until all the goals in the agent’s adopted plan set are completed
by their associated plans becoming completed. Once this occurs, the plan set
becomes nil and the agent returns to the goal adoption phase.

4.5 Checking Perfect Prediction

Due to the predictive nature of proactive checking for violation of maintenance
goals, it is impossible to guarantee success in typical agent environments. Despite
this it is sensible to insist that in idealised conditions (i.e. in which there are no
untoward environmental changes, and every planned action succeeds in exactly
the way it is intended), proactive checking should be perfect. One way to measure
this is to show that under such conditions, no reactive check for violation will
ever succeed.

Intuitively, due to the way that proactive checking is defined in terms of
PLAN#$ in Section 4.3, given beliefs B, a set of adopted goals G and plan P, we
know that (B! such that !B,P" PLAN#$ !B!,P!" we have B! |= MC. Hence by our
assumption about idealised conditions, we know that every belief state B!! such
that achieve(B,G,GP ,P) #$ achieve(B!!,G, GP ,P!!) is such that B!! |= MC.

We sketch the formal statement of this property and its proof below. A more
detailed account of the formalism is beyond the scope of this paper.

Proposition 1 Let A be an agent in an idealised environment, and Let !B,G,P"
be an agent configuration of A such that adopt(B, *,G, nil) ##$ achieve(B,P).
Then for every B! such that !B,P" CAN#$ !B!,P!" we have B! |= MC.

Proof Sketch: Assume by contradiction that there is a configuration !B!,P!"
such that !B,P" CAN#$ !B!,P!" and B! |= ¬MC. By the definition of adopt, we have
that (B!! such that !B,P" PLAN#$ !B!!,P!!" we have B!! |= MC. By the idealised
assumption, this is implies that (B!! such that !B,P" CAN#$ !B!!,P!!" we have
B!! |= MC, which is a contradiction. +

An immediate corollary of this is that under such conditions, the rule RM
will never be used.

Naturally the idealised assumption is unrealistic, which makes it necessary
to incorporate both the proactive and reactive mechanisms. It is reasonable to
conclude, though, that we may judge the quality of the prediction used in the
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proactive mechanism by the number of times that the reactive trigger is fired.
As the above result shows, in a perfect world, the reactive rule is never used.
This corresponds to having zero waste, as defined by [1].

Note also that the use of possible and necessary resource summaries pro-
vides a pragmatic method of dealing with imprecision in the measurement of
the resources used, as well as an appropriate mechanism for coping with less
than ideal environments. In other words, when perfect prediction is an idealised
environment is not possible (i.e. most of the time!), resource summaries are a
useful heuristic.

It is also noteworthy that there may be weaker forms of the proactive check
which may be appropriate. In particular, in the case when some plans will lead to
violation of the maintenance goals and others will not, then it seems sensible to
exclude the violating plans from further consideration. In this way the techniques
of [3] could be combined with ours to produce a system in which the proactive
check rests on weaker assumptions than in this paper.

5 Discussion

Current research in proactive maintenance goals is still limited. In [3], Hindriks
and van Riemsdijk introduce a semantics for maintenance goals based in the
GOAL language.

To determine if maintenance goal violation will occur, [3] uses a lookahead
function with argument lookahead range, which allows the agent to determine
the e!ects of its current actions for a possible future state, bounded by the size
of the lookahead range. If the agent detects that its current action would lead to
a violation of its maintenance goal in the future, it would instead execute some
alternative, though unspecified, action.

In our approach, the use of CanPlan mechanisms allows behaviour akin to
this lookahead beahviour. Additionally, we also promote the use resource sum-
maries to determine maintenance goal violation, and use preventative goals to
avoid future violation. Resource summaries are computationally e"cient [15]. In
addition, the use of preventative goals and recovery goals allow agents to work
with declarative information, and to be able to trace actions to their correspond-
ing goal of origin.

In [3], this lack of declarative information results in behaviour more akin to
planning, or pruning the tree of possible futures to narrow the choice of possible
next actions. However, the action that is executed by the agent may have no
e!ect on the status of the violated maintenance goal.

One major di!erence between our original work and [3] is that ours checked
for future violation only during the adoption phase of the agent, while in [3],
this check could be performed at any stage. This can be useful in cases where
the reactive maintenance goal is not triggered after an unexpected change in the
environment. Take for example, a rover that suddenly springs a leak in its fuel
tank and loses an amount of fuel, such that it would no longer be able to achieve
its goal, but did not yet trigger its reactive maintenance goal. [3] may detect
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and respond to this change immediately, while the work presented in this paper
would rely on the reactive maintenance goal to eventually be triggered.

An ideal solution would incorporate concepts from both approaches. As [3]
can check for violation at every step, it is not a realistic solution in practice.
While the work we have presented in this paper is practical, in some cases we
would desire the agent to perform its proactive checks more often. A solution
that allows for proactive checks to be made at any time, while not spending all
its time doing so, appears as the most rational approach.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has presented a formal approach to proactive and reactive mainte-
nance goals. The Can framework has been extended to incorporate two distinct
phases of operation, for goal adoption and goal achievement. Utilising these,
the di!erences between reactive and proactive maintenance goals has been il-
lustrated, and the mechanisms by which these goals can be implemented have
been outlined in formal semantics. A proof showing the correctness of proactive
maintenance goals in ideal environments has also been presented.

One interesting area of future research is allowing an agent to willfully allow
a maintenance goal to be violated. If the agent can determine the degree to
which a maintenance goal will be violated, and the e!ects of such violation,
more rational behaviour could be expected. In the Mars Rover scenario, we may
allow it to carry more than the safe limit only for a short distance.

In the examples we have presented, we have assumed that maintenance goals
exist for the entirety of the agent’s life cycle. It is also viable that maintenance
goals could be adopted or dropped in a similar fashion to achievement goals. If
the Mars Rover had a delicate item that it was transporting to the depot, a main-
tenance goal of speed < 10km may be an appropriate maintenance goal to adopt
whilst performing the transport object goal. On completion of this transport
goal, the maintenance goal is no longer required and can also be dropped.

A third area of research is in the area of maintenance goals with urgency.
Consider a boiler whose temperature is controlled by an agent. It has a mainte-
nance goal to keep the temperature less than 100o. The agent is more likely to act
as the temperature approaches 100o. The agent may not pursue the preventative
goal when the temperature is 60o, but at 90o, the preventative goal is likely to
be a highly prioritised goal. It may also be important for the agent to consider
aspects such as the rate of temperature increase or historical information in such
a scenario.

The application of maintenance goals to the area of soft goals is also some-
thing that could be considered. A soft goal of minimising the amount of fuel used
by an agent is directly related to the fuel-related maintenance goals presented in
this paper. The agent aims to ensure that it is fuelled to a satisfactory level at
all times, yet it does not want to refuel to often. We can model this behaviour
by adding the soft goal of minimising fuel usage to the existing set of goals.
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Abstract. The core capability of a rational agent is to choose its next
action in a rational fashion, a capability that can be put to good use by a
designer to satisfy the design objectives of the agent system. In agent pro-
gramming languages for rational agents, such choices are derived from the
agent’s beliefs and goals. At any one time, an agent can typically choose
from multiple actions, which may all lead to goal achievement. Existing
approaches usually select one of those actions non-deterministically. In
this paper, we propose the use of goals as hard constraints and qualita-
tive preferences as soft constraints for choosing a most preferred action
among the available ones. We use temporal logic for the representation
of various kinds of goals and preferences, leading to a uniform framework
for integrating goals and preferences into agent programming.

1 Introduction

The core component of a rational agent is its capability to make rational choices
of action, in order to satisfy its design objectives. In agent programming lan-
guages for rational agents, such choices are derived from the agent’s beliefs and
goals. These goals are often achievement goals, i.e., goals that define states that
are to be achieved. Typically, agent programs consist of a number of rules (usu-
ally called action selection or plan rules) that provide the agent with the means
to choose actions that achieve its goals. Such rule sets, however, do not necessar-
ily completely determine the choice of action, and, at any one time, an agent can
typically choose from multiple actions, which may all lead to goal achievement.
Existing approaches usually select one of those actions non-deterministically.

Recent research in both the planning and agent programming field [1, 2, 8,
10, 11, 13] has shown that it can be useful to have additional mechanisms for
further constraining the choice of action in an agent program and thus to reduce
the non-determinism that would be present in an agent program without such
mechanisms. In [11], for example, we introduced an operational semantics for
so-called maintenance goals which express conditions that must remain true
throughout (some part of) the agent’s lifetime. Adding maintenance goals to
agent programs provides a programmer with a tool to restrict the options an
agent has to select actions since the agent is programmed to avoid selecting
actions that would violate maintenance goals.

In this paper, we investigate such mechanisms for further constraining an
agent’s choice of action in a more general and uniform setting. We distinguish
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between hard constraints which must be satisfied, and soft constraints or prefer-
ences which allow an agent to distinguish preferred courses of action from those
that are less preferred. The main contribution of this paper consists of the lay-
ered rational action selection architecture (RASA for short) that we propose as
a conceptual framework for rational action selection in agent programming. The
RASA architecture introduces a uniform framework based on temporal logic
that integrates rule-based action selection (based on beliefs and goals), hard
constraints such as maintenance goals, and soft constraints such as preferences.

We show how the proposed architecture can be operationalized using the
GOAL agent programming language [5]. For this purpose, we introduce an ex-
tension of the GOAL language that incorporates temporal logic operators used
to represent both goals as well as preferences. A key motivation for integrating
temporal logic into agent programming languages is the potential that the addi-
tional expressiveness thus introduced provides for defining a uniform framework
that naturally allows for the integration of hard and soft constraints, including
such concepts as achievement goals, maintenance goals, as well as temporally
extended preferences. The work reported is inspired among others by work in
planning where temporal logic is used to “guide” planners through the search
space [1] and to select preferred plans [2, 8, 13].

In Section 2, we discuss rational action selection in planning and agent pro-
gramming, and informally present the rational action selection architecture. In
Section 3, we present the extension of GOAL with temporal logic, which forms
the first layer of our action selection architecture. Section 4 defines some tech-
nical preliminaries with respect to temporal logic, which are needed in Sections
5 and 6 in which we introduce the second and third layer, respectively, of the
action selection architecture. In Section 7 we conclude the paper.

2 Rational Action Selection Architecture

2.1 Planning and Programming

Two important approaches for realizing rational decision making agents are plan-
ning [7, 9] and agent programming [4].

The classical AI planning problem is to search for a plan (a sequence of
actions) to get from the current state to a goal state, given a set of action spec-
ifications. That is, one seeks a complete plan, the execution of which will result
in the agent achieving its goal (given certain assumptions on the environment).

In agent programming, on the other hand, the behaviour of the agent is spec-
ified by means of a program. This program is executed step by step, without first
checking whether the executed actions will eventually lead to the agent reaching
its goal. If the programmer has written a program that is correct (with respect
to some specification), of course, the execution will indeed lead to goal achieve-
ment. In certain cases moreover it is possible to prove that an agent (program) is
correct, and satisfies its goals, by using a suitable verification framework for the
corresponding programming language (cf. [5]). Verifying agent programs that
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are executed in dynamic, unpredictable environments, however, is an unsolved
problem and a non-trival undertaking in practice.

Generally speaking, one of the advantages of programming over planning is
that it typically provides a more e!cient solution, since it requires less search
through possibly very large search spaces. The main advantage of planning over
programming is that it is potentially more flexible since the technique can in
principle be applied regardless of where the agent currently is and where it wants
to go. Moreover, one knows before execution that the goal will be reached, and
it puts less burden on the programmer.

What planning and agent programming approaches have in common is that
they typically allow for various alternative plans to be executed for one particular
goal (or set of goals) as in general there are multiple ways of getting from a
current state to a goal state. A planner might yield various alternative plans,
and an agent program typically does not completely determine the behaviour
of the agent in each state as it allows multiple actions to be executed in such a
state. Planning problem as well as agent programs thus typically underspecify an
agent’s behaviour (even though when planners or agent programs are executed
they might produce each time the same sequence of actions; read as specifications
they do not dictate such a unique solution).

2.2 An Architecture for Rational Action Selection

The underspecification of agent behaviour can have benefits from a design point
of view. If it does not matter whether the agent executes one plan or another
for reaching a goal, one can argue that it is more natural to let the planning
problem or agent program reflect this by leaving these choices open. However,
recent research in both the planning and agent programming field [1, 2, 8, 10, 11,
13] has shown that it can be useful to have additional mechanisms for finding
plans to solve the planning problem or to further constrain the choice of action
in an agent program. The idea is that additional selection mechanisms can be
introduced on top of the existing planning or programming mechanisms, by means
of which a further selection among plans can be made, e.g., based on additional
constraints or preferences, in order to optimize agent behaviour.

Regarding the kinds of additional constraints that may be applied to select
among the possible plans, we distinguish between hard constraints which must
be satisfied, and soft constraints or preferences, by means of which one can
distinguish more preferred plans from less preferred ones (see also [8, 11]).

What one takes as hard constraints varies across approaches. In [8], and
more generally in planning, the (achievement) goals themselves are considered
to be hard constraints.3 In [11], maintenance goals are taken as hard constraints,
i.e., an agent may never violate a maintenance goal. Preferences can be used to
distinguish between optimal and suboptimal plans, e.g., in terms of costs, but
3 That is, in that approach the initial goals are the basis for plan generation, while at

the same time being considered as hard constraints. The initial goals are thus not
used as an additional action selection mechanism.
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may also be used to distinguish plans with respect to which goals are reached (if
goals are not considered as hard constraints and not all goals can be reached).

These considerations lead to the following layered rational action selection
architecture (RASA).

– Layer 1: The RASA generates options for action, i.e., plans, often on the
basis of an agent’s beliefs and (achievement) goals.

– Layer 2: The RASA verifies whether the plans from layer one satisfy hard
constraints and discards those that do not.

– Layer 3: The RASA selects from the options remaining after the application
of layer two those plans that maximize satisfaction of soft constraints.

In this paper, we show how this architecture can be made concrete in the context
of the GOAL agent programming language.

It may sometimes be more e!cient to implement the architecture by combin-
ing various layers, i.e., generating the possible plans while taking into account
the constraints (see, e.g., [2]). This is, however, not the focus of this paper.

2.3 Rational Action Selection in Agent Programming

The general RASA as described in Section 2.2 can be applied both to approaches
focussing on planning, as well as to those focussing on agent programming. While
most existing approaches that follow an architecture similar to the RASA are
planning approaches [1, 8, 2], in this paper we are interested in action selection in
agent programming languages. The main di"erence between applying the RASA
in the context of planning and in the context of agent programming is that in
planning one compares complete plans against the available constraints, while in
agent programming the constraints need to be taken into account continuously
during execution.

The way in which we propose to take into account constraints during execu-
tion is partly based on our previous work on the incorporation of maintenance
goals in agent programming languages [11]. The idea is that the agent has a
fixed, usually finite, lookahead horizon, i.e., the agent can lookahead a certain
number of execution steps. The agent then evaluates the possible paths (plans)
it can take (up to the given horizon) using its constraints, in order to determine
which paths are the best. It then takes one step along one of these paths, and
the process is repeated.

This approach is thus similar to planning in the sense that the agent looks
ahead before executing. The di"erence is that it is not required that the agent
has reached its goals within the number of steps specified by the horizon, i.e.,
it does not have complete plans at its disposal when selecting an action. This
means that the agent has to take into account how paths might progress beyond
its lookahead horizon when selecting an action. For example, a path on which a
goal might still be satisfied, is probably better than one on which this goal will
not be satisfied for certain.
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The technical tool we use for the representation of goals and preferences is
linear temporal logic (LTL) [6]. This idea is inspired by work on the representa-
tion of qualitative preferences in the context of planning [1, 8]. As will become
clear in the sequel, the fact that the agent needs to take into account how paths
might progress beyond the lookahead horizon, requires an adaptation of the way
in which linear temporal logic is used in the context of planning.

3 RASA Layer 1: Temporalized GOAL

In this section, we define the first layer of the RASA architecture in the context
of the GOAL agent programming language [5, 12]. We extend the original GOAL
language by allowing temporal formulas as goals, rather than only propositional
formulas.

3.1 The General Idea

In the GOAL language, an agent selects actions on the basis of its beliefs and
goals. A program consists of (1) a set of initial beliefs, collectively called the
(initial) belief base of the agent, (2) a set of initial goals, called the (initial) goal
base, (3) an action specification which consists of a specification of the pre- and
post-conditions of basic actions of the agent, and (4) a program section which
consists of a set of conditional actions rules.

In the original GOAL language, the belief base and goal base are sets of
propositional formulas. The goals are interpreted as achievement goals. That
is, if a propositional formula ! is in the goal base, this informally means that
the agent wants to reach a situation in which ! is (believed to be) the case.
If a basic action is executed, the agent’s beliefs change as specified in the pre-
and postconditions of the action, and the achievement goals that are believed
to be reached through the execution of the action are removed from the goal
base.4 A conditional action rule consists of a basic action and a condition on
the agent’s beliefs and goals. Such a rule expresses that the basic action may be
executed, if the condition holds. During execution, a GOAL agent selects non-
deterministically any of its enabled conditional action rules, i.e., a conditional
action rule of which the condition holds, and then executes its corresponding
basic action. At any one time, typically multiple conditional action rules are
enabled, i.e., a GOAL program underspecifies an agent’s behaviour.

In [11], we have extended the GOAL language with maintenance goals. Just
like achievement goals, maintenance goals were also expressed by propositional
formulas. A maintenance goal ! expresses that the agent wants that ! holds
continuously throughout the execution of the agent. Both achievement goals
and maintenance goals express particular desired properties of the behaviour
4 The idea is that the agent’s beliefs also represent the environment, and that basic

actions change this environment. However, the environment is not modeled in the
formal specification of GOAL, and consequently basic actions update only the belief
base.
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of the agent. These properties can be expressed conveniently in LTL. LTL has
computation traces (sequences of states) as models. An achievement goal for
! can be represented by the LTL formula !!, specifying that ! should hold
eventually, i.e., in some state on the computation trace. A maintenance goal for
! can be represented by "!, specifying that ! should always hold. This idea
can be generalized by realizing that in fact any LTL formula can be used for
expressing goals (as also observed in [14]).

In this paper, we make this idea concrete in the context of the GOAL language
by using LTL for the representation of goals. This increases the expressiveness of
the language by allowing the representation of all kinds of goals, and allows for
the representation of goals in a uniform way. For example, the goal !U!!, which
expresses that the agent wants to ensure that ! while it is trying to achieve !!,
can now be expressed easily.

In a more practical setting, we will have to restrict the allowed LTL formu-
las again in order to make it computationally tractable. What is first needed,
however, is a conceptual framework that provides the right starting point and
unifies the various kinds of goals and their role in rational action selection. Inte-
grating beliefs, achievements and maintenance goals, as well as preferences into
a single framework thus first requires a well-defined theory of how to do that. In
this paper, we present the informal motivation of a particular architecture (see
Section 2) and the formal framework which provides a proper understanding of
how to technically combine all of these concepts and how they are involved in
action selection.

3.2 Formalization

In the next definition, we define the LTL language that we use for representing
goals. For reasons of simplicity we do not investigate and extend the beliefs of
an agent in the programming language to temporal formulas. In particular, it is
not clear how to determine whether a goal is reached, if the beliefs of the agent
are temporal formulas.

The states of the traces on which the LTL formulas are evaluated are belief
bases, i.e., goals express how the belief base of the agent should evolve.5 We
assume a language L0 of propositional logic with typical element !, and the
standard entailment relation |=. A belief base " ! L0 is a set of propositional
formulas. Our LTL language contains the standard (temporal) operators of LTL.
The di"erence between our LTL language and standard LTL is that the states
of the traces are belief bases, rather than worlds as valuations of propositional
atoms. The semantics of non-temporal propositional formulas is thus defined on
belief bases. We specify that a propositional formula ! holds in a belief base "
if " |= !.

Definition 1 (linear temporal logic (LTL))
Let ! " L0. The set of LTL formulas LLTL with typical element # is defined as
5 Since the idea is that the beliefs also represent the environment of the agent, goals

also express desired properties of the environment.
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follows.
# ::= # | ! | ¬# | #1 $ #2 | !# |%# | #1U#2

Let tb = "0,"1, . . . be an infinite trace of belief bases and let i " N be a position
in a trace. The semantics of LTL formulas is defined on infinite traces tb as
follows.

tb, i |=LTL #
tb, i |=LTL ! & "i |= !
tb, i |=LTL ¬# & tb, i '|=LTL #
tb, i |=LTL #1 $ #2 & tb, i |=LTL #1 and tb, i |=LTL #1

tb, i |=LTL !# & (k ) i : tb, k |=LTL #
tb, i |=LTL %# & tb, i + 1 |=LTL #
tb, i |=LTL #1U#2 & (k ) i : tb, k |=LTL #2 and *i + l < k : tb, l |=LTL #1

The always operator is defined in terms of the eventually operator as follows:
"# , ¬!¬#. The entailment relation $ |=LTL # with $ ! LLTL is the standard
entailment relation of LTL, except for the base case of purely propositional
formulas, since the semantics of the base case is di"erent from standard LTL.

The mental state of a GOAL agent consists of those components that change
during execution. That is, a mental state consists of a belief base and a goal
base. The goal base is typically denoted by % and in temporalized GOAL this
is a set of LTL formulas. Mental states should satisfy a number of rationality
constraints.

Definition 2 (Mental States)
A mental state of a GOAL agent, typically denoted by m, is a pair -", % . with
" ! L0 and % ! LLTL where " is the belief base, and % with typical element # is
the goal base. Additionally, mental states need to satisfy the following rationality
constraints:

(i) The belief base is consistent: " '|= /,
(ii) The goal base is consistent: % '|=LTL /,
(iii) The goal base does not contain goals that have already been achieved.

The third rationality constraint is implemented by means of the progression
operator which will be introduced below (Definition 4).

A GOAL agent derives its choice of action from its beliefs and goals. In order
to do so, a GOAL agent inspects its mental state by evaluating so-called mental
state conditions. The syntax and semantics of these conditions is defined next.

Definition 3 (Mental State Conditions)
Let ! " L0, # " LLTL. The language LM of mental state conditions, typically
denoted by &, is defined as follows.

& ::= B! | G# | ¬& | &1 $ &2

The truth conditions of mental state conditions &, relative to a mental state
m = -", % ., are defined as follows.
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m |=m B! i" " |= !
m |=m G# i" % |=LTL #
m |=m ¬& i" m '|=m &
m |=m &1 $ &2 i" m |=m &1 and m |=m &2

The semantics of B! is as in original GOAL, and defines that B! holds i"
! follows from the belief base under a standard proposition logic entailment
relation. The semantics of the G operator is di"erent from original GOAL, where
the goal base is a set of propositional formulas. Here, we use the LTL entailment
relation to generalize the operator to be able to express arbitrary types of goals.

Before we can move on to defining how the execution of a basic action changes
the agent’s mental state, we need to explain how the goal base is updated. In the
original GOAL language, achievement goals that are believed to be achieved after
the execution of a basic action are removed from the goal base. Checking whether
an achievement goal is achieved is simple if these are represented as propositional
formulas: an achievement goal ! is achieved in a mental state if it follows from
the belief base in that mental state. In temporalized GOAL, goals are temporal
formulas. In order to be able to evaluate the achievement of temporal formulas
in a mental state, we use a technique from [1] for “progressing” LTL formulas.

Progression of an LTL formula is a transformation of this formula, which
should be performed at each execution step. The idea is that the transformation
yields a new formula in which those “parts” of the formula which have already
been achieved are set to #, leaving an LTL formula which expresses what still
has to be satisfied.

For example, if the agent has a goal !! (! " L0) in a particular mental state
and ! is achieved in that mental state, i.e., follows from the belief base, then the
progression of this formula is “#”, as the agent has produced an execution trace
on which the formula holds. If ! does not hold, then the progression is the formula
“!!” itself, since it still needs to be satisfied. If a formula has progressed to a
formula equivalent to #, it means the agent has produced an execution trace on
which the formula holds. Note that formulas of the form "# can never progress
to #, since it needs to be checked continuously whether # holds.

The progression operator can be defined inductively for general LTL formulas,
as specified in the next definition. We adapt the definition of [1] slightly, as we
want a formula which is reached in a mental state to be true already in that
state, rather than one mental state later. For this, we define the progression of
%#! as Progress(#!), rather than as #!.

Definition 4 (progression of LTL formulas)
Let " be a belief base, let # " LLTL be an LTL formula, and let ! " L0. The
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progression of # in ", Progress(#,") is then defined as follows.

form of # is Progress(#,") =
# #
! # if " |= !,/ otherwise
¬#! ¬Progress(#!,")

#1 $ #2 Progress(#1,") $ Progress(#2,")
!#! Progress(#!,") 0 #
%#! Progress(#!)

#1U#2 Progress(#2,") 0 (Progress(#1,") $ #)
"#! Progress(#!,") $ #

We lift the progression function of Definition 4 to sets of LTL formulas % ! LLTL

as follows: Progress(%,") =
!

!"" Progress(#,").

The next definition specifies how the execution of a basic action changes an
agent’s mental state. In the formal definition of GOAL, we use a transition
function T to model the e"ects of basic actions for technical convenience, rather
than a specification of pre- and postconditions. The function T maps a basic
action a and a belief base " to an updated belief base T (a,") = "!. The
transition function is undefined if an action is not enabled in a mental state.
The GOAL language also includes special actions for adding and removing goals
from the goal base, but we do not discuss these actions here (see e.g. [5]). The
change of the goal base is defined by means of the progression operator. At each
step, all goals of the goal base are progressed.

Definition 5 (Mental State Transformer M)
Let a be a basic action, ! " L0 and T be a transition function for basic actions.
Then the mental state transformer function M is defined as a mapping from
actions and mental states to updated mental states as follows:

M(a, -", % .) =
"
-"!,Progress(%,"!). if T (a,") = "!

undefined otherwise

The specification of when a basic action may be executed, is done by means
of conditional action rules. A conditional action rule c has the form if & then a,
with a a basic action. This conditional action rule specifies that a may be per-
formed if the mental state condition & holds and the transition function is defined
for a. In that case we say that conditional action c is enabled. During execution, a
GOAL agent selects non-deterministically any of its enabled conditional actions.
This is expressed in the following transition rule, describing how an agent gets
from one mental state to another.

Definition 6 (Conditional Action Semantics)
Let m be a mental state, and c = if & then a be a conditional action. The
transition relation c12 is the smallest relation induced by the following transition
rule.

m |= & M(a,m) is defined

m
c12M(a,m)
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The execution of a GOAL agent results in a computation trace. We define
a trace as a sequence of mental states, such that each mental state can be
obtained from the previous by applying the transition rule of Definition 6. As
GOAL agents are non-deterministic, the semantics of a GOAL agent is defined
as the set of possible computations of the GOAL agent, where all computations
start in the initial mental state of the agent.

Definition 7 (Agent Computation) A computation trace, typically denoted by
t, is an infinite sequence of mental states m0,m1,m2, . . . such that for each i
there is an action ci and mi

ci12 mi+1 can be derived using the transition rule
of Definition 6, or mi '

ci12 and for all j > i, mj = mi. The meaning RA(m0) of a
GOAL agent named A with initial mental state m0 is the set of all computations
starting in that state.

Observe that a computation is infinite by definition, even if the agent is not
able to perform any action anymore from some point in time on. Also note that
the concept of a computation trace is a general notion in program semantics that
is not particular to GOAL. The notion of a computation trace can be defined for
any agent programming language that is provided with a well-defined operational
semantics.

The semantics RA(m0) thus consists of all traces that may be generated by
the agent program. These traces form the first layer of the RASA architecture.

4 Evaluating Temporal Formulas on Prefixes of Traces

In Sections 5 and 6, we will show how to define the second layer (hard con-
straints) and third layer (soft constraints) on top of the first layer as defined in
the previous section. Both hard constraints and soft constraints will be repre-
sented using LTL. In standard LTL, formulas are evaluated on infinite traces. As
explained in Section 2.3, however, in our setting an agent can lookahead a finite
number of steps and we want to evaluate LTL formulas on such finite traces. We
thus need to define the semantics of LTL formulas on such finite traces. This
introduces several issues, one of which is the definition of the semantics of the
next operator %. It is not immediately clear what the semantics of a formula
%! should be if it is evaluated in the last state of a finite trace.

For explaining our approach, it is important to realize that the finite trace
on which we evaluate LTL formulas is only a prefix of a trace which will be
continued beyond the lookahead horizon. Intuitively, the truth of a formula %!
evaluated in the last state of such a finite prefix cannot be established. Its truth
depends on how the trace continues beyond the finite prefix under consideration.
A formula !!, on the other hand, clearly holds on a finite prefix if ! holds on
some state of this prefix. Similarly, a formula "! is clearly false on a finite prefix
if ¬! holds in some state of this prefix.

From these examples, we can see that the truth of an LTL formula evaluated
on a finite prefix of a trace depends on how this trace progresses beyond the finite
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prefix. If a formula is false on any progression, it is also false on the finite prefix.
Similarly, if it is true on any progression, it is true on the finite prefix. In all other
cases, we cannot determine the truth of the formula. This intuition is reflected
by a 3-valued semantics of LTL as presented in [3] in the context of monitoring.
In the 3-valued semantics, the truth value of an LTL formula evaluated on a
finite trace is # (true), / (false), or “?” (unknown). We use (a slightly adapted
version of) the definition of [3] for evaluating LTL formulas on finite prefixes.
We define the semantics of LTL formulas over traces of mental states in terms of
the semantics over belief bases as follows, where tb is derived from t by keeping
only the belief bases of each mental state: t, i |=LTL # & tb, i |=LTL #.

Definition 8 (3-valued LTL semantics)
Let M be a set of mental states. Finite traces over M are elements of M# and
infinite traces are elements of M#. Both are typically denoted by t. Let t, t! "
M# 3M# be (finite or infinite) traces. Concatenation of traces t, t! is defined as
usual and simply denoted as tt!; we stipulate that if t " M#, then tt! = t. The
truth value of an LTL3 formula ' with respect to a trace t " M# 3M#, denoted
by [t |= #], is an element of {#,/, ?} and defined as follows.

[t |= #] =

#
$

%

# if *t! " M# : tt! |=LTL #,
/ if *t! " M# : tt! '|=LTL #,
? otherwise.

Corollary 1. If t = (, [t |= '] = ? if ' ', / and ' ', #.

The only di"erence between our definition and the one of [3] is that in our
definition t can also be infinite. This allows us to investigate our semantics also
for an infinite lookahead horizon in a uniform way. In [3], a technique based on
the construction of a finite state machine from an LTL formula and a finite trace
is presented for determining the truth value of an LTL3 formula at runtime in
implemented systems.

The need for a 3-valued semantics in our approach highlights an important
di"erence with the use of LTL in planning approaches such as [8]. In a planning
context, the plans under consideration are always complete. That is, it is not
taken into account that these plans might progress beyond their final state. This
means that, e.g., a formula !! in those approaches is considered to be false if
! does not hold in some state resulting from execution of the plan, and true
otherwise. In our semantics, on the other hand, the truth value of the formula
is unknown if ! does not hold on some state of the finite prefix.

5 RASA Layer 2: Goals as Hard Constraints

Goals of an agent are temporal formulas. The semantics of agent programs pro-
vided in Section 3 accounts for the role such goals have in selecting actions using
action selection rules. Action selection rules allow an agent to derive actions
from its beliefs and goals in a reactive manner, but we argue that this layer in
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the architecture does not yet account for the full role that such goals can have
in the action selection mechanism of a rational agent.

If an agent has the ability to lookahead a (finite) number of steps, it can
also use its goals to avoid selecting those actions that prevent the realization
of (some of) the agent’s goals. In this section we define the second layer of
the RASA which accounts for this role of goals. Goals thus viewed introduce
additional constraints on action selection to the e"ect of excluding those actions
of which the agent foresees that they will not satisfy its goals. Here we consider
such constraints to be hard constraints, meaning that any foreseen violation of
goals by performing an action will force a rational agent to choose an alternative
action (if possible) or become inactive (in line with previous work, cf. [11]). That
is, actions will only be selected if for all that is known may still eventually satisfy
the goals of the agent.

In this view of goals as hard constraints, achievement goals of the form !!
per se do not add any additional constraints on action selection since an agent
with a finite lookahead horizon will not be able to conclude that an action
will prohibit realizing such a goal. Achievement goals thus may be said to have
no “selective force” beyond the rule-based mechanism of the action selection
architecture. The role of such goals thus is mainly to guide this selection process
and, in order to avoid wasting resources, to remove such goals as reasons for
action when they have been achieved (see the Progress operator of Section 3.2).
Other types of goals such as maintenance goals do have a selective force in this
sense; for example, if "! is a goal of the agent, an agent can conclude that it is
no longer possible to satisfy this goal if ! does not hold in some state within the
lookahead horizon. An agent thus can use such goals to filter certain options for
action generated by the rule-based layer one.6 Here the 3-valued semantics for
LTL discussed in the previous section is particularly useful since it allows us to
evaluate goals on finite prefixes of traces. The fact that an achievement goal !!
does not have selective force, is reflected by the fact that its truth value in the
3-valued LTL semantics will be “?” (the “unknown” value).

The second layer of the RASA can be defined formally in the context of
GOAL as follows. A prefix of a computation t is an initial finite sequence of
t or t itself. A prefix of length n of a computation t is denoted by t$n% with
n " N3{4}, where t$&% is defined as t. N is the set of natural numbers including
0, and 4 is the first infinite ordinal. The lookahead horizon, i.e., the number of
execution steps that an agent can lookahead, is denoted by h. The idea is that
we take the set of possible execution traces RA that may be selected according
to the first layer, and filter out those traces that do not satisfy one or more of
the agent’s goals, when looking ahead h steps from some state on the trace.

6 One could argue that layer one should also make sure that such maintenance goals
are not violated. However, trying to account for such general constraints on agent
behaviour in the rules in an ad hoc manner will often lead to less understandable
programs, which is why we argue for the separation of concerns provided by the
proposed RASA.
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We define a filter function )h
A inductively on the set of traces RA and on

the time point i on such a trace. An agent will use its goals to restrict selection
of actions from the start, i.e. time 0, which explains why the base case of the
inductive definition starts at 11. The base case defines the starting point of
traces RA that need to be filtered. For technical reasons the filter function is
defined as two di"erent components, and in addition to ) we define a function *.
The idea is that the filter function )h(i) returns all (infinite) traces that satisfy
the goals of the agent on a finite prefix of length h starting from state i, while
the function *h(i) returns all (finite) prefixes of traces that satisfy the goals of
an agent given a lookahead capability of h until the end of that prefix but no
longer in any possible next state.

Definition 9 (Goal Filter Functions ) and *)
Let A be some agent with meaning RA and let h " N be a horizon. Let t[i] be
the tail of trace t starting in the i-th state of t. Then the goal filter functions )h

A
and *h

A are defined by simultaneous induction as follows:

)h
A(11) = RA,

)h
A(i) = {t " )h

A(i1 1) |*# " % t
i : [t[i]$h% |=LTL #] '= /}

*h
A(11) = 5,

*h
A(i) = *h

A(i1 1) 3 {t$i% | t " )h
A(i1 1),(# " % t

i : [t[i]$h% |= #] = /}, for i ) 0

To avoid complicating the definition of the function * it is defined slightly
too general and includes prefixes that do have continuations that satisfy all
of an agent’s goals. In order to eliminate these prefixes and keep only maximal
prefixes of traces that cannot be extended given the agent’s goals we additionally
introduce a function maxPrefix. Let t # t! denote that t is a strict prefix of t!

and T a set of (in)finite traces. Then t " maxPrefix(T ) i" there is no t! " T
such that t # t!. Using the definitions of the goal filter function(s), we can now
provide a simple definition of the semantics of traces induced by the second
layer in the action selection architecture. The meaning of an agent at this layer
is denoted by HA and defined as the maximal elements of the limit of the filter
functions.

Definition 10 (Semantics of GOAL Agent with Goals as Hard Constraints)
The meaning of a GOAL agent HA that applies hard constraints in addition to
its rule-based action selection is defined by:

HA = maxPrefix
& &'

i='1

)h
A(i) 3

&(

i='1

*h
A(i)

)

It should be clear from the definition of the meaning of a GOAL agent that
the semantics introduced clearly distinguished between the di"erent layers of the
RASA. Moreover, given the computational properties of LTL3 the semantics of
the second layer can be realized computationally if the initial prefixes of length
h of the traces induced by the first layer can be e!ciently generated. In the
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next section we introduce the third layer to complete our formal picture of the
informal RASA discussed in Section 2.

6 RASA Layer 3: Preferences as Soft Constraints

In the third layer of the RASA an agent aims to select those traces that maximize
satisfaction of its preferences. Similarly to goals, preferences are expressed using
LTL. Since LTL formulas express properties of traces, this allows an agent to
express that it prefers one way of achieving a goal, i.e., one particular trace, over
another, if multiple plans for realizing the goal are available. Such preferences are
represented by a so-called preference structure. A preference structure consists
of a sequence of LTL formulas.

Definition 11 (Preference Structure)
A preference structure + is a sequence (#1, . . . ,#n) of LTL formulas.

This preference structure expresses that traces on which some #i is satisfied are
preferred over traces on which #i is not satisfied, and the satisfaction of #i is
preferred over the satisfaction of #j for j > i. That is, if #1 is satisfied on a
trace t but not on another trace t!, t is preferred over t!. If both t and t! do not
satisfy #1, but t satisfies #2 and t! does not, t is again preferred over t!, etc. This
interpretation of the preference structure thus induces a lexicographic ordering
on traces.

This ordering can formally be defined as follows. We use +t to denote the
sequence (b1, . . . , bn), where bi = [t |= #i] for 1 + i + n, i.e., bi " {#,/, ?}; we
use + i

t to denote bi. We now use the ordering / < ? < # to define a lexicographic
preference ordering on traces on the basis of a preferences structure. That is, if
for a #i of the preference structure we have [t |= #i] = #, this is better than
when [t |= #i] = ?, which is again better than when [t |= #i] = /.

Definition 12 (Lexicographic Preference Ordering)
Let + = (#1, . . . ,#n) be a preference structure and t, t! " M# 3M# be finite or
infinite traces. Then we say that trace t is (lexicographically) preferred over t!

with respect to + , written t 6$ t!, i":

(1 + j + n : *1 + i < m : (lit = lit! and ljt < ljt!)

We also write t $$ t! if t 6$ t! or &t = &t! .

The main advantage of using a lexicographic preference order 6$ is that
such a preference order on traces is a total preorder, which means that any
two traces are either equally good with respect to the preference order, or one
is better than the other. It is inspired by the work of [8]. There are, however,
many di"erences with [8] and our approach. Instead of integrating preferences
into the situation calculus as in [8] we propose a uniform framework for goals
and preferences that is integrated into a programming framework for rational
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agents, and instead of compiling preferences into certain programs we have taken
a more direct approach by defining a layered action selection architecture that is
made precise by means of a formal semantics. Finally, we use three-valued LTL
to evaluate goals and preferences on (prefixes of) traces.

Preferences are progressed or updated through time, just like goals. The idea
is that a preference such as p $ %q $ !r has been satisfied when now p holds,
in the next state q and possibly sometime thereafter r holds. Such a preference
cannot be satisfied anymore when p is not true currently, and to express this we
use the Progression operator of Section 3.2 to keep track of such facts. Since
preferences are progressed during execution of the agent, we extend mental states
of an agent with the agent’s preference structure.

Definition 13 (Mental State with Preferences)
Let m = -", % . be a mental state, and + a preference structure. A mental state
with preferences then simply is the tuple -", %,+..

Definition 14 (Progression of Preference structure)
The progression of a preference structure + = (#1, . . . ,#n) from a mental state
-", %,+. to a new state -"!,% !,Progress(+,"!). is simply defined as the pro-
gression of each of the individual preference in the structure, i.e.

Progress(+,"!) = (Progress(#1,"
!), . . . ,Progress(#n,"!))

The semantics of conditional action execution of Definition 6 is changed accord-
ingly as follows, where m = -", %,+. and c = if & then a is a conditional
action:

m |= & M(a,m) = -"!,% !.
-", %,+. c12 -"!,% !,Progress(+,"!).

The main di"erence between goals and preferences in our approach is that
goals are used as hard constraints to guide action selection whereas preferences
are used as soft constraints. That is, an agent would like to satisfy all of its
preferences but if this is not possible it will simply choose to satisfy those that
are most preferred, if any can be satisfied at all. The preference order introduced
above can be used for this purpose. In the third layer of the RASA those traces
are selected from the remaining ones (those that survived filtering by layer 2) that
are maximal elements in this order. In order to make things precise, we introduce
some notation again. We use max (T,6$) to denote the maximal elements of a
set of traces T under the lexicographic preference order 6$, induced by the
preference structure + . The preference filter function of layer 3 in our action
selection architecture can then be defined similarly to that of the goal filter
function.

Definition 15 (Preference Filter Function &)
Let A be some agent using layer 2 goal filtering with meaning HA and let h " N
be a horizon. Then the preference function &h

A is defined by induction as follows:

&h
A(11) = HA,

&h
A(i) = {t | t$i+h% " max ({t[i]$h% | t " &h

A(i1 1)},6$)}
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Similar to Section 5, the semantics of an agent that uses all three layers of the
action selection architecture is defined as the limit of the preference filter function
over the traces obtained from layer 2. The definition is somewhat simpler since
an agent can always continue on a given trace since it only needs to select a
maximum continuation of its past action performance but does not have to stop
acting altogether due to a potential violation of a hard constraint. This is one
of the main di"erences between layer 2 and 3.

Definition 16 (Semantics of GOAL with Preferences)
The meaning of a GOAL agent PA that applies soft constraints with horizon h
in addition to the action selection mechanisms of layer 1 and 2 is defined by:

PA =
&'

i='1

&h
A(i)

Definition 16 completes the specification of each of the three layers of the
rational action selection architecture. The informal discussion of the architec-
ture in which we distinguished three layers of action selection is mirrored in
respectively Definitions 7, 10, and 16. The formal approach has shown that it
is feasible to define a transparent and rich RASA into an agent programming
language, that integrates beliefs, goals and preferences as tools for choosing the
right action. In particular, the approach o"ers a uniform framework based on
temporal logic to express goals and preferences.

7 Conclusion and Related Work

In this paper, we have proposed a layered rational action selection architecture
which specifies a rational action selection mechanism in which hard and soft
constraints are integrated. We have shown how the proposed architecture can be
formalized in the context of the GOAL agent programming language. In order
to obtain a uniform framework that naturally allows for the integration of hard
and soft constraints including such concepts as achievement goals, maintenance
goals, as well as (temporally extended) preferences, we have used linear temporal
logic for the representation of goals and preferences.

The way in which we use temporal logic is inspired by work in planning
where temporal logic is used to “guide” planners through the search space [1]
and to select preferred plans [8, 2]. The main di"erence between the realization
of a RASA in the context of planning and in the context of agent programming
languages, is that in planning one compares complete plans against the available
constraints, while in agent programming the constraints need to be taken into
account continuously during execution. Technically, this has resulted in the use
of 3-valued LTL for the realization of the RASA in GOAL.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a formal framework for agent communi-
cation where agents can reason about their goals using strategic reason-
ing. This reasoning is argumentation-based and enables agents to gener-
ate a set of strategic goals depending on a set of constraints. Sub-goals are
generated using this reasoning and they can be cancelled or substituted
for alternatives during the dialogue progress. An original characteristic
of this framework is that agents can use this strategic reasoning together
with a tactic reasoning to persist in the achievement of their goals by
considering alternatives depending on a set of constraints. Tactic rea-
soning is responsible of selecting the communicative acts to perform in
order to realize the strategic goals. Some constraints are fixed when the
conversation starts and others during the dialogue progress. The paper
also discusses the computational complexity of such a reasoning.

Key Words. Agent Communication, Social Commitments, Argumentation,
Strategic Reasoning, Complexity.

1 Introduction

In multi-agent systems, agents are designed to accomplish particular tasks and
they should be able to generate, adopt, drop and achieve their goals [22, 35, 37].
In the modern research into this field, agents are equipped with reasoning ca-
pabilities expressed in computational logics [4, 15, 19, 31, 33]. These agents often
have to interact with each other in order to achieve their goals that are subject
to a set of constraints, which can be revised during the dialogue. However, in
the most recent approaches of goals modeling (e.g. [1, 10, 27, 28, 37]) considering
constraints and their dynamics is often neglected.
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The aim of this paper is to propose a formal framework for communicat-
ing agents that are able to reason about goals using strategic reasoning. These
goals, called strategic goals, could be achieved by identifying some sub-goals and
prospective alternatives. In addition, using a tactic reasoning, agents can select
the communicative acts to perform in order to realize the strategic goals con-
sidering a set of constraints. This reasoning is based, as for human beings, on
psychological and philosophical approaches which are not yet formalized (see for
example [5, 34]). These approaches suppose that agents use strategic reasoning,
which guides their participation in dialogues. Such a reasoning helps agents to
create dialogue strategies. More precisely, our framework allows agents to gener-
ate a set of sub-goals depending on a set of constraints and to find alternatives
of these sub-goals if they cannot be achieved. These sub-goals must be justified
through argumentation using agents’ beliefs and the information made public
during the conversation.

The generation of goals and constraints are thus supported by arguments.
The motivation behind using argumentation is that this technique has been
proven to be e!cient when reasoning about incomplete and inconsistent infor-
mation, which is generally the case in agent communication [6, 9, 13, 32]. Also,
argumentation is a kind of non-monotonic reasoning, and when new information
arise through conversation, new arguments can be built and some old arguments
can become invalid (because attacked by the new arguments and cannot be de-
fended). The idea is to use argumentation in order to give agents the possibility
to modify or reject their sub-goals and revise the set of constraints they decide to
satisfy. Alternative sub-goals can also be considered using argumentation in or-
der to enable agents to persist in the achievement of their goals, even in the case
where some sub-goals are canceled. Although persistence phenomenon is impor-
tant to ensure the conversation success, such a phenomenon is not addressed by
the current communication models (e.g. [1, 14, 18, 26–28]). The purpose of this
paper is to address this issue.

In this paper, we illustrate our model by an example of negotiating cars
between two agents. We suppose that an agent Ag1 (seller) tries to convince an
agent Ag2 (buyer) to buy a car. In this example, the seller’s goal, noted by B,
is the sale of a car. An example of constraint the seller should consider is: the
price must be higher than 10.000 dollars, and an example of constraint the buyer
should satisfy is the car should not be manufactured in the country X.

This approach is fundamentally di"erent from hierarchical planning and pro-
cedural dynamic and continuous planning approaches such as those proposed in
[17, 21], which are based on making plans by task decompositions, keeping and
incrementally modifying alternative plans during the execution, and switching to
an alternative plan when necessary. The main di"erence is that in our approach
the sub-goals are not plans but represent a strategy that agents can follow in
order to achieve their goals. This strategy is subject to a set of constraints the
agent decides to satisfy. Also, the mechanism behind generating sub-goals and al-
ternatives and selecting constraints to be satisfied is argumentation-based, which
allows agents to reason about the alternatives by considering these constraints.
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Such an argumentation-based reasoning helps agents to decide about the strat-
egy to be followed and to readapt this strategy when new information arise. This
is more flexible than procedural planning-based approaches, and then more suit-
able for autonomous agents. Our strategic reasoning is close to the anticipation
behavior [24]. This is similar to chess game in which players start by some strate-
gies that determine the first moves to play (generally between 5 and 9 moves),
and the upcoming moves are decided by considering the current situation of the
game. Also, although this approach and planning with declarative goals seem to
be similar and they have many thing in common, they are di"erent in the sense
that our proposal focuses more on strategy and tactic issues by using argumen-
tation. In our context of agent communication, this is achieved by reasoning on
the agent’s beliefs and what the addressee made public during the past states
of the conversation. In this context, argumentation is a suitable technique as it
guides the selection of new sub-goals and new constraints depending on the new
available information.

The contributions of this work are:

1. The proposal of a new declarative approach for agent communication al-
lowing agents to reason about the strategies they should follow before and
during the conversation. Such a strategic reasoning enables agents to calcu-
late a cognitive representation of the manner of achieving a goal in terms
of strategic goals. Also, the approach is argumentation-based, which allows
agents to reason about incomplete and inconsistent information and to select
justified goals and sub-goals.

2. The formalization of the goal persistence and the computing of the initial
constraints associated with each goal and the constraints which can be gen-
erated during the dialogue. This allows the persistence in achieving the goals
by using alternative goals.

3. A complexity analysis of the underlying reasoning.

The idea ultimately is to go beyond the current approaches into agent commu-
nication focusing more on protocols [3, 14] by advancing research into strategy
and tactic [8, 18].

Paper Overview. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we intro-
duce the fundamental ideas of our argumentation-based agent communication
approach. In particular, we define the strategic reasoning used by this approach.
In Section 3, we present our formal framework allowing reasoning about goals.
We present and discuss the notions of constraints, strategic goals and possible
alternatives. We also address the complexity issue of this framework. Before
concluding, we compare our approach to some related work in Section 4.

2 Agent Communication Approach

In our agent communication approach, we distinguish between the agent model
and the dialogue model (or the conversational model). The agent model is mainly
based on the agents’ mental states. The conversational model is based on the
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philosophical concept of social commitment (SC) [7, 11, 29, 38] and argumenta-
tion. This model enables agents to support their social commitments or to attack
those of the other participants using arguments. These two models are illustrated
in Fig.1 and are detailed later.
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Fig. 1. The links between the agent architecture and communication model

2.1 Agent Model

Based on its mental states and other types of information (coming essentially
from the social context and the conversational context), an agent can have a
global vision about how to achieve its goals (here we are considering conversation
goals, which are goals an agent can achieve by communicating, for example
convincing another agent to adopt some opinions). This vision is considered as a
strategy. Our work is based on psychological and philosophical approaches which
are not yet formalized [5, 34]. In philosophy, and according to van Dijk [34], a
dialogue strategy is defined as a global cognitive representation of the manner of
achieving some goals. The strategy concept was also dealt with by Bange [5] who
considers that a strategy enables one to associate the intentional element with
the cognitive element of the action. In his opinion, a strategy consists in choosing
a certain number of intermediate and subordinate goals whose realization through
partial actions may lead in an adequate way to the realization of the final goal.
This notion of intermediate and subordinate goals is similar to the concept of
landmarks proposed in [30].

Consequently, we define a dialogue strategy as a function associating a goal
to a set of sub-goals, which we call strategic goals. These sub-goals are selected
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and arranged in order to achieve the conversation goal. The realization of this
goal is thus conditioned by the realization of its strategic sub-goals. Other sub-
goals could be determined from the existing goals depending on the current
state of conversation. In our negotiation example, the seller agent can choose
the strategy of achieving three strategic goals B1, B2 and B3 in order to realize
the goal B, which is selling the car. These sub-goals can be defined as follows
and the method of choosing the strategic goals is detailed in Section 3.

B1 = ”Know how much the buyer would like to invest in the purchase of a
car as well as his preferences”.

B2 = ”Propose a car which could interest the buyer”.

B3 = ”Convince the buyer to accept this proposal”.

To achieve the goals B1 and B3, the agent strategy consists of trying to
achieve the sub-goals B11, B12, B31, and B32. These new sub-goals are defined
as follows.

B11 = ”Know the model of the car preferred by the buyer”.

B12 = ”Know how much the buyer would like to invest”.

B31 = ”Convince the buyer that the price of the proposed car is reasonable”.
B32 = ”Convince the buyer that the proposed car consumes like small cars

on the long distances”.

We represent the set of agent’s goals by a tree. The root of the tree represents
the main goal (designated by a square), the nodes represent strategic goals (also
designated by squares), and the leaves represent elementary goals (designated
by circles) which can be reached by performing speech acts. For each defined
strategic goal, it might be possible to generate some alternatives. Therefore, an
agent might have several strategies to achieve the same goal. In our example, we
suppose that the seller is unable to convince the buyer to accept its o"er (i.e.
the seller is unable to achieve the goal B3 by using elementary actions) because
of a new constraint. In this case, the seller agent can persist in achieving its goal
by considering a prospective alternative of the goal B2. For example, the seller
agent may propose another car which could satisfy the new buyer’s interest, and
this new bid will be an alternative goal for B2, named B!

2.
Moreover, if the seller agent finds during the dialogue progress that the buyer

agent is not interested in the fact that the car is economic, then it may suggest
an alternative to the strategic goal B32, denoted B!

32. For example, the seller will
try to convince the buyer that the spare parts for the proposed car are available
and not expensive. The strategic goals B!

2 and B!
32 may be defined as follows.

B!
2 = ”Propose another car which could satisfy a new buyer’s interest”.

B!
32 = ”Convince the buyer that the spare parts of this car are available

and not expensive”.
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To achieve a same goal, an agent can have several alternative strategies de-
pending on the subset of constraints the agent decide to satisfy. The main goal,
sub-goals, and constraints can be expressed in a logical language. The set of
constraints may be inconsistent. However, the subset of constraints the agent
decide to satisfy should be consistent.

2.2 Dialogue Model

Our communication model is based on the agent architecture suggested in [7].
This model is composed of three layers: mental, social, and reasoning layers.
The mental layer includes beliefs, desires, goals, etc. The social layer captures
social concepts such as SCs, conventions, roles, etc. Agents use their reasoning
capabilities to reason about their mental states and the social concepts. The
agent’s reasoning capabilities are represented by the reasoning layer using an ar-
gumentation system (see Fig.1). Several argumentation theories and frameworks
have been proposed in the literature (see for example [9, 12, 20, 25]). However,
only few frameworks do consider goals generation and strategic reasoning [2].
An adaptation of these frameworks is needed, particularly in terms of adding
sub-goals generation and constraints dynamics. In this paper, we use an argu-
mentation approach based on propositional logic like the one used in [7]. Such an
approach allows agents to reason about the internal structure of arguments in
terms of premises and conclusion. This approach comprises essentially a logical
language, a definition of the argument concept, a definition of the attack rela-
tion between arguments, and finally a definition of acceptability [6, 13]. In our
approach, we distinguish between internal arguments and external arguments.
Internal arguments are used to manage the incoherences of the agent’s beliefs.
However, external arguments are used to manage the incoherences between the
agent’s beliefs and the information transmitted by the addressee. Thus, an agent
would be able to support the facts on which it is committed and to justify its
communicative acts. In this paper, argumentation is used within strategic and
tactic reasoning in terms of the generation of sub-goals to be achieved in order
to achieve the main goal and in terms of the constraints to be considered.

3 Formal Framework of the Strategic Reasoning and its
Complexity

3.1 Argumentation-based Strategic Goals

A strategic goal can have one or more alternatives, and the replacement of this
strategic goal by one of its alternatives enables agents to achieve the same main
goal (the conversation goal), but with di"erent constraints. The subset of con-
straints to be satisfied and the subset of sub-goals to be realized in order to
achieve the conversation goal determine the adopted strategy. In our framework,
goals and constraints are propositional formulas expresed in some propositional
languages. The selection of a set of sub-goals to be achieved must be supported
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by internal arguments. For this reason, we use the explanatory argument concept,
inspired by Amgoud and Kaci [1], and we define a new concept: the realization
argument. A given goal can be supported by these two types of arguments. On
one hand, the explanatory arguments justify the choice of the strategic goals in
terms of agent’s beliefs and the information made public during the conversation.
On the other hand, the realization arguments determine the set of strategic goals
necessary to achieve a goal. We define in this section an argumentation-driven
framework to generate the set of constraints related to a strategic goal. We also
define the generation of the strategic goals and their alternatives in order to
achieve the conversation goal, while respecting the set of constraints related to
this goal. In the rest of the paper, ! indicates a possibly inconsistent knowl-
edge base (beliefs, goals, ...) with no deductive closure, " indicates a possibly
inconsistent constraint base with no deductive closure, and ! stands for classical
inference.

Definition 1 (Explanatory Argument). An explanatory argument of an
agent Ag is a pair (H,GAgh) where GAgh is an Ag’s goal expressed as a formula
in a logical language L and H is a subset of ! such that: i) H is consistent, and
ii) H ! GAgh. H is called the support of the argument which justifies the choice
of the goal GAgh.

Definition 2 (Minimal Explanatory Argument). An explanatory argu-
ment of an agent Ag (H, GAgh) is minimal i! H is minimal (i.e. there is no
subset of H which satisfies i and ii of Definition 1.

Definition 3 (Realization Argument). A realization argument of an agent
Ag is a triplet (#Ag

G , GAgh,C) where #Ag
G is a finite set of Ag’s goals (#Ag

G " ! ),
GAgh is an Ag’s goal, and C " " is a finite set of constraints such that: i) all
the goals of #Ag

G are supported by (minimal) explanatory arguments, ii) #Ag
G #C

is consistent, and iii) #Ag
G #C ! GAgh. #Ag

G is called the support of the argument
(i.e. the set of the strategic goals necessary to the realization of the goal GAgh).

Definition 4 (Minimal Realization Argument). A realization argument of
an agent Ag (#Ag

G , GAgh,C) is minimal i! #Ag
G # C is minimal (i.e. there is no

subset of #Ag
G # C which satisfies i, ii and iii of Definition 3.

Definition 5 (Attack Relation between Explanatory Arguments). Let
(H, GAgh) and (H !, GAg!h!) be two explanatory arguments of two agents Ag and
Ag! respectively. (H, GAgh) attacks (H !, GAg!h!) i! H ! ¬GAgh.

Definition 6 (Attack Relation between Realization Arguments). Let
(#Ag

G , GAgh,C) and (#!Ag!

G , GAg!h!, C !) be two realization arguments of agents
Ag and Ag! respectively. (#Ag

G , GAgh, C) attacks (#!Ag!

G , GAg!h!, C !) i! #Ag
G #C !

¬GAg!h!.

The acceptability of these two types of arguments can be defined in the same
way as in [13]. Simply put, an argument is acceptable w.r.t a set of free-conflict
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arguments S (i.e. a set of arguments that are not attacking each other) i" if this
argument is attacked by another one, there exists an argument in the set S that
attacks the attacker. Other acceptability semantics are defined in [13] such as
grounded and preferred semantics, and using them will not change the core of
this work.

The set #Ag
G represents the sub-goals that Ag can use to achieve the goal

GAgh while satisfying a set of constraints C (C " "). So, the problem is: given
an agent goal (GAgh) and a set of constraints C, what are the sub-goals #Ag

G to
realize in order to achieve this goal. In the following propositions we consider
the complexity of this problem. For the concepts of complexity theory, refer to
[16, 23].

Proposition 1. Given a subset H " ! and an Ag’s goal GAgh. Deciding
whether (H, GAgh) is a non-necessarily minimal argument is in P "NP (P with
parallel queries to NP)

Proof. According to Definition 1, (H, GAgh) is a non-necessarily minimal argu-
ment i" H is consistent and H ! h. Since consistency checking is NP-complete
and establishing proof in propositional logic is co-NP-complete, the problem is in
"P

2 . Because the two conditions are independent, they can be checked in parallel.
Consequently the problem is in P "NP . !

Proposition 2. Let ! be a knowledge base and GAgh a conclusion. Deciding if
there is an explanatory argument over ! (H,GAgh) is in $P

2 .

Proof. The following algorithm resolves the problem: 1) guess a subset H " ! ;
2) check if (H, GAgh) is an explanatory argument. From Proposition 1, this
problem is in $P

2 . !

Proposition 3. Let (H, GAgh) be an explanatory argument. Deciding whether
(H, GAgh) is minimal or not is in P "NP .

Proof. The following algorithm resolves the problem: $ subformula x % H,
check if H & {x} is consistent and H & {x} ! h. If H consists of n symbols,
then it has no more than n sub-formulae. Thus, from Proposition 1 checking
the minimality can be done with a polynomial number of parallel calls to an
NP-oracle. It follows that this problem is in P "NP . !

As a consequence of Proposition 3, the minimality criterion is not an addi-
tional source of complexity.

Proposition 4. Given a finite set of Ag’s sub-goals #Ag
G , an Ag’s goal GAgh,

and a finite set of constraints C. Deciding if (#Ag
G , GAgh,C) is a realization

argument is in P "!P
2 .

Proof. According to Definition 3, (#Ag
G , GAgh, C) is a realization argument if All

the goals of #Ag
G are supported by explanatory arguments. If |#Ag

G | = n, then
from Proposition 2, n calls to a $P

2 -oracle are needed. Because each sub-goal
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could be checked independently from the others, the n calls could be done in
parallel. From Propositions 1, 2, and 3, the other conditions could be checked in
P "NP . It follows that the decision problem is in P "!P

2 . !

Theorem 1. Let ! be a knowledge base, GAgh a conclusion, and C a set of
constraints. Deciding if there is a realization argument over ! (#Ag

G , GAgh,C)
is in $P

3 .

Proof. The following algorithm resolves the problem: 1) guess a subset (#Ag
G " ! ;

2) check if (#Ag
G , GAgh,C) is a realization argument. From Proposition 4, this

problem is in $P
3 . !

By using explanatory and realization arguments, we can define the strategic
goals and their possible alternatives in order to achieve a given goal.

Definition 7 (Strategic Goal). Let #Ag
G be a finite set of Ag’s goals, C be a

finite set of constraints, and StrG(GAgh) be a set of strategic goals (i.e. sub-
goals) necessary to realize a given goal GAgh. GAgh! is a strategic goal of GAgh

(GAgh! % StrG(GAgh)) i! there is a realization argument (#Ag
G , GAgh,C) such

that: GAgh! % #Ag
G .

The fact that #Ag
G is minimal makes GAgh! necessary for the realization of

GAgh. However, GAgh! could be substituted for another sub-goal called alterna-
tive goal.

Definition 8 (Alternative Goal). Let #Ag
G be a finite set of Ag’s goals, C be

a finite set of constraints, and AltG(GAghi/GAgh) be a set of alternative goals
of a strategic goal GAghi relative to a given goal GAgh. GAghj is an alternative
goal of GAghi (GAghj % AltG(GAghi/GAgh)) i!:

1. (#Ag
G , GAgh,C) is a realization argument such that GAghi % #Ag

G

2. (#Ag
G &{GAghi}#{GAghj}, GAgh,C) is also a realization argument of GAgh.

Proposition 5. Let GAghj be an alternative goal of a strategic goal GAghi rel-
ative to a given goal GAgh. GAghj is also a strategic goal of GAgh.

Proof. According to the second condition of Definition 8, there is realization
argument (#Ag

G , GAgh, C) of GAgh such that GAghj % #Ag
G . Consequently and

according to Definition 7, GAghj is a strategic goal of GAgh. !

Proposition 6. Deciding if there are strategic goals to achieve a given goal is
in $P

3 .

Proof. This result is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1. !

Theorem 2. Deciding if there is an alternative goal of a given strategic goal is
in P "!2

P .
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Proof. Let %Ag
G = ! & #Ag

G be the set of Ag!s goals not used in the realiza-
tion argument of the given strategic goal GAgh. The following algorithm de-
cides the problem: For each goal GAghj % %Ag

G , decides if (#Ag
G & {GAghi} #

{GAghj}, GAgh,C) is a realization argument. By Proposition 4, this can be done
with a polynomial number of calls to an $P

2 -oracle. Because these verifications
could be done in parallel, we are done. !

3.2 Generation and Satisfaction of Constraints

The argumentation-based strategic reasoning presented above enables agents to
generate the strategic goals that ensure the realization of the conversation goal
while respecting, in each dialogue step, the set of constraints related to this
goal. The idea is that when the dialogue progresses, before adapting a new set
of strategic goals, an agent should find an acceptable explanatory argument to
justify the selection of each one of them. Thereafter, this agent should find an
acceptable realization argument to determine the new constraints to be used in
order to achieve these strategic goals. As defined in Definition 3, realization argu-
ments need explanatory arguments. These acceptable arguments should be built
from the agent’s beliefs and the public information conveyed by the addressee
during the previous dialogue steps.

The initial constraints related to a set of strategic goals are determined at
the moment of the goals generation using this argumentative reasoning. This is
done by building an acceptable realization argument (#Ag

G , GAgh,C) where #Ag
G

is the set of strategic goals used to achieve the goal GAgh by satisfying the set
of constraints C. New constraints can be added and some existing constraints
can be forsaken during the dialogue progress when new information become
available. In this case, the set of constraints related to the strategic goals #Ag

G
that the agent tries to satisfy in the current step, must be revised. This means
that a new acceptable realization argument should be built to identify the new
set of constraints (let us say C !) that could be satisfied, but without changing
the sub-goals (the set #Ag

G ). Otherwise, if such an argument cannot be built,
the goal GAgh related to this set cannot be realized using the sub-goals #Ag

G .
With respect to the constraints satisfaction, there are two possible cases. If the
new constraints related to the strategic goals are consistent with the constraints
related to the conversation goal Ccon, the agent can continue to adopt the same
strategy. In the second case, the agent must adjust its strategy by replacing
the set of strategic goals #Ag

G by another set #!Ag
G , which means that one or

more strategic goals are replaced by some alternatives. In the first case, only
the subset C of constraints in the realization argument should be changed. In
the second, also the set #Ag

G should be changed. If the inconsistency persists,
the agent must change the strategy completely. This should be done by building
a new acceptable realization argument with a new (strategic) goal GAgh. The
dialogue finishes if the agent does not succeed in building such an argument,
and we say that the realization of the conversation goal failed. This process is
sketched in the following algorithm:
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Algorithm 1. Goals and constraints generation
1: Given GAgh and C, compute #Ag

G by building an acceptable realization
argument (#Ag

G , GAgh,C)
2: Consider the new constraints C !

if C ! # Cconv is consistent then adjusting the strategy
Compute the new set of constraints C by building an acceptable
realization argument (#Ag

G , GAgh,C) given #Ag
G and GAgh

For each non elementary goal & in #Ag
G

& ' GAgh
do 1 and 2 recuresively

else changing the strategy
Compute a subset C !! of C ! such that C !! # Cconv is consistent
GAgh ' the supergoal of the current goal
do 1 and 2 recursively

end if

As indicated in Section 2, the set of the agent’s goals are represented by
a tree in which the root represents the conversation goal, the nodes represent
decomposable strategic goals, and the leaves represent elementary strategic goals
(i.e. strategic goals that cannot be decomposed). This tree is built progressively
while the dialogue progresses. To simplify the notation, an agent’s conversation
goal will be denoted by B and its strategic goals will be denoted by Bij . The
principal idea of the goals decomposition is that for each conversation or strategic
goal we have:

1. If the goal is elementary, then the agent tries to satisfy it by using a tactical
reasoning. This reasoning enables agents to choose the most relevant com-
municative act in order to achieve this goal. More details about this type of
reasoning can be found in [8].

2. If the goal is decomposable, then the agent must calculate, using the ar-
gumentative process described above, the sub-goals to achieve in order to
realize the initial goal. For each sub-goal, the agent can have several alterna-
tives having di"erent constraints. The achievement of these alternatives can
provide the same result as that provided by the initial sub-goals. The set
of the strategic goals which can be used to achieve the same goal are con-
nected by a concave arc, as indicated in Fig.2. In this figure, the goal B may
be decomposed into two goals B11 and B21. For the goal B11, we can have
several alternatives (B12, . . . , B1n) and realizing B requires the achievement
of B11 or one of its alternatives (there is thus a disjunction). In the same
way, the realization of B requires achieving B21 or one of its alternatives:
B22, . . . , B2p. The realization of B requires then the achievement of a goal
from the set {B11, B12, . . . , B1n} and a goal from the set {B21, B22, . . . , B2p}
(there is thus a conjunction).

In a general way, the generation of the set of constraints related to a set of
strategic goals is defined as follows:
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B 

B 11 B 12 B 1n B 21 B 22 B 2p 

Fig. 2. Example of decomposition of a conversation or strategic goal

Definition 9 (Constraint Generation). Let B be a conversation or strategic
goal and E be a function associating elementary goals to a set of constraints. The
constraints associated with the set of the strategic goals (StrG(B)) of the goal B
is given by the function C which is defined in Table 1.

Table 1. Constraint Generation Function

C(!) = {!}
C({B}) = E(B) if B is elementary

C({Bi}) =
[

!! C({B(i)})

[

"! C({B(i)})

{! " "} if B is not elementary

C({B1, B2, . . . , Bn}) = C({B1}) " C({B2}) " . . . " C({Bn})

In Definition 9, the function C takes as argument a set of goals (or a set of
graphs) and gives us a set of subsets of constraints representing the set of possible
scenarios (i.e. each subset represents a scenario). In the practice, this function
is implemented using the argumentation machinery explained above. ' and (
are two sets of constraints. B(1) represents the set composed by the strategic
goal B1 of the goal B and its possible alternatives. B(1) represents the remaining
goals in the tree representing the goal B. In a general way, B(i) represents the set
including the ith strategic goal of the goal B and its possible alternatives and B(i)
represents the remaining goals of the tree representing the goal B. For example,
in Fig.2 we have: B(1) = {B11, B12, . . . , B1n} and B(1) = {B21, B22, . . . , B2p}.
Furthermore, we consider that the constraints related to an elementary goal are
generated from the speech act performed to achieve this goal. For example, for
the speech act: ”I sell you my watch for 5 dollars”, the function E gives us the
set which contains the constraint: ”the price is equal to 5 dollars”.

Definition 10 (Constraints Satisfaction). Let B be a conversation goal and
Ctr(B) be the set of its initial constraints. The set of constraints Ctr(B) is
satisfied if there is a set Ci % C({B}) such that: Ctr(B) # Ci is consistent.
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According to Definition 10, a conversation goal B cannot be achieved if there
is no set of constraints in the set C({B}) which is consistent with the set Ctr(B)
(set of constraints associated with the agent’s conversation goal). In other words,
an agent that is able to satisfy the constraints which appear during the dialogue
would be able to achieve its conversation goal. The reason is that this agent
will be able to build an acceptable realization argument supporting the strategic
goals of the conversation goal by considering the new constraints.

4 Related Work

Formalizing goals has attracted a special attention in the last decade within
multi-agent systems. Winiko" et al. [37] discuss the two aspects of goals: declar-
ative (a description of the state sought), and procedural (a set of plans for
achieving the goal). A framework integrating these two aspects is proposed.
Nigam and Leite [22] use dynamic logic programming to represent the agent’s
goals and their evolution. van Riemsdijk et al. [35, 36] investigate the dynamics
of declarative goals in agent programming. In these proposals internal and exter-
nal motivations such as norms, obligations, and impositions about adopting and
dropping goals are considered. Our work is inline with these proposals by consid-
ering declarative goals, but the context, motivations and underlying techniques
are di"erent. Also, some interesting frameworks in the context of agent commu-
nication have been proposed by Amgoud and Kaci [1], Shapiro and Brewka [27],
Shapiro et al. [28], Sardina et al. [26], and Caelen [10].

The approach proposed by Amgoud and Kaci [1] considers the realization of
a goal as the realization of a plan which is composed of a set of sub-goals, called
conditions. In this approach, an initial goal is subject to some conditions (in
terms of agent’s beliefs) so that it is adopted or followed by the agent. Conse-
quently, this approach is interested in the generation of the initial goals (followed
by the agent) and of the conditional goals which compose the plans of the initial
goals. In fact, this approach considers the conditional goals as constraints to be
satisfied in order to achieve an initial goal. However, it is di"erent from ours in
which we distinguish between the agents’ constraints and the goals. The agent’s
goals reflect its objectives, whereas the constraints reflect the limits encountered
to realize these objectives. Another fundamental di"erence is that our approach
considers strategic reasoning and strategic goals which are di"erent from con-
versation goals. Indeed, a strategic goal may be achieved, substituted for one of
its alternatives, or rejected if the strategy is being changed, (i.e. if one of its con-
straints is not satisfied). In contrast, a conversation goal can only be realized or
failed. To achieve a conversation goal, the agent must have a strategic reasoning
which enables it to follow strategic sub-goals. The realization of a conversation
or strategic goal is conditioned mainly by the capability of the agent to convince
its addressee by using an argumentative process. More precisely, in our approach
we are interested in realizing a conversation goal in terms of the performance of
its strategic sub-goals by respecting the constraints (imposed beforehand on the
agent or generated by the agent for each goal according to its beliefs)
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In the approach proposed by Shapiro and his colleagues [28], an agent adopts
a goal with reference to a request on behalf of another agent. An agent maintains
its goal as long as it did not receive a request for cancellation of this goal.
Furthermore, in [27], if an agent believes a goal is impossible to achieve, it is
dropped. However, if the agent later believes that it was mistaken about the
impossibility of achieving the goal, the agent might readopt the goal. Contrary
to this approach, we do not consider in this paper the problem of goal change,
but rather we deal with the problem of achieving conversation goals in terms of
sub-goals and constraints that should be satisfied. In other words, our approach
does not address goal change, but it tackles the realization of conversation goals
in terms of strategic sequences of actions and constraints. Readopting goals is a
form of persistence which is completely di"erent from ours in which we consider
other strategies to achieve the same goal.

Goals and dialogue strategy concepts were also dealt with by Caelen [10].
He presents an approach for the logical modeling of dialogues in which each
interlocutor looks for achieving his goal by using the best possible strategies.
The author models a kind of interaction between the goals of each agent and the
dialogue strategy without considering agent reasoning. However, in our approach
we model strategic reasoning for each agent implied in the conversation using
argumentation. This reasoning, which is non-monotonic, takes into account the
nature of dialogue which is a dynamic and a joint activity.

Finally, Sardina and his colleagues [26] propose an approach for the formal-
ization of goals based on the planning which is static in nature. However, dialogue
is purely a dynamic activity. Therefore, dialogues cannot be modelled by plans
to follow. Our proposal is di"erent because it is based upon argumentation-
driven reasoning about strategic goals and constraints. Sub-goals are generated
and substituted for alternatives dynamically while the dialogue progresses. The
strategy can also be adjusted when other information becomes available.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an argumentation-driven approach for interacting
agents in a multi-agent setting allowing them to reason about goals. This for-
malism is based on a strategic reasoning which provides a mechanism to calcu-
late a cognitive representation of the manner of achieving a conversation goal
in terms of strategic goals. Agents’ strategic goals are supported by two types
of arguments: explanatory arguments to justify the choice of the goals and real-
ization arguments which provide the set of sub-goals necessary to achieve these
goals given a set of constraints. The formalism also allows agents to persist in
achieving their conversation goals by using alternative goals.

As future work, we plan to address the relevance issue within strategic reason-
ing. Since an agent can have several dialogue strategies for the same conversation
goal, we are interested in proposing a method enabling agents to select the most
relevant and e!cient strategy.
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Abstract. When we communicate with others, we always care about commu-
nicability. The situation is same as software agents. In this paper, we introduce
the notion of communication channel as the communicability into multi-agent
system. We formalize the system in Update Logic with Belief modality, and is
modelled by possible world semantics (Kripke semantics) with internal states. In
the system, an inform action is available for an agent if a communication channel
exists, and as a result the recipient updates his/her belief. We have implemented
a model checker in SWI-PrologTM , which works as a model updater as well as a
model checker, that is, the system proves whether a given formula holds or not in
a certain state in a possible world. If an inform action is initiated in the system,
a new state is added in each possible world and the veridicality of formulae is
changed.

1 Introduction

Thus far, many formalisms for modelling rational agents have been proposed. Epistemic
Logic (EL) treats knowledge/belief states of situated agents [10]. Later, it was extended
with a branching flow of time and developed into Computational Tree Logic (CTL, [5]).
Also, epistemic logic came to include modal operators of agents’ beliefs, desires and
intentions, as BDICTL [18]. This logic has been often utilized in Artificial Intelligence,
and the concept of an intelligent agent has been applied to the mobile agents platform by
FIPA [6]. FIPA/ACL is based on a quantified multi-modal logic originally proposed in
[3]. This research is one of the most important researches on multi-agent interaction, for
the specification of a proper formal semantics of such language is a crucial prerequisite
for the communication of artificial agency. Based on FIPA, [4] has add Communication
Channel(CC) in multi-agent interaction, the notion of CC is that if there is a channel
among each agent, then an agent can communicate with others.

In the above history of formalization of agent communication, we raise three issues
as follows.

(i) In the ordinary environment, an agent may be able to initiate an inform action
though the communication channel might not be established.

(ii) If there is a channel, the existence of channel itself should be informed between
agents.

(iii) An epistemic state of each agent, after a successful communication, should be prop-
erly represented by model theory.
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In this paper, we separate the action of communication from the existence of a chan-
nel, and discuss how to formalize a channel in logic. Then, we would like to propose
the mechanism of updating an epistemic state of each agent. We employ Kripke model
in modal logic as Rao’s, as well as Update Epistemic Logic [17]. With this logic, we
would like to propose Belief Update Logic (BUL) B!c with belief modality and channel
variables. On the platform, we specialize the update mechanism for the inform action,
to construct Binfc .

In the remainder of the paper, we will survey how the notion of channel has been
introduced and discuss the proper implementation in Section 2. In Section 3, we will
discuss the adequacy of update logic instead of branching time. In Section 4, we show
the syntax and semantics of the B!c , as well as the procedure of model updating. In
Section 5, the specific update mechanism for the inform action will be given. In Section
6, we present a model checker for Binfc . In section 7, we will conclude this paper with
some perspectives for further research.

2 Communication Channel

In this section, we discuss the various existing formalizations of communicability in the
literature [4, 21, 9]. The concept of Communication Channel was first presented by [4],
in which a channel represents the receiver’s attitude toward whether (s)he is ready to
communicate or not. For example, a software agent needs to recognize whether another
agent is in a state being capable of receiving messages from other agents. Contrary to
this approach, in [9] the communication channel is a representation of some substantial
communication medium or connection between agents. In this case, communicability is
regarded to be the state of the network connection as well as the attitude of the receiver.

When formalizing such communication channels, we need to consider if an inform
action always ensures successful communication, with regard to the communicability.
In our previous researches [21, 9], we have discussed di!erent ways to formalize a
communication channel (CC). Here, we briefly recall the discussion. There were four
choices of approach: (i) a predicate of first order logic, (ii) a modal operator, (iii) a
Cartesian product of two agents, and (iv) a proposition.

First-order predicate The simplest method is a predicate of first order logic, where
the communication channel predicate takes two agent indices (the respective sender
and receiver) as arguments, e.g. channel(i, j). However, the great majority of work
on agent communication has been done in the context of propositional modal logic,
which we would then need to translate to a first-order setting. In addition, the uni-
verse of a model must be multiply sorted into a set of individuals[12] and a set of
agent indices, where we would then also need to provide quantifiers ‘!’ and ‘"’
with sort declarations.

Modal operator We could regard CC as a modal operator Ci j; the intended meaning
of Ci j" is that agent i can inform agent j of the fact that ". In this case, when n
agents are given in a model, n(n # 1) operators would be required in addition to Bi,
which would complicate the logic unnecessarily.

Cartesian product This approach seeks to add the set of possible combinations of
agent indices {$i, j%, $ j, i%, $i, k%, . . .} into the signature of the language. This method
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simply add a graph structure of agent connection, but we need to fabricate a new
proper semantics.

Special proposition The final choice is the formalization by a proposition. Let ci j be
a proposition, which represents a channel from agent i to j. If ci j is a propositional
variable, its truth value no longer needs to reflect any real connection to agents i
and j.

Considering the above discussion, we are to formalize communication channels as
special propositions. In order to distinguish them from ordinary propositions, we extend
the syntax and give a di!erent set of channel variables besides propositional variables.
We interpret a channel as a physical connection between agents, such as a network
or a telephone cable. Hence, a channel possesses a direction; for example, channel ci j
represents a channel from i to j but not vice versa.

3 From Branching-time to Dynamic Model

The behavior of agents has been mainly formalized by static model, which includes
all past and future states as well as a current state(e.g. Rao’s BDICTL). In this section,
firstly we summarize the basic idea of the logic BCTL/c from our previous work, which
will serve as the basis for a new extended logic in this study. Secondly, we discuss the
feasibility of CTL-based model.

3.1 CTL-based Language BCTL/c

Language BCTL/c [9] is a logical formalism that can be used to formally specify and
reason about the behavior of intelligent agents. This logic is a multi-modal logic that
includes temporal operators, path operators and Belief operators combined with com-
munication channels for describing communicability among agents. The behavior of
agents in BCTL/c is then characterized using an epistemic operator B (for Beliefs), tem-
poral operators X (neXt), F (Future),G (Globally) and a path operator A (All), E (Exist).

Let Ag be a set of agents, P is a set of propositional variables and C a set of channel
propositions. The language of branching-time belief LBCTL/c is the set of formulae #
given by

# ::= " | ci j | ¬" | " & $ | Bi" | AX" | AF" | AG",
where ci j ' C, i, j ' Ag and ",$ are logical formulae.

A temporal operator and a path operator can be combined to compose new logi-
cal formulae as in e.g. AX", AF" and AG" meaning that " holds at the next state, "
eventually has to hold somewhere on the subsequent path and " has to hold on the en-
tire subsequent path respectively. A formula of the form Bi" represents that an agent
believes ", and belief operators Bi should satisfy the axiom schema KD45.

A Kripke model for LBCTL/c is a structure, consists of a set of possible worlds, a set
of states in each world, and a transitive relation in states, as well as each agent has an
accessibility relation among pairs of (w, t) where w and t are a possible world and a
state respectively.
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Given a truth assignmentV(w, t, p) = {t, f } for each atomic proposition p in a world
w at a state t, each formula " in a modelM owns the following veridicality, where Path
denotes a set of paths in a possible world and p[i] denotes the ith element of Path p from
t, respectively.

(M,w, t) |= p () v(w, t, p) ' V, p ' P
(M,w, t) |= ci j () v(w, t, ci j) ' V, ci j ' C
(M,w, t) |= ¬" () (M,w, t) *|= "
(M,w, t) |= " + $ () (M,w, t) |= " or (M,w, t) |= $
(M,w, t) |= Bj" () !w,, ' {w, | (w, t,w,) ' B j}, (M,w,,, t) |= "
(M,w, t) |= AX" () !p ' Path(t), (M,w, p[1]) |= "
(M,w, t) |= AF" () !p ' Path(t), "i - 0, (M,w, p[i]) |= "
(M,w, t) |= AG" () !p ' Path(t),!i - 0, (M,w, p[ı]) |= "

In BCTL/c, we have supplemented the FIPA/ACL inform action with the notion of a
communication channel as follows:

inform(i, j,")
Preconditions: Bi" & ¬Bi(Bj" + Bj¬") & Bici j
Rational E!ects: BiBj", or BiBj" & Bj" & BjBi"

where this action is to inform a proposition " from i to j, and i needs to satisfy the
following preconditions.

– Bi" (i believes ")
– ¬Bi(Bj" + Bj¬") (i does not believe whether j believes " or not)
– Bici j (i believes that (s)he can communicate with j)

As a result, the Rational E!ects becomes as follows.

– BiBj" (i believes that j believes ")
– Bj" ( j believes ")
– BjBi" ( j believes that i believes ")

3.2 Toward Dynamic Model

CTL-based language possesses a static model, that is, every possible future is written
a priori from the God’s viewpoint and a di!erent selection of action would lead to a
di!erent future as is shown in Fig.1(a).

However, the static model is hard to be given in practical cases. We need to elaborate
to write down every possibility though only one of the future paths is taken by agent
behavior and others would be abandoned. Instead, we adopt a dynamic model where
the model is updated dynamically according to agent’s action. The model would be
changed dynamically in Fig.1(b), where a new ‘current’ state is added in each possible
world. In the following section, we will discuss such updating model.
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4 Belief Update Logic B!c

We introduce Belief Update Logic that an action ! make agents’ epistemic state be
updated in this section. Update logicUL is a kind of Dynamic Logic where states change
according to actions, but the model is also updated by the action. In [1, 2, 8, 11, 17, 20],
update logic has been employed to represent agents’ actions. We also adoptUL and thus
we can avoid complicated branching-time CTL as well as those temporal operators.

4.1 Syntax

Definition 1. Given a set of agents Ag, a set of propositional variables P , a set of a
channels C and a set of actions Ac, the set of sentences of belief update language LB!c
is the set # and the action % given by:

# ::= " | ci j | ¬" | " & $ | Ba" | [%]"
% = ! | $? | !; &

where i, j, a ' Ag, and ", $ are logical formulae. Ba" represents that an agent a believes
", and [%]" means that after executing % it is necessity that " holds, that is, % brings
about ". In the action %, !, & ' Ac, ‘?’ and ‘;’ are constructors, and are interpreted as
follows.

"? Test whether " is satisfied
! ; & ! is performed, and then & is performed (sequentially)

Also there are given two more constructors ‘+’ and ‘.’ in [14]:

! + & Perform both ! and &
!. ! is repeated more than once

However, these constructors are not mentioned in LB!c .
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We finitely axiomatize LB!c by the following system in terms of [10, 14].

BK Ba(" / $) / (Ba" / Ba$)
BD Ba" / ¬Ba¬"
B4 Ba" / BaBa"
B5 ¬Ba¬" / Ba¬Ba¬"
AK [!](" / $) / ([!]" / [!]$)
ACons [!; &]" / [!][&]"
Def! [!]" / ¬$!%¬"
MP1 "

Ba"
MP2 "

[!]"

Note that the belief operator needs to satisfy KD45. Especially, (B4) requires that a
request that agents be introspective, i.e., ‘(s)he recognizes what (s)he believes, and (B5)
is used to keep consistency in each agent’s belief.

The constructor ‘?’ does not possess any rewriting rule. Though ["?]$ / (" / $)
in [14], we need to modify it to di!erentiate when " and $ are evaluated, as in the
following subsection.

4.2 Kripke semantics

Definition 2. A Kripke model for the language of B!c is a structureM = $W, {Tw |
w 'W}, {Rw | w 'W}, {Ba | a ' Agent},V% where:

– W is a set of possible worlds,
– Tw is a set of states in each worldW,
– Rw is a binary relation, i.e. Rw 0 Tw 1Tw (Again, seriality is not guaranteed in this
model),

– V is a truth assignment to the P and C for each w 'W at each state t ' Tw (i.e.
# = P 2C ,V(w, t) : #3 {t, f }),

– For a ' Agent,Ba is a binary relation onW, and states Tw (i.e.Ba 0W1Tw1W).

Before an updating, a satisfaction relation ‘|=’ is given as follows, where (M,w, t) |=
" means that " holds at state t in possible world w.

Definition 3. Without updating, a truth condition of logical formulae observes the con-
ventional modal logic though the condition for ci j is added.

– (M,w, t) |= p () v(w, t, p) ' V, p ' P
– (M,w, t) |= ci j () v(w, t, ci j) ' V, ci j ' C
– (M,w, t) |= ¬" () (M,w, t) *|= "
– (M,w, t) |= " + $ () (M,w, t) |= " or (M,w, t) |= $
– (M,w, t) |= Ba" () !w ' {w, | (w, t,w,) ' Ba}, (M,w,, t) |= "
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Definition 4. The satisfaction relation with updating |=. becomes as follows, where
!, & ' Ac,M! is an updated model by the action !. First, a logical formula without
updating is

(M,w, t) |=. " () (M,w, t) |= ".

Logical formulae with updating are

– (M,w, t) |=. [!]" () ! t, ' {t, | t 4 t, ' R!w}, (M!,w, t,) |=. ",
– (M,w, t) |=. ["?]$ () if (M,w, t) |=. ", then (M,w, t) |=. $,
– (M,w, t) |=. [!; &]" () ! t, ' {t, | t 4 t, ' R!w}, (M!,w, t,) |=. [&] " and ! t,, '
{t,, | t, 4 t,, ' R!&w }, (M!&,w, t,) |=. ".

Given a model

M = $W, {Tw | w 'W}, {Rw | w 'W}, {Ba | a ' Agent}, V%,

after an action ! ' Ac is performed, the updated model

M! = $W, {T !w | w 'W}, {R!w | w 'W}, {B!a | a ' Agent},V!%

would be defined as follows.

Definition 5. With a new state t,, the model is updated as follows.

– T !w = Tw 2 {t,}.
– R!w = Rw 2 {t 4 t,}.
– B!a = Ba 2 {(w, t,,w,) | (w, t,w,) ' Ba}.
– V! = {v(w, t,,$) | v(w, t,$) ' V} . !V(w, t,,") where (M,w, t) |=. [!]". !V(w, t,,")
is the set of new information which is recursively reduced to atomic formulae in the
following way.
i) when " ' P 2 C, !V(w, t,,") = {v(w, t,,")}.
ii) when " = "1 + "2, !V(w, t,,") = !V(w, t,,"1) or !V(w, t,,") = !V(w, t,,"2).
iii) when " = ¬"1, !V(w, t,,") = V! # !V(w, t,,"1).
iv) when " is alethic, i.e., " = Ba"1, !V(w, t,,") = 2!V(w,, t,,"1) for all w, s.t.

(w, t,,w,) ' B!a .
The updating of V in Def.5 corresponds to Def.4, i.e., when [!]" holds in a world

w at a state t, " holds at a new state t, in the same world. In Def.5, ‘.’ represents AGM-
style belief revision [7]; the set of new information are added to the new state while the
previous belief v(w, t,$) ' V is maximally preserved, but if some of them contradict
the new information they are removed from the new state.

Fig.2 shows an example of model updating which updates a state t to t,. In the
figure, although the agent i believes " at a state t, " is included in the agent j’s belief
at a new state t,. Note there are more accessible relations in Fig.2, the figure just shows
importance relations for simplicity. In a world w2,w3,w4, if ¬" holds on some of them,
then agent j’s belief is revised as " at a new state t,.

In [20], the updated modelM! has changed the accessibility relations among pos-
sible worlds, while we have added new states with index t and have changed the truth
values in each state. Though the extra index may complicate the logic, our approach
can preserve the history [16, 15] of revision and would be helpful for practical uses.
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5 Formalization of inform action in Binfc
In this section, we specialize the action ! in B!c to inform action. First, if we assume
that the inform action is a solitary action [inf ], we can expect that the model is updated
as follows.

(M,w, t) |=. [inf ]" () !t, (t 4 t,) ' T inf
w , (Minf ,w, t,) |=. ", (1)

that is, " holds in all the subsequent state after performing an action inf .1
Now, we introduce the following action set into B!c , and call the logic B

inf
c .

Ac = {inf "i j | i, j ' Ag, " ' P}.

Although inform operators are given syntactically for every combination of i, j ' Ag and
" ' P, we require that an operator should be validated only when an agent i believes "
and (s)he has a channel ci j.

(M,w, t) |=. Bi" & ci j () (M,w, t) |=. [inf "i j ]Bj". (2)

Now, we name the precondition and its e!ect as follows.
"
FP "i j (precondition) Bi" & ci j
RE "i j (rational e!ect) Bj"

1 Although Belief Update Logic adds only one state to each world, we obey the general conven-
tion that states are universally quantified to keep the logic consistent with other logics.
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According to (1) and (2), our inform action should be

(M,w, t) |=. FP "i j () (M,w, t) |=. [inf "i j ]RE
"
i j () (Minf "i j ,w, t,) |=. RE "i j .

Actually, the following one formula meets the above specification

(M,w, t) |=. [FP "i j ?; inf
"
i j ]RE

"
i j , (3)

since the composite operator can be decomposed by Def.4, as follows. (Hereafter, we
may omit indices unless necessary.)

(M,w, t) |=. [FP?; inf ]RE () (M,w, t) |=. [FP?][inf ]RE ()
if (M,w, t) |=. FP then (Minf ,w, t,) |=. RE.

We rewrite (3), to abbreviate and also to emphasize the co-indexing, attaching ‘5 "i j ’ at
the tail of the formula. Now we define the inform action.

Definition 6 (Preliminary). The inform action is given by

(M,w, t) |=. [FP?; inf]RE 5 "i j .

Note that such actions which owns incongruent indices as to (i, j,") are not well-
defined, and are not meaningful.

Here, we discuss the rational precondition and the rational e!ect in general, revising
(2). According to FIPA/ACL, the sender should recognize the existence of a channel as
Bici j. Also, if Bi" (i believes that ") and there is an inform action, Bj" ( j would come to
believe "). If we observe this specification, we must say that the agent is quite gullible
since " holds only in i’s belief and j cannot know if " is true. [3] regarded that the
rational result should be BjBi" in which case the agent could be skeptical. In this study,
we regard that the receiver agent is basically gullible but the transmission of information
depends upon the existence of channel.

First, in the similar way to FIPA, we implement the gullible agent, including the
mutual belief as in [13].
"
FP1 6 Bi" & Bici j & ci j,
RE1 6 Bj" & BiBj" & BjBi".

On the contrary, the sender can initiate the inform action without the firm existence
of the channel.2 However, this action cannot entertain the successful communication, in
which case the sender would have a wrong conviction that (s)he has sent the information
to j; that is,
"
FP2 6 Bi" & Bici j,
RE2 6 BiBj".

2 If we employ Axiom (T) for Bi, the channel ci j necessarily holds by Bici j / ci j. However, in
this case, the modality Bi turns to be Ki (from KD45 to KT45) beyond our motivation.
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Definition 6 (Revised). The inform action is given by

(M,w, t) |=. [FPk?; inf]REk 5 "i j ,

where k = {1, 2}.

Index k coincides. FP1 results in RE1 while FP2 induces RE2. In our implementa-
tion, the FP-RE pair can be substituted for other specifications, according to di!erent
applications.

In either case, the updating policy is consistently represented, according to Def.5,
as

Vinf = {v(w, t,,$) | v(w, t,$) ' V} . !V(w, t,,RE)

where (M,w, t) |=. [inf ]RE.

6 A Model Checker for Binfc

In this section, we introduce a model checker for Binfc , which we implemented in the
SWI-PrologTM ([19]). Our model checker can be used to evaluate Binfc formulae, includ-
ing inter-agent inform actions in a given model.

The model checker performs the following two commands.

prove Given a formula " together with state t in a possible world w, the command
verifies the truth value of the formula. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

inform Given a formula ", a sender i, a receiver j, together with state t in a possi-
ble world w, the command updates the epistemic state of each agent. Algorithm 2
sketches this procedure.

Execution example 1
Here, we show an example of the telephone game in our model checker. Now, sup-

pose there are three agents a, b and c. Though a can communicate with b, can not with
c by the lack of a channel between them. In this example, a tries to inform c of the fact
that p via b. The situation is shown as in Fig.3. Suppose that

FP1 6 (M,w, t) |=. Bap & Bacab & cab,

and the expected result is

RE1 6 (Minfpab ,w, t,) |=. Bbp & BaBbp & BbBap.

The same formula can be represented in our model checker as follows.

?- prove(world(1),state(1), (FP => inf(a, b, p, RE))).

FP = bel(a,p) && bel(a, channel(a,b)) && channel(a,b)
RE = bel(b,p) && bel(a, bel(b,p)) && bel(b, bel(a,p))
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input : w, t,"
output: YES or NO
prove(w, t,")
begin

if " 6 $ & ' then
if prove(w, t,$) =YES and prove(w, t,') =YES then return YES;

else if " 6 $ + ' then
if prove(w, t,$) =YES or prove(w, t,') =YES then return YES;

else if " 6 ¬$ then
if prove(w, t,$) =YES then return NO;
else return YES;

else if " 6 $ / ' then
if prove(w, t,¬$ + ') =YES then return YES;

else if " 6 $?;' then
if prove(w, t,$) =YES then prove(w, t,') return YES;

else if " 6 $; ' then
prove(w, t,$);
prove(w, t,');
returnYES

else if " 6 [inf "i j ]$ then
inform(w, t, i, j,$);
if prove(w, t,$) =YES then return NO;

else if " 6 Ba$ then
forall (w, t,w,) ' Ba do

if prove(w,, t,$) =NO then return NO;
end
return YES;

else
if (w, t,") ' V then return YES;

end
return NO;

end
Algorithm 1: prove(w, t,") command

Fig. 3. A connection in Example 1
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input : w, t, i, j,"
output:M, = $W,T ,w,R,w,Ba,V,%
inform(w, t, i, j, p)
begin

if (w, t) |= FP then
forall w, 'W do
T ,w, = Tw, 2 {t,};
R,w, = Rw, 2 {(t, t,)};

end
forall k ' Ag do
B,k = Bk 2 {(w, t,,w,) | (w, t,w,) ' Bk}

end
W, = {w, | (w, t,w,) ' B j};
V, = {v(w, t,,$) | v(w, t,$) ' V} . {v(w, t,,") | v(w, t,") ' V}

end
end

Algorithm 2: inform(w, t, i, j, p) command

The above (FP => inf(a,b,p,RE)) in prove represents that

‘if FP is satisfied then invoke inf(a,b,p,RE)’.

In inf, a subroutine inform of Algorithm 2 is called, being w and t complemented.
Firstly, an agent a informs b of the fact that p, as follows.

?- prove(world(1),state(1),(FP => inf(a, b, p, RE))).
SYSTEM >knowledge is atom, OK
SYSTEM >INFORM: AGENT a -[p]-> AGENT b
SYSTEM >EFFECT:bel(b,p)
YES

At this time, an agent b believes p. Then p is informed to an agent c by executing
another inform action.

?- prove(world(1),state(2),(FP => inf(b, c, p, RE))).
SYSTEM >knowledge is atom, OK
SYSTEM >INFORM: AGENT b -[p]-> AGENT c
SYSTEM >EFFECT:bel(c,p)
YES

Finally, an agent c receives p from b.

Execution example 2
The Internet hosts a great many database systems, like mirror sites and shadow

servers. Suppose that a user has uploaded some software p to a database a. Then,
database a informs a mirror database b of the software. In addition, a also sends the
same information to another database c, but this attempt contingently fails as there is
no channel between a and c. So a asks DNS i who knows the channel between a and c.
In the example, the situation is shown in Fig.4.
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Fig. 4. DNS example

When the software p is informed to a mirror database b, our model checker outputs
as follows.

?- prove(world(1),state(1),(FP => inf(a, b, p, RE))).
SYSTEM >knowledge is atom, OK
SYSTEM >INFORM: AGENT a -[p]-> AGENT b
SYSTEM >EFFECT:bel(b,p)
YES

Next, the database a informs the second mirror database c of the fact that p, which
represents a new uploading to c.

?- prove(world(1),state(2),(FP => inf(a, c, p, RE))).
SYSTEM >knowledge is atom, OK
SYSTEM >INFORM: CANNOT EXECUTE!
SYSTEM >EFFECT:bel(a,bel(c,p))
YES

The above inform action fails by the lack of a channel among them. Then, the database
a investigates the network table in DNS i whether there is a channel or not.

?- prove(world(1),state(3),(FP => inf(i, a, channel(a,c), RE))).
SYSTEM >knowledge is atom, OK
SYSTEM >INFORM: AGENT i -[channel(a,c)]-> AGENT a
SYSTEM >EFFECT:bel(a,channel(a,c))
YES

This attempt shows that DNS informs a of the address of c, and now a has acquired
the channel between a and c. Finally, the database a informs the database c of the fact
that p as follows.
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?- prove(world(1),state(4),(FP => inf(a, c, p, RE))).
SYSTEM >knowledge is atom, OK
SYSTEM >INFORM: AGENT a -[p]-> AGENT c
SYSTEM >EFFECT:bel(c,p)
YES

Our model checker is able to verify which databases received the new software p,
because the past states in the model are stored, so we can reason about past communica-
tions. Now, since the database c knows the software p in state t4 after the three actions
be executed, the epstemic states of the all sites have been changed.

?- prove(world(1),state(4), bel(c, p)).
YES
?- prove(world(1),state(4), bel(a, bel(c,p))).
YES
?- prove(world(1),state(4), bel(b,p)).
YES
?- prove(world(1),state(4), bel(a, bel(b,p))).
YES
?- prove(world(i),state(4), channel(a,c)).
YES

These prove command reports the successful execution of the inform actions that
p is informed from database a to both of the mirror databases i and c.
In the latter example, a channel can be also a payload of agent communication. In

addition, in case there was no direct channel from a sender to a receiver, a sender could
know another channel asking other agents.

In these examples, such media as IP address, E-mail address and telephone num-
ber, are regarded as channels. At a glance, these media only provides the receivers’
addresses, but in our formalization they are also channels which reside at the sender
side.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have formalized communication channel as proposition, and thus, we
could distinguish the act of inform action from the actual communicability. Also, the
channel itself can be a payload of communication. We have implemented the agent’s
inform action in Belief Update Logic (BUL) Binfc , where the epistemic state of each
agent is updated, being a new state is added. Employing BUL, we could abandon the
complicated branching-time, and we no more need to give a static model including
unrealistic future. In the updating process, we have preserved the state index t. With
this, we can retrospect the agents’ belief, tracing back the communication history.

The following issues still remain as future tasks.

Concurrency and synchronization In the last section, we have shown agents’ inter-
action in the model checker of Binfc , and also shown an updated model by the inform
action. Our model checker can verify the past epistemic condition as well as the cur-
rent one, thanks to the state index t. However, the model checker cannot describe
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concurrent communication. This is not only the issue of computer implementation,
but also of the logic itself, since two contradictory information may arrive at a cer-
tain site via multiple di!erent paths. If we manage to avoid such a special case
and can develop the synchronization mechanism in multiple communications, the
feasibility of the system would be much improved.

Other Actions and Intention Though the update mechanism by inform is proposed in
this paper, other actions which appear in FIPA/ACL have not yet been incorporated
as a full-fledged agent communication. In this paper, we have only treated inf action
as an objective transition of states, and have not such actions as ask, request, and
eavesdrop, much less in which condition an agent would intend to inform.

History-based belief revision In Section 5, we have argued the possibility of wrong
conviction of the sender, that is, the channel existed only in the sender’s belief
and the communication had not been successful. This miscommunication would be
detected only later when other inform actions have taken places. We have updated
a state of each world by belief revision, but this is not a easy procedure. If new
information a!ects the past knowledge, we need to thoroughly scrutinize the past
state of each world so as not to draw contradiction. However, this process would
contribute to inspect the legality of history [15, 16].

These would be the next challenge items en route to full formalization of agent com-
municability.
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